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PREFACE

/-
The Rand Corporation-is conducting, under the sponsorship of the

U.S. Office of Education, a several-year, two-phase study of federally

funded programt designed to introduce and spread innovative practices

in public schools. These change agent programs normally offer temporary

federal funding' to school districts as "seed money."' If an innovation

is-Successful, it is assumed that.the district will incorporate and

spread part or all of the project using other sources of funds. The

Rand study analyzes the effects these federal policies have had.on.

local Change processes.

The first phase of the research (July 1973 to April 1975) examines

four federal change agent programs .(.Elementary and Secondary Education

Act Title III, Innovative Projects; Elementary and Secondary'Education

Act Title VII, Bilingual Projects; Vocational Education Act, 1968 AMend-
.

ments, Part D,'Exemplary Programs; and the Right-to-Read Program) and

addresses issues related to the initiation And implementation of these

change agent projects. Specifically, this atpect of the study 'identi-

fies what kinds of strategies and conditions tend tO promote change in

the school and which do not.

The final phase of the research (May 1975 to April 977) examines

what .happens.to local prOjects in the two largest change agent programs--

ESEA Title III and ESEA Title VII--when federal funding stops. This

phase focuses on the different fepirms that local incorporation or con-

tinuation.May take and.analyzes the institutional and project factors

that promote,or deter the sustaining and spreading of Title III and

Title VII projects.

'The Study's findings are reported in eight volumes under the general

title FederaZ Programs Supporting Educational Change (R-1589-HEW). A

series of five reportt'describes the results of the first phase of the

reseach:

Volume I (R-1589/1-HEW, A Model of Educational Chage) provides a

theoretical perspective for the Rand study by analyzing the current

state of knowledge of planned change in education and by proposing a
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conceptual model of factors af:fecting change processes within school_

districts. 1

Volume II (R-1589/2-HEW, Fact)rs Affecting (Thange Agent Projects) .

contains the analYsis'of survey data collected from a national samPle

of 293 projects in 18 states during 'November and December 1973.

Volume III (R-1589/4:-NEW, Me Process of Chqnge) summarizes the

findings and po licy implications resuffing from 29 case studies of

change agent projects conducted by Rand staff members and consultants

in 25 school districts duringApril and May 1974,:These case studies

were chosen from,the original sample, of.293 projects initially.surveyed.

Volume III also describes the role of state education agencies in

selecting, managitlg, and disseminating the change agent projects..

Four te chnlcal Oppendixes to Vol. III describe in detail,the

federal program management approach,.state education agency participa-

tion, and ease studies for each of the programs in the stddy: Title

App..A; Reading, App. B; Bilingual Education, App. C; and Career Educa-

tion., App. .D. APPcmdix A should be of particular interest to researchers

or practitioners c,..:ncerned with the introduction of new approaches to

classroom instrUction..

Volume IV (R-1589/4-BEW, The Findings in Review) summarizes the

findings di. VolS- /, II, and III, and: also synthesizes extensive.data

collected by Rand On federal-level program strategy and management for

each of the change agent programs. .Volame IV alSo includes a discussion

of alternative federal strategies for promoting innovation.

Vdlume V (R-1589/5-HEW,,ExecutiVe Summary) summarkzes the first

phase of the reSearch for a general audience.

The resulta Of the final phase are reported in three volumes:

Volume VI (-1589/6-HEW, Implementing and Sustaining Title VII

BilinguaZ Projects), discusses the-complex process of establishing

bilingual programs in local school districts, with particular attention

given to those asPects of the Title VII program and to those political

influences that affect local:implementation. The fieldwork, Viewpoint,

1
Because of 119.nd's interest in advancing knowledge of organiza-

tional behavior irk educational institutions, the research underlying
this report was supported in part by an allocation of Rand corporate
research funds. 0



and data interpretation build on the axtensive empirical work.done in

the first phase of the study and teported in Vol. III, App. C (Innova-

tions in B'Uinguat E(1.w,ation, R-1589/3-HEW).

The present report, Vol. VII, presents an analysis of the survey

data collected in 100 Title III projects in 20 states. This volume

'deals specifically with the,questions'of implementing, sustaining, and

spreading.part or all of special project strategies after federal

support ends.

q Volume VIII (R-1589j8-HEW, Tmplementing and Sustaining Innovations)

summarizes the findings from both phases of the study and, drawing on

these results., describes the process of change at the local level--

initiating, impleMenting, Sustaining, and spreading innovative projects.

Volume VIIr,also includes a discussion of policy implications that

derive from this study.
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57.

SUMMARY

This seventh volume in .the change agent series presents findings

,of the second, phase of Rand's study of local innovation projects.funded

hy federal change agent programs. -The study's first phase dealt with

the initiation and implementation of change projects... The second phase

focuses on the continuation of jnnovations after the end of their

Cederal grants and seeks to understand the long-run effects of the

federnl policy Of 'stimulating iocal education reform by providing "seed

money" to school districts. This study addresses three-research

questions:

o What does the continuation of speciallyjunded projects mean

and how shoOld this process be assessed?

o What influences the nature and.extent of continuation at,the

classroom level?

cp. How do districtsdeal with change agent projects at the end

of federal funding, and how do.their actions affect the long-

term fate of the projects?

RESEARCH DESIGN

The research consisted of-a nationwide survey'of 100 Title III

projects one to two years after the end of their federal funding,

fieldwork in 18 selected school districts, and statistical analyses.

The sample of' projects, mostrof which t4ere surveyed during Phase I,.is

not n representative Sample of all former Title III projetts; it con-

tains primarily projects that the districts have continued, at leaslk

to some extent. Because of the extensive data base collected during

°Phase I, however, it is possible to compare the characteristics of dis-,

continued and continued projects.. Those in he sample cover.a wide

varietY of innovations adopted in a wide range of local settings:

The survey queried 100 superintendents or key LEA officials,

171 principals, and 1072 teachers. The superintendent's questionnaire,

administered as a per.-sonal interview, focused on district decisions.



concerning the project's adoption and continuation. The principal's

questionnaire, also a personal interview, elicited information on

,project design, the school's earl volvement in the innovation, staff

attitudes towdrd the project, and the project's effect On the sdhool.

Teachers filled out self-administered questionnaires that covered many

topics, including the nature of the project=-its implementation, its

effect on teachers and,students,.and its continuation--and the school's'

characteristics and organizational climate. Trhe teachers-were also

asked to take a short verbal ability test.

The data analysiS usd statistical techniques to explorethe

effects of,the characteristics of projects and of the institutional

setting On ehe continuation Of innovations after federal fundineended.

To obtain comparable measurements of project results across the array
_ _ _ _

of innovations, we used teachers' asSeSsments of project effectiveness

(the percentage of project goals achieved), the change in teaching

style or behavior; and imprlovement in student performance in both cog=

hitive and afective aspects. -.The measures of continuation at the

classroom level wereteachers' assessments of the extent of their use

of project methods and materials ,approximately two years.after the .

end of federal funding. At the district level, the primary "dependent

variables" were the continuation status of changq agent projects and

the likelihood that the district would maintain the project.

,Because of the lack of theory about school district behavior and

abouL the local process of change, the research- aim was not to test

hypotheses but to enable the formulation of hypotheses by developing

a systematic understandi:Ig of continuation and the factors affecting

it. Our operational measurements of both independent and dependent

variables can be challenged, as can virtually all measurements of

educational "inpyt" and outcome; the selectivity of bur sample raises

questions about the generalizability of the findings; and the statisti-

cal procedures and the interpretation of the results are open to valid

criticism and alternative interpretations. These caveats notwith-

standing, the findings provide working hypotheses for federal, state,

and local policy.
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FINDINGS AT THE CLASSROOM LEVEL

Teachers' attitudes toward continuation depended on jlowoffectively

the project was implemented and on how much they changed because of it..

Among the factors affecting continuation, it was therefore important,to

examine those related to implementation and teacher change. We identified

three categories,of such factors: federal input, project characteristics,

and institutional setting. The following are our major findings for each

category:

Federal Inplit

Differences in the amount of Title JII funding had little consistent

or significant effect on project outcomes or on continuation. Although

federal money Plerly mattcred to local school districts in a 'number of

ways--pa'rticularly, their ability to undertake a project at all-any

change wrought in.district practices depended on what the district did

With the funds, not on dollar amounts.

Project Characteristics

Educational Method. The edUcational method or technique of an

innovation ,had little effect on project implementation, outcome, and

continuation. Because of differences in project'implementation strategies

and in local institutional factors, sirilar methods produced dissimilar

results aaro,ss sites. Generally speaking, therefore, no one method was

more likely than another to fulfill its promise, particularly in the

long term. In terms of the "success" of a federal investment, then, it

mattered less what the project was than how it was carried out.

Scope of Proposed Change. Projects attempting a broad scope of

change were not more or less likely to break down, and were somewhat

more likely to be continued, than were less ambitious or more narrowly

defined projects. Indeed, projects that required gignificant ehange in

overall teaching style and that called for extra effort on the part of

staff induced significantly more teacher change. Ambitious projects

therefore were not a "liability" from a funding point of view. Clarity

of project goals was important in the impjementatidt of all projects,
4
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Irowever, particularly those attempting a broad scope of change. For

such projects, staff uncertainty about what they werjexpected to do

generated severe implementation problems and pmtributed to project

demise once federal funding ended. Clarity of goals could not he

"given" to.a project staff at the outset, however; it had to be achiev('d

in the course of implementation.

imi)1(wwn1(Iri.on L:0,(0.jic::. The implementation strategies chosen

for a project strongly affected its outcome and tts continuation. In

.Nirticular, well-conducted training in how to use project methods and

materials enhanced implementation and improved student performance.

(The quality of training, not the quantity, made a major difference.)

Even good training appeared to have only short-term effects, however,
-

'unless it was given in combination with staff sUpport activities.

Specifically, when activities such as assistance in the classroom, the

use of outside consultants, classroom observation,'and staff meetings

were done effectively (especially by .giving practical support), they

provided the feedback and timely assistance the staff needed An adapting

project strategies to their own classrooms. Such assistance also helped

create tlie climate and moral support necessary to motivate teachers to

expend the effort that made projects work. The cruciality of well-

executed staff support activities was evident in the strong positive

effects they had, as a group, on all the dependent variables:" percentage

of project goals achieved, teacher change, improved student performance,

and continuation of project methods and materials.

Teacher participation in project.decisioos enhanced implementation

and heightened the chanCes for continuation. It did so becaUs6 it pro-

moted a "sense of ownership," especially when the staff developed part

All of their own materials.

Pay for training did not contribute to continuation and, in fact,

was negatively related to the percentage of project goals achieved and

total student change.

The local allocation decisions that are part of project implementa-

tionthat is, the number of project schools and the fUnding level per

student--generally had no significant relationship to project outcome

or continuation. (There were twb eXceptfons: more Concentrated funding

1 0



per student was positively assoclated with improved student performance.;

and the greater the numbr of project schools, the higher was the pro-

portion of project ma"Derials.continued.)

Institut lona' Sett inx,

1H:::,111(91,;./ 1,c(RIllip. Leadership was a vit ii

factor ac both the school and the project level. Effective implementa-

tion required a good project director and a supportive school principal.

But continuation depqnded less pn having had an effective project director

than on the early and Lasting support of principals. The organizational

climate of the projectthe quality of working relationships--.strongly

affected the percentage o goals achieved and project continuation..

(41c1 chiw,r,tcvh3ti(,:j. The tupo of school had little or no

relationship to project outcome or continuation. The exception to.this

general finding was the difficulty encountered by secondary School

projects both in achievingeffective implementation end in promoting

teacher change.

lizi2.?>fu!toristig. Teacher characteristics had major effects

on project outcomes. Above all,:teachers' sense of efficacy emerged as

a powerful explanatory variable; it had major positive.effects on the

percentage of project goals achieved, improved student performance,

teacher change, and continuation of project methods and materials,.

Teachers' years of experience, in contrast, had a.consistent negative-

relationship to project outcomes; experience was negatively related-to

the percentage bf project goals achieved, teacher change, and student

improvement. Teachers' verbal "ability was positively associated with

improved student Orformance, but otherwise did not affect implementa-

tion, teacher change, or continuation.

FINDINGS AT THE DISTRICT LEVEL

The end of each federal Title III grant confronted school diserict
7

with a decision that many did not seriously plan for when they fit4t

adopted a project: They had to decide whether to 'continue a projeCt in

whole or in part, using district resources, or to drop it. The latter

1 1



choice was easy when the project had not been effectively implemented.

Typically, however, the decision to discontinue meant that the district

had, originally taken on the project out, of opportunism--more tO take

'advantage of available federal funds than to deal with pressing educa-

tional needs--did not consider them central to the district's edlica-

tional objectives, and gave them little institutidnal support during

implementation.

In contrast, the decision to continue was more difficult and com-

plex, because it called for a district commitment in financial, organiza-

tional, and politicaf terms. The end of federal funding usually brought

sharply reduced project budgets, particularly for expensive projects.

Innovations that had used soft money to lower the studerA-to-adult

ratio (e.g., by hiring aides) were cut baCk to live within the district

budget; projects that had spread thei resources thinly across both .

elementary and secondary grades were severely reduced in scope. In'most

cases, districts did not provid e. supplementary funding for "continued"

projects, which stayed in a "special" status rather than eing incor-

porated into the district's regular educational practices. Two years

after the end of the federal grant, Ihey were still vulnerable to

financial, organizational, and political.instabilities.

Most,continued projects fdllowed either one oE two patterns. First,

some, projects were isolated, in that digtrict administrators simply left

the projeCts up to school=level-staff. ,The continuation of project-

related changes in this case depended on the extent to which the'project

staff had assimilated project precepts and.integrated them into tileir

classroom practices. Such isolated changes face a precarious future,

threatened by staff.turnover, principal transfers, and financial pressures.

A second pattern of continuatton was pro forma, in that district

officials formally decided to continue the project but teachers did not

use project-related activities extensively in their classrooms. This

pattern came about in several ways, the most frequent cause being in-
\

appropriate dr ineffective01isVict-level continuation strategie.7. For

example, when district officials simply,"mandaLd" the installation of

project activities in new sites, without first eliciting the suPport of,

staff new to the projedt, both teacher resistance and inadequate teacher_

tt.



preparation often made project operations only superficial. Or, when

district administrators failed to furnish the support necessary to

maintain project-related change--securing the commitment of principls

or supplying materials, for example--teachers were not able to continue

the project fully.

In contrast to these unstable patterns, a minority of projects. in

our sample became institutionalized--that'is, Project-related change

,became integrated into regular operations at both the district and

clasSroom levejs. These projects shed .their "special".status and

replaced practices that existed, before the proiects began. The key to

effective continuation is for district officials to see institutionaliza-

tion as A process of "remobilization" and "reimplementation." They must

realize that the perpetuation of a change agent.project requires the

.earlyactive, and continued attention of school district managers:

1 3
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1

. Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This rePort presents findings of the second phase of Rand's study

of local innovative projects funded by federal, change agent programs.

Jts.purpose is to explore the longrun effects of the .federal policy of

providing "seed money" to school districts as a stimulUs to educational

refornr11- To this end, we examined change agent projectS one to two years

after the end of federal funding..

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

During the 1950's,and'1960's two important initiativeS--the National

Defense Education Act (NDEA) of,1958, and the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act (ESEA) of'1965--defined a new federal.role in local educa

tiOn. NDEA sought to stimulate cUrriculum development in subjects such

as.science that are directly related to the national interest. These

efforts were purSued mainU through colleges and universities, not local,

school.diStricts. ESEA initiated a much broader federal role, including

largescale federal support for special educatiOn for the disadvantaged

and for bilingual education, encourageMent of innovations in.the public

schools, and grants to strengthen state departmen's_of education. ESEA
r6

also was intended.to serve social and political goals, such as redis

tributing educational resourc'es in the.public school system and legiti
o

mizing the voice of parents and communitygroups in the governance of

the public schools. ESEA,-in'short, signified an explic'it federal

interest in thereform of the,nation's public schools.

The federar.government, particularlYEhe United States Office of

Educati-on (USOE), has pursued a number of policy.strategies to promote

educat.ional reform. Cases in point a,re such'programs as Title III of

ESEA (innovative programs), the experimental' schools program, Right to

Read,.Follow Through, and Title VIT. of ESEA.(bilingual educatiOn).

One,.consequence is that federal funds now make up an important

fraction of many local schooldistrict budgets, but their effectiveness

in improving 'local educational practices is uncertain. Federally
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sponsored evaluations reveal inconsistent and generally disappointing

results.
1

Despite considerable innovative activity on the part of local

school districts and despite some successful, indeed nationally vali-

dated, projects, the evidence suggests that:

o No class of treatments has been found that consistently leads

to improved student outcomes (when variations in the insti-

tutional setting and nonschool factors are taken into account).

o "Successful' projects have difficulty sustaining their success

over a number of years.

o "Successful" projects are not disseminated automatically or

easily, and their "replication" in new sites usually falls

short of their performance in the original sites.

Consequently, although fbderal,support for local school services has

become well established, the "decade of reform" that began.with.ESEA

has provided few clear lessons about what went wrong (or right) and

thus offers little guidance as to.what an approprizqe and, effective

federal role might be'.

To aid in reexamining and redirecting federal education politics,

USOE.awarded a conttact to The Rand Corporation in. 1973 to undt.rtake

a fout-year study Of innovative projects funded by specified federal

change agent ptograms. This research was to assess the effectiveness

of these prograMs as stimuli of change in local practices and to suggest

how' federal policiesoould be improl/d. The study was not to be an

evaluation per se; it was to,concentrate .gn the basic processes that

'attend the 16cal initiation of federAlly sponsored projects and attempt

to undetstand what factOrs systematically and significantly.affeát this

process.

1
Volume I of this study,reviews the evaluation and other. relevant

literature up to 1974. Large-scale evaluations are a continuing activ-
ity of U.S... Office of Education (USOE) and National Institute of.Educa-
tion (NIE). Recent evaluations,seem as controversial and as mixed as

their predecessors. On balance, however, they do not seem to contradict

the generalizations.made above.
. '
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In particular, USOE wanted Rand to examine the following questions:

o How are federally supported innovations in local educational

practices introduced and implemented?

o How are these innovations sustained and spread after the end

of kederal funding?

o What factors in federal policy, in the nature of the change

agenx projects, and in the local fnstitutional setting deter-
.

mine the outcome of innovati6ns and their chances of being

sustained and spread?

FINDINGS OF PHASE r

.To address.these basic questions, Rand conducted a two-phase study.

Pindings 'from the' first phase of the iesearch are presented,in the
c

first five volumeg of the report, 'Federal. Progrqms Supporting Educa-.

tionai Change, R-1589-HEW. The second phase is the subject of this

volume., '

Phase I..:(July 1973 to July 1974) studied local ignovations during

thelr last or next to.last year of federal gUnding. It focused oft

project iniation and,implementation. USOE specified four programs

for intlusion 'in Phase I: Elementary and Secondary Education Act,. ,

Title III, Jnnovative Programs; Elementary ,and Secondary Education Act.

Title VII, 4ilingual Projects; Vocational Education Act, 1968 Amendments,

Part.D, Exemplary Programs; and,Right to Read.
2

These programs.differed

_in focus and management strategy, but had a Common purpose:, to sfimu-
'

late and:disseminate educational innovations.
3

They alsb, had a comMon.

2
In FY 1974, the year ofthe major researCh activities of'Phase I,

of this study, the approXimate funding levels of the federal .programs
were: . ESEA Title III-4 Jnnovative Proj6cts, $150 million; ESEA Title VII,
Bilingual Projetts, $45 million; Vbcational Education Act; 1p8-AMend-
ments. Part D, Exemplary Programs, $16 million; and Right to Read,
$12 million. Although:these programs have evolved further since 1974
(e.g., Title III.has.beCome consolidated into Title IV under, the 1974
Amendments to ESEA), the discussion in this report refers to the pro-
grams as they existed'when the projects were studied.

3
Each change agent Program had a.distinct kocus.and management

strategy. The largest, Title III., -. was'designed to improve the quality_
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policy instrument: the provision of temporary funds (3 to 5 years)

ranging from less than ten thousand dollars to several hundred thousand

dollars per year. Although these amounts are small relative to the

usual school diStritt budget, they were iatended to fung, new educational

services, not to support existing ones. Because we studied four programs

instead of one, we were able to examine the local process of change in

approximately 300 projects in a Variety of institutional settings, and

i,dentify.principal factors affecting project initiation and implementation.

The major conclusion reached in Phase I can be summarized.simply:

Federal change agent policies had their primary
effect on the initiation of projects but . .

neither those polities that were unique to each
Of the federal programs or those policies that
were common to them had a strong influence on the
implementation of. local innovations: Federal
change agent policies exercised limited leverage
on the course of innovations.because they did not
critically influence those factors most responsible
for effective impiementatiom : . . .4

of publit,,education both by' introducing, model practices that were new to
American education and by spreading existing successful practices, to
schools thatwere not aware Of them. The competition fot Title III,grants
of-three-year duration Vas open to.almost,any kind of project that local
schools wished to propose. In 1973-1974, the first'year Of the Rand
study, 15 percent of Title III Ifloney was grZnted directly to local educa-
tion agencies (LEAs) by the Office of Education, and the remainder'was al-
located to state education. agenCies (SEAs), who In turn made grants to
LEAs. Other'federal programs were more narrowly targeted.and had more
specific funding'criteria..:The USOE's Right-to-Rea& prograM strove to
create a national educational priority for reading, particularly for dis-
advantaged sudents. The Right-to-Read demonstration projects, the .
program component addressed in Phase I of.this study, included a pre-
scribed planning and management strategy in an"effort to facilitate,ef-
fective implementation. Vocatonal Education,.Part.D, was designed to
create exemplary programsto enhance career awareness and readiness.'
'Congress-, belieVing that many SEAs were unable to promote significant
innovations, authorized USOE-to fund local projects directly through'
the Part D program. Title VII (Bilingual Education) originally sought
o provide model projects for the special needs of children whose
English-speaking ability was limited. The program has ::.uosequently
acquired the further goal of maintaining and encouraglng "cUltural
pluralism" in American public education,,with strong political suppOrt
frOm many Spanish-speaking people.'

R-1589/4-HEW, p. 14, hereinaftet cited as "Vo IV," as other
voluMes will be cited simply by number: Vol II," ett.
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Three main factots affected the local process of change and thus

the outcomes of innovations:

o Characteristics of the institutional setting, particularly the

oranizntional climate in schools and the motivations of par-

ticipants at all levels of the district;

o 'The implementation strategy employed by local innovators to in-

stall the project treatment; and

o The.scope of change planned or implied by the project relative

to its setting.

The mere adoption of "improved" educational methods, practices, or

technologies did not automStically.improve student outcomes. The reason

was,that "project implementation:, which is largely=shapeci.by the insti-

tutional setting, dominates the innovative process . . . . This means

that initially similar, technologies installed in different settings

..undergo unique alteration and thus their outcome-s..Cannot be predicted
5 Aon the basis of treatment alone." In short, internal,factors and local

decisions are more influential than "inputs" from the outside'.

One implicationis that federal policy.should pay more attention to.

the local implementation process. (USOE,and NIE have taken steps to:do

- so.) Most projects that did not work failed either because school dis-q

tricts did not take them seriously--for example, when the major motiva-

tion was simply to take advantage of federal funds instead of to solve
0

a pressing educational. problem--ot because school districts intent on

reform nonetheless lacked the institutional_tapacity and Skills to carry

out an effective project. The primgy feature of effective implementa-

tion could be ,called "mutual adaptation," in which the project is adapted

to its institutional context and organizational patterns are adapted to

meet the demands of the project. PhaSe I identified, in 'Art exploratory

way, local implementation strategies that promoted mutual adaptation. 6
-

A,major objective of Phase II was to explore those strategies,more fully

5

6
Ibid., pp. 18-20.
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and to consider how federal policy might assist school districts to

develop mutual adaptation:

'RESEARV QUESTIONS OF PHASE II

Phase II (May 1975-April 1977) treat§ questions that are in some

ways more 13erplex*ng than those addressed by Phase I. USOE wanted to

know what happens to innovative projects after the end.of their federal

funding periods (normally three to five years). Accordingly, two years

after the initial field research, Rand revisited or resurveyed a sample

of approximately 100 of the projects funded under Title III Of ESEA,. to

explore the longer-run effects of providing federal "seed money" to

promote educational, reform.

A major challenge in dealing With this issUe was.to pose the:-

"right" questions. The question usually, aSked is: Are projects

"continued" after.the end.'of -federal funding? Ibis question, though

appropriate, is'far too simple. It assumes that when federal funding

terminates, districts make a "go or no-go".decision about the:fate Of

the project. Sometimes they do, as our invdstigations at the end of

the first phaseLand the beginning of the 'second phase oFthe study

confirmed.- Yetwe found that such decisions were usually foregone

°conclusions, made because projeCts ad not really been implemented,

'often brpke,down completely; or,were at best syffibolically implemented.

7
As will be discussed in a later'section, Rand gathered inforthation--

by a telephone survey, field visits, or a full-scale field siltvey=-on
over 200 projects, of which about 15 percent were not in the original'
sa'mple. According to an agreement.with USOE, the final selection for
quantitative analysis amounted to 100 former Title III projects, and
f.ormer Vocational'Education and former Right-to-Read projects were not
studied. Moreover, Title VII, Bilingual projects were no included in'
the quantitative analysis because a change in Title VII funding!policy
meant that most (85 percent) of'the projects in Rand's original sample
received additional federal funds. Nonetheless, since the issue.of how
bilingual projects might sustain their qctiiiities is still important,
these projects were examined using qualitative methods; the results are
reported in Vol. VI.

8
In Phase I we asked district officials and project participants

whether they thought the project would be continued (see Vol. II,
Sec..5). Phase II did preliminary ieldwork ine'a small number of sites
followed by'e telephone survey of Title III projects involved in Phase
research; Chap. 2 below discusses this preliminary research.
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Such failures bbth to implement and to continue tended.to be.predictable

from the outset, especially for districts whose apparent motivation.was

the opportunistic desire to obtain federal money. Not surprisingly,

such projects tended- to disappear almost without a trace.when federal

funds ended.
9

6istricts interested in project contirluation lace a more complex

problem than a simple yes-or-no decision. District staff have to figure

out what.components of a project are worth sustaining and spreading and

on What scale, given the district's ecohomic, Toli'tical, and 'Organiza-

tional realitiei. Questions.abound. Has the project.proved its worth

and:therefore should become a regular part of the district's educational

vrogram? Should project activities be cut back, remain the same, or be

expanded?' Should project methods be supported but project materials be

dropped? Or vice versa? What should happen to project personnel--the

project director, the staff, and the aideS? Should new people and new.

sites be brought in? A.major objective of PhaseII was to examine what

;..roje'ct, eeonomic,,and institutional factors systematically affeCted the

choices 'that school districts made.

Phase I, however, had .previously found that school district.deci-

sions are seldom implemented automatically or exactly as planned, and

that another level of decisions Also influences"what- ppens to a project:

The district's ability fo sustaln or spread innovati4#44epends heavily

on people at the school and classroom level.

The actions of teachers and principals may or may not reflect dis-

trict level policy. This problem cuts two-ways. For example, individual

teachers may assimilate all or part of the practices of an innovative

project independently of the formal district view of the project or,

indeed, of the awareness of district officials. ' Because such assimila-

tion can be both enduring and significant, it needs to be weighed as

part of a project's lon37term effect. Conversely; formal district

decisions to "continue" a project May be meaningless if, either.because

-of insufficient training or Andividualo preference, classroom.teachers

9
The disappearance.was so complete in a number of the sample proj-

ects that our telephone survey conducted one 37.r after the end of
funding.had difficulty even locating projeCt participants.
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and principals do not follow district directiyes. It is crucial, then,

to assess what really happens in classrooms and schools after the end

of federal funding.

At this level, we are more concerned with a project's continuing

'effects on the everyday behavior of the staff:than with the presence or

absence of a formal project structure. To what extent do teachers con--

tinue to use the project's methOds and materials? Have teachers or

schools changed the way they oper'ate as a direct or indirect consequence

of the project? How do these changes affect student outcomes? Phase II

addresses, these questions 4nd seeks to identify characteristics of'the

sroject, the staff, the schools, and the school district that influence

the longer-term effects of an innovation.

The dual level-of effective-decisionmaking in school districts'

presents yet another implication for analysis. . District level decisions

.to continue a project are not self-executing; they depend on decisions

and preferences at the school and classroom level. Consequently, the

analysis must be concerned with both ihe district level decision and

wiih thd strengths and weaknesSes of the atrategieo selected by local

officialS to carry out their decision. For example, how Can enthusiasm

and commitMent for a project best be generated at'a new'site? What

suppnrt is ,necessary to sustain project activities at the original .sites?

How can the,district best deal with the inevitable turnolipr or reassign-

ment of the original project teachers and administratots? Phase ,II ex-
. .

plored these queStions not c because district officials need to f5nd

ways to sustain and spread innovations, but also because a key to improving

change agent pol'icies might lie in understanding ways in which districts

can help themselves to continue changing after federal money goes away.

In summary, the findings of this repont apply to the following

questions:

o What does the ccltinuation of specially funded projects mean

and how should this process be assessed?

o What influences the nature and extent of continuation at the

.classroom level?

o How do distri-cts deal with change agent projects at the end

2 8
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of federal funding, and how do their actions affect the long-

term fate of the projects?

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 discuss the research design of thiastudy.

Chapters 5 and 6, reapectively, present findings of the classr9om level

,InalySis and of the district level analysis.

2 9
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Chapter 2

RESEARCH DESIGN AND CONCEPTUAL APPROACH'

To examine the fundamental questions posed by USOE, Rand aesigned

a research plan for Phase II that comprised several methodologies: a

nationwide survey (using telephone interviews, personal interviews, and

self-administered questionnaires) of former Title III projects; field-

work in selected school districts; and statistical analyses. Using

Phase I findings and the relevant literature, we developed a conceptual

framework for apalyzing the continuationof federally supported change

agent projects after the end of their funding. This framework guided

our data collection and -amalysis and enabled us to translate broad con-

cerns into operational measufrements. This chapter discusses the Phase II

research design and presents our conceptual framework. Subsequent chap-

ters will describe data collection and analysis and the selection and

measurement of tfie variables used 'in the analyses.

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

When we began this study, information about how school districts

implement and sustain change consisted.primarily of anecdotal evaluations

or highly aggregated input-output analyses. Policymakers could not use
As:

such information because it was either too particularistic or too ab-

stract. Consequently, our initial research had to 'be exploratory. Hy-

potheses could not be tested; they first had to,be generated. Moreover,

the research deg-ign faced a "chicken and egg" predicament,typical of

exploratory research: On the one hana, to gather information we needed

a systematic understanding (i.e., a crude theory) of the organizational

realities of school districts; on the other hand, information about school

district innovative behavior was a prerequisite to developing that system-

atic understanding.

To deal with these problems, Vol. I. formulated a crude framework or

simple model of the innovative process based largely on the social Science

literature about hov organizations woTk. 'This literature also allowed us

to identify a large number of variables that might affect innovation.

3 0



The research of Phase I examined many of these variables and inten-
.;,

sively analyzed the earIy stages of the local process of change. We

were thus able to narrow the.original mass of variables down to a

smaller number of crucial factors. Phase II therefore started out'

with an empirically grounded conception of how local innovations be-

come implemented, hypotheses.about a series of factors that might'

significantly affect the fate of federally funded projects, and an

'extensive.data base.

HoweVer, "testing hypotheses" was neither our goal nor our

methodology. The research of Phase I could not deal with Continuation

in more than a preliminary way because the projects.we examined had

not yet completed their period.of federal funding. Therefore, we

still needed.to deVelovtheory about,how innovations are sustained, and
-

we needed to generate hypotheses about what happens after the end of

fed6Tal funding.. Moreover, though.the measurements of independent and

dependent variables used in Phase I: fulfilled their initial purpose of

locating factors that matter to the Outcome of change agent projects, in
A

the second phase we had to formulate more refined and focused instruments.

Accordingly, in the overall plan of Phase II, we dreW.On the ex-

perience of the first phase to:
-

.1. Formulate an emPirically based theoretiCal' conception of con7

'tinuation and the local process of change;

2. Identify factors that might affect this process and thus the

outcomes and continuation of innovative projects;

3. Collect data using title-theoretical conception of the process

of change.as a framework and guide;

4. Specify a data analysis ivdel that would posit relationships

arnong measures bf a project's impact and the various factors;

5. Analyze and interpret the data to provide guidance for

policymakers and formulate a better theoretical understanding

'of innovations.

The remainder of'this chapter deals With,the first two'taSka: ur

theoretical framework and the identification of significant factors

in .the change process. ChaPter 3 describes the data Collection activ-'

ities and the sample of innovative project's; -Chapter 4 presenta the
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classroom-level data analysis MOdel and discusses how we measured the

effect and continuation,of the project. ,l'he findings of this phaSe.

.of the researeh are presented in Chaps. 5 and 6 and.summarized

Chap. 7.

THE'ISSUE OF CONTINUATION

Our earlier research formulated an empirically,grounded conception

of the proCess of change'and challenged.several common approaches or ' ,

assumptions about how federally supported local change agent projects

worked or could begiade to work. Two points Of view seemed particu-

larly unrealistic. \First, much Of t ehe social science litrature fo-
.

cuses On the adoption of innovations and virtually ignores impleMenta-

tion; the implicit asSumption Seems tojle that innovationS are self-

executing--that once.adepted, better technologies.invariably Produce,

better outcomes. Corroborating the work of an inereasing'number.of other

researchers, we have found that implementation, not adoption, dominates

the outcome of innovative projects and that no educational technology

automatically.fulfills its promise. Accordingly, our.Phase I research

described the process of impleMentation and examined the factors that

affected it.

Our Phase I research also challenged a second comMon assumption

about innovations: that local school' districts either did or,should use

a cost-benefit calculus in deciding,about adoption or implementation,.

in the-manner described by students of industrial research and develop-

ment. We found that districts rarely used such an approach. Moreover,

our description of implementation as essentially a complex, multilevel

organizational process led us to believe that an R&D approach would noe

work. We hypothesized that the key to effective implementation is the

adaptation of the project toits institutional setting and' vice versa;

the R&D approach seems.ill suited either to describe such mutual adapta-

tion.or promote it.
1.;

The issue of continuation has.received perhaps even less attention

from theorists and. analysts than the implementation of innovations.

.Aside from the important concept of routinization, the social.scienre

literature has little to say about what happens to innovatioeS when
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they are no longer new or "special" or experimental. Similarly, the

"seed money" approach in federal. policy either simply ignores the. issue

Or.assumes a pseudorationalistic model of School 'district behavior--

namely, that.once an innovation has gone through its federally supported

trial stage, the district will diseard'those innovations that failed and

adoptthose that worked.

A cursory examination of continuation reveals that model to be both'

simplistic and inaccurate. For example, a study by the Ford Foundation
.

suggests that even successful innovations have a way of disappearihg

. after several years.
1

Many anecdotes in the field also tell of impres-
.

siVe. innovations "burning themselves out." We need not recount these

tales to make the point that innovations are not'"self-sustaining."

It cannot be' assumed, then, that even when federal "seed_money" leads

to successfulprojects, they automatically "take root:"

Similarly, one cannot assume that school districts use a cost--

henefit calculus in deciding.whether to continue or drop a project.

The termination of federal fundiag does indeed represent a decision-

point for school districts. When the sOft money is gone, district

Managers must decide whether to turn the project off or support it-with

local funds. To some extent.they baSe their decisiorion the'edUcatiOnal

value of the innovation, but,that is not neCessarily the most important

factor. For example, we observed bilingual projects that.woUld have to

be considered ineffective under most definitions of educational effec-

tiveness, but districts continued them-anyway. 2
. Clearly, political and

bureaucratic considerations outweighed short-run cost-benefit measures.

of "success:" Conversely', we have seen effective projects abandoned by

districts, even -when'money or.questions:of other edUcatiOna priOrities

did not seem to be a real issue. In short, just as it is misleading to

think of adoption of innovations in R&D,terms, it would be'similarly

specious to approach the.district's decision about continu'ation in

.pseudorationalistie teTms.

1
The Ford Foundation, A Foundation GOes to S(47.6ol: :57e Tord

Four-dation Comprehen8ive SOhooljmproqement Program 13.60.-19760ffi-ce- . .

'61-'12ep6'rtS,-NeW York,. NOVeMher n72.
2
Extra soft money was ustially made available by federal or state

funds for bilingual projects. See Vol. VI for a discuSsion of bilingual
---projects.
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Moreover, the district's decision about continuing or dropping a N

project is just. that--a decision. Decisions are seldom self-executing

in any organizational context, let alone a school diStrict.

Seen cases in which teachers "continued" a project in their

We have

classrooms

despite a formal districttlecision to drop it. Conversely, we have

seen teachers ignorS or pay mere lip service to innovations Mandated

by official policy to be uSed in every classrooM. In short, researchers

need bi look at what actually happens at the classroom level.

DEFINING CONTINUATION
1/4--

The value of an innovation ultimately'hinges on one question: Are

the school district and its students better off for having adopted an

innovation? Unfortunately, this question is too basic to answer, at

least by systematic analysis. It has.to be divided into manageable

pieces that necessarily fall short of supplying a single anal-7er. Two

more specific but narrower questions help to define a research agenda:

What were the effects of a speciai projeCt? Will those effects continue

over time?

A central consideration, of coursz, is change in'student perfor-

mance; but for thqt change to be attributable to a project,. the project

,had to involve some change in what was delivered to students oi the way

it'Was delivered. In other words, teachers, had to haye changed their

regular teaching style or behavior. 'Measuring "change" is.a difficult

operational problem. Conceptually, howev6r, we simply mean that a

teacher's regular pattern of behavior (including the Use f technology

and'curriculum) at time't
1
is significantly different from the teacher's

regular pattern of behavior at time to. Defining the key concepts of

"regular pattern of behavior" and °significant difference" in operational

terms'is challenge no researcherhas fully solved. Our concept of

change subsumes three types of alterations in the teacher's regular

pattern: adding a new behavior, modifying existing behavior, or

replacing old behavior.

A-change in a staff's Classroom practices thus constitutes an ef-

fect of the projsct: but unless it persists, the project will of course

have no effect on future students. We 'therefore define the continuation
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,

of a projot interwS of the persistence of its effectsthat is, the

persistence of the change in teaching pat;terns or in the deiivery Of

service caused by the project.

Persistence of effe'et.kis not the same as persistence of the proj-

ect itself. Innovations, particularly.effective ones, mutate during

implementation; the implemented project can differ sharply from its

original form. Even the term "implemented project",is a misnomer that

should read "the implemented project as of time't
1.

" We would expect

the prOject-to evolve continuously as both a reflection.of and a means

for.its persistence. Therefore, by persistence, we.do not mean'mainte-

nance of the status quo of the ,project after the end,of federal funding.

At the end of federal funding, the district and the staff may urther

alter the project--e.g, drop some components, add new schools,..reallo-

cate personnel, streamline procedures--so that the project bears even

less resemblance to its original
4
design. Thus the concern of federal

and state officials.about the continuation of the adopted.project-seems
-

to misspecify the problem,'
3

The real concern should be to figure out

how to sustain, spread, and improve the desirable effects.of the projeact.

Continuation of:a project's impact is not the only concern of fed-

eral or state officials, however. Specially funded projects..can produce

worthwhile results even if they are discontinued. We have seen.several

projects abandoned because school,officials and staff felt the innova-

tions did not "pan-out," but a healthy'consequence has been that the

staff and middle management learned what they can and cannot do. '

For example, one project we observe&Consisted essentially of the

application of a packaged reading program. This project "failed" partly

because it did.not allow Tor mutual adaptation during implementation and

because teachers did.not develop a sense of ownership and commitment.

3
See Jerome B. Brightman:, "The Continuation Rate of Three-Year

ESEA Title III Projects," A Report to the President's National Advisory
council, December 15, 1971; Norman E. Hearn, "Innovative Educational ,

PrograMs: A Study of the Influence.of Selected Variables uPon Their
Continuation.Following the Termination of Three-Year ESEA Title III
Grants.," Ph.D. .diss., George Washington University, Washington, D.C.,
1969; and Anthony N.,Polemeni, "A Study of Title III Projects after:
the Approved Funding Periodsi" Ph.D. diss.; School of Education, St. -

John's UniversitY, Jamaica, New York, 1969.
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.The projecr was terminated, but school officials and teachers learned

some hard lessens about implementation. Two years, later the district

adopted another reading program, and found that the early failure had

paved the way to a more effective project.
__-

How does one predict whether project-related change will Persist?

One way is to examine:the status of the change two years after the 'end

of federal funding--the empirical point of reference for, this study.

This approach makeS sense because many projects are quickly dropped,

either at the close of federal funding or perhaps a. year later. How-.

ever, though the rate of decay slows down after a year or two, the

remaining ineevations--those not weeded out7-can still'fade away. This

calls for a cOnception of persistence that acknowledges the continuing

vulnerability of even successful projects. A one-year surviVal is hot

enough.

Accordingly, we assume that project-related change will persist

only if it is no longer vulnerable to being dropped, and that this stable

State occurs when the change has become integrated into the school system

.as a standard or characteristic feature of,the district!s operationa,

,For the sake ofeproviding a'single term to denote this cumbersome defi-

nition, we use the word institutionalized. Tn short, we assute that

project-related change will persist inapfar as it becotes institUtiona-,

lized. (But our definitiOn does not imply that an institutionalized..

Change is'itself not subject to change.) Therefore, the Phase II re-

search collected and analyzed data with the objective of understanding

why and how educational innovations become institutionalized,

CONCEPTUAL APPROACH TO STUDYING INSTITUTIONALIZATION

To mide our data' collection and analysis, we formulated a conceptual

approach based,on two premises!.

1, Institutionalization is one phase bf a complex organizational
.

process of change.

2. Institutionalization occurs at two-levels--the individual

teacher and the school system--and the process is-.different

for these levels.

The process,of institutionalization can lead to a variety of

3 6
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consequences, including the continuation of the project at the same

level, a reduced level, or an expanded level; organizational effects

(e.g:, the reassignMent of personnel or the reallocation of reSources);.

and political effects (e.g., parent satisfaction nr disaffection). From

the outset of the reseaTch, we hypothesized that the extent and nature

of continuation* depends on Ii institutionalization tqkes place. Field

observations made it apparent that institutionalization cannot be under-

stood without taking into account.the "history" of the projet. We

repeatedly saw that what happened early in a project profoundly affected

what happened later. Institutionalization must be seen as but one pha8e

in a complex local process of change.

Figure 2.1 is a Schematic diagram of a model of the local process

tof change that ensues from the adoption of an innovation. The model

assumes that the course of a local innovation--including its continuation--

results from.the interplay between a constantly evolving project and an

institutional setting.itself subject to change prompted by the innovation

or by a variety of internal and external forces.

The process can be analytically separated into three phases--

mobilization,'implementation, and institutionalization--that are closely

interrelated in practice. Thus, some activities and decisions associated

with each phase flow chronologically, as Fig. 2.1 illustrates. For ex- _

ample, mobilization includes the inception of the project in the district;

implementation includes the translation of the innovation into an opera-'

tional reality; and institutionalization includes the transformation of

the innovation from its special project status. In addition to this

linear sequence, the phases are interconnected by complex and not well

understood feedback relationships, symbolized in Fig. 2.1c.by the double

dashed arrows joining the three phases.

This model,-discussed in more detail elsewhere,
4

guided Rand's data

collection and analysis. In particular, we used the model to identify

and collect data on factors that potentially influence projects' effects

and continuation; the next section discusses these factors. Moreover,

as Chap. 4 indicates, the model served to define the dependent variables

4Volt'mesI, III, and IV eiscuss an earlier formulation.of the local
process of change, 'Volume VIII explores iMplications of the model.

1
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(project effect and continuation) in operational terms, and to specify

the data analysis scheme used in the statistical analysis of the ef-

fects of the factors.

The second premise of our ppproach--that institutionalization,

occurs in distinct ways for the individual teacher and for the school

system--follows from the organizational structure and function of

school districts. What may be a trial project from the standpoint of

a district, official can be a different matter to the teacher who imple-

ments it: The very act of putting an nnovation into practice can

constitute a learning experience that produces an enduring change in

a teacher's pattern of behavior or expands a teacher's use.of materials.

In other words, the teacher institutionalizes some personal adaOtation

of the ?roject's methods or materials; we use the term assimilation

for this'form of individual institutionalilation...

Unless teachers assimflate its methods, a continued project can-

not bq fully institutionalized. But another condition also must be

met: The project-related change must be integrated into,the normal

operations of the school system. Unless the, project sheds its !'special'Y

status, It will face constant challenges. For example,fits budget may

be trimmed or eliminated. Or, Project staff may turn'over without new

staff being assigned to or trained for the.project. Or, principals and
-

projett directors may depart, leaving leadership probleMs behind them.

Or,:-central support attivities may he denied to project,participanta.

A project is institutionalized, then, only when the distric's budget

process, personnel allocation,Nsupport adtivities, instructional pro-.

gram, andcfacilities assignment routinely ?rovide for the project's

maintenance. We use the term incorporation for this form of system

institutionalization.
,

In summary, proiect-related changes ace insiitutionalized only
c.

insofar as teachers assimilate them and the district's'standard oper-

ating procedures incorporate them. We haVe taken pains to,make.these
1

distinctions for two-reasons. First, the two processesassimilation

and incorporation--have different dynamics that are influenced by dif-r

ferent factors: Assimilation can be described by a model.of individual

learning; inCorporation should be analyzed as an organizational process
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composed of many decisions made by many actors. Second, assimilation

can occur without incorporation, and vice versa. This "loose-coupling"

between.the necessary components of institutionalization means that

innovations can be continued without being institutionalized.

With these theoretical conceptions in mind4 we collected data

about project effects at both the classroom level and the school,system

level. Chapter 5 presents an analysis of the factors affecting project

continuation at the classroom level (i.e., assimilation). Chapter 6

examines continuation at the district level (i.e., incorporation) and

explores how the relationship between the two levels affected institu-

tionalization.

IDENTIFYING FACTORS AFFECTING CONTINUATION'

Our earlier research on how school districts attempt to make

innovations woi-k taught us an obvious, though often ignored, lesaon:

No single, simple, or sure may can be found to effect..change. Nor is

any single factor the key to success, whether it be money, new tSch-

niques, new superintendents,'or new materials. Rather, the local

process of change consists of the sum total of many everyday decisions

made by many people dealing with the'peculiarities of.their situations.

Consequently, we collected data on a variety of factors and explO ed--

by means of statistical analyses and field observations--how much

weight each had.in determining effective_implementationand continua-7

tion. This section explains how the theoretical framewoik liscussed

in the preceding seCtiotv,helped to ideOtify the majof factors affecting
. ;.

innovation.

Figure 2.1 suggests that an innovation becomes a part of the on-

going operation of the school district, which in turn is embedded in

its -ccamunity and environmental setting. The nature of the school

district, the community, and the environmental forces have pervasive

effects on why a change project is begun and what happens to it. Some

of these influences are measurable and can be analyzed systematically;

others are either not measurable in any practical and reliable way or

are so idiosyncratic as to make comparisons from district:to district

meaningless.

40
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Figure 2:2 also indicates that three classes of factors directly

affect the extent to which an innovation causes a change in the school

district's delivery of .c:ducationaI services:

o Feder-al and state pollcy

o Characteristics of the innovative,project

o The instituionaj characteristics of the local school district

Conceivably, federal policies 'could influence the course of inno-

vations at. many different points, but most policies do not% Whether

-by design or by happEnstance, their leverao is generally limited.to

the beginning pf dtojects, as Fig. .2.1 illustrates by the arrow con-

necting the federal riput to the project's initiation. :Specifically,

the Title III program explicitly assumed that the sheer provision of

"seed money",cyuld hclp districts .to implement and sustain innovations.

We shall be examining in Vol. VIII the possibility of directing federal

policies towarci other asrects of the-process.

Whether the project's'beginnings were stimulated by federal policy

or.generated priMarily by district concerns, innovations go through a

complex interplay between project and institutional characteristics.

The preceding eection identified three phases of that process--

mobilization, 1mp2ementation, and institutionalizationand pointed

out that :what happens:during the first two, affects what hagpens in the

third. Therefore, to identify fa.:tors'affectIng conp.nUation (which
_ .

is a product of institutionalization), we examined the "products" of

the earlier phases.

The primary tasks in mubilizationoare planning7related activities--

e.g., defining a problem or-need, seeking "solution's" 14.1 terms of new

educational methods.or approaches, locating funding Opportunities,

formulating a proposal to do a project,'and generating local support

for the proposal. The results can be regarded as two:broad "products":

an adopted project and institutional attitudes toward it.

The adopted groject consiets of'a series of more or less specific

41
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decisions on what is to be, done-cnd how to do it. Project designers

usually haye an idea about an innovation that they saw, heard, or read

about and now'wish to implement in their district, school, or classroom.

Whether one person or many participate in the design, the resulting

project is usually a synthesis of a variety Of ideas (often including

current educational. fads). This synthesis typically bears but slight

rf.!cemblance to its progenitor.or any other project. Characteristically,

then, the adopted project is an amalgam of innovative ideas and instruc-

tional goals that we call the educational method or treatment of the

_project.

The local choice of an educational treatment incorporates district

and educational aims or objectives; it also assumes, often implicitly,

expectations about the staff--e.g., what new behavior will be required

of- them, how and how much they will be axpeCted to ehange, and .so on.

We call these new staff requirements the scope anc: complexity of.the

change effort:

The designers must also-make a set of decisions about how to imple-

ment the innovation, which we call implementation strategies. They in-

clude implicit or explicit,choices about allocation of resources,

selection of pites,' staff, target group, project governance, involve-

ment of parents, staff development, selection and development of mate-

rials, and evaluation procedures.

In summary, mobilization encompasses an educational treatment, a

scope of proposed change, and an implementation strategy. Phase I of

the research suggested that the choice of an educational treatment in

itself has only a limited effect'on project outcomes because similar

innovations can be implemented in different ways with Varying effective-

ness. However, the scope of the project and the implementation strate-

gies chosen had major effects on what happened. Accordingly, Phase II

collected data 'on these three project characteristics not only to re-

affirm the earlier findings but to see whether similar results hold for

continuation of projects after the end of federal funding.

Mobilization engenders another consequence, often overiooked. The

central office staff, the principal, and teachers develop attitudes of

enthusiasm, support, indifference, or opportunism toward the coming

42
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innoliation, which seem to be crucial for the fate of innovative efforts.

These attitudes establish the'"legitimacy" of the project, define the

priority accorded it. in.the district, and determine people!s commitment

to the project.

Broadly speaking, we found that these attitudes conformedto one

or the other of two patterns: opportunism and problem-solving. The

"opportunists" seemed to be motivated primarily by the desire to reap

the windfa,ll of federal funds. Our Phase I research concluded that'

their projects were poorly implemented as a consequence. An early task

of the Phase II:research was to collect data on the status of

"opportunistic" projects after federal funding ended. We suspected

they would not be continued, and our suspicions were borne out.(see

Chaps. 3, and 6).

The 7problerrsolvers" took the projects much more seriously; in

these cases, school districts appeared to welcome the help of federal

funds in dealing wIth central educational concerns'. The projects they

adopted were more likely to be implemented effectively because they

enjoyed institutional support and a high levci of teacher commitment.

Because.we hypothesized that institutional support also affects con-

tinuation, Phase II used field interviews And survey quF3tionnaires to

ascertain the initial.attitudes of central offices, principals, and

teachers. As will be discussed ,below, we found that institutional

support did improve the effectiveness of implementation and was a strong

determinant of continuation. We also found that some locally chosen

strategies were better than others for generating such support.

Implementation

Our previous research suggested that implementation involves the

adaptation of the project to its setting and vice versa. We.reported,.

in Vols.. II and III, on the difficulties that arise during this adaptive

process and explained how school districts either overcame these-prob-

lems or failed to adapt.

Phase II focused on two additional issues: First, how dces the '

way the prOject was implemented affect its continuation? Because

projects typically mutate during implementation, it is 'useful to

4 ''
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distinguish the original forMof the project from its fort three to

five years later; we call rhe latter the implemented ppnjeot. ..To.get

a sense of its characteriatics, we collected data nn such factors as

the extent of teacher participation in implementation deCisions, the

principal's attitude toward the project, and the percentage of project

goals realized.

The second issue.we examined concentrated on implementation in

and of itself. Rather than considering the implemented project and

its effect as an "input" to continuation, we alao viewe'd them as

"outcomes" in their own right... Our key questions for analysis there-

fore were: Do thefactors that:influence implementation and the

project's effeCt on teacher's and studentshave similar effects on con-'

tinuation? Do different factors play different roles in achieving a

"better" project as compared with sustaining the project and, if .so,

are there poliCy tradeoffs to be Concerned with?

We were well aware that people at the central office, school, and

classrolom levels played distinct roles. For example, central office

people can he heavily involved in mobijization when political and

bureaucratic choices must be made, but they tend not to deal in the

day-to-day adaptation decisions characteristic of implementation. To

determine how the involvement of central office staff members affeCted

.rontinuation, we collected data about their roles, attitudes and attri.-

butes before, during, and after implementation. We gathered similar

data about principals and teachers. In particular', at the school and

classroom level, we collected information about three types of' variables:

the school's opponizationniy.limate, the school's (1,-mographiP :giaraoter-

7:st7:0:3, and Lto,,,-12er oharapistio.

Institutionalization

Institutionalization can begin before the close of federal funding

and ends long after it. The original staff can assimilate the innova-

tion's methOds during the first few years of the project's implementa-

tion, or assimilation may occur more slowly, particularly for complex

proiects subject to staff- turnover. Similarly, the project may be in-

corporated at the outset into the district's prOcedures kviz., those

4
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procedures involving budget, personnel, staff support, instruction,

and facilities).. For example, initial plans abOut alternative schools,

particularly those involving desegregation,, may require.facility. con-

struction, support_activitiesi and personnel assignments that become

institutionalized as,they aee implemented. But this ,case is rare, as

Chap. 6 argues. Typically, district officials postpone decisions about

the fate of..a project until that stage:of the budget cycle'when the

"soft" money from the federal grant runs out.- We believe this "formal"

district7level.decision resetbles the original decision to adopt the

project (with the differenCe, that "adoption" this time entails the use

of district funds). For example, the decision to continue a,project,

like the decision to adopt, is based.on'loci.l bureaucratic and political

consideratiOns as well as asSessments of the educational value of the

project. .Chapter 6 analyzes the factors affecting this 'decision.

Phase II also assumed.that a project's passage between continuation

and institutionalization sets in motion yet another cycle of mobiliza-

tion and implementation. Figure 2..1 depicts' this cyclical process by

showing an arrow going from institutionalization back to mobilization.

In other words, our data collection and analysis did not equate continua-

tion with institutionalization, just as adopting a project is not the

same as implementing it.

Phase I found,that the implementation strategies chosen criti-

cally determined the course and outcome of implementation. Accordingly,

we examined the strategies selected .by lodal district officials' at the

continuation stage,to see if they were similarly powerful in determining.

the extent of insLitutionalization. Based On interviews with school

district officials, Chap.'6 suggests that some strategies are more

effective than others for that purpose.

Summary

In summary, institutionalization is the process by which a contin-

ued project gains permanence. The extent to which a continued project

is assimilated by teachers and is incorporated into the district's

standard operating procedures depends on a variety of institutional

and project factors that are inputs to or products of the prior local

4 5
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Table 2:1

FACTORS AFFECTING PROjECT CONTINUATION
IN THE CLASSROOM

Federal inplit: project funding

Project characteristics
Educational Method or treatment
Scope of proposed change
Implementation strategies'

Institutional setting
Organizational climate
School. characteristics
Teacher characteristics

history of. the innovatiOn. We therefore gathered inforMation on two

types of variables. First, data were collected on yariables reflecting

project design choices and characteristics of the institutional setting,

which we hereafter call factons or independent variables, because they

can be affected. by policy or can,be taken into account in.planning.

Table 2.1 lists the factors studied in Chap. 5's analysis of continua-

tion in the classroom. Second, data were Collected on projedt "outcomes"

that were interim to continuation--e.g., how effectively the project was

implemented. These variables can be called dependent variables because

they are the product of the interplay among the project and institutional

factors. Chapter 4 presents our assumptions about how the factors and

dependent variables are related at the classroom level, and also dis-

cusses our operational measurements of the classroom level dependent

variables. Chapter 6 provides similar information about district-level

independent and dependent variables.

tr.
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Chapter 3

DATA COLLECTION AND THE NATURE OF THE PROJECTS

The basic data collection plan of PhaSe II called for revisiting

and resurveying many of the 194 Title III projects analyzed in Phase I.

Our goal was to conduct a survey of 100 former Title III 'projeCts one

to two years after the end of federal funding. Using a telephone survey

to suppleMent the

ing their last or

sample that would

extensive dat.a base gathered about these projects dur-

next-to-last year of federal support, we chose a

provide the maximum amount of information about con-

tinuation. Our model of the factors affecting the prpcess of change

called fox analyses at both the classroom leVel and the district level.

Ac'ordingly, 'the surVey consisted of:separate questionnaires adminis-

tered to teachers, principals; and superintendents. To help in design-

ing the questionnaireS, and to exp, lore aspeCts'not amenable to quantita-

tive analysis, we visited 18 of the districts and conducted personal
.

interviews with projeCt,participants and school officialS..

This,chapter discusses the data collection activities in Moxe de-

tail, and then describes some characteristics of the projects .1.11 our

sample.

SAMPLE SELECTION FOR PHASE II

The sample for Phase II was drawn primarily from projects surveyed

in Phase I, which had collected data in two ways:

1 A nationwide (18-state) survey of a sample of 293 projects

in their last or next-to7last year of fedEral funding, 194

of which were Sponsored by Title III of ESEA. For each

project, we interviewed an average of nine members of the

school district (the superintendent, the federal program

manager, the project director, two principals, and four

teachers). We mostly used closed-ended.questionnaires that

explored a wide variety of topics but focused on.project

initiation and implementation.

4 7
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Field studies of 29 projects from a survey sample. These field

studies, consisting of observations in classrooMs and inter-

views with..a.wide variety of project paittcipants and LEA

officials, focused on the local procesg of change.

-

This extensive data bage provided a unique opportunity to select a

sample of innovations that we already knew a good deal about. ACcord-

ing to an agreement with USOE, we had sUfficient resources to investi-

gate 100 of thes.,: 194 projects. We could have selected a random sample"

of the Phase I projects, Which would have includea a large number'Of

discon.tinued projects, but since the study's primary concern was to ,

explore how policy might influence the continuation and spread of in-

novations, it was more appropriate to choose projects.for survey analy-
,.

sis that were, actually continued, at least to some degree.

Therefore, to reduce the sample to 100 formet- Title TII projectg,

we conducted a telephone survey of the 194 eligible Title III projects

originalTy Surveyed. Using a largely closed-ended questionnaire, we

asked school district officials in each of the sites to describe what

had haPpened to the project, whether it was being continued, and, if .

so, .which schools were now u8ing the- project.in any form.

The responses'revealed that about 30 percent to 43 percent of the

projects in the original sample had been completely discontinued by the

district;- former project SChools were not using the project's methods

or.materials one or two years after the end of federal funding, and

we sometimes.had considerable difficulty even locating former project

participants. Checking -back'on the original survey information about

these projects, ag well as using telephone reports from former project

participants, we-found a clear reason for their disappearance: The

projects were not implemented effectively, and in many cases were hardly

implemented at all. Participants reported that implementation was

either extremel difficult or was merely symbolic because the project's

goals were perip eral to their educational concerns. In short, most

of these projects were probably "add-ons," adopted more to reCeive

federal funds than to solve pressing educational problems. Chapter 6

examines.these and nther reasOns for discontinuation at the district

4 8
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level. It uses the data collected in the telephone survey and in

Phase I to compare the attribu'tes of discontinued and cOntinued proj-

ects. In the Phase II survey, we Collected no further data about these

discontinued projects for several reasons. First, as far as we could

tell from selected pretest visits, from the telephone survey, and from

Phase I data, most teachers in these projects were no longer using

projectmethods or materials tri their classrooms. 1
Second, we had

collected enough data in Phase I about the limited class:room implementa7

'tion of these projects to explain their discontinuance. We accordingly

decided to include in the Phase II survey only projects that were con-

tinued and appeared to have had Airect effects at the classroom level.

In summary, we studied district discontinuation using information col-

lected during Phase I, and studied continuation at both district and

classroom levels using newly collected data from Phase II.

To construct the Phase II survey sample, the original sample of

194 former Title III projects was narrowed down to 95 candidate proj-

.ects, each of which still existed, in some fashion, in Its district.

To reach our design'goal of analyzing 100:projects, we needed to add

20 projects. for a total sample pool of 115. (The extra 15. projects

yere necessary to compensate for an exected district refusal rate Of

about 13 percent.) We selected 20 former Title III projects not in

the original ,sample, using information derived from project materials

and telephone interviews with state and local education officials.

Table 3.1 shows the distribution of the 100 projects across'18 states

where Rand's research was conducted.

The original group of change agent projects was not a probabllis-

tically representative sample of all federally sponsored projects, but'

rather was a purposive sample that covered a broad range of innovations

1
We know of no teachers who went on using.the .project in these

cases of total discontinuation, since we did not choOse to spend our
limited research budget to verify classroom discontinuation beyond the
procedures described above; it is possible that these projects'were
being used in the classroom to some extent. This possible underesti-
mdte of classroom continuation introduces a potential for bias,of an
unknown degree into Chap. 5's classroom level analYsis.

4 9
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Table 3.1

NUMBER OF SAMPLE PROJECTS BY STATE

Staté
Number of
Projects

Number bf
,Schools

California 20 36

Colorado 3 5

Connecticut 7 11

Florida 4 6

Georgia 4 8

Illinois 10 20

Kentucky 1 2

Massachusetts 3 6

Michigan 4 5

Missouri 4 8

New Jersey 10 14

New York 5 9

North Carolina 15 24

Ohio 3 8.

Pennsylvania 2 4

Texas 2 4

Washington 3 6

Total 100 176

NOTE: _The sampling pool also
,included two projeCts from Arkansas
and two from Pennsylvania.

in a wide Variety of state and local sett'ings.- Consequently, the.proj-

.ects analyzed in.Phase II do not constitute a statistically representa-

tive sample of all past Title III projects. Indeed, because we did.not

survey projects that were totally discontinued, the Phase II survey

sample undoubtedly con.tained a'higher proportion of "successful" innova-

tions than would a probabilistically representative sample. Nonetheless,

even among continued projacts, one would expect a ide variation in the

nature and extent of theii continuation. Such variation did occur in

our sample, as subsequent analysis will show, and thus we could examine

what happened to many different types of innovations in many different

local and state settings-

Given the purposive.nature of the Phase IT survey sample, general-

izability of the findings is subject to question- Moreov'er, the method

5 0
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of-sample selection may have introduced errors into the analysis that

would bias the results. Though these methodological difficulties must

qualify any speCific finding, they are not as severe as to invalidate-

the overall import of our exploratory analysis of whatpromotes con-

. tinuation and why.

FIELD RESEARCH AND- SURVEY DESIGN

'The Rand staff visited 18 sites before or after the administration

of survey questionnaires during January 1976. The purpose of the prior

.visits (during.the spring and fall of 1975) was to formUlate a concep-

tual framework of continuation as well as to 'conduct suryey instruments.-

Following two waves of pretests (conducted by Response Analysis Corpora-

tion and Rand during fall .1975) and the administration:.of the survey

.by Response Analysis Corporation, the. Rand staff visited additional

.sites in the-spring of 1976 to explore areas not adequately covered by

the surveys (e.g., school district decisionmaking).
2

Most. .1r. on-

site visits (which ,averaged about 3.person-days per project) t.:ere LO

locations that had been previously visited--often several times--during

Phase I. Our detailed familiarity with these districts, their staff
.

relationships, and project, characteristics greatly facilitated our re-

'search activities: classroom observation, group and individualdis'cus-

sions with project participants and community people, and interviews

with LEA officials. We believe-that such Sustained contact with the

realities of innovations--their problems as well as' their triumphS--

,is necessary to understand the, process of change and to interpret sta-

,tistical analyses of factors affecting he process.

2To supplement this field research, the Rand staff also visited
several projects that were using USOE's Project Information Packages,
exemplary innovations being disseminated 11S, USOE, and visited aeveral
innovations'that were started and funded solely by LEAs. This research
gave us a basis for comparing.different approaches to initiating and
supporting innovations. Our strong impression is that, .despite some
noteworthy differences, all.these tYpes of innovations face similar
difficulties, go through a similar process of change, and are affected
by similar local factors. To examinestrategic questions of sustaining
innovations, .meetings were also held at Rand with various LEA officials.
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The survey_ itself questioned three classes of respondentssuper-

intendents, principals, and teachers--for whom we designed three dif-.

.ferent survey'instruments. The superintendent's-questionnaire con-

tained a number of open-ended questions and was administered as a

personal interview that lasted between twenty and forty minutes. It

focused on district decisions concerning the beginning and the continua-

tion of the project and on general information about the district.. The

superintendent also was asked to evalUate the principals of ohe or two

schools in our sample. A total of 100 superintendent questionnaires

were administered. 3

We also interviewed 171 principals for.an average of about forty

minutes.
4

Their questionnaires elicited.information on the project's

design, the school's early involvement in the innovation, staff atti-,

tudes toward the project, and the project's effect oh the school.

Principals were also asked to evaluate a sample of as many as eight

project teachers.
5

From the 171 schools, 1072 teachers.filled out self-administered

questionnaires that:covered a wide variety of topics, including the

nature-of the project, its implementation, its effect on teachers and

students, the nature and extent of project continuation, and the school's

organizational climate.
6

They were also asked to take .a short. verbal

ability test (94 percent of the sample did so).

3
In 12 percent of the cases, a high district official was inter-:-

viewed instead of the superintendent because of (a) refusal (2 cases),
(b) size of the district, which meant that the superintendent was un-
likely to be famitiar with the project (7 cases), or (c) the superin-
tendent's recent appointment to the district (3 cases).

4
A second telephone survey in'the fall of 1975 gave us exact in-

formation on the schools currently using the project in some form and
.

.on how long the principals currently at the schools had been there.
Both current principals, and to a limited extent, former principals
were interviewed. Insofar as possible, two project schools from each

:district were eligible for the. sample; in the case where a district had
more'than two schools that had had the project for at least two years,
a random saMpling procedure was uSedto select the schools.

5
In

't

hose cases where more than eight teachers were eligYole in a-.

school, a random sampling procedure was used to select the teachers
rated.

6
As many as eight teachers. who had two years experience with

Hie project while it was federally funded were asked '1, fill out

5 2
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In snmmary, we revisited and resurveyed Title-III projects one

to two years after the end' df Tederal funding. Using,our eXisting

data base-and'a telephone survey, we selected a nationwide sample of'

projects and respondents Comprising:

100 fOrmer Title III projects that were "continued," to some

extent, after the .end o. federal fundihg.

2. -100 superintendents or key LEA officials; 171 principals at

schools where the projects had reportedly beed,continued, and=

1072 project teachers.

Subsequent sections will discuss survey questions and respondents'

answers.

THE PROJECTS.IN THE PHASE II SAMPLE

The original sample.of 194 projects included about 45 not intended

for the classroom, for example, school or district administrative changes

,such as Management-by-Objectives, and enrichment.activities such as drug

education programs. We eliminated these nonclaisroom projects whether

they were cohtinued.o not (most of them were dropped immediately at the

end of federal funding), and'focused exclusively on classroom innova-

tions that had been more or less seriously tried.

These innovations were extraordinarily varied... They differed in

the grade levels they covered--71 percent of project teachers were in

elementary Schools, and 29 percent in.secondary schools; 7
their target

questionnnires by RAG interviewers (the retuTn rate was 97 percent) in each
project school; if more than eight tenchers were eligible, a random sam-
pling procedure was used. However, in four schools having a.large number
of project teachers, all eligible teachers were given ty questionnaires.

AW7
Because school systems across the country differ-in the way they

define the grade7level Cdmpbsition'of their schools, thedivision be-
tween eleMentary, junior di middle schools, and senior high schools is
not comparable nationwide. The exact distribution'of projects,accord-
ing to the grade levels they, covered in onr sample of 171 schodls was:.

Primary grades only 25%
Upper elementary grades only 8

Both primary and elem. grades 38

Secondary grades 24

Both elementary and secondary 5
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gtoups--e.g., 19 percent of the prejects were Aimed at students whose
;

acilievement was below most.students in their school; the selection of

the schdol site and the staff-'--e.g., 16'percent of the projects involvell

all schools in the diStrict and 38 percent of the schools had all their

teachers participating; the size of the projects7-e.g., the number of

project schools varied from one site to 44 sites, with an average of

fiVe projec't schools in a distriet, and the number of students per

project Averaged about,300 pupils with some projects being single class-
.

rooms of .20 students and 'others involving all the students'in a school

..(as many as 1150); the.GWaracteristics of the host school district-7 -

e.g., 38 perdent ofthe prOjects were in cities:30 percent in suburban

'areas, 11 percent in towns, arAl 21 percent in rural areas,.' The largest

city school district had an average daily enrollment of almost 750,000,

and the smallest rural school district had 385 pupils.

Perhaps the most interesting variation was in the substance, of the

innovations. At.the most general level, the projects were very similar;

all'focused on classroom-reIated problems and can be seen as serious

attempts to change student petformance. To achieve this common purpose,

however, local school personnel identified a broad variety of project

strategies- Some projects comprised, highly specific techniques that 7

focused narrowly on student achievement. For example, am individually

prescribed elementarY school instruction project pretested elementary

students and then identified materials that Could help them master items

they had.missed on the pretest. A similarly designed mastery learning

project used a set of behavioral objectives in combination with coded

teaching materialsgames, bOOks, TV tapes, and so on. Other prOjects,

sought to improve student performance by focusing on students' self-

concept, and school-related attitudes. One teacher described the latter

kind of project as "an attempt to modify students' attitudes toward the

sch.00l, community, the staff and peers by concentrating on a values-rich

curricuthm."

Some projects took a more indirect and general approach. For ex-.

ample, some projects concentrated on general staff development and

training activities not explicitly tied to the classroom. One such

projeCt offered training in diagnostic and prescriptiVe methods; it

5 4
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consisted of study and discussions with teachers over thirty school-

months, with weekly three-hour meetings. Another project focused on

staff training; it was "designed to make teachers and administrators

more aware of the feelings of children and teachers. Evening seminars

were Offered,for interested teachers and administrators in which the

greup was introduced to methods of effective education and practiced
0'

these techniques with each other." 'Other projects elected to involve

parents as an indirect strategy'to change student performance. One .

project offered both Parent Effectiveness Training and Teacher Effec-

tiveness Training; the teachers received video-taped self-evaluation

and inservice training on effective parent conferencing. Another proj-

ect emphasized home-schbol relations and hired aides as home-school

coordinators.

Yet another group of projects aimed for comprehensive change in

classroom practice, with the explicit goal of improving student atti;-.

tudes and achievement. These projects were much less specific than

the more narrowly focused achievement projects (suchas mastery learn-

ing) and made project training an integral part. of the changes being

implemented in the classroom. The following teacher. description is

representative of-projects of this nature:.

The program'was designed to. aid teachers in the process of
individualizing instruction in the areas of language arts,
.math, social studies and science. The program focused on
enhancing student academic growth as well as their self-
concept and feelings about school. In order to accomplish
individualization in these areas, classrooms were reorgan-
ized And teachers.developed learning centers in'their rooms
for each subject area. Students were taught to use new
instructional materials many of which were developed by
project teachers;.activities varied depending on the level
of the child. Teachers were .given training in setting up
these new classroom procedures and materials and in teach-
ing to objectives designed for the child's level of ability.
A computer was used to assist the teacher in the area of
eecordkeeping.and progress reports to the parents.

All the projects, then, addressed central educational needs of the

students in one way or another. None were concerned with ancillary or

"general enrichment" activities. Some projects focused directly on

r:r
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specified academic deficits or On student attitudes and motivation

related, to achievement. Other projects attempted to improve student

performance by.changing the behavior and supplementing.the skills of

teachers and parents. Still other projects were concerned with student

performance in both cognitive and affective areas, striving for com-

.prehensive change in classroom organization, climate, and activities.

All this variation was not accidental. The otLginal sample was

deliberately chosen to span a broad range of projects in many differ-

ent institutional settings. This approach enabled us to collect in-

formation about innovations that clearly differed in their outcoMes

and in factors affecting the outcomes. For example, some projects were

condncted at several schools in a district, ethers at only one school;

we therefore were able to analyze, using statistical method, the

effect that the number of project schools had on continuation. In

short, variety in project characteristics and institutional settings

allowed us to generalize,--within limits--about the factors affecting

project impact and continuation.

Generalization exacts a price, however.. For example, because the

innovations varied markedly in the substance of their educational method,'

we were able to explore whether some types of educational treatments were

consistently implemented more effectively -'than others and mote likely to

be continued. The price exacted, however, lies in the precision of our

generalizations. We would like to, but cannot, make statemenes like

"Reading Program A is better than Reading Program B. u8 Instead, we had

to grou0 the innovations in our sample according to the types of educa-

tional method they represented and, consequently, limit our generalizations

to inferences about these abStract types.

The educational method or substance of an innovation generally con-

sists of an amalgam of instructional techniques pieced together to fit,

the inten2sts and concerns of.the project's designers. Goals, means,

and strategies are all mixed together. The produci, as specified in

proposals or more refined plans, tends to be an innovation Virtually

8
Although we have data With which we could make at least reasonable

evaluative judgments on each project, we decided to forgo doing so for
the sake of formulating general principles that would be applicable to
Most projects.

56
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unique to its district. To group these "unique" innovations into com-

parable types of e4ucational methods, we collected data from project

teachers about the range of educational techniques used on the projects,

and devised an analytical classification using statistical methods.

The survey asked teachers to check off the educational techniques

empleyed in their project. Table 3.2 enumerates the educational tech--

niques and lists the number of times each technique was mentioned..

Considering the lack of-clarity and diffuseness of educational treat-

ments, -it is not surprising that teachers never characterized their

project in termS of a single'technique. It is fortunate that they

Table 3.2

.EDUCATIONAL METHODS.OF PROJECTS

Special projects may use a rariety ofdifferent
techniques. Yor the techrlques listed-below,
please circle the letter preceding each technique Number,
you used as part of the prOject in this school of Times
during the peoiod of initial federal funding. Mentioned

Individualized inst'ruction 700
Behavioral objectives 641
Criterion-referenced testing 335
Diagnostic and prescriptive methods 554
Differentiated staffing in elementary schools '132
Paraprofessional staff (reacher aides, etc.) 495
Team teacbing 312
Instructional specialist's. in 'addition to teachers 364
Counseling and" guidance specialists 245
Multi-age grouping (at least 3 grades logether) 115
Nongraded student evaluation procedures, 272
Open education 192
Learning.centers 493
Cross-age tutoring 206
Performance incentives for students 296
Teacher-student contracts 340
New,curriculum 348
Educational technology (computers, etc.). 133
Development of,new materials 550
New management technique's at the school level 254
Field trips 300
Parent involvement in.the classroom 254
Use of community resources 284

5 7
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did not. It would be confusing and almos meaningless to idertify a

project as a "parent involvement projeCt" without specifying what com-

bination of ,techniques, was used in conjunction with parent involvement.

The data, when analyzed by correlations among the various techniques,

clearly suggest t.hat 'certain techniques went together in practice.

MOreover,,it seems reasonable to hypothesize that likely combinations

of techniques were united by underlying and more general educational

methods. Since there were relatively few likely combinations of tech-.

niques, we suspect that these general educational methods were also few

in number..

These theoretical premises suggest the use of factor analysis,

a statistical procedure designed to reduce a large number of elements,

such as diverse educational techniques, into .a smaller number ofunder-

lying dimensions. The validity of factor analysis, aPart from technical

considerations, rests on whether the factors, or underlying dimensions,

have any valid interpretation.or meaning. Our factor analysis of the

daa of Table 3.2 indicates that the interpretations of the factors were

meaningful and provided an efficient meanS for analytically describing'.

the educational.methods of innovative projects in the Rand sample. 9

Table 3.3 displays the results of a factor analysis designed to

discriminate a small number Of underlying or general educational methods.

Five analytical types of educational mpthods emerged:

o Tndividualization techniques, innovations involving student-

centered procedures, methods, and materials for dealing with

the learning needs of each pupil indiVidually; specific tech-

niques include 'criterion reference testing and diagnostic-

prescriptive .methods.

o Classroom oganization change, projects including teacher-:

, centered innovations designed to alter the usual pattern o.f

9
This report does not discuss the statistical details of the factor

analysis. The factor analysis enables a comOarison.among the educational
methods of the diverse and idiosyncratic projects based on.similarities
among the projects. However, this statistical procedure cannot make
tt apples out Of oranges." Therefore, subsequent analysis controls for
some other project.features that cannot be characterized by the factor
analysis.

5 8
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Table 3.3

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF EDUCATIONAL METHODS

Educational Technique

Rotated Factor loadlngsa

Commonality

Community 'Individual- Classroom
Involvement iiation Specialists Organization

Curiiculum
Revisicns

.Individualized instructlon .201 .681 -.200 .154 .035 .568
liehavioral objectives .150 .451 .135 .095 .104 .263
Criterion-referenced

testing .006 .564 .088 .111 .375 .479
Diagnostic and prescriptive
methods -.034 .760 .029 .089 .138 .606

Differentiated staffing in
elementary schools .062 .097 .286 -.084 .526.651

Paraprofessional staff
(teacher aides, etc.) .138 .198 -.066 .426.425. .428

Team teaching .247 .095 -.013 L.668 -.085 523
Instructional specialist's
in addition to teachers .19h -.007 ..090 .171 .476.633

Counseling and guidance
specialiSts .132 .048 .687 -.020 .050 .495

Multi-age grouping (at
least 3 grades together)

hlngraded student evalua-*
tion procedures

.228

.093

-.140

.195

-.116 .344

.213

.562

.485 '

.599

.625
Open education .436 -.174 .452 .062 .454

.Learning centers .534 .414 -.048 .183 -.005 .497.
Cross-age tutoring .334 .227 .176 .450 .164 .423
Performance incentives for

students -.059 .381 1.446 1 .310 -.254 .507
Teacher-student contracts .231 .367 .169 .385 -.123 .380
New curriculum .117 .071 .332 .235 .578 .518
Educational technology

(computers, .etc.) -.132 .190 -.037 .044 .642 .469
Development of new
materials 7 .361 .273 -.036. .407 .443

New management techniques
at the school leirel .024 .401 .302 .281 .100 .341

Field trips .744 -.020 .176 .148. .007'4 .606
Parent involvement in the

classroom .706 .215 .085 .198 -.002 .591
Use of communit: resources .758 -.057 .224 .161 .030 .654

Sum of squares 2.857 2.677 1.715 2.628 1.419 11.295

aLoadings refer to the correlation between an educational 'technique and a factor of general educational
method. The boxed entries indicate high loadings on a factor that serve to define the meaning of the far-
tor. Commonality and sum of squares are statistical meaures that indicate the technical validity of the
analysis.

in,teraction betweerf teacher and student (e'.g., open class-

-rooms) or teacher and teacher (e.g., team teaching and dif-
.

fererftiated.staffing).

Curinculiew revisions., projects for developink new curricula

or introducing echicational techniques to supplement th6.

curricula.

o Community inl'olvement, projects employing community resources

or parent participation.

frn, studen't nceds, projects that used specialists

and guidance counselors to meet'students' needs.

5 9
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The names of these 'categories of methods were chosen tb reflect the

combinations of techniques revealed in Table 3.3 and to suggest gen-

era).- methods widely recognized by educational specialists. 10

The factors, or underlying educational methods, may be interprd

in s'everal ways. Each project in the samnle received a score on each

factor. A factor score can be.thought.of as representing the. "amoun0

of a particular educational method used in a project. For example, a

score of 2.0 on the classroom organization factor means that the proj'-

ect design attached:great importance to classroom organization change

aCtivities. (Factor.scores are distributed as a standard normal diS-

tribution. A se9re of 2.0 represents two standard deviations greater

than.mean project sccire.) If an innovation scored high on classreom

.organization methods and scored low OA the other factors, we would be

justified in calling che project a classroom. organization iinnovation. 11

Any project in the Rand sample can be described similarly.Fn terms of

its mix of the, five educational methods.

Our subsequent analysis uses this factor-score description. In

Phase I we found that the educational methods of a project did not

explain much of the variation in project octcomes; Chap. 5 asks whether

.the same result holds for continuation. We ,also will examin the rela-

*tionship between the choice of educational method and other/project

characteristics that might.affect continuation. For this chapter's

purpose--to.describe the nature of projects' in our sample--the most

pertinent relationship is that between f!ducational method and the amount

of federal funding. Projects Clat focused heavily on individualization

were the most heavily financed; otherwise, funding and educational method-

were not strongly related.

10
The statstical validity of factor analysis depends on technical

considerations not discussed here. In general, the factor analysis of
Fable 3,3 has relatively good but not very strong statIStiCal charaeter-
71Ftics. Other statiStical methods using nonparametric assumptions and
cluitering analysis yielded ossentially similar factors. The fact that
che categories defined by the factor analysis make intuitive sense gives
us reason to trust its results.

11.
lhe high-scoring projects on the various factors were checked

against fieldwork and other .qualitative information and found*to be
generally consistent with our understanding of the substance of the
project.

6 0
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We did not find it easy to measure the amount of money available

to a project. Depending on such circumstances as the type of,innova-

Lion or th.c sizi and management.style or the school district, it can

be difficult to .distingoish project funds from other_ monies.available

to a sc'tool that support the project indirectly. Rather than trying

to determine the true "costs," we-colleced data (from official project

records or answers to the Phase I survey) on the federal funding levels.

In measuring funding level, .1.4e needed to take into Account all

incremental monies spent on the. project. Although Title III grantS were

intended to cover most if not all of the project costs, Title III was

.often.not the only source of funds. Many fOcal projects also obtained

funds from state categorical programs, special LEA appropriations, or

private foundations. 'Moreover, some LEAs "packaged' federal grants trom

such sources as Title I, Education Professions Development Act (EPDA),

or Natiohal Defense Education Act (NDEA) to supplement the primary Title

innovative project grant. ConsequentlY, to examine'the effect of

fund'ing levels on project outcomes, we used the sum of the special grants

from all sources employed to support local Title III projects,

Even this choice did not resolve our operational problem. The funds

were awarded over A three-year period. What would be the best measure

of the resources availab'le to a project? The total sum of all funds

over the three years? The average funding per year? The largest yearly

funding level? We chose the largest yearly project funding level for a.

-number of reasons.
12

First, a simple measure of the average grant re-

ceived over several years could be deceptive because of significant year-

to-yf,ar variat.ion. For example, it was.not unusual for a Title III

.project tb receive $125,000.in support in the first year, .$75,000 the

second year,. and $85,000 iiiithe third and final year. Second, prelim-

inary.analysis uncovered no discernible patterns in Project.funding

histories, thereby precluding, generalization about trends.in funding

levels. Third, analysis of the effects associated with the largest

single year of special projeCt funding appeared particularly relevant

12
In Phase.I we used each of these measures in_ preliminary analy1

sis; the largest yearly funding level proved ro be the best. measure.
See Vol. II.
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to the questions this study addresses. There has been considerable

debate in policy circles concerning the existence of an "optimal" level,

of putside support, If local'projects nre "to make a difference.' Two

little Money, many say, simply means ineffttleney. Conversely, it iS

often argued that.federal support of expensive projects is wasteful
.

because districts are unlikely to be able to continue them once federal

funding ends. By examinio the relationships between the largest annual

funding figure and outcomes of Title IIIprojectS--where federal support

is explicitly seen as "seed money"-.--it is possible.to see whether the

size of the "seee. makes any difference.

.The projects in our sample displayed a great range in their largest

annual funding levelfrom $10,000 to $335,000-..-with most projects funded

at around $100,000.
13

Although these amounts, which are absolute figures

uncorrect.ed for district size or budget, do;not represent a high percent-

age of. -a school district's annual expenditure, they varY sufficiently

to allow us to explore whether the IeveZ of incremental,and uncommitted

funds mattered for project effect and continuation.

Me defer discussion of other project characteristics toChaps. 5
-

and 6.

13'
The distribution of funding was skewed in a lognormal Shape, with'

most,projects funded at approximately 0.0,000 for their largest annual
funding level'. See Vol. II for a More detaileddiscussion of this
distribution.
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Chapter 4

CLASSROOM DATA.ANALYSIS MODEL AND MEASUREMENT

OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES

An innovation may aff.ect teachers, students, schools, and the

district in diverse ways and at different times in the. innovation's

Life cycle. The challenge fer an explOratory analysis of the type

Rand undertook waS two-fold: to know what to measUre as well as how.

to measure it, and to specify relationships among the various measure-

ments. In short, we had to formulate a data analysis model.

The model described in this section deals with classroom-leve]

issues; Chap. 6 treats.district-level issues. The model was designed

to generate empirically based hypotheses rather than test or estimate

previously established relationships. Though the form of our statis-

tical analysis resembles'procedures used in hypothesis testing for

nonexperimental data, it would be misleading to construe.the.findings

as anything more than tentative. Our objective was not to establish

hypotheses that xould be formally tested, but to 'arrive at a deeper

understanding of how to make innovatict,s work. In sum, we designed

our data analysiS model to enable us to draw policy-relevant infer-

enees and to arrive at. better hypotheses (i.e., a better model) and

more refined assUmptions.

This chapter deseribes the model,operational measurements of

the dependent. variables, and limitations of the analysis.

DATA ANALYSIS MODEL OF PROJECT EFFECT AND CONTINUATION,

We. posited a simple, statistically tractable,,causal model of

how the variables suggested by our theoretical conception Of the local

process of change affect each.other. Namely, we assumed that:

o An innovation can have four types of "outcomes" at the class-

room level: an implemented project, changes in teaching

style or behavior, changes in student performance, and con-

tinuation of the project's methods or materials.

6 3



outcomes' or dependent variah'es can be ordered by the

time sequence of their occurrence, which also corresponds

to their cause-and-effe.ct relationships; some occur prior
CI

to others, and earlier variables can-affect later ones, but

not. vice versa. Specifically, the statistical analysis

assumes that implementation occurs first, followed by.change

in teachers, followed by change in students and by continua-

tion of the project's methods or materials.

o All the factors or independent variabres identified in Chap.

2 can affect any of the dependent variables.

Figure 4.1 is a schematic diagram of this theoretical "caUsal"

which is called a recursive model. 1

The model comprises the central components of.statistical analy-

ses,. presented in Chap.-5, that are designed to determine the extent

to which each factor (or independent variable) leads to better class-

room outcomes--i.e., to effective implementation,.teacher change, -

proved student performance, and project continuation. The, approach

is to present statistics that (a) "estimate".the weight each lactor

,has in explaining variation in project outcomes,. and (b) indicate the

1
The recursive model can be stated algebraically as:

Y
1
= f(X) + E

1

Y
2 7

f(y
1, + 62

Y
3

= f(Y
1'

Y
2'
X)

.

+ 6
3

1/.4 = f(Y
1'

Y
2'

X) + 6
4

Y
5 .=

f(Y
1,
Y
2'

+ 6
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where X'is' a vector of factors or independent variables, Y1 is imple-
mentatIon effectiveness, Y2 is teacher Change, Y3 is student. improve-
ment, Y4 is continuation of project methods, Y5 is continuation of
project materials, and Ei is an error term. Because the discussion
in the text aims at a general audience, we avoid using such,technical
terms as "exogenous" and "endogenous" variables to explain the recur-
sive system.
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Factors or Independent Variables

Federal input: funding level

Project characteristi,cs
Educational method
Scope of change
Implementation strategies

Institutional setting
Organizational. climcie
School characteristit.s
Teacher characteristics

-457

Dependent Variables

Implementation
effectiveness

Teacher
change

Improvcment in
student achievement
or behavior

Continuation of
project methods
or materiak

Hg.4.1Classroom-level data analysis model

statistical significance of these estimates for the characteristics

of c , sample. In a formal sense, these statistics cannot be used to

refute our modeli.e., to test whether some of the factors assumed

by the model do not significantly affect project outcomes. 'Yet our

policy purpose requires us to make such judgments, Using the statis-

tical analysis and our field experience, but we warn the reader that

these-findings, are exploratory and tentative.

The remainder of this section discusses the model's underlying

assumptions in more detail; the latter part of this chapter presents

our operational measurements of dependent variables at the classroom

level. Our assumptions derived from several empirical lessons we..

learned in Phase I. First of all, as we suggested earlier, becausu a

project is likely tov.mutate during the iMplementation, its effective-

ness after four or five years depends not only on its jnitial design

but also,:on its evolution. In turn, its evolution depends on char-

acteristics of the innovation and its institutional setting. In othet

words', the implemented project should be treated as both an independent

and'a dependent variable in a system of relationships. Consequently,

the effectiveness of implementationvill be analyzed, on.the one hand,

as a function of the factors identified earlier, and on the other hand,

as a factor affecting teacher change, continuation.of method and ma-

terials, and, student improvement.

6 5
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A second lesson concerns the project's cumulative effect on

teachers after four o, five years of project operation. Teachers may

learn from and adapt to the.project during implementation in ways

the original.designers may or may not have intended... Such changes in

teaching style or behavior eonstitute an outcome of the project as it .

was implemented. Furthermore, improved student performance and con-

tinuation of.project methods or materials depend on the teacher's style

.and behavior as they were both before and as a result of the project.

Therefore, the change in the teacher's behavior can be classed as

both cause and effect in the system 'of relationships determining what

happens to an innovation.

Although change in the style and behavior of teachers is a major

potential effect of an innovation, it would amount to "change for the

sake of-change" if it had no effect on student perforMance. We con-

sidered two serious methodological questions before we incorporated

student performance into the model and analysis. First, the' measure-

anerit issues are controversial--what should be measured and how to

measure it.--and we had to ?ct measurements appropriate to this study;

the next section discusses r operational choices. Second, one could

cibestion the appropriateness of measuring changes in student perfor-

monce b,cause an innovation takes considerable tiMe to affect students

pos t ivk. In fact, Phase I found that implementation difficulties

during the first fewyears prevent a valid assessment'of how the in-

novation ultimately might affect students-. However, we believe student

effects can be judged four or five years after an innovation formally

began (the point at which Phase rI assessed projects). Despite method-

ological reservation's, then, this exploratory analysis considered improve-

ments in student performance to be a separate project outcoMe a

dependent variable of the assumed system of relationships).

The data analysis also treat-s continuation as an outcomebut

only'as one of several. That cautionary distinction is wise, for it

would be .myopic to regard continuation as. the only outcome.or even the

Most important outcome of an innovation. Continuation is not always

appropriate or desirable. For example, we observed in the field two

opposite possibilities: One, an innovation may be discontinued even

6 6
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though its other outcomes are. notable (perhaps bccause it has served

its purpose or the district is unable (:o "afford" to sustain the in-

novation); or two, an innovation may be continued despite poor re-

sults (perhaps because the district is subject vo political or bureau-

cratic pressure) . For those-reasons, continuation should be weighed

along with, and sometimes against, other project effects.

By using other outcome measures besides continoat\ion--viz., im-

proved student performance, teacher change, and impleme-ntation effec-

tiveness--one can begin to get a sense of tradeoffs aMong desirable'

outcome's. Fnr example, it may be, as the Ford Foundation discovered

on projects they sponsored, that concentrating a project in one school

maximizes gains in student performance but that 'spreading the project

acrosS many schools improves its prosOects for continuation.

Thus far we hdve outlined the components of our data.analysis

model and Why we chose them. We could have used other foTmulations, .

however, that would be consistent with our theoretical conception of the

process of change. We could have used a "reduced form" approach that
.

conservatively assumes that the "dependent" variables do not affect

each other or that we lacked sufficient inforMation to identify their

interrelationships in any useful way. This reduced form approach means

that.the statistical analysis should-"estimate" the effect of the fac-

tors on each project outcome separately, and then the estimates should

be compared. Because this conservative view has considerable merit,

Chap, 5's statistical analyses were done in two ways: (1):using the

2
The reduced form approach can be stated algebraically as:

y
1

= f(X) + E
1

Y
2

= f(X)
2

Y3 = f(X) + E
3

Y,
4
= f(X)4 E.:

4

= f(X) +.c
5

where the algebraic symbols have the same meaning as in the preceding
footnote.
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simple recursive model of'Fig. 4.1 and (2) using the reduced form that

makes no causal assumptions about the relationships among the dependent

variables.

'However, we could have assumed a more complex causal system:

e.g., that implementation caused changes In teaching, and that changes

in teaching in turn affec,ted implementation. To test such ."simultan-
.

eous" relationships, we would need to collect data differently from the

way in which we were able to. For example, .we would elther have.:.to

have collected data longitudinally or to have asked respondents to

render such difficult retroactive assessments as how much they or their

students changed during the first three years of the project as compared

with the fir!lt two years after the project. Moreovet:., a fully simul-

taneous model would have required a sophisticated social science theory

so that explanatory variables could be identified: Such theory does

not yet exist.

In summaYy, the,absence of a longitudinal data base .and 9f any

firm theory meant that it.would have been premature and probably spe-

cious to assume more realistic but less tractable reaationships than.

those indicated'by Fig: .4.1.

MEASUREMENTS OF 'DEPENDENT VARIABLES

For the purpose of-statistical analysis, the dependent variables--

the multiple 'effects of fe.derallc" funded projects--had to be measured

in terms that were coeparable across a variety of innovations and in-

stituional settings. We Could not use any single "objective" measure

of student performance a.,3 a test of a.project's performance. For ex7

ample, Cie use of a standardized measure Of achievement gains would have

been inappropriate because p'rojeCts in the Rand sample diffeCed in such

dimensions as their educational objeCtives (e.g., cognitive alms versus

affective aims for students), -their curriculum areas (e.g.', reading,

versus mathematics), their grade level (elementary versus secondary),

and their techniques (e.g., student-orientedrindividualization tech-
,

niques'NersuS open classroom approaches). -

TO obtain comparable measurements., we asked project teachers to
-

assess the generaliZed effect of thecnovation on themselves and ton

6 8
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their students. Their answers may be .biased,.perhaps tending to over-

evaluate the teacher!s .and project's performance, in which case they

cannot be considered accurate.. For example, the Project teachers re-

ported 67 percent as the mean level of achievetent of project goals.

.Outside observers might.report a lower figure; but whether or not the

figure is.biased,' little harm was done because no useand:po inferences

were made from it per se. Our.primary concern was not to judge..project

success 'but to explain the extent to whicl various factors affected.

outcomes. Responses that were systematicalfy "optimistic" I-ut other-

wise accurate did not.invalidate our approach..

To examine the nature of potential measurement errors ih the de-

pendent variables, Phase I included a validation study. Rand observers

rated projects in 29 fieldwork sites (about 10 percent 'Of the total

sample) ustng the same instruments as those used. by teachers, principals,

project directors, and superintendents. The results, which are dis-

cussed in Vol. II, show that Rand observers rated projects systemati-

cally lower than did the participants. The "absolute" exaggeration or

upward bias did not seen to be greater for some types of projects than.

others. This issue--whether the bias in the dependent variable is

(a) only a systematic shift in.the answers for ali respondents or (b)

also.includes different amounts of exaggeration by different respond-

ents--is an important statistical issue. If (a) were true, our explan-

atory tyPe of analysis would be appropriate, within limits; if .(b) were

true, the validity of the statistical analysis woul,d be questionable.

Judging by the results of the validation study, believe it is reason-

able to assume; for exploratory purposes, that re variation in the

operational measurements of our dependent variables was not severely

contaminated by a general upward bias in the self-assessments. 3

3
Validity tests wel-e not pursued in Phase II, except during pre-

test ;studies, :,:cause of research budget considerations. In the case
of severe upw;tcd bias, a "ceiling" effect, or artifactual skewness,
can cause a.variety of errors. For example, the variation at the.top
end.of the scale may be too collapsednta analyze. In preliminary
anslySis, we used a variety.of transformations and recodings of. the

.data (e.g., using dummy variables) to test the extent of the ceiling
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. In summary, we used assessments by project participants to obtain

comparable measurements of four project outcomes: implementation

effectiveness, change in teaching, improvement 'in student performance,

and continuation of .the project's methods or materials. The error

introduced by these operational measurements cannot beprecisely de-

termined, but preliminary tests indicate that the errors are not

major enough to invalidate our exploratory analysis. .The following

section discusses the operational measurements of each of the four

lypes of project outcomes at the classroom level.

Implementation Effec,:iveness

The Title I'll projects in 6ur sample addressed a number of differ-

ent project goals. We .,selected our Phase II sample to include only

.those prOjects that, a priori, could be expected to influence class-

room activities and student performance, (e.,g., we eliminated projects,

such as cultural enrichment.and drug education projects). 'Yet 'even

within these sampling parameters, the projects display sufficient

variation--e.g., from remedial.reading to open education to individual

mastery learning to programs designed to enhance students' school-

related attitudes--to make direct comparisons between specific project

objectives meaningJ'ass. As an index of offective project implementa-

tion, we used a measure of the extent to which projeCts met their own

gouls, different as they might be for each project. Specifically, we

asked teachers, principals and superintendents to estimate the percent-

age of project goals that were aChieved.
4

his question is obviously

problem;-the formulations presented in the text were the most appro-
priate. In pretesting we'found that using a :icale of seven (ordinal)
categories rather than five categories greatly reduced ceiling effects.
Nonetheless; the operational measurements remal ,<03ject to this
problem.

, 4
The specific question and statistics fcr the distribution of

responses were:

(Percent Goals Achieved). Overall, when take idlto account
the goals the project 'started with and the resources it had, about

7 0
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open to a number of response biases.
5

For ipie, the Phase I valida-

Lion study indicated that..dIstrict respondents tended to be- more opti-

mistic about the project's "success" than were outside Rand obServers..

This systematic exaggeration was partly idiosyncratic (or random) and

partly related to the respondent's position. For example, on the aver-

age superintendents rated projects higher than did principals, who in

turn rated projects higher than did teachers.

Whatever the reasons for these differing responses might be, two

conclusions for an'alysis follow. First, a measurement of project

'success that combines the answers of respondents at different levPls

of th,-? school organization (teachers, principals, and superintendent

wouid fail to give a vaiA indication of the effectiveness of project

implementation from any level. Second, both Phase I and our fieldwork

found that teachers' estimptes correspond most closely with those of

outside'observers. There are'plaufsible explanations for the apparent

greater accuracy of teachers in judging the educational success of.the

project. For.one, they worIc in the classroom and can watch project

imp..ementation and its results with thk,1A- own eyes. Superintendents

and principals necessarily have a more limited view, and furthermore,

what percent of its goals would you say the project has.achieved?

*Teachers Principals Superintendents
Mean 68.1 Mean = 75.9, Mean = 79.5
Median 74.2 Median = 80.0 Median = 82.5
Standard Standard Standard

deviation = 24.7 deviation = 18.3 ..deviation = 15.6
# responses =,891 # responses = 155 # responses = 96

Throughotit this report, the exact wording of questions and the dis-
tribution of resonc i11 be presented in footnotes at the time the
variables are first diccuPs!ed. To identify the variables, their con-

..

ceptual names are placed before the statement of their queStion. The
respondents, of course, did not have knowledge of the variable names.
For almost all variables in the analysis, the questions were designed
to have a prima facie connection with the conceptual variable.

5
The Phase I survey analysis used five alternative measures of

impjementation.effectiveness to test the validity of this question;
all five viere used in 1)..?liminary analysis. Given the.problems
of comparability, simply asking about the percent of project goals
achieved appears to be the most'operationally useful measure of im-
plementation effectiveness. See Vol. II, p. 15, for an extended
disc!ission.

7 1
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are likely t.:o be swerved by bureaucratic and political considerations

in their as_sessments, whether consciously or unconsciously.

For these reas'ons, we used teachers' estimates as a measure of

implementation effectiveness. It is important to understand, however,

that this project outcome measure, which we ail parcent doals (thhieved,

should not be seen as a proxy measure for project effect on students

or teachers. For example, it is possible for a pro4t--particularly

one with narrow objectives--to be Mghly "successful," perhaps achiev-

ing 100 percent of its goals, but have little or no effect on student

performance or teacher change. .The percent of project goals achieved,

then, is only one outcome, and is meaningful only when combined with

other measures.
6

Change in the Pattern of Teaching

.Techer Change can have several meanings, with different impli-

cations for Classroom practice. Some projects, open'classroom projects

for example, focus primarily on changing tae way teachers organize

tYeir classrooms and relate to their students. Remedial reading proj-

ects, on the other hand; do not primarily address the,way a..teacher

organizes the classroom; instead, the aim is to give teachip new

6
One reason for using percent goals achieved was to attain a CCM-

parable measune across diverse innovations. It would he naive to
assume that .this measure eliminated all comparability issues, however.
For example, although projects differed in difficulty, a project achiev-
ing 100 percent of its goals necessarily appears more "successful" than
a project achieving 80 percent. To deal with this issue, we.followed
two procedures. First, as the chapter discusses, we did not equate
percent goals achieved with "sucCess," but rather used a variety of
measures so that we could compare the effects of different factors
(including project inpUts) on each dependent variable; thus, Chap...5
estimates how much "percent goals achieved" affected teacher change,
student improvement, and continuation. Second, data were collected
from participants to indicate how difficult their project was; Table
4.2 indicates the bivariate correlations of difficulty of project
implementation. with other dependent variables. This variable was used
as a control for all preliminary runs of analyses Tresented in Chap. 5,
but its inclusion did not change the substantive results. In short, we
have tried- to.mitigate the noncomparabilities in our operational meas-
urement of percent project goals achieved.

7 2
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curricular skills they can use with students having particular learn-

ing problems. Furthermore, although a project might have been deliber-

ately planned to introduce specific types of other changes, teacher

change might have been'an unanticipated consequence. A single measure

of "teacher change," then, would be likelY not only to mask particular

project effects on teacher behavior but would also be of only limit'A

utility LI understanding,what kinds of teacher change are associated

with what kinds of change in student .performance.

To differentiate among the dimepsions of teacher change, we asked

both teachers and principals to assess the extent to which classroom

behavior had changed along'a number of dimensions. Table 4.1 lists

the questions we asked and the 4istribution of responses.

Our assumption was that these questions spanned different areas

covered by different types of projects.' To develop a single measure

comparable across all types of innovations; we added together the re-

sponses of each teacher onjour of the questions; 7
we call this Opera-

tional measure tne totaZ teacher change caused by the project.. Table

4..2, which presenti the intercorrelations among the dependent variables

used in Chap. 5, shows that the responses to the teacher change vati-

ables are highly correlated (ranging from .63 to .40).
8

This high

7
The second question in Table 4.1 is more relevant to secondary

schoel teachers; no primary grade teachers answered it. When we took
into account the pattern of no.responses to this question and to the
first question about basic skills, the two questions were highly cor-
related. Accordingly, we dropped the second question from further
analysis.

8
Except for percent'goals achieved, -he variables in Table 4.2

are defined.from questions that use seven- ioint scales. These scales
are ordinal, but we use them as if they we:e equal-interval (cardinal)
measures because more powerful statistical techniques-(viz., multiple
regression) can be applied. -'For a justifica.:on cor this approach,
see Robert P..Abelson and John W. Tukey, "Efficient Utilization of Non-
Numerical Information in Quantitative Analysis: General Theory, the
Case of Simple Rank Order," Annals o? Mathematical Statistics, Vol.. 34,
1963, pp. 1347-1369.

The use of scale variables in any empirical work can be challenged
because the meaning ef a scale response to a question 'may not be corn.-
parable lacross individuals (i.e., "interpersonal comparisons" may not
be meaningful). For example, people may give, different meanings to
the end points or to the "distances" betWeen different parts of the

7 3
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Table 4.1

QUESTIONS ON1TEACHER CHANCE

Teachers were aSked th ,i. fallowing question: ."For each of the teaching activities
Zist;ed beL,..,), please :-toilicate how much you think you have changed the way you do
things. We are intersted in all changes, whether or not they were directly
intended by the project."

Teaching of basic skills
(reading, writing and/
or math)

Teaching of one or more
other specific curricu-
lum areas (e.g.., social
studies, science, art)

Recognizing and attend-
ing to individual students'
special learning problems

The way you organize your
classroom

.

Working with students in
the area of affective
development

Principals gaye the following fr.:quency of response to the question: "(Pop each of
thc teaching activities below), please indicate how ?Inch change you have oL4:roed
in the Way project t,2acher3 iN acneral actually do thr:?unl in their clal:rrwms."

Very
Large
Change

No
Change.

Number
of

Responses

12.1% 16.5% 23.5% 16,5% 7.4% 10.6% 13.4% 1057

9.3 16.0 18.0 15.8 8.9 12.3 19.8 945

20.3 23.8. 22.6 12.0 5.9 6.6 8.8 1021

17.2 29.6 20.6 13.8 7.4 7.3 11.1 1012

13.3 22.7 24.8 17.4 . 6.3 8.4 1004

Teaching of basic skills
.(reading, writing and/or
mAth)

Teaching of one or more
other specific.curricu-
lum areas (e.g., social
studies, science, art) .

Recognizing and attending
to individual students'
special learning problems

The way teachers organize
their classrooms

The way teachers work with
students in the area of
affective development

10.9% 20.5%

8.4 24.7

27.1 18.7

19.2 37.2

17.3 35.3

32.7% 16.7% ., 7.7% 6.4% 5.17 156

30.5 14.3 9.1 (,. 6.5 164

20.7 6.5 1,9 1.3 3.9 163

16.7 12.8 6.4 1.9 5.8 165

30.1 9.6 3 2 2.6 1.9
i1 1 1 1 1 167

7 6 5 4 3. 2 1

NOTE: The five variables in the teachers' questionnaire have the following names
throughout the text: Change in Teaching Basic Skills', Change in Teaching Specific
Curriculum, Change in Dealing with Individual Learning Problems, Change in Organizing
Classroom, and Change in Dealing with Affective Development.



Table 4.2

BIVARIATE CORRELATIONS OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Variable NumberVariable

Number

(I) (2,) (3) (4) .(5) (6), (7). (8) (9)

(1) Percent of project
goals achieved 1.00

(2) Change in teaching
basic Skills .32

(3) Change in .dealing
with individual

learning problems
.29 .57

(4) Change in organizing
d.assroom .32 .59 .61

(5) Change indealing
with 'aff.. dev. .27 .40 .63 .59

(6)

(7)

Change in
student.achievement

Improvement in student behaVior

.52

49

.36

.25

.33

,32,

.26 .20

.30 .34 .61
0

(8) Continuation of project methods .48 .45 'AO .51 .47 .44 .42(9) ContinUation of project materials .50 .30 .77 ..31 .26 .33 .33 .57(10) Difficulty of project implementationa -.25 .10 .03 .05 .06 -.21 -.14 -.06 -.12
NOTE: Number of observations is 812.

aThis variable was uSed only in
preliminary analysis. The specific question asked of projectteachers, and the frequency of their

responses, were

ipp .i4dpent, how difficult
has thi2 project been to carry out?

15Z 18% 21% 17% 12% 11% 6%
L 1 I 1 I

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Very
Not at all

Difficult
Difficult

Number of responSes is 1033.
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degree of association probably comes from a combination of a "halo"

effect and a valid correlation among-the types of changes produced

by an innovation. The correlation among these variables is, on the

one hand, high enough to indicate that the total teacher change meas-

ure makes sense; on .the other, t is not so high as to preclhde the

possibility of discerning different effects from the factors for the

different dimensions of teacher change. The next chapter analyzes both

total teacher change and each of its components.

Improvement in Student Performance

Change agent projects typically introduce activities and materials

new to the district and therefore require time to "settle in" b0fore

-longer-run effeets on student performance can be assessed with any

accuracy. For example, teachers acquire and practice new skills or

behavior over the coUrse of project implementation. For that reason,

we deferred questions about changes in student performance to the

Phase II survey.

Change agent projecCs .can aim toward cognitive oraffeCtive im-
,

provements in student performance, or botn.
9

More than three quarters

of the teachers in our sample .indicated that their projects aimed at

both. To mehsure change in these two dimensions in comparable ways,

asked teachers to assess the relative exten.t of change in both
.

scale., Our approach could be justified by assuming that our respond-
ents' utility functions are .approximately cardinal and fairly similar
(i.e., the distribution of utility functions has a clear central'
tendency and a relatively small variance).; This assumption may be .

plausible for many of our variables because the population of teachers
is relatively homogeneous and used to dealing with scale variables.
More esearch is needed to test this assumption.

'

9
We asked teachers to indicate the student objectives for.their

change agent project. Specifically, we asked (Improvement in Student
Achieiement): "As you understOod the project, was it primarily aimed
at your.students' cognitivc development, affective development or both?"
The distributioh of the 980 teacher responses was:

Cognitive development only 11.2%.
Affective development only 10.2%
Both 78.7%
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dimensions.
10

The distribution of responses for both questions is

quite varied, but Table 4.2 shows that these measures are highly

Correlated (.61). 'As we did with teacher change, we added together

the two'student change measures to give'a single measure, which we

call the relative extent of total improvement in student performance.

Chapter 5 analyzes the combined measure as well as the separate meas-

ures of achievement and behavior.

Although the distri4ution of answers to these questions suggests

'that teachers were discriminating in their responses, teacher percep-

tion of change in student derformance is obviously open to a number of

biases. Teachers who had invested much time and energy in implementing

a project might be reluctant to admit that their efforts were fruit-

less, which may explain why approximately half the teachers repo'rted

that their projects had markedly increased student academic aChieve-

ment. They may have been right, of course', considering the select

nature.of the projects in our sample, but such results are strikingly

good compared with those reported in the research literature and in

evaluations of special projects. 11
(For example, many studies in search

10
.The specific questions

sponses were:',
and distribution of the 982 teacher re-

(Improvement in Student Achievement. "What impact has :ts

project had On student adademic achievement?"

5.6% 12.9% 31.1% 19.6% 23.7% 3.1% 1.7% 1.6% 7%
I______ 1 I_ I 1 I I

J.

9 8 7 6

--1---

5 4 3 2 1

Much higher0
achievement

No change Much lower
achievement

(Improvement.in Studt!.nt Behavior) What effect haS this
project had on student attitudes or behavior?"

9.9% 17.7% 27.3% 20.4% 17.3% 2.9% 2.8%. 1.2% 0.6%

1, I I
I i____ 1 i

_L__ _I_

9 8 7 .6 5' 4 3 2 1

Very positive No effect Very negative
effect effect

11
Volume I provides an extensive review of the literature.

,
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of "successful" projects among a sample of candidates have been able

Lo identify a number that only barely exceeds what would be predicted

by chance.) Nonetheless, teacher responses varied widely, which in-

dicates that it would be fruitful to analyze the sources of variation

and the relationship to other project outcomes..

This.measure is also open to measurement error because it-reflects

teachers' perceptions of student change, not objective, standardized

test results. For example, there is q;sizeable literature that sug-

gests that teacherS systematically:give higher marks to middle-class

or "social'conforming" students. Even so, we believe that teachers'

perceptions are useful for at.least two reasons. First, since project

objective:4 differed widely, between-project comparisons of student

gains on standardized instruments are not meaningful. A comparison

between one stanines growth in math achieveMent and a ten percentile

gain in reading proficiency, for example, te14s us little. Teacher

assessMents of project.-related student gains, however, permit us to 4
r

assess relative'if not specific differences in project effects on

students. Second, it can be argued that teachers' estimates of student

gains measure more enduring or comprehensive project effects than can

standardized achievement or attitudemeasures.
12

Because of their

close involvement with their students, teachers are likely, to make an

'integrated assessment:that represents solid student gains, not simply

enhanced test-taking facility. 'Further, it is .to, be expected that

teachers draW on standardized student outcome measures in making their

assessments. Teachers' perceptions probably derive from a synthesis

of information about change in student performance froma number of

sources; consequenrly, it can be argued that their perceptions more

accurately represent solid,improvement in student performance--in

reading skills, for example, as opposed to narrow gains in vocabulary,

which may prove ephemeral.

In summary, although teacher measures of student gain are subject

to a number of response biases and comparability problems, it seems

12
For a review of the literature, see H. A. Averch et al., How

.EffectiveIs Schooling./ A Critical Review and Synthes.L3 of Research
Findings, The Rand Corporation, R-956-PCSF/RC, March 1972.

7 9
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reasonable to assume for thepurposes of exploratory analysis that

these difficUlties. (19 not invalidate our analysis.

4)

Project Continuation at the Classroom Level

If one asks a school official, "Has Cilis FirojeC.t been continued?",

.the answer would likely be, "Yes." But if one probes or visits class-

rooms, a. more differentiated view emerges; the extent to which projeCt

methods or materials continue to be employed can vary enormously.

Sometimes continuation is no more than pro forma; perhaps the innova-

Lion's methods are wholly or mostly discarded, but.the materials con-

tinucf to be used, at least to some extent. .0ther projects are fully

continued; the staff have assimilated the project's methods and employ

them extensively in their teaching. Therefore,.in choosing the Phase

II.survey.saMple of purportedly continued projects, we assumed that the

true extent of cbntinuation would vary.

This assumption was accurate. The survey asked teachers to esti-

mate the relative extent to which.they were currently applying the

basic ideas an4methods of the project in their class-r-ooms. ("Cur-
: rently," in thiS context, meant two years after the end of federal

funding for-most teachers in the sample.) 13 The distribution of re-

sponses varied, as expected: 17 percent indicated they were continuing

the project to a "very large extent" (the highest -point in our seven-
.

point scale), and 5 percent indicated they were not continuing the

project's methods at all. Teachers were also asked about their current

13
The sPecific questions and d1stribution of the 980 teacher re-

sponses were:

(Continuation of Project Methods) "To what extent are you
presently applying the basic ideas and methods of the project
in your classroom?"

17.2% 27.0% 23.0% 16.3% 6.8%., 5.17. 4.5%,
I 1 I 1 1

I

.
7 6 5 4 3 '2 1

To a very' To some Not at
large extent extent all

Notice thaC this question dcals not with orficial continuation of the
.

project qua project but with continuation of the project's conEent.
,

8 0
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use of the project's materials because materials can be continued with or
without the project's methods. 14 Again, the responses varied widely:

19 percent indicated they still used all of t.he project's materials,
and 15 percent indicated they were using none. These measures con-

stitute our operational definitions of continuation at the classroom
level.

15
The statistical analysis in Chap. 5 explores why some teachers .:.,

continued their projects extensively and others did not.

We interpret these measures, particularly the question about

.methods, to represent the degree of the teacher's assimilation of the
project's precepts. One test of the validity of this interpretation
is to compare the teachers' responses to the question about their

current actual use of the project with their inclination to use the

innovation elsewhere were they to take a different teaching job. 16
If

14The question.nnd distribution of the 1002 teacher responses
were:

(Coneinuation of Project Materials). "What proportion of project
materials are you now using in your classroom?" ,

All of them 18.6%
SOme of them 32.6%
A few of them 23.2%
None of them 14.6%

15
Table 4.2 shows that the extent of continUation of the project's

methods was correlated .57 with the cOntinuatiop of project materials.

f

We expected these measures to b highly correlaeed; however, they are
not so highly correlated as to revent a separate analysis of each.
measure.

16 ,
The specific question ahd distribution of the 1016 responses

were:

(Inclination to Continue Project) -1f you wurc to take a
teaching job in another school or ,(Pistrict that had not tried
this project; how inclined would you-be to try to implement
its methods in your classroom?"

1

k28.2% 22.12 18.2% 15.0% 4.2% 4.4% 7.9%
I

.
I . 1 __L__ _L_ 1

:7 6 5 4 I 2 1

Very Moderately Not at all
inclined inclined inclined

8 i
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teachers continued to use the project's&ethods solely to conform to

school policy; we wOuld not expect their current use to be positively

related to their inclination. But the correlation is an impressive

.61.
17

This degree of agreement supports the interpretation-that bur

continuation measure represents a surrogate for the teacher's assimila-
,tion of project precepts.

18

As anOther test of validity.,;'.4.we asked principals to give us their

opinion about whether the project at their school would eVentually die

out or would bee-Ain-le integrated into the teachers' classroom practices.
19

17
It is intefesting that continuation.of materials is correlated

.43 with the teachers' inclination to continue them elsewhere. We
wonder if this lower correlation (compared with the .61 .correlation
for methods) reflects the possibility that materials are more likely
than methods to be continued by-teachers because of official school.
policy.

18
The survey also asked teachers to indicate the extent to which

their involvement in .the project hdd made their job. more (or less)
satisfying. The variable was correlated .57 with continuation of
project methods and .37 with continuation of project materials. These
results offer further support for the validity arguments made above.
The specific questiOn and distribution of the 992 respOnses were:

(Job More Satisfying) "Would you say your invoZvement in the
project has made your job more satisfying?"

17% 18% 22% 15% 22% ,2% 17 '1% 1%
1 1 1 1 1 1

.9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Much more No more or Much less
satisfying less satisfying satisfying

19
(Sehool Continuation) "Over the nex't few years,which (of

th;-.2 foilowing) possibilities do you think is most likely tO happen
with respect to project methods among teachers at this school?" v

.The methods will.be dropped 2.0%
Some or all of the, teachers will use project methods;
but methods will not be used extepsively 48.4%

Some or all .of the Eeachers will use project methods
and they will generally be nsed quite extensively 49.7%

(Number of responses = 98.) The 50-percent "continuation rate" shoUld
not be considered as representative of all Title III projects; our

. sample is not a random sample but highly selected toward purportedly
continued projects. Thus, one would guess that.the continuation rate
of all Title III projects wOu1d be considerably-below 50 percent. We

. 0
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The split between the two."futures" was about even. By.averaging

the answers of teachers,at a school to the queStion of continuation

of project methods, we arrived at a rough estimate of the correspon-

dence between, on the one hand, the principal's sense of the stability

or endurance of the,innovation over Eime.and, on theother hand, the

teachers' statements about how extensively they were using the project's

methods. The average score of the teachers' answers seems to be

significantly higher for the group of enduring proieccs than for proj-

ects the principal:believed would eventually die out. 90
Though this

evidence.is far from a conclusive test o: ialidity, it lends credence

to the assumption that the teacher's s- tement about the extent Of

their current use of project methods represents a measure of the proj-

ect's lOnger-term use--that'is, a measure of the project's assimilation
k-7

into the staff'os standard pedagogical repertoire.

In conclusion, the operatjonal measurements of continuation at the

classroom level--the extentof.teachers' use of the project's method::

and materials some two years after the end of federal funding--seem

valid for exploratory purposes.

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE FINDINGS

This study addresSes coMplex and difficult .issues. It aims to

identify a set of factors that determine the continuatiOn of innova-

tions after federal funding ends, and to do so for a wide range of

innovations in.diverse local setting's. The absence of a well-defined

theory of the process Of educational.change means. that our findingS

cannot be treated as definitive. Moreover, our Sample, which was

suspect that, even for our sample,., 50 percent might be optimistic.
.(Note, howe4r, that an upward bias on the part of teachers Should not
seriously.affect the analysis using the arbitrary seven-point scale
of relative extent o: continuation.)

20
Using a seven-point scale (with,"to i very.large extent"

signed a seven), the average score of the (wrerage) teacher answe
within a school was 5.9 for projects in whiCh the Principal thought
the-teachers would continue to use che proj'ect's methOds extensively;
tho scbre for-the other group was 4.2 The ."difference" of these meang
npOchrs to'be significantly higher. However, t.he statistical test is
ilot straightforward because of the differen't -.lumber of teachers repro-
sented for each prOject..

8 3
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selected to focu.- i continuation,is not.representatiVe of all Title

ill projects, let alone of all innovotjv.e projects. Conseluently,

the w,neralizabilit:: of our result's con be quesLioned. To achieve

comparability acros:: 'Iors i.od projects, we measured project ef-

feets.and continuat "contentfree" scales. Such measurements

:Ale open to valid c an. Finally, the data analysis model makes

simplifying assumptions in order to examine systematically the com-

plex relationships among factors affecting .change agent projects.

Thee caveats should be kept in mind as the reader considers the re-,

sults of ChaPs..5 and 6.

Despite these caveats, we believe the findings .sufficiently valid

to be.used bv policymakers and researchers.

Si
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Chapter 5

FINDINGS AT THE CLASSROOM LEVEL

Why Lre some innovations effectively implemented and continued

while others fall short of their original promise? What character-

istics of innovations 'and of their host school districts explain the

disparate experiences and outcomes at the classroom level? The pre-

ceding chapters p'rovided the groundwork for examining these questions.

Here we present statistical analyses, along with interpretations

hased on fieldwork experience, that explore answers to these ques-

tions at the classroom level.

This is a long chapter. Consequently, following a brief sta-

tistical 2face, we present an overview of the_findings to equip

the reader with a guide to the subsequent discussion.

STATISTICAL PREFACE

Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 50 present the results of'a statistical

analysis designed to explore the extent to which the factors iden-

tifed in Chap. 2 accoUnt Tor the variation in project effects and

continUation. Using the simple causal model discussed previously,

we ran a series of multiple regressions that relate operational

measurements of the various factors to our measures of project

effects and continuation.

The first column of Table 5.1 displays the average effect of

each factor on implementation effectiveness--i.e., the teacher.:'

assessment of the percentage of goals the project achievedcontrol-

:Ling for the presence of the other factors. The statistic repre-

senting these effects is a standardized tegressioncoefficient,

which denotes an estimate of the relative weight (ranging from -1

to +1) that each factor has on the dependent variable for our data. 1

1

The standardized regression coefficient is used in these
tables and elsewhere in this renort as .an aid to interpreting the
regressions. It can be deCeptive, however, particularly when dumMy
variables are used (Table 5.1 has three dummy variables.: Overall

8 5
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Table 5.1

FACTORS AFFECTING PROJECT EFFECTIVENESS AND CONTINUATION: REDUCED-FORM
REGRESSIONS FOR MAJOR DEPENDENT VARIABLES

independent VarIa6lo

titandardized Regression Coefficient for:

Total
i'ercentyr,+,t r,t.o Stodent Continuation ot Continuation of
1,als A,hieved Improvement Proiect MeOnds Project Materials

Fed,. r.i I funding lovt 1 t, I prop,

Edocational method

Individnallzation te,hniqoe,, .01

tlassroom organization ,hange .0i
Curriculum rovisionv ,08"
Community Avemee' -.09**
Cso of ::pc, 1 a 1 istt -.02

S,ope of proposed change
Overall change renolia ' In :ea,hing -.00
Extra effort regoi-ed T ,tatf -.00
Specificity of goals .I7**k

implementation strategies
Number of project schools
Funding per student
Staff paid for training -: 1 1 k*

Training receivod .12***
Classroom assistance .11uu
Consultants .10**

,Observation of other classrooms
Project meetings -,07
Participation in project deeisions .09**

.09

.01

.,,,u. -.01
-.02 ..N.
.04** .01

-.01 -.0/

.9**

- ,01
,02. .09"
.02 ..10"
.09 .10"
.08" .14'"

*** .'0*.' LI,, ** .08*.18
.04 (

.02 ) .112 1/4

-.01 An

r

,7**,

.

.01

.02

.08"
-.02

, U ',

01

.13k".111.0

9.
.0;
W.

.10"

.0*

.0i

-.01
-.A

.12

. AAA
.12

.02

.14***

-.07

.18

499

1
(.28

)

*'

-.06

.00'

08"
.07

-.04

-.01

.08*
.3011*
PO*

,.4
.3

02

1r,
.02

.04

.9"
-.04
.10"

**4

09''
.0,

ATI

.04

. 08*

institntional Settiat:

Organizational . limate .nid leadership
Quali:', of working relations .2.,t4o,

: Principal support .11**
Protect director efte,tivenes, .2Y**

School characteristies
Elementary school .11*:
Shool size .11*.

School socioeconomic netting AM

Teacher characteristics
Efficacy .14
Experience _.1.1***

Yerbal nbilitv -,02

Ati .07
in**

.01
An) 12.*A

.08*

ill

-,08 -.02

.11:*
.27***.

uu

I*

.10 . 19

499 ,99

R'

Number of observations 499

!"rE: Silga.ilfisance h,r a standard two-rallod

.10 level; - .0' lewl; us. .01 10vet.
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Table 5.2

FACTO S AFFECTING PROJECT EFFECTIVENESS AND CONTINUATION: REDUCED-FORM
REGRESSIONS FOR SECONDARY DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Hoei,..,ndvut. iria1,1,

ral 1.'v.

Chango

has ic a.n

H.ind.,rd r.,1 1:uvi 1 1 v 1ont t or:

In Ocalin,
...ill, 1 11.1 v

IA..11'1111; ftgai,
1.1

Pr., t 1:11,11a, t .ii,.t

.0 1 .1/

1..11.11 MC LIM.:
Ind &la 1.,t1 (11111Lj, 11

1.:lassr,,,,m organ 1.....)1.1.,11 ,11;
Curri:ulum .0., -

immun .1171'
se 1,1.,

i.1,.,,i,, ot proposed .hangv
.,...Ovi ra 1 1 , hang, l.,,j. I r,! 1" 1 ,,,, ' ' ci, . 10,, 11, -.Oh

1:nt ra' yr t ori r0,011',..1 ,,1 ,t.11. .1
.17,,,',.

. I'. -.01 ,11/4Spec it iv i i . .,: ..., ,, . .0 , . no .0 , .01 I.,.
i"

IMPIVMent...i00 .itrALA.gieS
Numbor ot i',roj..ct Acho.,1,. - .04. - II i .11 ! -MI . meFunding ilvr -ifildvilt .1,... - .10, .10) . 04"Star( p.11.1 tiq' training -.01 .111 .01 .0 1 -.15$,A* -.04training r,,,...it,..d .1), .i0** .0 1 .11** .1.,A.i.
C.lassroom assi,ion,-- ,Oh , 06 .08* .1..,,,ki..
CW,An I f..int., .10 1 .0.'4

. On ,
iikkA.

. :WO* 1-06 . An*1 "i .10ii (
. I It

AAA .,,u* AA*
2 I

, On
o,OrVat i 011, o I .Z in 1' t I .1::', 1' 0,71,. .0 . .11! ;
Pr tI i A, t 111.,I. 11..,... -.110 -.1111-1 i .O1* ) -.110

.06
(

-.0.1 i
.0,', , .111 i

.01 i
Part 1.- ipat t.,r, ii, or iv. t de, 1,1,,ni, -MI 0,01 -,0 1 .01 .00- - .

lust 11.1 i,,t,,,1 stI , i ,,,,:

Chang,
in Oval ing

6,11h Aft-..et
iMprOYVIM:111_

Stpdvnt
Ac111,9,ont

St udvnt
ISobavfor

...114
,,,t .0', - AW

mi -, 10* .11'4

.III MH Ath-.(4.,,,,,.0 .1 ....0-, M9"
-.101*

-

i/t ,A.1111 .It I .11-11 i 1 IM.II. t and Ivath.r. !, I p
.1Q11.111 I '.. :' I worSimi, --Iat i,,n,.. .0 , MI Mit .05

. *11-1.11Vi,,,,1 ,,,,,nori. .110 AI:. " ! All .1f,Pro ivi't di rv,' I,' 4.111, 1,..,..,-. ,O) .. I ,111, ,07 .,,,)**
5,-1,01 citar.t. t.,,r- I st 1, s

,,..El0liontary i, I,..1 . II
:41,0,1 si., .1/1 .0 1 .1) i
:--, 1100 I 'WC 1,18., . '1,rnl 'ie.! r 1:1..; -.04** ..11), - .02

Iva, ocr tiara. 1,t. I
1:1

Esperi,,n.
.111 t

me
_.17AAA

.01

.091*

.04

.07

- .0

-M:

***
A-16 -.09.,5*** .06

.21 .21 .2-1
tinntvor rya t ions =09 - 499 499 :09
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1..A(.. TORS M:EKT ING PROJECT EFFECT! VENESS AND

CONTINHAT 1 ON : RECURSIVE REGRESS IONS

andat .11,ed Re)tr,:-.,:t ..tt t, 1:t tor:

Iota]
Per, out Pro ;ect 102.11 St utlent Cotct Int,t at Cont

r Chang,. linprovement Pt o t th.,Is Pro Iv, t !1.I

Pro 1,, t thAr.t. tert,t I.,.

sna r.p lc..., I or pro je I -.08*

-,:131,

-,"01b

!..11, itional MLIOR1

1 11.1 i .. i .1 tla 1 14.1Z ; . 41 1 chn i ., ,,. .11/ .01 .,1
Cla,,room organia,tion-4-,,..______ .111 .09' .1r, -.11**
,urri,01uri revisions .:1 .07 -.0:
t:rms: :v inv:% 'Mull! -.;Of" .11" .1,1 - .11:4

:,, ..I ',pa, iallsts - .1).: - III -.07 In -.'..

SC,po ot proposed ,hango
Ovorall cluinge required in teachli.: -.60 .17*1* .110.AkkExtra effort reqn'rd ot st.ift -.00 .1; . :hi . .09' 044

.17*"Spe,ificitv ..- ,oils .0.1 .0, .0;

...(111:2

I

Implementation strategies
.1zAk.Nord, r ot pro', t s. hoo 1 s -.01 .04 .09*

1 . ting 'per stadmn1 .16. .1,1 . 08* .ol**
att paid for tr,ining -.11 .0". -.0; .04***

Training received .12 .09** .02
C lass r, .,c1 d Ss : s [ ,Inc t .11** .? .07 II*. i -.02
Consultants .0S* .* r .01

**
.10 R**

..IS .00 .

-..:1';:i.)
ICI

Observation of other classrooms -.11. c .0',

-.:::):1.
R,

.02
C.1:

I0*R ..11

Prajecf mertIng, -.07 i .01
S

-,01 )
.

...0i
S

Participation 1 ;rojevt decisions .09** _.02 -.01 .0M"
-__

Organizationa! climate and leadership
Quality of working relation::
Principal support
Project director effectiveness

School charactc,istics

.11kkk

Inst i tut iona I St.t.t tog

.02 .00 .09*

.02 .10** 11

-.01

Elementary , ..00, .11** .07 -.07 -.0i
School size .1i**

.01 -.09* -.Oh
School socioeconomic setting .04 -.08* .i2 .0)

Teacher characteristics
.**Efficacy .09**

Experience -.11***
Verbal ability -.02 .04

,_1***

-1)3*
**

I

.08*

.00

Endogenous variables

Percent project goals achieved
total teacher change

R2

.15**".
ftkk

18*AM
.38

.31 .47 .37
Number obsc rva ions 499 499 490 499 499

Sighificance f-: , standard two-tailed I test:

- .20 Icv21; .05 qlvvelt "k* - .0!
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For example, the first entry in the first column is .03, which indi-

cates the relative increase in implementation effectiveness that

would result from a one standard deviation increase in project fund-

ing leveL This amount of change is relatively small. Tndeed, 'con-

sidering the random error this sample of projects is subject to,

this effect is not significantly different from zero (the asterisks

in Table 5.1 indicate that a variable is significant for a standard

2-tailed t-test). In other words, controlling for the other factors

and assuming the basic theoretical structure is correct, the data

suggest that the following hypothesis should be seriously enter-

tained: the funding level of a project has a weak and not signifi-

cant influence on implementation effectiveness.

The percentage of variation, R 2
, explained in the dependent.

variable "Percent Project Goals Achieved" by all the factors listed

in Table 5.1 is .50, which is.a high level for this type of survey

data. The number of observations (teacher Tesponses) used it., tlle

regression of col. 1 is 499, the same figure used for all the

Change Required in Teaching, Staff Paid for Training, and Elementary
School). Appendix A presents the actual regression coefficients and
standard errors for these data; it displays the means, standard devi-
ations, zero-order correl.tions, and partial correlations of vari-
ahles used in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. Appendl_x B presents an anal-
ysis of c :ariance o. teacLer responses for'each of the variables
used in the tables; the analysis partitions the teacher variance ,into
the part explained by the teacher's school or by the teacher's project.

2
To simplify the presentation of statistical material, the tables

indicate only whether a coefficient is significant at the .01, .05,
or .10 level (for a standard 2-tailed t-test), instead of displaying
more detailed information, sUch as the coefficient's probability-
value. Judgments about statistical significance should not be made
mechanically: Nonetheless, for our data, a significance level of
.01 represents a relatively "sur ?. bet" that the coefficient is dif-
ferent from zero; a significance level of .10 is on the borderline
and, in these instances, we use both statistical and nonstatistical
information to atrive at a balanced judgment. Testing whether a
coefficient is significantly different from gem is not always the
relevant issue. For example, we will occasionally be intsted in
testing whether one coefficient is different from another, or whether
the addition of one or more variables to a regression significantly
affects the results: Though the text will not display the diverse
statistical testing done in these cases, footnotes will supply rele-
vant information.

8 9
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regressions in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3-. This number is far less

than the total number of teacher responses (1072) because we deleted

any respondent Who did not answer any one of the questions associated
. .

with the .dependent or independent variables. This use of a reduced

sample did not seem to bias- the findings significantly. 3

Each column in these tables presents the findings of regressions

for each of the dependent variables discussed in Chap..4. 'Plough the

independent variables (or factors) listed in the tables were intro-

duced in Chap. 2 in conceptual terms, most of their operational

measurements were not. We will desciibe the specific measurements

when the.findings for each independent' variable are discussed and

interpreted.

Table 5.2 differs fromcTable 5.1 in that the latter presents

results for tilt: major dependent variables--implementation effective-

ness (percent project goals achieved), total teacher change, total

student improvement, continuatii of project methods and continu-

ation of project materials--whereas Table 5.2 presents results for

the components of total teacher change (in tepching basic skills,

dealing with indlvidual learning problems, organi;ing the class-

room,-and dealing with affective development) and the components of

total student.improvement (in achievement and behavior). Both of

these tables have the lael "reduced form regressions",in their

titles.to distinguish them from Table 5.3, whose regressions follow

the "recursive" model described in Chap, 4. A reduced form simply

means that the dependent variables are assumed to depend only on the

3
It is generally :-:egarded as good statistiat practAce to delete

a respondent f:om the analysis if the respondent had a missing value
on an independent variable used in a specific regression; the alter-
native procedure of "simuJating" the missing answers can create mcrk.
bias Chan it eliminates Howeyer, since each regression in the ahwR,
tables was run indepen.iently of the others, there was no statisti
'reason to Le se..vations from one regression because of a'
ing value in a dependent varia'nle of omoter'regression. Nonetheless,
we followed nis procedure-- %i)erefore hav? the same number of
observations for each regressi---to save computer costs. Extensive
use of preliminary versions of the models used by the tables indi-
cated that the pattern of significance vnries very little for the
larger samples.

9
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independent variables; in a recursive model the dependent variables

depend on both independent and dependent variables (according to !he

structure outlined in Chap. 4).

More specifically, the first column (stub) of Table 5.3 is tlje

same as that in Table 5.1. The second column of each table includes

iie sameindependent variables, bt.,. Table 5.3 also has the percent

project goals achieved (implementation effectiveness) as an "inde-

pendent" variable. The third, -fourth, and fifth columns of both

tables have the same independent variables, but Table 5.3 lists

percent project goals achieved and total teacher change as additional

"independent" variables. The subsequent discussion of the findings

revealed by these regressions compares the results using the reduced

form with those using a recursive system in order to explore these

complex effect's more fully.

For the same reason--to develop a richer understanding of a

complex reality--a variety of subanalyses and !;tatistical tests were

performed involving variables related to tl independent variables

used in the regressions of Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. These addi-'

Lional analyses will be referred to when we interpret the substantive

meaning of the regression for each independent variable.

For the sake of brevity, we will not hereafter repeat or dwell

on the formal meaning of each statistic. Nor will we reiterate the

appropriate caveats aboLt the nature of our data and methods. None-

theless, the reader sl.o'uld keep in mind that this is an exploratory

analysis.

OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS AT CLASSROOM LEVEL

The detailed findings and interpretation !,. presented below follow

the structure of Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. The effects of the three

groups of factors--federal.input, project characteristics, and

institutional setting--on the various measures of project imple-

mentation and continuation will he discussed in turn. This_presen-

tation discusses each set of-variables at some length; therefore,

before proceeding with detailed interpptations, we offer the.follow-

ing rerview of-the- findings.
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Federal Input

1)1 llL2rence's in the .amonnt of Title III Junding had little con-

sistent or significant effect on project outcomes or on contin.Uation.

Although federal money clearly mattered .to local school districts in

a number of waysparticularly, their ability. to undertake a project

at n11--any change wrought in district practices depended on what

the district did with the funds, not un dollar amoo

Project Characteristics

Educat ona 1 Method. The ,ducational method or technique of an

;c.1)yation had tittle effeet on project implementation, outcome, and

..utinuation. Because of differences in project implementation

strategies and in local instit'Aionai !'actors, similar methods pro-

duced dissimilar results across sites. Generally speaking, there-

fore, no one method was more likely than another to fulfill its

promise, particularly in the long term. In terms of the "success"

of a federal investment, then, it mattered less what the project

was than how it was carriLd eut.

Scope of Proposed Chan_gp. Projects attempting a broad scope of

change were not more or less likely to break down, and were somewhat

more likely to be continued, than were less ambitious or more nar,-

rovlv defined projects. Indeed, peojects that required significant

change in overall teaching style and that called tot t!:,..7rel effort on

the part of staff induced signifi-antly more tenchet ,hange. Ambi-

tious projects therefore were not a "liahility" from a funding point

of view. Clarity of project goals was important in the implementa-

tion of all projects, however, particularly those 'attempting a brtid

scope of change. For such projects, staff uncertainty about what

they were expected to do generated severe implementation problems

and contributed to project demise once federal funding ended. Clar-

ity of goals could not be "given" to a project staff at the outceL

however; it had ta he achieved in the course of implementation.

jm_pjementation Strategies. The implementation strategies chosen

for a project strongly affected its outcome and it!: ,u2ntinuation. In

9 9
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particular, well-conducted training in hOw to use project methods

and materials enhanced implementation and improved student perfor-

mance.. (fhe quality of training, not the quantity, made a major

.difference-) Even- gc,d training appeared to have only short-term

effects, however, unless it was given in combination with staff

support activities. Specifically, when activities such as assistance

in the classroom, the use of outsiCle consultants, classroom Observa-

tion, and staff meetings were done effectively (especially by giving

practical support) , they provided the feedback and timely assistance

the staff needed in adapting project strategies to their own class-

rooms. Such aSsistanc"e also helped create the climate and moral

support necessary to motivato teachers to expend the e'fort that

made projects work. The cruciality of well-executed staff support

activities was eviclent in the strong positive effects they had, as

a group, on all the dependent variables: percentage of project

goals achieved, teacher change, improved student performance,.and

continuation of project methods and materials.

Teacher participation in project decisions enhanced implementa-

tion and heightened the chances for continuation. Tt did so because

it promoted a "sense of ownership," especially when the staff devel-
.

oped part or all of their own materials.

Pay fcr training did not contribute to continuation and, in

fact, was negatively related to the percentage Of project goals

achieved and total student change.

The local allocation decisions that are part of project imple-

mentation--that is, the number of project schools and the funding

lev_A por studenC--generally had no significant relationship to

project outcome or continuation. (There were two exceptions: More

concentrated funding per student was positively associated with

improved student performance; and the greater the number of project

'schools, the higher was the proportion of project materials con-

tinued.)

Institutional Setting

Organizational Climate and Leadership. Leadership was a vital

9 3
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factor at both ihe school and the pi-oject level._ Effective imple-

mentation required a goorl project director and a supportive school

pr:ncipal. But.continuation depended less on having had an effcc-

t,ive prolect dir:?ctor than on the early and lasting support of

principals. The organizational cliaate of the project--the quality

of working relationshipsstrongly affected the percentage of goals

achieved and project continuation.

School CharacterisLics. The typo of school had little or no

relationship to project outcome or continuation: The exception to

this general finding was the difficulty encountered by secondary

school projects both in achieVing effective implementation and in

promoting teacher change.

Teacher. Characteristics. Teacher charactexistics had major

effects on project outcomes. Above . all, teachers' sense of efficacy

emerged as a powerful expanatory variable; it had major positive

effects on the percentage of project goals achieved, improved

student performlnce, teacher change, and continuation of project

methods and materiaLs. The teacher's years of experience, in

contrast, had a consistent negative relationship to project out-

comes; experience.was negatively related to the percentage of pro-

ject goals achieved, teacher change, and student improvement. The

teacher's verbal ability was positively associated with improved

studept performance, but otherwise did not affect implementation,

teacher change, or continuation.

In the pages that follow, wo :laborate on each of these find-

ings in turn. A more detailed summary appears at the end of the

chapter.

FEDERAL INPUT. TO CHANGE AGENT PROJECTS

As Chap. 2 suggested, money is the primary fea t.il input iu

Title III projects. The quantitative anaiysis of this section

explores only one aspect of the role of federal monev--wilrcly does-

'the amount_ of "seed monc matter for projecC'effect and continua-

tion at the classroom level? Because.this chapter focuses on

9 4



classroom effects, we must defer until Chap. 6 an aaalysis of some

ot the issues concerning how .::.;;;Pi..!;: use federal money. Nonethe-

les's, the information provided here about the relationship between

the level of project funding and changes in projectioutcome provides

clues to larger questions about .federal policy,

The evidence suggests that, within the broad range of funding

evc1:-; i n -our sample ($10,00(1 to $350,000 for the year of highest

funding), differences in funding had little effect on project
4

results. ln particular, the First rows of Tables 5.1 and 5.3

show low and insignificant regression coefficients across all our

measures of outcomes: the percent of goals achieved by the project,

the amount of teacher change resulting from project participation,

improvement in student performance, and continuation.of project

methods or materials. More expensive projects, in other words,

*were no more likely than less expensive ones to be implemented

effectively, to lead. to change, or to be continued at the classroom

level. If al:y significant effect of the level of funding can be

discerned at ail, it would be a negatiVe tendency for continuation'

of project materials (the coefficient of funding for continuation

of project oaterials is -.08 and is almost Significant'at the .10

level In Table 5.3)5. That is, more heavily funded projects had a

slight tendency to have their material:; d!scontinued by project

participants after the end of' federe.1 finding. -.We observed this .

case in the field in situations, for example, where school districts

had adopted, on a large scale, curriculum packages such as SWRL

4T
he variable used For funding level in these regressions is

the largest yearly amount of funds for the project from all grants,
as Chap. 3 described. Its distribution is highly skewed for our
sample, with most projects.funded at about $100,000 to $120,000 in
their year of highest-funding. To compensate for this skewness,
the logarithm of the variable is used in all regressions.

5
Table 5:2 shows that the funding level is significantly pOsi-

tivelV related to change in teaching of basic skills. This effect
comes from heavily financed remedial projects located primarily in
Title I elementary schools. Their pedagogic approach emphasized
individualization techniques and made extensive use of paid aides
for.the teacher..
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(Southwest Regional Lab); whether. or not other components of these

project!: remained, tile package mate,ria Is oft cn fell into disuse in

the classroom.

Aside from' this reservation, there is an important implication

or the,finding,that the le'vel'of funding--or'the. size of the "seed"

did not have 'a significant effect eithor on project 'implementation

or contlnuation in the classroom: Net the Jmouut, of funds, but what

Chi: local staff with these funds, significantly affects project

outcom('s,.

To put this finding into perspeCtive, three qualifications mu!;t:

t,e rcm:mbered. First, the measures of continuation analyzed in this

chapte reflect teachers' choices about using project methods or

Troject materials, and those choices may or may not accord with the

decision on c)ntinuation. Teachers way elect to continue

part or all, of proje:t strito"gies with or ii.thout district support.

Thus, even though a shift. in di5-;trict economic fortunes may have

forced district officials to revise their original expecLationS con-

cerning Title IN project continuation (as the recont.complaints of

local administrators would suggest), teacher continuation decisions

are not necessarily coincident.

Second, it could be that the ZeoeZ of funding had l'ildirect"

effects on project outcomes that are not revealed in theanalvsis.

For example, the availability.of more money might have qc>nsintt72,

resulted in a set of'design choices for an addpted projedt and

these choices, in turn, might have had major implicationS for imple-

mentatioh and continuation. However, the evidence does riot 'warrant

an inference of any powerful indirect effects. 6
Higher feinding

6
The low partial correlations between level of functing and the

dependent yariables controlling for the independent vary,bles might
be due to the multicollinearity ,between funding and the !independent
variables. However, the percentage of variation in levE4 of funding
explained by the other variables is only 26 percent; moqt of tha-:-
variation is accounted for bv,the factors discussed abOve. More
over, the hignest zero-order correlation between any of;tlie dependOnt
.variables and level of funding is only .11. qee Table 12 of Appen
dix A.

9 6
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levels are soMewhat asTwciated with project characteristics. For

example, the-larger Title III grants tended, not surprisingly, to

be awarded to larger districts, to fund projects in a

of schooig,.or.to fund

The larger grants also

method-individualized

projects that spent more money

tended to support a particular

techniques. In this case, federal funds

greater number

per student.

educational

rypically were used to hire the teacher aides necessary to individ-

. ualizing clasvoom activities. Aside from these rela'tionships, how- '

ever, the level of funding was not strongly.reiated to other factors.

Thus, it would: appear--with the exception orindividualization tech-

niqUes--.that "more" money does not necessarily, purchase those things

that matter; e.g., itHdoes not "buy" more or better staff trainin$,'

More:ambitious projects in terms of scope of.change, more effective

project directors, and so on. The low association between:funding

and, other factors thus reinforces the conclusion drawn from the

'-evident loW correlation between funding levels and project outcomes.

Namely, local decisions conCerning.resource allocation and imple-

mentation,activities--not amount of funding available--are prime'

determinants of the effect of the federal investment.

Third, the foregoing should not be' interpreted as meaning that

money doeSn't matter." Our'samOle consists only-of projects that

received federal grants; although systematic analysis'of the effects

of the resence or absence of federal funds is thus precluded, our

fieldwork strongly guggets. that special outside funding does matter
;

to local districts in a nimber of Ways. For one, federal seed money

clearly allows districts &o undertake activities.that staff are

anxious to pursue but.that cannot be supported out of district funds.

For example, Title III funds have been-used to expand and,refine.

teacher-initiated pilot projects for more general incorporation in

district operations.. Federal gradts haye also served as "start-up"

funds for new' teaching practices, many of which require substantial

initial invegtment in hardware:or staff development. In short, many

local projects would not have gotten off the ground without Title III

funding. Federal funding also bestows legitimacy on a local project

and 'gives it the aura of special status," which can serve at least

9 7
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two functions: one, a "Hawthorne effect" the:: promotes.enthusiasm

for trying something new, and two, some measure of "protection" for

pOlitically controversial or pedagogitallY:untested educational

s trategies .
7

Federal money, then, doesmatter to local d...'stricts,,but whether.

' it ultimately "makes-a.difference" Aepends.on how districts use it.

.(Chapter 6 returns to these issues in its discussion of sOhool

district decisions.)

PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

The initiat on 6Fan innovation produces an adopted project,

consisting of. a eries of. decisions about:what is. to be done and
,

how to do it. We find it .6onVenient to divide project character-
.

istics into itS educational method (also called the project treat-'

ment Or instrUctionaltechnolOgy), its scope of proposed change,

and its implementation strategies. 'This section's main task is to

analyze the efects.of these characteristics on the project'sf-out-

cOmes and continuation.

The project's initiation alSoresults in a second "product":

The ceptral office .staff, prinCipals, and teachers develop.attitudes

towgrd the project that seem to be crucial for its eventual 'outcome..
(

.,..-Tbese attitudes are difficult to measure, parthularly seyeral years

after the project began'. They are nonetheless so imPortant that.we

will briefly explore some of their effectS before'analyzing the

effects of other, more measurable, project characteristics.

Attitudes Formed During Mobilization

A school may take up a federally funded,innovation because it

chooses to or because the ,district "asked" it to. How doesthe

school'sand the.staff's original involvement in the innovation

affect project outcomes?'

7
Teachers and project directorS also report thai.the contrac-.

tual nature of the grant award is.an incentive for staff to "keep
trying"- when,under ot'her condition's they would give lip or not put
forth the extra effort.

9 8
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Of the'projects in our sample, 20 percent were originated by

the teaching staff at a school. More typically; district officials

decided on a.project and then asked schools'to participate in it'

(54 percent of the schools in our sample were chbsen in this way;

16.percent of'the schools were part of a project"that was imple

mented n all schools in the district; and 20 percent of the schools

actively sbught to be in the project). We found that schools that

had Originated the project tended to have a more than average like

lihood of effectively implementing it; this pbsitive effect waS not

very strong, however, nor waS it significantly different from schools

that, according to their princiOals, had actively sought participa

tion in the project. . Moredver,.contirplation and teacher change were

not 'signiLcantly different in schools that llad originated the pro

ject from what they were at school.; that had been asked to partici

pate. Thus, the aggregate of school level evidence suggests:that

"whe originated a.project does not matter for it§ outcomes.

This finding is sUrprising. One would think that originating

'schools would be sot highly motivated that Lhey would produee better

result's than those in prOjects started'ly district officials. .They.,.

did not, for two reasons. On the one hand, some originating schools

did not seem to generate-support fbr the project from the centtal

office. :Onrhe other hand, scime'innovations begun .by the special

project staff in the district overcame he initial skepticism and

resistance of principals and teacher.g. In short, the origin of a

project seeMs to matter less than the institutiona'l.support Mobilized

duning.the initial.planning period. Let us review the patterns Of

mobilization that we described in our-,,arlier research.

Phase I of this study found that federally funded projects

differed .dramaticallV In the seriousness with mhich they were initi

ated: Many were started essentially to. take advantage of.federal

dollars, nbt to cope with a Problem or need bf.central. importance

to the district. .Such opportunistic projects usuallyi-Ailed to.be.

8e.
Where these.variables, are entered in the regressions of

'Table 5.1, their effectS are not.significant'on°anv- Of the depend

0\ent variables.

9 9
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'implemented effectively and tended to.disappear with the end of

:federal funds; most such projecta were,removed from our survey

sample.

Even when the district's intent was serious, the way in which

project support was generated in the school system varied consider-

ably from district to district. Sometimes project planning took

place at the central office level withOut involving school building

Staff--particularly staff who were selected to implement the project.

Such "top-down" planning, eVen with the best intentions, typically

met with indifference or resiStance from 'the school staff. One

teacher made'the revealing comment that, "Thia project hasn't worked

out and its main effete has been to cause a.close, well-organized

faculty to turn td distrust each other. This was the result of

forcing a,program on school, using an OUtside coordinator unfamil-

iar with.the school and faculty-, and not having the full support of

'teachers. I personally felt the project ideas Were good and could

.have worked if the teachers in our school had beer' involved in the

planning:" Or, as another teacher in an unsuccessful project com-

.plained, "The nroject was planned and designed without the knowledge

and consent of the teachers at theschool , the planner had

hardly ever been'to our'schopl." 'converSely, some projects were

conceived and planned at the "grass roots" with only cursory review

'by the'district 'federal program office. This style of project plan-

ning also failed to generate the necessary broad-based institutional

support.
9

As we have noted elsewhere, central office support is'

cruc1A1,.especially during the demanding first year or so'of imple-

mentation. As one respondent put it,'"The aupe4ntendent.had better

believe in the project--give his personal backing and support..

Teacher confidence is essential; teathers should see in the begin-

ning that top administration believe [in the project] and are.

.committed.to it."

9
In our sample, the correlation between the principal's per-

.

ception Of the ektenttf district support for the project and
whether the project was originated or had been Actively sought by
the school\waS .05 and -.14, respectively.
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Finally, we Observed, in several Case's, a pattern of early

district planning,that we call full mobilization. -These projects

actively engaged the staff from the preproposal period:to imkle-

mentation, and gained consensus and commitment from teathers and

principals.

The survey could.not reliably, measure these patterns of mobi-

Jization. Instead, to explore 'the effetts that early motivations

might have for projact ontcOmea, we asked principals to estimate

.the prbportion of project teachers whq'felt strongly cOmmitted to

the project in the first year10, Their answers provide a crude
-measure of -teachers' overall initial commitment.11

. This measure

had a positive relationship-and ndeed cOnsistentiy:had the highest

TelaEionship'of all factors at the school level--to the principal's

assessment of various project outcomes (e.g., percentage of goals

achieved:, change in teachers., and-Change in school. organizational
-

pat.terns .Moreover, the principal!S'assessment had'amarked posi-

tive correlation with the teachers' perception of the'percent of

proje.ct -goals achieved (.23), student change (.20), teacher change

10
The question was: (Initial School Commitment) In the first

year of the project, what. proportibn of participating teachers wouZd
you say w_lre highZy committed to project ideas and methods?

All of them 43.3%
More than half 29.4%
About half 13.6%
Less than half 14.7%
None 0%

Number of responses = 144
11
Overall comMitment tended tb drop offibetween the beginning

of the project and three go-our years later after the end of federal
'funding-. In part'this may bedue to the project being "unsuccess-
ful," in part to-a "burnout" phenomenon, The specific question was:
(Present School Commitment) Aat proportion of teachers now using
project methodt .are highly.committed to the approaches and ideas:of
the project?

.All of them . . - . 28.4%
More.than half 29.4%
A'iout half 17.4%
Less than half 12..3%

None 2..6%

Number of responses 155
0

C.

10 1
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, (.22), and continuation of the project's method's (.23). .In short,

,the commitment of,teachers has'a pervasive effect. 12 This commit-

ment is generated, we believe, during the mobilization phase; thus

in terms of implementation and project outcomes, the level at which

a project was originated (school or district) matters less than the

institutional support generated lbefore implementation begins.

Because teacher commitment is not a direct policy-input vari-

ablei it is not included in the factors Of Tables,5.1 to 5.3.. It

is pertinent to ask, howeyer, what.strategies (i.e., Policy-input

variables) can be used togenerate commitment. The data qo not

focus directly on this question but we. can explore some hypothes4

A.number of practitioners-or planners of innovative prOjects, per-
,

haps turned somewhat,cynical by a parade of disappointing change

efforts,Thave' come to believe that cemmitment is a well-nigh

"imMutable" eacher Characteristic:, some teachers want to change

and learn new practices,-and some simply do not. We take a more

hopeful iew. Our field eXperience suggests that participation in

the, planning process7-though not necessarily at the beginning--does
.)enhance teachers.' cOmmitment. (Our survey data show a .22 correla-

tion between staff participation in project decisions.and commitment,

though causes and effects are difficult to sort'out-in this.relation-

ship.) For our sample, CoMmitment is not strongly related to such,

teacher characteristics as sense of efficacy (.04), teacher experi-

ence (-.02), and verbal ability.(.07); but it.is related to. a vari-

"ety of school characteristics, such as whether the school is under-

taking other major innovations (.14) and the extent to which teachers

feel that their 'School is a good schoolt(.24). This evidence

12
When the overall initial commitMent :of teachers at a school

is nsed as an independent variable in the regtessiona of Table 5.1,
It does not have signifiCant effects. The reason, we'believe, is
that it enhances teacher participation.in project decisions (zero,
order correlation is ,22) and.working relationships on the project
(correlation is ,26), both of which affect project outcomes. In
short, the initial commitment of teachers affects the process by
which the project is implemented and thus affects project outcomes
indirectly." --.
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suggests Wat coMmitment can be generated and is not a fixed teacher

trait.

The project characteristic most closely associated with teacher

commitment is the scOpe of proposed change. The more .effort the

project required of teachers, the higher was the proportion of com-

mitted teachers (.14);. projects requiring an ovprall change in

teaching style.were wire likely to have a higher proportion'of com-
.

. .

mitted teachers (.15). Thdugh it is possible tointerpret these

data in .seyeral ways, our fieldwork suggests the hypothesis:that

complex and ambitious innovations are more likely to elicit the
f

enthusiasm,of teachers than routine'projects, Teachers seem to rise

to challenge
1

s.
3

Anothpr way tocouch these inferences about commitment is in

lerms of professionalism; that is, a primary motiVation for teachers

to undertake the extra work anddisruption of attempting change is

the belief that they will become "better" teachers and their stu-

dents will benefit. Our.strong impression, gathered,from field

Observation and interviews with practitioners at.all levels of
. .

schbol districts,is that convincing' teachers of the educational

promise of an ihnovation and of the opportunity for their profes-

sional groWth is an imOortant.factor in generating their support

for a project.

In contrast.tothese essentigkly "intrinsic" motiVations, the

literature speaks of_using external rewards to motivate teachers to.'

change.- 'We could not consider this.issue cOmprehensively, but we

did.examine the 'effects of extra' pay for trafning. Tables 5.1 to

5.3 include :'Staff Paid.for T.raining" as one of the project's imple-
. 0-

mentation strategies. Sometimes projects use this incentive 'strat-

egy to "get teachers to go along" with a projeet, or to'sWeeteri

the pill." In our sample, however, project teachers'who received

13
It is interesting that specificity of goals and commitment

are Ositively related (.21). Cause and effeet are hard to. separate
.in this.relationship, but the following hypothesis seems plausible:
Making the goals of the innovation clear, specific, and' understand-
aNle during mobilization enhances commitment. '
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extra pay for .training (about 60 .Petcent of the sample) were no more

likely than others to report a7.111,004orcentage of project goals

achieved or a change in.-their claSrObm practices. Nor Was pay for

training related to improved student performaace,or to continuation

of project methods or marerials. In Particular, Table 5.1 shows

that the'regression coefficients for Staff Paid for Training were

negative or insignificant. This finding lends support, tO the hypoth-

1-2sis-that, especially.for. the small amount of financial incentives

involved, inttinsic professional rewards are more important in

eliciting effective teacher participation.
14

A number of. project

directors haVe affirmed that although teachers appreciate he extra
1 a

pay, the pay;alone cannot induce teachers to work hard to implement'

new strategtes if professional motivation is 'absent.
:4.

In sumAary, these pta'suggest that mobilization strategies

can generhte staff commitment, and therefore should be a pr4p1e,con-

sideration in project'planning. Project adoption, does not auto,-

,matically inspire enthusiasm. Teachers and administrators should

be convinCed of the projeCt's educational promise and ,sccipe, and.'

should jointly participate in its planning. As subsequent sections

will discuss, institurional sUpport of,this nature is critical to'

project implementaion and'is more difficult to generate once the

project-is under way. .

With the above background in mind, we now turn to.the analysis

. of project characteristics that result from project adoption.

1
4
Though we did not ask about release time for teachers in.tha

survey,, our field experience suggests that release'time.is a prefer-
able strategy to extra, pay 'for training after school hours. There
are at least two reasons why release time can contribute signifi-%
'cantly to teachers' willingness and abililY to change. One,-the
psychic and ph.ysical energy demanded by a full daY of teaching makes
learning hard to accomplish during after-school, evening, or weekend
hours. Secondly, the provision of release time provides an impor-
tant signal tO project teachers concerning district commitment to
the innovation. -More than one teacher has commented: "If they
(the central office) really cared about the project, they would
give us sufficient time to learn what we need to know to implement
it." Teachers generally are unwilling to take a prolect seriously
if they believe the.district does nots.

10 I
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Educational Methods
,k

School people rarely adopt, without change, an innovation from

outside their district. Whether they wish to "replicate" a Specific

project they saw or heard about elsewhere, Or whether they, want to

apply a general educational concept suCh as differentiated staffing,

project designers tend at the beginning (i.e., during tb.e mobiliza-

tion phase) to adapt the innovation to the'local setting as well as

to their own interests.. For example, a mastery learning project

that was successful, elsewhere may.use materials that are not appro-

priate for the staff:or students of the adopting district. Or,

district Staff may like the reading inStruction strategies of one

project, but prefer to use the classroom organization methods of

another. As a consequence, the project adopted often comprises an

amalgam of educational techniques and strategies', as Chap. 3 des-

cribed, that may be virtually unique to its district.

Nonetheless, change agent projects also have cerin central

characteristics or foci. Chapter 3 showed that any one of the ,tech-

niques used by a project in our sample can be identified empirically

with one of the following general types of educational approach:

individualization (or student-centered) techniques; classroom organ-

ization change; curriculum revisions; community involvement; and use

-of specialists for student needs. For the sake of trying to portray

the distinctive character of one,project's educational treatment as

compared with others, Chap. 3 assumed that each project in our sample

could have included all of the above general techniques to varying

extents. Each project was thereupoh given a score denoting the

extent to which it concentrated on individualization, a score for

itsconcentration on classroom organization, and so'on. The quanti-

tative analyses of Tables 5.1 to, 5:3 use these scores as measures of

the projects' educational methods or instructional approaches.

The quantitative analysis explored two questions. First, to

what extent did the educational method of a project influence its

implementation, its effects on teachers and students, and its con-

tinuation? The answer for our sample is that it did to some'

extent, but not very much. Secondly, did some educational methods'
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have. more significant effects on project outcomes than others?.,The

answer is that they did, 'but the differences are not great.

In particular, because none of the.regression coefficients oP°
educational methods shown :in Tables 5.1 to 5.3 are very large% it

does not seem likely that educational methods (either individually

or as a group) strongly affected implemdntation, effect, or continu-

ation. This conclusion holds even under more rigorous -testing.. For
(

example, a better test of the overall effect of educational methods

is to assess Airectly how much of the variation in outoomds was due

to educational methods alone. This eese_can be done in several ways.

For example, R
2

the percentage of the variation explained in the

dependent variables, ranges in Table 5.1 from a high of .50 to a

Aow of .30. When the educational methOA factors are not included

among the independent variables, the same regressions show a small
2 e,

drop in R for each dependent variable, with the maximum loss in,

variation being .02, a significant'but not very.large effect. 15

Thus, the educational method factors add little to the explanation

of project impact and cOntinuation. Another test is to use the

educational°method factors as the only independent variRbles. When

the. dependent variables are considered to be a function Of the edu-

cational methods alone, the percentage of variation explained is

.07, .05, .08, and .06 for percent project goals achieved, total

teacher change, total Student change, continuation of project meth-

ods; and continuation of project materials, respe.ctively. Thus,

even when the confounding effects of other variables are removed,

the choice of educational ereatment had only a small effect on

project outcomes.

s't ecause the regressions using.the educational Method factors

as the only independent variables appear to produce an R
2

that is

*greater than R obtained by "adding" the educational method factors

to the other independent variables of Table 5.1, we suspect that

educational methods did have some indirect effect on project outcomes.

15
The appropriate statistical tests for most of the statements

made in this subsection about educational methods are F-tests, the
details for which are not supplied in this report.
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That is, the choice of treatment was associated with other imple-,

mentation choices that affected how the project turned out4 For

example, projects cocicentrating on community involvement were some-

what mcre likely to require extra effort from teachers to Involve

considerable training activities, to use consul,tants and meetings,

to have tehcher participation in project decisions, and to engage

thelprincipal's cupport. Sortie of these Local choices affected

project .outcomes, as we will_discUss. As another example, indi-

vidualized student-centered projects tended to be funded more heav-
,

ily, to be more specifiic about Project goals, to rely more on skill-
,

specific training, to have less participation by .teachers, and to

have less 'involvement by the principal. Through these associations,

the treatment exerted its indirect influence on outcomes.

. Some direct effects of educational method also can be seen in

the tables. Projects concentrating on curriculum revision had a .

slight tendency to be implemented More effectively and to improve

student achievement more th.an'did other methods. Classroom organi-

zation projects were somewhat more likely to result in teacher

change and to have project methods-7not materials--continued by

teachers.
16

N

This finding is not surprising in light of the distinct foci

and activities of these educatiOnal strategies. That is, projects

emphasizing curriculum development and revision typically begin with
V

well-specified objectives and focus specifically on.student cogni-

tive growth. Classroom organization projects do not.explicitly

16
More precisely, the appropriate F-tests showed.that the differ-

ence in percent project goals achieved between projects focusing on
curriculum revision and those focusing on community involvement or
the use of specialists s significant at the .05 level; the differ-
ence between projeCts'focu ng on curriculum revision and those
focusing on individualizatio or classrOom organization was barely

'significant at the .15 leVel Similar results held for total stu-
dent'improvement. t-tests. so indicated that, for projects focus"-,
ing'on classroom org. --, on, the coefficients for teacher.change
'and continuation of project methodswere significantly different (at
the .10 level) from .other coefficients (with'the exception of that
for community involvement).
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address student.achievement, but concentrate on changing traditional

pattOrns of 'classroom manag6ment and student/teacher interaction.

Consequently, projects of this nature reqUire the most significant
4

changes in th'e way teaChers do thingschanges in method that, once

assimilated,. are likely to sustained.

Tagle 5.1 shows that projects designe'd to have a great° deal a

community involvement appeared to have a direct'effect on promoting

teacher change., similor to the effect of classroom organization

pTOjects. (That is, the .regression .coefficients for both community

involvement and.classrOom-organization change were significant and

not much different fr9m one another.) However, community involve-

mvnt did not significantly affect continuation of project methods;

the apparent reasens are the two very diffement, though overlapping,

ways the pr'Ojects sought to involve the community. Some strove for

direct parent, involvement as a majorqmrt of their activity; others

centered on using community resources or undertaking field.trips and
0

invited parents to observe and .assist.

We found that prolects having direct pareut involvement as a

major goal produced teacher .change and were likely to he continued

hy teachers after the end of federal'fundingprohably, we suspect, .

because project staff had a fairly high lev,el of initial comm4ment

to notions of parent participation in school affairs and governance.

The other type.of cqmmunity involvement, projects had a.slight nega-

tive but not significant effect on continuation. Field trips are

taken more casually;, they are typicany discArded,as an "Unessential

activity" when soft money goes away. Although Phase I of our

research did not deal specifically.with parent involvement, this

finding deserves the more detailed exploration given later in

Appendix C.

In summary, the evidence of both Phase.I and Phase II supports

the broad hypothesiS'that the educational method chosen determine.s

a project's implementation, effect, and continuation to only, a small

and limited extent; and much of this.effect comes from.implementatiOn

choices mq.de during mohilization that are associated with particular

types of treatments. Within this general finding., however, it does
,
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appear that some types of treatments hale greater incremental impacts

than others, controlling for"implementation choices. Specifically,

projects concentrating on curriculum revision were marginally more

likely to achieve their gOals and to increase student achievement.

Classroom organization proiects, as well as projects focusing on

parent involvement, were more likely to produce teacher change and

to have their methods, not their materials, continued by classroom

'teachers after the end of federal funding. On balance, glowever, an

educational treatment did not automatically fulfill its expectations:

.What it wa0 mattered leSs than how it was done.

Scope of Change

A project design factor of considerable :interest to

maker§ and practitionef5 is the scope of change ptoposed by an inno-

vative projectthat is, the amount and compleXity of"change required

of teachers 'in their Classroom practice and behavior. A number of

:pøl-ieymakers, especially ,those in-iiblved in-the grants review_process,

have expressed condern that projects attempting to make-aMbiti-

and comprehensive changes will run into ,serious difficulties and may

produce no'chahge at all. In that caSe, projects with fewer and

narrower objectives would be "safer bets" for federal or state"
;

investment. Our Phase I Analy0s found that the pdlicymakers' con-

cern Is only partly justified. Ambitious Projects often were less

suCcessful in.absolute terms of the percent of project goals"

achieved; but they typically stimulated more teacher change than

did projects attempting less. Teachers,evidently.welcomed the

challenge.'

Requirements for Change ant? Extra Effort.. .For ihe Phase II

research,, we felt that the various dimensions ofi:"amhitiousness"

and "complexity" had to be unpacked: We knew, first of all, that

projects differed in the nature and extent of change they sought to

bring about.. Accordingly, the survey asked teachers to indicate.,

the type of change required of them;17 30Apprcent te&ponded that-the

17
The specific question and distribution of the 1016,responses

were: (Overall Change:Required in-Teaching) Innovative prvjects,
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project tried.to change their overall teaching style, and 14 percent

that no change was sought.

This variation can be explained to some extent by the substance

nf the innOvationy; some of which, by definition, assumed.More change
\

in classroom practices han others. For example, projedts that relied*

heavily on the use of specialists typically asked.little mote from

the teacher than.help in identifying children who needed speCialists'

attention. The Zero order correlation of (-.09).between this educa-

tional method .and oVerall teacher change requiredsuggests- that:many

'of thel4 percent of the teachers answering that the project did not

try to Change their teaching style were "InvolVed in projects of this

.nature.
18' -s

imilarly, the zero order correlations.:(.15), (.12), and

(.11) between the overall change required and the educational methods

of community involvement, classroom organization, and curriculum

revision are not surprising. Projects emphasizing these educational'

methods can be expected, to Assume comprehensive change in teacher

practioes_b_y_virtue of the fact that they require,significant depar7,

t_ure:-from_ traditional methndologies and behavior. Nonetheless, the_
.

zero-Order correlatione.are iow enough to ind1CiI707thAt-nverall-,----

change required cannot be taken 'as a proxy for projece type or edu-

'cationai method. The data suggest that overall.change should be

viewed as a local project design' choice that.is relatively independ-
,

ent from choices Concerning educational method.

The same conclugion holdg for a second: dimension of project

sCope:. the extra effort,required of teachers. 1 ? Again, the projects

vary in:terms' of the scope of change they try to bring about. WouZd
you say this project.

Tried to change overall Ceaching.style 30%
Tried to change specific teaching techniques . . . 56%
Did not tty.to change teachingstyle or techniques 14%

4 y

18
The analysis divided the.question.on the scope,of teacher

change into two parts: overall teacher change required.and.not,
requifed. This two-valued (or dummy) vdriable is the one'used in
the correlations and,regressiong.

19
. The'specific question and distrigution of 'the 1032 responses

were: (Extra.Effort Requited nf- Staff) "How much e±tra effbrt did
this project require of you during the first year you!implemented

11



varied-considerably; moreover, projects could call for considerable

effortmith or without also requiring an overall change in teaching

(thus, Ole correlation between these two- variables is a low .15).

For example, projects focusing on community involvement mere. likely

to require both extra effort and an overall change inteaching style;

individualization projects tended-to focus more narrowly on specific

areas such as mastery learning techniques or remedial reading, but

could require a high level.of extra effort frdm teachexs.

Thus, the two dimensionsoverall chhnge in teaChing and extra

effort requiredvary independently of each' othe. Moreover, sthool

o-fficials and project directors, on similar types Of innovations,

varied in the amh4tinusness of the requirements they imposed on

their staff.s.

How does the requirement for change affect project implementa- .

tion,and continuation? The data in Table 5.1 indicate thht projects'

requiring overall tacher change had the same effect on the variables,

of percent goals achieved' and iMproved student performance as did

other projects (the regression coefficients are not -significant).

Conti-ant to the fears of program grant officers, projects attempting

change in oVeXall-teaching style were na_more:or lett.jikelyto fail

(nr to sUcceed) in meeting thefF-Objeci-iveS'OX-inpromoting_student

change thanwere morenarrowly focused or lets ambitious projects.

In bther words, zittempting less does'not necessarily assure greater

success.

Thetoverall change required did, however, have a* major iNositive

effect on total teacher change (.16). Furthermore, as Table 52

indicates, projeCts that required overall change apparently romoted
!,

change.in all the dimensions of teacher behavior meatured in our

analysis: the teaching -of batic skills (.10); the. ability of teach--

ers to recognize and attend to individual students' "special' learning

proicit in ?our

, -41% 3%2.,

!Zash.room?"
,..

16%
_

10% 3%

l'

4%

1

2%

1

, 7 .

A great
deal

6

'-....

5 4 3 2- 1.

None
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.problems (.11); the way teachers organize their classrooms (.16);'

and the way teachers work with students in affective development

(.15). The findings of Phase II, then, strongly support our find-
,

ings'in Phase 1: The more change that is required of teachers, the.

more change they will make in their teaching style and behavior.

Similar results hold for the effects of requiring extra effort

from teachers. Many: serious innovations call for a considerable

sacrifice by teachers, particularly.during the project's fitst year.

-The evidence in'Table 5.1 suggestt that,.this requirement per se:did

not hurt the project's implementation or its prospects for improving

student performance (the coefficients are -.00'ahd -.00, respectively):

Table 5.1 also shows that the more-,that eXtra effort wat required,of

teachers, the more they changed (..17) and the more extensive wag con-
c.tinuation of project methods (,13)..2 0

In:light of the-strong effect on t-ercher Change. associated-wi.th

. ambitious projecA it is somewhat surpsing that projects requiring

an overall change in teAChing styledid:not.have.a stronger'inflUence

on continuation of methods than the .07 indicated in Table 5.1. Gur,

field experience suggests seyeral reasons for this "drop-off.:

--For .one, most of the twenty-four secondary school projects ih"

our sample aimed at basic changes inteaching patterns. Such pro-

jects-hy_Ltheir_ yery nature are difficult to sustain after the end of

federal- funding. For example , a number of these high school prorjeCt1-3------

involved alternative schoq.ls Although such projects may represent
.

an interesting social/educational experiment or a convenient response

to-parental pressure for educational options; they altdwere typi-
,

cally expensilie and-difficult to continde on district funds-,

20 :

These effects are sharply diminished,-as Table 5.3 show,
when the extent of teacher change Caused by the.project 'is intro-
duced as a control ariable in the regresSions. In other words,
ambitious and demanding projects.promote a change in teaching style
which7-when it works-,is continued by the teacher. "In contrast,
the positive effects of Extra Effort an-Col Overall Change.Required
on continuation -of materials do mit change much.when the extent qf
teacher change is controlled (compare the last columnt of-Tables 5.1'
and 5.3).
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particularly in a time of declining student nrollments. The sec-

ondary level "school within a school!! projects also required special

resources that were often beyond the capacity of many school district

budgets.

Similar problems occurred at the elementary level. Projects_

calling for overall change in teaching style often employed support

strategies that were difficult for a district to sustain after the

end of federal funding. For example, the field trips rarely sur-

vived, and the classroom aides that usually accompany classroom .

,organization projects, such as open education, often could not be

supported with district funds. Left with neither federal ncir district

funding, teachers often found it difficult to continue a project

intact. Instead, they had to adapt project practices to conform to

budgetary realities.

Another continuation problem for ambitious projects was a "burn-

out" phenomenon. Burn-out seemed most prevalent among teaAers who

were active in project design and management affairs. Insofar as

these teachers were given opportunities to continue to expand their

experience with the project--for example, by participating in outside

dissemination nctivities--they seemed to recover quickly from their

post-project letdown.

In summary, our data do not confirm the fear that projects

attempting a broad scope of change are likely to break dOwn and are
_

likely_tobe_discontinued. Despite a variety of implementation and_

continuation problems, projects requiring change in theOW-rail
- -

teaching stvle,of project staff and calling for extra effort result

in significantly more teacher,chafige.'

. -Specificity of Goals. Another surprisingly elusive dimension

-of project scope is the specificity of its goals. In attempting to

<' measure that dimension in Phase I, we ran into a recurrent diffi-

culty: Participantsfrom different projects using similar.treat-
, -

ments--e.g., using the same reading program--described their objec-

tives in very different terms. That is, the aame'innovation could

-have very diffuse or very narrow goals depending on'the perception

of the project staff and, more particularly, on how mobilization of
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1.4

the project was handled: In Phase'II, consequently, we decided it

was more imPortant to measure the teacher's perception of how spe-'.

'cific the goils'of 1-1e project were than to attempt to define the

''inherent." breadth of an innovation.
21

; Table 5.1.shows that specificity of goals had a major effect on

implementation: The more specific the teachers felt the project

goals were, the higher the percentage of goals the project achieved

(the regression coefficient is .17). ,One reason for this strong

effect is simply that some of the projects in our sample, particu-
,

larly remedial projects, had a well-defined programmatic design and

narrow instructional.aims. It is easier, all ()O'er things being

equal, to achfeve narrow goals, and it is still easier if the pro7

ieCt design -f& programmatically specific.

This explanation of specificity makes sense ,for projects, or

elements of .projects,.that can be programmed.'.: For example, the

development of project'materials can be carefully planned. Table 5.1

suggests, that specificity,in this.area promoted noConly implementa7,tion but also.continuation of projeCt materials (the regression coef-

ficient is..15). Similarly, specificity'On. proiects aiming tOward

cognitive developmen'Lled to improvements in student achievement

(see Table.5.2). However, many ,of the innovations in our Sample

could not be so programmed. What explains the effects of specificitl,i

in these Lses?
,

Gdr.fteld-experiene'e suggeste that when projects emphas#,e,,

change in classroom organization.,-change that,:is'inherently amorphous.--
.:,

susceptible to specification in a programmatic Fense--teach---------
ers need a'larity about project Precepts. For example, we'have,seen-7

21
The specific:question and distribution of the 1030 teacher

reSponses were: (Specificity of Goals) "In your"judgment, how spe-
cific were the goals of the project?"

,
237 . 26% -227 15% '8%

f.7- 2%

1 I. h 1 1 1 1

7 6 5' 4 3 2 -1
,

Very 'Not at
specific all

specificlit
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similer open education projects that were decidedly different in t e

extent to which the-staff grasped the philosophy and,operational.

objectives of the innovation. Even after three yeers of operation,

a lack of clarity still remained on Some projects; teacherS,could

not-be expected to continue themethods ef the innovation in these

cases. ,

The quantitative evidence supports this interpretation of spei--

ficity. First of all,..Table 5.1 shows that specificity had a posi-

tive effect on centinuation,of project- methods (theregression coef-'
,

ficient is Secondly-,... we treated a subsample-ot.projects.that
,

heavily.focused.on individueiization,'and a- subsample of projects

thatconcentraeed.on claSsroomorganizetion changes7. These sub-.

samples, whiCh will be discussed in more detail, later alloWed us,

.to compare the effects.ef such variables as specificity for the two

contrasting types of innovatiqns. Individualiietibnprojects were
%

more specifici.-on the average, than classroom organi2ation projects,
ok

which also varied considerably more-in'specificity. 22. Moreover',

regressiens Similar to -1-ble 5.1 (but using the'two Subsamples

show-that when.cleritY .(s'pecificity) waaehieved on classroom.

/Organization prefects, the.continuation of project:methods greatly

increasedincreaseSin Specificity on individualization projecs

did not significantly affect,the projects' effect oncontinuation.

Specificity, then, can be seen:As 1-Aving two Components:. .pro-,

grammatic spetifieity a Iaetor that'is fundamentally a project
. .. .

design issue, and conceptual clarity, an.understanding'that must

be achieved-durIng-the-course-of,project implementation. ConceptuaA

22
.7.--,----k-tab1-e-int-roduce_later(Teble-5.8) shows regression results

for. the MO subsamples. The statistics for specificity im'each ot
rthe subsemples were:

Classroom ,

.1ndividualization 'Organization

Mean of specificity of

Projects Projects.

:goals .

.
6.42 .4.06 '

Standard deviation of
Specificity or-goals ''. 1.02. 1.9.9

Number of respondents 116 ,99:'
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clarity--the extent to Which staff are clear about what they are to

do-rcannot be guaranteed by the use of packaged materials...or lec-

tures from.C6nsu1tants. Rather, it must be achieved through prac-

tical, concrete training activities fhat permit project staff to

understand the signifiCance of prbject precepts and strategies.for

their own classrooms. In'short, clarity iS not something a staff

.:Can.be "given" at,the oiltset, although it can be facilitated by
.

well-speoified programmatic. statements, For 'projects attempting

compreArnsive changei.we suspect fthat lack of 'clarity, rattler than, .

lack of programmatic specification, generates severeoimplementation

difficulties and the disuse of the project after the _end of federal

funding.

summary, this subsection has examinedsthree,aspects.ofthe

scope of change impliCit in the design of innovatI've projects: the
_

oyerall changertequired_of:teachers,. the extra effort requrre'd'of
-

.
them, and the specificity of the Troject's goals. 'The'analysis

suggests that (a) the.more change asked of teachers,the more they

reSpond; (b) asking teachers tp put in extra.effort.:may create:some-i

Ttoblems in implementatiOn,,but.teacher.change and.continuation are

likely.to occur with thiS kind of sacrifice; and N(c) teachers

can implement Innovations better'if they clearly understand the

project's. purposes and precepts_

Implementation Strategies

Among the most important .Products-of the planning and mobi.liza-

tiop activities' thatidjo an-adopted-ptojectare-AMP1ement_ation.

gtrategies--a ..4eries of decisionAnd choices; explicit or impliciti-

nn how to put the.project.' into ftactice. .Although the strategies

chosen are 'somewhat associated with the type pf educational method

adopted; local- designers exercise'considerable freedom in,their.

decisions; for exaMple,'similar reading prgrams may be implemented
,

quite differently among s'chools and sChpol systeMs. Chapter.2.
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discussed the strategieswe observed in the field; Tables 5.1 to 5.3

sboW the effects on project outdomes of strategies we were able to

measure in comparable ways for the range of innovations in our

sample. As a group; these strategies had major effects on the imple-

mentation, impact, and continuation of projects. Moreover, they

.differed in their conduciveness to particular outcomes.

We-Aiscuss below the findings for each strategy listed in the

tables. Two qualifications should be kept in mind aS we.do so.

First; our list of strategies does not exhaust the variety of major

chOices made bY local implementors. For example, some strategies

were so particular to an instructional approachthat they couldnot

be generalized for our analysis. Other. strategies--e.g., selection

of staffwere difficult tO Measure; we could not include them'

directly in. Our statistical analysis,-but we examined them in our

fieldwork. Btill other strategies, such as local materials develop-

ment, were measured to some extent but were.so highly-interrelated.

to other factors that they couldnot be included in the fulLanalysis

shown by"-Tables5.1 an& 5,3;rather, we explored their effects in the

'.partial analyses discussed throughdut this chapter.

.:The reader alSO should be aware of the artificial separation of

strategies imposed by the statistical analysis. in reality, the

overall strategy-of each local project. coMprised a mix'of strategic'

chtlices. Our statistical method examines component strategies, not .

the- strategy as,a whole. Our conclusion synthesizes the separatb
0

results into a judgment aboUtwhat constituteS an effective overall

strategy.

Allocation Decisions. Local planners must also decide about

the allocation of the project's resouices. Table 5.1 lists two

pertNent-allocation choices: the number of project schools and

the concentration,of the project's funds (i.e., the number of stu-
---

dents served for the available,project fundiTt--FelT-districts-make

allocation decisions in the pUrely objective manner of an R&D deti-

sioniaodel. ..School officials rarely have an,"experimental plan" in-

mind thatNcan be stated in such terms as, "We will try the innova--

tion'in schdcils' A and B; if itimproveS studen performance, we willNN
NNN
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spread it to schools C and D." Instead, organizational and political

considerations usually govern such decisions.

For example, 20 percent of the projects in our sample were orig-

inated by the principal and staff in a school. The most "successful"

were begun'several years before theyreCeived a Title III grant.

To continue.their efforts, they prepared a Title III.proposal with

the assistance of district personnel. But district officials often

felt the need to be "equitable," particularly.when "federal goodies"

were involved, as an assistant superintendent put it.. Thus, bedause

the award of a fedral grant-would bring "visibility" to the, project,

school officials in two of Our case studies added Other schools to '

the original site: In one of these situations,,:pne school was added
.

in each of the areas represented by school board-members.

In contrast, approximately 16 percent of the projects it bur

Sample were dise-rict-wide projects, most of which involved curriculul

revision and individualization. Several of.these project's were pre-
, .

ceded by earlier experience with-the innovation.. Most, howevee, did

not have an earlier,"development" at a local school; the districts

were ateempting to instafl a new prograM diStriCt-wide without the

step-by-step, procedure often favored by planners. We 'do not know

ali the pOlitical andorganizSeional elements-thai affected thepe

decisions. It seems clear, however, that a number of districts
;:z:,'

. .
.

.
.

,
.

-/started with an identified eduCational need;but "designed" a.resource
. .

. .

-allocation plan whose priMeoconcern was to obtain as large a grant
-

'as possible and tO distribute it as fair as the Money' would goi. :

In deciding onHsite and funding allocat.ions, then, districts.-
t

are influenced by other conderns besides the desirable educational

outcomes listed in Tabies 5.1 to .5;3. For,the range of- yariation in

our sample
9
however, neither the number of schools nor the funding

,

per student Strongly affected project effect and continuation in most
. 23

cases. .

23 -
..

The nUmber of .schpol% fOr projects in our samplA ranged-from
. .

l'to 44, ,and the funding per.tudent from a high of over $2000 to a
low Of about $12. The correlation between these Variables is -.21;
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The exceptions to this general finding are noteworthy. .The

greater che number of scheiolS in a project, the higher was theepro-

portion of project materials continued (the regression coefficient

is .12 in Table.5.1). This felationship results from protects that

flirnished new curriculum matefinl or educational hardware that was'

adopted as districtwide policy.. In such cases, it is clear that

teachers comply with official district policy and use the'materials

purChased with federal money. Yet.these same projects produced

.little if any teacher change (the coefficients of teacher change in'

Tables 5.1 and 5.2,are mostly negative but not,significant). More-
, -

over,'thcontinoed use of project materials was not:always accom-

panied by n continued use of project.methods (the coefficient in

Tables 5.I.and 5.3 is positive but nat siAnificant) -Tiv.§hort, some

districts seem to have used Title T,I'L"sped money" mbre.tOPurchase ,

upto-date-materials and technolOkies than'to promote basic educa-
';:.=-tional reform,

The Other significant-relationship shown by the tables involVes

the concentratiqn of funding: The higher the funding'per student,

,the greater was the improvetent in student outcomes (the coefficient

of totaTtstudent -change in- Table ..5.1 Thia- effett-ctimes

primarily from remedial projects'that_focused on individualizatiOn,

were.located in.schools in areas of' lower socioeconomic status (SFS),

and sought.colncrease the perfo-rmance of students who were below.-

:average. achievers. The heavy concentration Of funding for these

remedial projeets paid for classroom aides. Of all the prOjeots in

our.samOle, 77 percent hiredaides Or paraprofessional staff; 63 per-

cent .oF these projects either deCreased ur eliminated their aides ,

after the end 6f federal funding': All projetts having a heavy-con-

centracion-oFfunding..pet pupil reduced their aides. The' teachers

in .these projects'indicated that:they'had not changed,their fF6tyles

very much, nor were they currently, using project Methods or materials

extensively (the coefficients ofFunding.per student for the' con-
-

tinuation variables listed in Tables-5.1 po 5.3 were.not significanO.

the Correlation between funding ievel and number of schools is..17;
- the correlation:between Funding:level and funding per student is ..18.
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In short:, these remedial, projects improved.student performance, but

'We suspect this effect will be short-lived. SucceSsive generations

of students are unlikely to benefit, and the federal money spent for

aides will have, had only A fleeting effect on district prtctices.

In summary, the Phase II sample omits some of:the projects in

the original sample that were inadeqdately funded to meet,their

purposes-and therefore were discOntinued. Within the range of vari-

aaon in our Sample., we found no clear.guide.as to the "optimum"

'number oj:project sites Or funding per student. These local alloca-.

tion decisions are usually the result of a complex blend of organi-
.

zational,-political, add educational criteria. Without being able

to control for these complexities, we cannot tell whether "better'
4 .

decisions could have been made. In any event, the-lack of Strong,.
-

relationShips suggests that these decisions Matter less for project

outcomes than do other lOcal choices'and conditions.

Staff Training and Training SuppOrt Activities. The components

of staff-training were asnumei-ous and diverse as the educational

strategies. themselves. Np two projects appear to have'pursued the

-same:design or mix of training aCtivities, perhaps'because no one

has deviged a theory-or "mOdel" Of What.aneffeCtive 'Staff training.

,program should look like ,(or,..Similarly, an effective staff deVelop=':

ment Or in-service program). The.training designs.actually pursded

therefore are.largely. "best guesses." In practfteT-some of them

were'instrumental -in-successful project.fffiplementation; others turned

. out to be inadequate.
24

-To shed light on what.cOnstitutes an effective.staffraining

program, and how important it is to.project,success and cobtinuation,

the survey asked.-.teachers to indieate.the type, amount', and format

Of the trainingthey received. Ve'also collected.Aimilar informa-
.

tion on support activities related to training--e.g., the use of

24
Approximately 22 percent of the teachers surveyed mentioded

"training inade'quate" as a problem they, had to deal with during imple-
mentatlan,' In terms of frequency of teacher.response, inadequate
training wa-g-'the-,--fifth tost'cited,factOr on the list of 39 implemen-

. . .

.

,
.

taion problems: .
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consultants, staff meetings, and the assistance of resource personnel

in the classroom- Table 5.4 lists theSe questions and the distri-

bution of responses. Our fieldwork made it clear that for analytical

purposes it is not enough merely to recOrd, that certain training

activities went on. The sathe activity may be irrelevant in one pro-

ject and usefUl in another, depending on the kind of, project' or the

.way the activity was.carried out. For example, staff workshops may

be luseful in a program attempting to implement mastery learning

tecbniques,, but irrelevaht to staff Who are working to put a new

student counseling program into practice. Or, outside consultants

onone project may be able 'to provide concrete', useful information

to-teachers, while on another they convey glib generalities.thatthe

teachers dismiss as a waste of time. Consequently, we alsO collected

information on the quality of the training strategies.

Because there is no consensus on what constitutes "quality"

training, we asked teachers to rate the utility of the training and

support activities they receiVed (see Table 5.4 for the specific

questions). This assessment' of quality in practice, as opposed to

quality in the abstract (or, what is Useful as opposed to what.

"should be" useful) was then analyzed in terms of project outcome

factors and teacher continuation of project activities. The results

are presented in Tables 5.1 to 5.3. The following discussion will

also consider the relationship between the quantity and quality of

these variables and explore what quality might consist of.

The regression coefficients in Table 5.1 suggest that well-

conducted'staff training and staff support activities improved pro-

ject. implementation, promoted teachhchange, and increased the

contintiation of project methods and materials. These variables

alone (Le:, without'othee factors such as the-institutional setting)

account for a substantial portion of the variation in.project effect

and oontinuation. From one perspective, of course, this is not a
,

surprising finding. .After all', teachers haVe to .acquire the, new'

skilla or behavior if project-relafed changes are to.influence atu-

dent perfOrmance or be continUed. Even so, the varying contributions
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Table 5. 4

STAFF TRAINING AND SUPPORT WESTIONS

(Amount Pretra.ining) About how many hours of training sessions (lectures or workshops) did you
attend befbre you began implementing the project;in your claasroom?

1 None 16t
2 Eight or fewer hours (consider 8 hours One work day) 20
3 Nine to 24 hours (consider 24.hours three work days) 21
4 25 to 40 hours (onsider340 hoUrs one work week) 20
5 More than 40 hours 24 c

o 4

No. of responses = 1000

(Pretraining
arose during

p'sefAlliires'.0 How useful were these sessions for dealing with the problem'? that

.
19% 19% 23% 21% .,9% 7%, 2%
I. I I I -.I I 1

,
. No. of responseS . 840

.' .7 6 5 4 2- 1

EZtremely Not at all
uSeful useful

f

(Amount Pirat7ar Training) About how many hours of training cessions (lectares and wOrkshops).
.did.ifoq,atend during the first year you were actually implementing-the project 4n..your classroom?

. ,

1 None
-;

, - 14%
2. Eightor fewer hours 23

t,3 Nine to 24 hours 27
4 25 to 40 hours 17.

5 More than 40 hours 19

No. of'responses . 991
o a

(FirSC-Year Training Usefulness) How.kideful were these sessions far dealing with the problems that
arose during the projeFt?

16% 22% 25% , 19% 10% 5% 2%
t 1 I i 1

.No. of respOnses = 836
7 6., 5 4 3 .. 2 1v _

Ex6ieme1y Not at all
useful t.leful

,

(Amount Training Later) About how many hours of training seasione ilea,tures or werkshops) did you 1

attend'ajter the first yearyou implemented the project?
.

1 None 26%
2 Eight or-fewer hours 27

3 Nine to 24 hours 22
4 25 to 40 hours 13
5 Morp than 40.hours 12

No. of responses . 974
. . , .

.
.

..
.

.

(Lacer Training Use:fulness) How useful were these sessionsfor dealinu with the problems that arose
,during the project?

13% 25% 24% 20%. 12% 4% 37.

1 1 .1

. r 6 5 4 1 2 '1

Extremely Not atvall.
ukeful userul

No. of responses . 4732

(Amount nassroom ObServation) .About how much time did you spend observing. the project'a methods
other teachers' classrooms before you began implementing the project in your classroom?

1 ,'None 65%
2' Half a.day or.less 15
3 One to two days 12

4 Three days or more . 8

122
t.1(), of responses . 993
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Table.5.4--Continued.

(Observatian of Other Classrooms) Hop ueeful was,this experience for dealing witrr the tii.oblemq.

that. oroee during.the project?

17% 19% 252 19% . 12% 62; 1Z
I 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Extiemely Not at all

useful useful

N. of responses = 345

(Amount Classroom Assistance) Du.2;.ing the firnt year You actually imPemented Project techniques
in your clapsroom, about how many times did yoU reecive assistanCe or odvice from n'aull.1.0,? POPfloN0
dz project.staff who came into Your classroem to- observe.and make auggestions

1 None 17Z

1 or,.2 L1mes 18

3 to 5 times 24

4 6 to 9. times 16

5 10 tcr'15 14

6 More than5 times 11

No. 4 responses = 985

(Classroom Assistance) How usefia were thesc visits for dealing mith thr prublilmo thet aroae

ing the project?.

16%. 19% 222 1:0% 11% 10%
:" I

No. of rsponses =.808
7 6 5 3 2 1

Extremely Not at all

useful useful

(Amount Consultants) How many_times did you tyccive .craining OP doM,P2tPati.,0 f140?fl con-

sultonts from outside the district au part of the -project?

1 None 29%

2 Almost none 13

3. A few times 30

4 gate a few times- 17

5 Many O.mes 11

No. of responses = 1001

(Consultants) Hom useful were these consultantS to !;,7,14-in implementing.the projecrf.

112 19% 27% 18% 10% 11% 47

1 I 1 1 .1 I No. of responses = 724

,7 6 5 4 3 2 I

Extremely Not at all

useful useful
.,

.
.

.

(Amount Project Meetings) Hew.often did you attend meetings mith other p1'.4e1t teacAo14:1 tu

discuss the ideas of the project and how heat to siilve problems .that might-occur?'

I Never '14%

2 Only a few times a.year 28

3 Every couple Of moOths 11

. 4 About once a 19

5 Severaa.ttmes i month 28 '

No. c&responses .983

'(project ,Meet,ings) How useful were these.mectings for dealing with ,tthe pmoloms that atOse:'

14% 22% 26% 20% 8% -.7% 22'

1 1 1 I 1- 1 j

7 6 5 4 3 2 I.

Extremely Not at all

useful useful

_

No. of responses = 858
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made by training activities can furnish useful insights for program.

planners,

Training Heceipcd. Training activities.were uSually skill7

specific, such as instruction in how.to implement a new readingpro-.

gram. TheY ocCur pmior to project implementation in tbe class-

rooms, during the'first yeai of implementition, and/or after the

first year. These activities had strong positive and direct'effects
.

on the percentage of project goals achieved (.12) and'onstudent

performance (...1.3) in the areas of both achievement (.11) and behav-

ior (:12). (See Tables 5.1 and 5.2.)25 However; training had only

a small (and not Significav.it) effect on teacher change (.06) andon.

continuation.Of project materials (.05.). Moreover,. Table 5..3 shows

that tht: pogitive efiect of training on 'continuatibn of project

methods loses its significance when implementation effectiVeness

is controlled or; thua, the effect of training may_be indireet-7

namely, skill-specific training imprOves project implementation,

which in turn enhandes continuation. i Skill-specific training, in

summary, apparently affects project impleMentation and student out-.

cotes, but does not affect the longer-term ptojectoutcomes of

teacher.change and continuation-.

'These findings can'beput.into perspective and interpreted by

comparing them with other activities that support project training'.

Tables 5.1 to 5.3 show the effects of each tra' Jng support activity:

classroom assistance.from district resource peoplaor. project staff,

use of outside consultants, observation.of the project in other

teachers' classrooms, and staff meetfngs. The tables also indicate

(by brack'ets).the combined pffects of these. activities:" (Thestaff

support activities were combined by taking a. sftple sum.)' The

/rationale for examining.their effect in combination fs draWn from,

our fieldwork, which abggested that Particularl effective projects
-

25
'..-.

'The variable called "TrainingReceiVed". in Tables 5.1 te. 5.3.
. . ...

is the sum-of the usefulness of training received in three time
.

periads (before, during,'and'after-the first year of implementation). ,
In preliminary analysis, we tried many waysto combine these vari-
ables; the simple sUm proved to be the most fruitful..

12 4
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adopted a training strategy that included all, or mose,,of these

support activities. We will first discus't the findings for the com.7.

bined support actiVities and then exiMine the role of individual

coMponents.

Staff Suppo;,t Stra.tegies. Taken together, well-conducted staff

suppott strategies had a major Tositive effect-7as did staff train-

ing--on percentage of project goals achieved (.18) and on student

performance (.27) (see Table 5.1). In contrast tO training, however,

staff suppcKt sttAtegies also had strong positive and direct effect's

on the longer-term project outcomes:. teacher change (..15) and con-'

tinuation'of project methods (.28) and materials (.22). It seems

clear that well-conducted support strategies nbt only'reinforce the

contribution of skill-specific raining, but also make.their own

rontribution to fostering teacher change aod to promoting stafl

'acceptance of project materials. 10ur field expetience suggests.why,
, .

. .

these contributi6ns are possible and, indeed, necessary to success-

ful projects. '

First, both training and support activities promote the "task",

learning requisite to the implementation,of specific innovative

techniques, but they aid learning in different ways. Training

generally focuses on instruction in specific skills the teadher

needs in applying the innovation; e.g., for projects stressing indi-

vidualizatiOn, teachers,peed to master the procedures of criterion-

reference testing or the lOgistics of diagnostic-preacriptive tech-

niques. Then, however, they need to adapt theSe procedures to the

dayrto-day realities of the classroom. Support activities, partic--

ularly visits from district resource people or-project staff, can .

P

provide feedback to make these Classroom "corrections." Through.

.these support'activitiet, skill-specific training can be "individ-

Ualized" for the teacher in terms of timing and content modification's.

Staff support strategies also can aid teachers in understanding'

'and'applying complex Innovations in ways that standard training--in

terms of both its content and form--does not or cannot us'ually do

effectively. For example, projects aiming to change the usual pat-

ternS of classroom organization require a high level of mutual

125
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adaptation. There are few "recipes" for implementation of differ-

entiated staffing oi open classroom-projects. Adaptation in this

case typically implifes a translation of general principles and atti-

tudes into clacssroom practice7a process that can benefit more from

drawing on outside consultants, from observing other clasSrooms

already applying these complex and necessarily abstractly defined

methods, and from on-line assisthnce of district and project people,

than,it can benefit.from standard training. Without such'assistance,

teachers would be less likely either to implement the innovations
-

effectively or to 'change their own pattern:and style of teachingi

nor would they be likely to assimilate the methods of the innovation

in was that assure its continuation. As one teacher commented:

."By being part of the project,.I have gained invaluable knowledge.

Because it was a think-plan-do-revise type of learning,-it was much

more Valuable than any graduate class and enabled me to.make real

changes and:improvement."

,Staff support strategies.also lend "moral support" to teachert,

valuable for bolstering their confidence and maintaining their enthu-
-,

siasm. Teachers need,to feel tbat they:are not working alone, and

to be reaSsured that wbatAhey Are doing is appropriate and legiti-

mate. We yin see later on,that other factors'also contribute to

.teachers.'.affedtive needs, but support strategies7-classroomassis-

tance fiom district resource or project staff, the use of outs'ide

'consultants, classroom observation, and project meetings.--can make

their own unique, dualcontribution to both teacher morale and to

the reinforcement of the instrumental:effects of other task-related

factors'.

In summary, staff support strategies combined with skill-

specific training appear .to have provided tbe feedback, conducive

climate, and information to,supOort pfbject strategies-, teacher

learning, and Staff morale. Taken together; staff support strategies

apparently contributed to the longem7term project-oUtcomes of teacher

change and continuation. Below we examine their individual contri-.

butions. ,

Classroom Assist&nce. Table 5.1 suggests that ,classrOoM
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assistance from resource personnel had major effects.on student change
)

oh implementation. (.11) and on continuation'of methods (.09),

and smaller positive effects on teacher change.(.08) and continuation

. pf ma\, terials.(.02). We can.obtain still other estimates of the par-.

ticular effects Of classroom as'SiSi'ance by considering training and

support activities to he the only inputg.determinfng project outcomes.

Table 5...5 presents such estimates; ii shows the' effeets'on the depend-

ent variables (in terms of standardized regression coefficients) of,

variabres measuring both the usefulness of training_And support

activitie,s_ and the amounts of the,se activities. Table 5.5,further

breaks -down the training variable according .to whether,training

occurred before clasSroom'iMplementation, during the'first year of

implemeatation, and/or after the.firgt year. Comparison of Tables 5.1.

111,c1 5.5 shows- that c:l.assroom assistance had similar effects on.mOst.of

the depeddent.variables with or without cpntrolling for other project
. .

characteristics or institutional factors.

We earlier suggested the reason that classroom:assistanceis so

important for the percentage of goals achieved on,d project, the
'

amoUntiofstudent improvement, and.the continuation Of the yroject's

methods. .Skill-specific training or workshcip sessiOns ugually cannot

anticipate.the form and-content_of an important staff needs, espe-

.cially as they relate-to particular classroom problems.. Likewise,
:

staff aften cannot perceive what they need to know until.. the,need.

arfses. For both reasons, the staff needs are not always. predictable

or synchronized with scheduled.training sessionS. Massroom assis-

Eance,.particularly by local resource personnel, can make up for

these inev,Itable deficiencies.

-- it is interesting thdt a number' of the coefficientS'of the

...7.mozo2t, of classroom assistance tend to be negative _(though not-sig-

.nificantly) in Table 5,5: At first glance, negative .values seem to .

run counter to intuitiOn, but upon reflection they suggest an import-

ant hypothe'Sis.aboOt the relationship between the quantity and quality

of training and staff support. Figure 5.1 is a graph of.the percent-

age of project goals achieved as a.function of the perce'ived. useful-

'ness of classroom assistance; the various lines represent levels of
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Independent Variables

Table 5.5

ANALYSIS 1 TRAINING AND SUPPORT ACTiVITI8S

Whether project had:

Training before first year.

Training during first year

Training after first year

ClagsrooM assistance.

'Outside Consultants

Observation of, other classrooms

Project meetings

Quantity of:

Training before first year

. Training during first,year-..

Training after first year

classrooM assistance

.Outside,consultants

Observation of other classrooms

Project meetings

UsefulneSs of:

Training before first year

Training during first year

Training after first year

, [71 tt4-a-sroom assistance

.Outside' consultants

Observation of other classrooms

, Project

Standardized Regression'Coefficient for:

Pereent

Project . Total Total Continuation Conanugion

Goats ,.feacher 1 Student, of Project of Project 'Practicality

Achieved Change improvement Mehods Materia]s of Traininga

-.14*

-.00

-.08
*

-.02

-,04

.04 .

-.02,

.01

-..07

-.04

.08*

. 7 *

-.00

.1 3*

.23
*

,.03 '

fe.

,,. Number of observationS

Significant at the .10 level- using a

a, .

Defined and discussed on p. 112.

[28

-.06 -,02 -,06 -.06' -.12*

-.04 -,07
*

-.05 -.03 -.08

-.04' -.0e .g2 -.Q8*

-.01 .05' .06 -.15

;:03 -,04 -.02 . -.03 -.14

-.06
. 7.01 -.07 .04 .03

-.00 '-.00 -.05 -.00 -.04

*.
.11 -.06 .09. .1)4

-,04

.06.

-.02 .03

.05

-.02
*

-.05

-.01

.06 -.02 -.03 -:00 -.6

; .07 -.00 -.02, 7,01 -.03

.03 7.03 -.00 -.06 .05

-.10* -. to' -.07 .07

.11
*

.13
*

.09: .01 .04*.

.06 .10

*

:09 .11

*

.25

-.02 .'11 * -.01
*,

-,02 16 *

.10 .04
*

.10 .06 .03

.05 ,08 -.00 .26
*

.03 .01 .09* .07 . .01

.04' .05' .09* .07 .24
*

)146.. . .32 ".27 , .18' .61

498, 498 498 ,498 498

standard
A

two-tailed t-test.

0
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Fig. 5.1--Effect of classroom assistance on percent project goals
achieved: quality versus quantity of assistance
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the amount of assistance:
26

The graph illustrates the significant ;

improvement in percentage of goals achieved resulting. from useful

assistanea.. (The improvement.is on the order of 50 percent in goals'
i

achieved, going from an average percent.achieyement of about 35 per-'-,
...

.cent for assistance that was not,useful;to about 85 percent f)%fery

useful assistance.)--However, it also shows that the differenCes in

the amount Of aSsistance do not matter when the assiStanis per-

ceived as .helpful or very helpful, but they do mat er when th' e

rXxtassistance is perceived as not helpful. .In sho t', numerous visits

to the Classroom by'district.or project sta7f do more harm'than

good when.teachers do not feel they are'betng helped.

The inferdnce from these data--a li,,tle high-quality support is

better than a great deal of_low-quality/support--also apPlies to the

other support activities, particularly the use of- outside consultants
1

and the frequency of project meetings'

Outside ConsuZtants. Table 5.5 hows that the usefulness of

outside consultants has positive-eff cts-on all the dependent vari-

ables, whereas the frequency of empl ying outside consultants has .

negative effects. This suggests that it is better ,po use no outside

consultants than to use poor ones/and much better than to Use poor.

,

ones frequently.
27

When cOnsultantS were good, they were very good;

when they were bad, they were an obstacle.

What makes for a good outside consultant? How do they help

prOjects? And how do bad consultants hurt?

Good consultants can help by providing concrete, practical

advice to project teachers--showing them, either in their classrooms

or in'"hands-on" workshops,_how to adapt preiect methods or materials

to their own situations. Good consultants help teachers learn how to

26
The graph of Fig. 5.1, which was drawn from regressions,

illustrads the relationship betWeen quantity and quality. This
relationship can be more fully examined by.analysis-of-varianee
techniques that make no aSsumption about thescardinality of the
independent variables. These techniques were used in pTeliminary
analysis and they confirmed the 'conclusions drawn in the text.

127 '
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solve problems for themselves', rather than solve problems for them.

ineffective consultants often furnish adv.kce that is too'abstract to

,he useful. Many project teachets commented on the. irrelevance of

eensultantS to Cheir,project. For example, in making a recoMmenda-

'tion for improving, pi-eject implementation-4n the future, ono teacher

advised, "Be sure consultants know the (project) goals and some

seeHfic things to tell the teachers and not a lot of worthless

generalizations and eheory." Another teacher remarked, "I Found

most Jof.'the consultants' to be completely lacking'in their exposure
.

to; familiarity with, and.willingness to come in and work with.young.

children. Many were 'good philosophically, bUt not practically, in

the day-to-day approach and follow-up." Even when their advice is

concrete, 'consultants often unintentionally "preempt" staff learning

.opportunities.with too great a show of expertise: Overreliance on

. outside consultants, then, often.prevents teachers from learning

to'do it for themselves." One superintendent attributed' tee-failure .

of a Project to this.factor: ."The first year, teachers came ifl from

.other communities and.worked with' our'teachers. The foil:owing year,'

our teachers were alone and it was impossible to fully implement the

program. Thus, the negative oefficients in Table 5.5 can be seen

as a result of borl-Lto little and too much help from cOnsultants.

Pi,oject Meetings.. Project meeting's play'a somewhat different

and more auxiliary role in promoting effective projects than:does

the use of outside consultants. Two of our tables seem to present

contradictory eViderice in"this regard. AccOrding to Table 5.1,

meetings are notignificant and teneto benegatively related to ,

project outcomes; but Table 5.5-indicates positive theugh not., very

strong effects. of- meetings on project outcomes This statiSticaF.

discrepancy has, two soui'ces,. First,. there is the issue of quantity

versus quality (Table .5,5 eontrols for quantity and .Table 5.1 does

not.): Frequent meetings thatteachers do not perceive as useful are

associated with lesS effective Projects. (Preliminary analysis of

variance strongly showed this to.be the -case.) Our fieldwork sug-

gests that meetings are unproductive'when they dwell primarily on .

details of, project administration and recordkeepirig and rarely:.
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Jnelude opportunities for staff to share their problems and report

'on progress. Such meetings do tittle.to enhance classroom impte7

mentation, and teachers'find them irritating.

Effective project meetings supp9rt teachers in carrying Out

their tasks and meet'their affective needs. AS one,teacher,commented,

"Regular monthly meetings°are absolutety critical far..reinforcement'

and building interpersonai relationships for co-workers:"

Because project Meetings cam be the forum for Such critical

factors as teacher participation in Project deCisions.and project

director leadership, their usefulness is correlated with these

factors and provides littleindependent contribution to:project-Out-

comes. This multicollinearitv is the second reason that Table 5.1

shbws a slight negative effect of meetings whereas Table.5.5, which

does not control for'teacher participation and other factors, shows

a slight positive effect.

In sum, effective projects tend,to Use meetings in conjunction

with oth2r effective practices and attitudes. Such meetings facili-

tate a' nuMber of activities that are important. to implementation--

e.g., 'ongoing assessment of project activities, staff sharing of

problems and solutions, and the building of a "project identity."

.0hsemation of-Other Classrooms. The statJstical difficulties

clouding the effects Of meetings also obscure the effect of classroom

observation on project outcomes'. Again, Table 54.shows,largely

insignificant coefficients for classrooM observation, while Table 5.5

indicates positive and significant, though not-very strong, effects.

The correlation of classroom observation with'other factorsspe-

Cifically,-.20 with commtinity involvement projects and .24 with

clasSroom organization projectsexplains-much of this- discrepancy.

Most projects:in our samOle did not eMploy classroom observa-

tion; for those that did. (approximately 35 .percent) one-half day,

or less of observation_clid not prove useful,whereas three days or

more 'proVed extremely useful.

. Classroom observations can be valuable in giving teachers.a

"feel" for the innovative strategy they sre'.trying to impfement.
N;Observing the real thing" fOr perhaps three or four days is
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particularly useful to teachers.who are about to implement inherently

amorphous innovations, such as changed:in classrOom organization (open

classroOms, team teaching differentiated staffing, and the like).

Teachers will learillittle from too brief an observation, however,

and may even find the experience intimidating if they watch an expert

teacher smoothly running an innovativeclasSroom ("I could.ndver do

that").

(,>uality of Trqining. What constitutes "quality" in training

and support activities? Some of the answer is hinted at in the pre-;

ceding discussion. One component clearly suggested by outfield, .

observcttion is the "concreteness" of staff development activities,

or what we-call practicalit. Instead of focusing on abstract

classroom implications Of the project, .consultants and works:hops

dealt with nnts-and-balts issues, such.as what, todo when. Although

teachers no doubt.were interested in the theoretical:underpinnings

of their projects, they needed tiMelv and concrete assistance with

their immediate classroomproblems. Of the teachers in our .sample,

22 percent mentioned lack of,familiaritv with project methods as a

problem during project implementation-7a result to be expected if

theproject in fact represented a'oractice new to the district.

,Simildtly, 21.percent of the teachers mentioned inddequate training

. as a problem; many of them.may have had the sate complaint in mind-

as the former gtoup: the failure of their training to help them.
\

gain practical familiarity with project methods.

We asked teachers'the extent-to Which project training and

support activities focused on praCtical prOblems, and found a wide-

spread distribution of responses.
28

Tible 5.5 siigge.sts that

28'
The specific question and distribution of the 97.3 responses.'

.

were::.(Pratticality.of Training)' "Consideringall of theraining,.
advice, and asSistance you reCeived as part of the project, how much
did it fbcus on the:practical problems goU dealt.with in implementL
ing the project? .

.

--The training focused.on practical problems...

9% 21% 24% 20% 13%. 9% ' 4%

I I I I I I I

7 6 .5 4 . 3 2 A_

Completely: Not at. All
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praFticality is a major component of the usefulness of meetings,

classroOm assistance, and the standard training consisting pf, lee-

tures and workshops. In other words, theMore practical they are,

the more useful.

Though important,.however, concteteness is not enough,for
. ,;;

teachers to rate training and support activities as Luserut -;
29

they must be timely as well. A workshop on the construction of

reading materials will not be very useful, if it is held three weeks

"after teacbers have had-to develop the, materfals on their own. But

just as planners ckinnot accurately.foresee the most useful content ,

of training and support activities, neither can they predetermine

the bestsequenee and timing of training activities. Again, staff

meetings can be the answer if they provide teachers with.a timely

forum-for tdentifying their training and support needs.

Teacher Participation in Project DeciSions. Besides making

choices abopt training and staff support activities, teachers may

be'allowed to part4ciOate in decisions about project operations.

Typically, they are not'involved in,major policy decisions made

during mobilization and institutionalization by superintendents and
....

central officeadministrators--e.g., whether the project should"be

adopted, and how project resources should be.allocated. Although

teacher participation in those early Planning actiyities can be

beneficial, as another settion discusses, teachers are more likely

to deal With.rkltisions related to day-to=day implementation probleMs'

29
The eyidence suggests that practicality is a component of

usefulness, not vice versa. Thus, practicality explains much less
of the variance in the dependent variables than does the combina- .

tion of training and support activities. For example, practicality
alone explains 11 percent and 20 percent, respectively, of the vari-
ances in continuation of methods and in percent of project goals
achieved compared with 24 percent and 29 percent explained by the
combined support and training activities. MoreOver, tbe contribul
tion that practicality adds to the explanation of these variables
beyond those made by the training and support -variables is an
insignificant (by an F-test at .01 level) .002,and .02, respec-
tively., We can thus infer (a) that practicality is a component of
usefulness but (b) that usefulness has other,dimensions. To repeat,
concreteness alonej.s not.enough.
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7
and, mor'e particularly, with the adaptation of the innovation to its

sotting. The latter form of participation Ls the subject of the

following, analysis.

Decisions and cliWices would not be necessary during implemenLa-

Lion if projects'were ,always, and preUictubly, implemented as orl- X

ginally planned. Most of them, however, underg6 modifications in.
their'original: strategies or objectives, and these adaptations are

'althost alwayS seen as .positive improvements.. AS one teacher observedi

"Actually, a. much'better. program developed to suit our needS than the

one originally written." .The pTojects in our sample varied consider-

ably in the exteni.,to which adaptation a the project's methods or
a

materials took place, with most teachers indicating that their pro-
30

.ject had beaen adapted a fair amount. The extent to which teachet-c ,

felt.thev had participated in deeisions concerning these,project

adaptations varied even more, wish as many as 40.percent of: the

teachers considering themselVes to have been relatively uninvolved.. 31

30
. The'specific questions and aistribution of the 975 responses J

were: (Materials Modifi'cation) To what extent were project materials
meiifi.-d, or iiifferent materials substituted, during the course of
th,:, projcai:'

7% 13% 27% 25% 11% '10% 7%

1 I I
' I

I I I

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

To a vPry lailge Not at
extant all

(M6tbods Modification) To what extent were project, methods modi-
j'iei .-lurin: qteccoursr: of the, project?

4% 13% c 27% 23% 12% 14% 6%

I 1 I I I I
I

".. 7 6 5 4 3 9 1

To a very,large
extent
31
The specific question and distribution of the 1030 'responses

wereF (Participation in Project,Decisions) To what extent did you
participate in decisions concerning modifications in the project?.

10% 16% 17% - 16% 11% 12% 18%

I I

_.

I I _1,-.
I

1

-7 6 5 4 3 2 4
To a.very large

extent v

4

klot at

" all
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Tab,Le 5.1 indicates that the more teachers felt they were partici-

pating, the'higher was the percentage of F-,als anhieved by the pro-

ject (.09) and the more extensive was the continuation of hoth thc
.

project's methdds (.12) and its mateiials (.10).

The strong positive effect of teacher participation on.ihe per-

centage of the project's goals achieved su;gests that teachers'

inputs ....an signCi,icantly_ imprOve:impiementation. One participant

in a. highly socceSs reading project asl:ribed the project'sNN,

success primarily to sue staff input: "The prolect changed-a lot

.over the three years, not be.Ause.the basic goals 'changed but '

because everyone was encouraged to,,p071.tribute new idas and it
.

just grew and got better. "The goal of-imp,roving teaching has
_

always been kept foremost--just ':he ways of gefting ti.re have

changed."

Nonetheless,.we have often heard school c:istrict managers
A,

.advocate staff participation:hecaAse it satiskies the staff's "emd-

political--need not lo'be "dictated to." ..Too often,

the -resulting participatory devices are mere windowdressing that ,

few.teachers,ta.ke seriously.

, Our data and field observations indicate that real teacher

participation in impleMentation dccisions can helb solve many prac-

tical problems. Fbr example, a number of district 'officials have

commented that teachers are Often more astute.than-zentral.office

'specialists in ..selacting materfa1 apprOpi'iate for staff and stu-

dents, and in pinpointing why a particular educational.strategy

ot fulfilling .expectations.. Likewise, project, directors ah.cl

prinCipals have often noted .thatoproject teachers Are in the beat

'position .to perceive their training needs and identify the most

effective way..to meet them.'. One 'elementary school principal

advised, "Give the classroom'teacher a strong role in planning'

any project'thathe or she is going to he working With. Then

listen and change when things doinot go as pZanned on.paper.P

The hypothesis that teacher participation as instrumental

value--i.e., it improves the implemented project7-does not deny the

affective value that participation has.for teachers. In oUr sample,
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, teacher participation usually involved frequent.formal and informal' -

interactions among 'the project staff and, as expected, was associated
'

with good working relationships among teachers.
32

Its positive effect

on continuation, 'however, resulted from another of. its salutary berle-
.

fits: the development of teachers' "sense of ownership."

One field observation strongly understores the importance of a

sense of ownership. When teachers come to regard a project as "theirs"

(as opposed .to "the project directOr's" or "the superintendent's")'

they work hard to implement it, integrate its strategies or materials

Into their classroom practices (often in areas not directly related

to the project), and take pride in their accomplishments. They become

excellent emissaries for the project and for innovative efforts gener-

ally. Such teachers are very likely to keep on using project methods

or materials whether the project is formally continued or not.

The sense of ownership was an important by-product of local mate-

rials development activities, wherein teachers developed their own

materials either from scratch or by redesigning or resynthesizing com--

mercially available materials. Projects that included local develop-

ment of materials (77.percent) achievedsOmeWhat higher scOres on

student. performance and teacher'change than .projects which did. not,

but the most important result was that, the teachers Were more likely

to continue both the mateiials and the methods of the innovation.
33

32
A great deal of social-psychological literature on small group

behavior points to the interrelationships among participation, inter-
action, and good working relationships. The next section explores
the effects of good working relationships. Teacher.participation and
the frequency of project staff interactions was correlated .40 for .

our sample. The question dealing with the.frequency of project staff
interactions and the distribution of the 1036 responses were: (Fre-
quency o'f Staff Interactions) How much did vou consuZt with project
teachers on an infOrmal basis?

33% 23% 16% 13% 8% 5% 3%

A 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

A great Not at
-

deal all
33

This assertion is an inference from two pieces. of eVidence:
first, the uncontrolled (bivariate) relationship between whether a
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In summary, teacher participation appears to benefit implementa-

tion and to promote continUation of pro.3ect methods,.and materials in

at Jest two important Ways. First, beCause of their close day-to--

day involvement with project operations, teachers are in a Unique

position to.provide feedback about project activities and suggest

effective corrections or modifications. These 'reality7based6 modi-

fications appear to promote effective project implementatIon and thus

the percent of goals.achieved. Second, participation appears to

endow teachers with a sense of ownership that inspires them toWork

hard for project success and to-continue using project methods or

materiaIs.

The Strategy of Mutual Adaptation. Thus far, we have reviewed

the various effects of the individual implementation strategies

chosen by local planners. These strategies are not chosen without
1

reference to each other; they combine to make up the projeet's over-

all implementation strategy. Although the "mix" f imPlementation

activities could and should differ from project lo project, our data

also suggest that certain features are requisite to any effective

implementation strategy. We examine them below.

An iMplementation-strategy that focuses only on skill7specific

training is not adequate by itself-to promote'the longer-term out-

comes of project tontinuation and teacher change. True, such training

project did or did not develop its materials and the extent of pro-
ject continuation and methods (.16) and materials (.13); secondly,
the significant, though weak, vlue of the partial correlation of
local materials development with the continuation of project methods
after the strOng effects of participation, frequency of staff inter-
actions, and the extensiveness of modifications to the project are-
controlled:

Partial Correlation
with Continuation Signif.

Independent Variable of Methods at

Extensiveness of modifications -.01 .83
Participation in project decisions .18 .00
Frequency of_staff interactioris .19 .00
Project had local material-

development .07 .04

R2 = .35 .

.N = 563
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is necessary for task learning during.implementation, and is positively

related to shange in student performance and the percent uf project

goals achieved. Our data suggest howeVer, that.these gains may prove

transitery unless training-is Combined with other staff support 'and

participatory strategies, particularly teacher participation in deci- .

sionmaking. and local Materials development, timely. Staff meetings,

and classroom assistance from resource,personnel. These components

can provide the climate and feedbackneCessary to mutual adaptation..
, .

In sum, local:planners should take a flexible approa,;.h that provides

the information necessary, for implementation, and the.project support

and Staff involveMent necessary for adapting and.assimitating that

information.

We haVe now explored three,of the change agent project's char-.

.acteristics: 'educational method, scope of proposed change, and

implementation.strategies. 'To interpret the effects of these char-

acteristics; the discussion madeYreference to the school -distric't

context of the projects. We turn next to'this context, the insti- .

tutional setting.,;

INSTITUTIONAL' SETTING

Tables 5.1 to 5.3 confirm a view held by practitioners to be a

commonplace truth:.. The institutional setting7-the quality of the

staff, the .leadership of administrators and project directors, and

. the organizational climate of,schools--powerfully affect§ project

implementation,,outcome, and continuation. We-do not wish to

belabor the obvious here, although.it may be appropriate to do'so

considering how.frequently, federal and state programs neglect the

importance of the institutional setting. Instead, we wish to differ-

entiate among the effects of the various componentS,of'the organiza-

tional.setting, so .that policy can be based on a more precIse notion

of what can and canndt be changed, and howleatures of.the'institu-

tionaI setting van be expected tO influence the resultS of.federal

change agent policies.
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.Organizational Climate

Phase I found-that organizatibnal climate can imPOse subtle yet ,

powerful constraints n ithplementation. .For example, if project

teachers sensed that their principal was indifferent to project

goals and their own efforts, even.a skilled project di'rector might

be unable to rouse theth to make the extra effort needed for project

success. The'results were likely to be lackluster at best, whereas

the same project could'score impressive successes at a site where'

leadership was.dynamic and morale was .high.

.Accordingly, Phase II made a closer scrutiny of_three vital

facets of climate: the working relationships,among project keachers,

the role of'the principal, and the effectiYeness of.the project -
director. The following discussion explores the effects of these

factors, their'interrelationships, and the extent to which' they are

."immutable" or amenable to change.

Qualitymf Working ,Relationships. Among Teachers. Working

relationships significantly affec.ted project outcomes-3
4

Table 5.1

shows that the better they werethe higher was the p.eiceiltage 6f-

project goals achieved (.22). They were also,positIvely related to

the 'continuation of project. methods (.13) end materials (.15)..

.Our fieldwork suggests two reiated reasons for these findings.

For one, close,coordinatIon among teachers is necessary in projects

featuring curriculum revision, team teaching, or differentiated.

staffing. 'Without it, the cooperative planning and staff inter-

dependence that are fundamental to such innovations could nOt occur.

Second, even if an innovation does mot require teachers to.work

together, the development of a critical mass of teachers Allows them

34
The question asked of teachersand the distribution of their'

1030 responses were: (Quality .of Working' Relationships) 'How would
you describe the working relationship among teachers on this pro7,
ject?

36% 32% 19% 11% 3%

Excellent

I

Very Good Fair Poor
GOod
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to opetly'share their implementation problems and sOlutions, and.thuS

learnfrom each other. ,Good working relationships:also enhance

morale. Moral.support can be invaluable for 'teachers,'particularly

in the difficult and exhausting first year of a project.
35

How do .good working relationships develop on a project? To

some extent they rsult,from teacherparticipation.in project dec-

'sions.and the frequent' interactiOn of staff. (Table 5.6 shows that

the correlations between the q - ity of-working relationships and

these factors.are .33 'and .50, respectively.) The data also suggeSt

that they,depend on organizational slimato, in regard to whichthe

surveyasked teachers a. series of three questions.
36

In addition,

35
Good working relationShips among the project.staff are nega-

tively correlated with the difficul0 of.implementation--that
the better'the working relationships, rhe less difficult was imple
mentation. (Indeed, it has the highest negative correlation-of all
the factors used in Table 5.1,.whetherfone considers bivariate rela-
tionshipSor partial correlations.) This correlatiOn can be.inter7
preted in two ways.: (1) good working relationships enabled t.:adhers'
to overcome'difficulties, or (2) proiects difficult to implement .

could'not develop good working relationships. Both of these alter-
natives undoutitediy occurred in oursatple.

36
The survey asked: Please indicate whetheryou agree or dis-.

cyree with each of the following statements.,.

Neither
Strongly Agree nor DiS- St.rongly No. of'

Agree .Agree Disagree agree Disagree Responses

(School Good Place to Work)
general; this

school is regarded
'as a good place for
teachers to work
oompared witll other
schools in this .

district 42% 36% 1.6% 6% 1% 982

(School has .Group 1S.pirit)

There'S not muoll
group spirit in
this school 4 11 15 3, 978 ,

980

.(Schnol".was Task7Oriented)
This is an effi-
cient, work-
nriented schobl.. 29 . 46 16



Table 5.6 ,

CORRELATIONS OF SCHOOL CLIMATE AND PROJECT RELATIONSHIPS

Variable
` Variable Number

Number Variable Name . (1) (2) (3) ;(4) (5) (6) (7) - (8) (9)

(1) School good place to work 1.00
(2) 1.,chool had group spirit .40
(3) S:hool was task-otfented .39 .45
(4) ffectiveness of principal .44 .40 :37

(5) Vrincipal suppOrt .28 .28 .30 .41

:(6) Ouality of working relations .18 .29 .32. .15' .43
(7) Frequency of staff interactions .08 .18 .22 .04 .19 .50
(8) Participation ip project Cleeisions .12 .09 .05 ..11 .15 .33. .40
(9) Teacher encourUged to'modify project .08 .11 .13 11 .17 .28 .37 .60

(10) Methods modification , ,. .06 .10 .05 -10 .10 .10 .23 .44 .51..

(11) Materials modificatlon- .07 .00 .06 -.03 .13 .27 .30 .46 .36

NOTE: Number of observations is 826.

because Phase I documented the importance.of the principal to the

climate of the school, we asked teachers to evaluate how effective a

'job their principal was doing.
37

Table 5.6 shows that.these measbres

ace highly intercorrelated as we expected; sand also that they are all
_

.related to the teachers' feeling 'about .the 'quality of the project's

working relationshipS. These data suggest that change agent pro-

jects, even when they involVe only a.portion of teachers at a "school,

are influenced 'by the climate and leadership of the, host school.

Table 5.6 also displays the correlations among the quality.of
.

project relationships and various measures*.of teacher participation.

The associations among these variables can.be made explicit by psing

the statisticaIprocedure of factor an4ysis.,'Wbich groups the Various

measures, according to their intercorrelations, into "underlying dimen-

sions." .Table 5,.7 presents the results of the factor analysis; it

indicates two significant factors which becauseof their "loadings"

37
The specific question and the distribution of the 986 responses

were: (Effectiveness of Principal) Overall, how effective a job would
you say your principal is doing at this school?

.

3% 2%

I I

7 6 5 4
.

3 2 1

Outstanding Average Below

.28% 31% 16% 177 3%

I I I I I

average
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Table 5.7

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF SCHOOL CLIMATE AND PROJECT RELATIONSHIPS

Variable,Name

..

Rotated Factor Loadingsa

%

Commonality
'Project .

Adaptation

.

Interaction
School of School

_Morale and Project

School:good place to work
SchOl'had group spirit
SchOcil was Cask oriented
EffectivenesSof principal.

-1

Prfdeipal suppert
Qual)ity of working .relatiens
Frequency of staff interactions
,farticipation in project declions
Teacher,enyouraged to modify project
Methods modification -

Materiaismodification

.075

.061

:008
.020

.025

.117.

..280

.

,-.028

.152

.170
-.009
r7/Ti41

-:8-1-15

.; .

,

.

.560

:474

.489 .

.595

..415

.736

.661

..654

.555

.739

..609

-.744
-.699
-.678
-.771
r-.484

.012
-.049
-.097
-.038
-.009

.763

-744
.678

.857

.778

.312

.293

-.059
.066

-Sum of squares
%,.

L.454 2.354 1.678 6.486

aLoadings ref,er to.the correlation between an educational technique and a factor of

general educational method. The .bo2ied entries indicate high loadings on a factor that.

serve to derine the manning of the factor. Commonality and sum of squares ar, slatis- ...

tical.measurey Indicate tne technical validity of the analysis.

OF
. - .

could be .called prOject 'adaptation and sf:thoolworale, and a third

significant factor that apparently reflects the interrelationships-

between the project and the school_ . The quality.of project working
. . :

relationships is the main variable defining the third factor. (The

vatiance of project working relatiOnships is also explained by the

first (.12) and second factors'(.23), with the largest weight coming

from the second factor--i.e.; the school climate.) In short, good

project working relationships come from good schools and from adap-
-38 -

tive projects.

-38
More generally, we:suspect that a project"s working relation-

ships are a function Of organizational cli.mate, implementation, and
.the interaction between the two. Therefore, project'outcomeS are
both effect and cause of the pxoject's working-relationships, and,
consequently, the estimates of theaeffects of the .quality of'working
relationships on project outcomes are Subject to a positiVe bias.
The same type of bias is present for the other organizatiOnal cli-

-.mate variable, principal support and project director effectiveness.
We could have eliminated this problem by not.using these VaKiables,
but,that seemed.to6 costly for exploratory.purposes. Instead we
retained these variables and examined the sources of their variance
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16 summary, _our data indicate that good working relationships

among teachers enhance implementation and promote continuation of

project methods and materials.
39

Good.working relationships.and

teacher participation in project decisions are cOrrefated: the

development of the one helps the,development of the other. 'And, in

addition, the'quality of the school's'organizational.climate--whether .

teachers feel stheir school is a good school to'work in; has esprit de

corps, is efficient, and is managed.effectively_by'the principal--

influences the quality of project relationships.. The correlation,
, -

between partiCipation in Project decisions and good staff working

relationships draws attention to the implementation strategies. chosen

for he roject, the influence 'of the general school climate--a baCk-

ground factior not diroctly related to project operations--underlines

the signifiLance of district%site selection. Good prOject Working

relationships can develop in "average" schools when teachers parti.,-

cipate in project adaptation decisions; and, conversely, "good"

schools can develop good project Working relationships without

teacher participation in_decisionse However, projects combining'

a.supportive organizational environment with a strategy of teacher

Participation in project adaptation seem most able to implement

effectively and continue heir innovations. .

Role of the.Principal. Our previous reports referred to the

printipal as the "gatekeeper of change," in recognition of his or her

vital' role in either facilitating or inhibiting innovation. Phase II .

data.corroborate that finding, and further suggest that project con-

tinuation depends critically on the principal's supporte

other than that eXplained by project implementation. See App.. B for
an analysis 'of covariance of many of these variables.that examines
how much of the variation.can be explained in terMs of. the teacher's
school or projett.

39.
A number of teachers viewed the promotion of good working'

relationships as one of the most'important.benefits of the project.
One teacher said, "Thr!.project did so much to get teachers working.
together that I believe that atcomplishment alone would, have justi-
fied the.project.." Another'commented, "The most iMportant thing for

.me.is that this projett has worked to bring our faculty closer
together in terMs of philosophy, concepcs-and our everyday dealings.
with each other."
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The Phase II Survey asked.teachers to indicate the attitude of

their principal toward the project. 40 FeW Of the projects in which

principals Were perceived to bd unfavorably inclined toward the inno-.

vation scored high on any of our outcome measures (see Tab.le 5.1).

Some projects with neutral or indifferent principals scored well,

particularly in the percentage'of goals achieved; but these projects

typically focuSed on individualization or 'curriculum revision, and

had highly effective koject directors who,comilensated for the luke-

warm princlpals. Projects haVing the active support_of the principal

were the most.likely to fare well.41 'As.Table 5.1 shows, the more

supportiye the principal was erceived to be, the higher was the

percentage of project goals achieved (,11), the greater the improve-.

ment in student performance (.13),:and.the more extensive was con-

tinuation of project methods (.12) and materials (.09)..

Practitiohers and policymakers.are well aware that.principals

are critical to the quality of school life as. well as'to project

outcomes. But these data allow us td .go beiond confirming this

general truth t.oexplore more detailed questions about the different

(and more or less effective), roles plaYed by principals in implemen-

tation and continuation.
-

40
The specific question'and. distribution of the 993 responses

were': (Principal Support) Hop wouZd you describe your current prin-:
gipal's attitude toward the project?

Extremely Neutral or Very
favorable indifferent unfaVorable

_ .....41
We refer to the measure of the principal's attitude as the

"principai's'support".ofthe project becauSe, it.is highly correlated
with,the teacherst responses to.our questions about the support giyen
by the principal, and how helpful the principal wae. For eXample, the
correlation between the question referred to in the precedihg foot7
note emd a'question asking about the "helpfulnese of the principal'
was .79.. 'As. We suggested in an earlier footnote, because principal
sUpport may be both cause and effect of project outcomeS, the coeffi-
cients in Tables 5.1 to 5.3 may be positively biased.

. .

37% 19% 15% 8% 16% ' 1% .1% 1% ,1%
I I 1 I A 1 I ' 1
9 . .8 7 6 5 4 3 2 .1
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Though principals.in our.sample were as supportive or favorably

inclined eoWard one type of innovation'as to any other, theit:support.
-

for a projectand their actions in itmattered diffetently-for

different kindS of educational treatments. For example; we explored

the difference that a principal's_ support might have for classroom_

organization projects as compared with projects employingindividu.-

alization techniques. Table 5.8 shows the result's Of regressing.our

ptojett outcome measure's oh most of the relevant factors used in

Table 5.1 for two snbsamples: projects:focusing on individualization

and projects focusing on classroom organization.
42

.. The row report-

ing Ehe_partial correlations for "Principal Support" ndicates that

(a) supportive principals significantly-increased the prospects for

continuation of both types of projects, and (b).suriportive princiPals

significantly helped the'project's-imPlemettation and increased the

extent of improvement in stddent performance for classroom organize-.

tion projectsbut had a smaller (and not significant) effect-on the

implementation of projectS focusing on.individualization.

Let us first discuss why the principal's'support is so. important

to continuation; independent.of What kind of innovation may be

involved. At,the end 'of federal, funding, the.principal must take

a stance toWard the project and make a variety of decisiAns thal

explicitly'ot implicitly influence what happens to.projetE methods

\ and materials:within the.school. In particular,' the printipal is

Chiefly responsible for. establishing the school's educational poli-

cies and philosophy. A project that is' consonant with.the school's

general operating style would be more likely'to be stistained or

'spread, than one that was not. FOr example, we observed an open

classroOm that operated in a very traditional school as patt of a

districtWide open-classroom project. Once the umbrella Of project.

.

42
The sdbsamples were created using the factor scores for Indi-

vidualization\Techniques and Classroom-Organization Change.' One sub-
saMple consisted of all projects With a score of at least 1.2 stand-
ard deviations On the Individualization Techniques factor;.the other
saMple Consisted'of all projects with a score-of at least .9 standard
deviations on the 'Classrobm Organization Change'facEor. A total of .

9 prOject's fell into boEh subsámples.

1 0'



Table 5.8

COMPARATIVE INFLUENCE OF PRINCIPAL AND PROJECT DIRECTOR ON

INDIVIDUALIZATION AND CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION PROJECTS

Independent Variable

Dependent Variable

PerCent Project Goals Achieved Continuation of Project' Methods

Individualization

Subsample

Classroom

Organization

Subsample

Principal suPport

Project director effectiveness

Funding level of project

Overall change required

Extra effort required

Specificity of goals

Number of project schools

Staff paid fortraining

Training received

Participation in.project decisipns

Quality of working relations

Elementary school,

School size

School socioeconbmic setting

Efficacy, (teacher)

Experience (teacher)

Verbal ability .(teacher)

:10

:19**

-.07

-.07

.21
**

.02

.15

.12

.07

.09

-.00

-.09

.39***

.13

-.18

-.16

- 04

.08

.05

.00

.19*

-.06

.19*

.21
*

-.05

-.05

.14

.04

Individualization

Subsample

-.09

.16 .

-.05

.10

,05

.03

-.09

.17*

.15

.04

7,01

-.09

.03

.09

-.00

-.02

Classroom

Organization

Subsample

-.32***

2' 2

R /corrected R

Number of,observations

..561.48

116

.48/.38

99

.43/.33

116

,13

.

.36***

-.06

.04
.

.20*

.15

.16

-.04

-.09

.04

49

-.08 ,

.04

.571.48

99

NOTE: Significance for a standard two-tailed t-test:

* = .10 Ievel; ** ,05 level; *** = .01 level.



authority mac, 'removed, the principal made it clear to the project '

tpacher that he.wished to see her-classroom returned to thp tradi

tional pattern; he also:strongly disCouraged nofiproject teachers who'

expressed interest in trying some of the open eduCation ideas in

their classrooms, In the same:project, however, the,principaI at

'another school strongly suPported the openclassroom approach., After

the project ended,'she encouraged :its use in other classrooms by

allocating discretionary money to."knock down walls" and to purchase

the manipulative materials required. In shortt, the principal gives

sometimes subtle but nonetheless strong messages concerning the
A

"legitimacy"-of continuing. project, operatiOns in the school-7--a

message that tpachet's cannOt help but receive and interpret in terms ...

Of their professional self7interest. Although project methods or

materials can be. continued to some extent "behind the classrOom

.
door," It Mould be extremely difficult for a teacher to continue

them fully without the principal's. eXplicit support.

Principal support for'a project fs:important because of the'
,

staff.turnover experienced by Most schools.'. If proiect s'trategies

are not to wither away over time the prinCipal will-have to famil-

-iarize.new teachers with project concepts and techniques- One super

intendent observed, "A large-turnover in Staff [makes it_hard to]
,

sustain volunteer activities.. If you get a principal mho isn't in

agreement. with project philoSophy, it can be difficult to keep

program in a school." Conversely, the enthusidsm of principals can

be an-Important element in intr6duCing the projpeg to-new sites'.

A superintendent commented, "This project haS really.been sustained

through'the discussion.and enthusiasm of principals. They were tre7

mendously enthused, at first particularly, so the project spread to

other-schools."

,Wbereas the principal plays a major and unique role for project .

centlnuation that is essentially similar lor all typeS of educational

treatments, the principal's'functions in implementation differ across

types Of innovatiOnS: For example, individualization techniques

require teachers to master specifIc.prOeedures for diagnosis and
,

.

prescription. Typically, these techniques are extensions of existing
,

15'0
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classroom practices, not fundamental changes that indirectly or dir-

ectly affect school operations in general. In this instance,.pro-

ject directors are best able t6 supply the detailed, practical "how

to dnit" advice teachers need to adapt.the techniques to their

classrooms. Furthermore, the:principals could confine their efforts

to explaining the new techniques to parents and teachers'not involved
. .

in the project, and to lending encouragement- to project participants;

For two reasons', however, the principal mist he much more active

in che implementation of complex and comprehensive innovations. For

one, the principal's cooperation and administrative skill are often

indispensable to projccts such pathose involVing innovative changes

in classroom organization, which entail the accommodation of pre-

viOus procedures to new routines and practices, such as nongraded

systems, the use of parent or senior-titizen volunteers, new staffing

arrangements, and.irregular clasS schedules. SecondocomprehenSive

innnvations such aS open education usually embody a,particular'edu-

tational philosophy (child-centered education, for example). Unlike

individualization techniques, which can'usually fit into a broad

spectrum of edutational approaches, these classroom organization

projects,can be viewed'as a radical.and undesirable departure from'

the school norm unless the.principal actively supports them and runs

interfOrence with disapproving nonproject teachers'or parents. Impor7

tant. as the project director is, it is unlikely that classroom organ7

ization projects tould be implemented.without the principal's active

support.

Oneindication of principals' active involvement is their
43

attendance at teacher-training seSsionS.- Their partitiPation

43,
The specific question asked of principals and the distribu-

tion of thc160 responses were: (Principals Attend.Training) What
proportion of the teacher training sessions for this project, if.
any, did you attend?

27%. 21% 23% 13% 14% . 2%

.Project
j I I I I

All Most Some A. few None.
had' no

training
session

1 5 1
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updates their classroom skillaand knowledge, and thereby .better

equips them to lend advice and a sympathetic ear to teachers. At

a less explicit leveltheir attendance-imparts some important mes

sages to teachers-'-notably; their personal commitment and their view

of the project as a team effort in which everyone is gxpected to

cooperate and work hard. Their attendance therefore helps xo under-

mine the "deficit" Model that sometimes colors staff training activ-.

itigs and builds, resentthent; moreover, it bolsters the notion that

participation in the innovative project will foster professional

growth..

Principals' actions.in a prOject reflect their general style of

school management. We asked teachers to 'evaluate the.overalieffec7

tiveness of their principals and received a wide range of xesponses;

28 percent'rated their principals as It outstanding," and approximately

25 percent evaluated themas average to below average, (see footnote

37). In reaching these judgments, teachers were clearly asgessing
,

principals along a number of dimensions. To explore the basis for

the teachers' evaluations, we also asked them to characteriZe their

principals in.terMs of four management styles that are often men-

tioned in the organizational literature as important leadership

attributes: the 'printipal as peer, 'as a provider of moral support,

as an instructional leader, and as an adMinistrator (see Table 5.9

for the specific questions).

What mix of roles or leadership styles.charactgrizes an "effec-

tive" principal? Table 5.10 displays the "weight" of'each management

style in the teachers' evaluation of their.principals' effectiveness. 44

The data, which must be treated as only suggestive because of the high

intercorrelations among the responses; indicate the following:.

, 1. ktotal of 83 percent of the teachers said their principals

generally treated them as equals. Principals who were judged not to

relate to their staff in this manner were somewhat more likely tb-be

44
Elementary school principals were evaluated significantly

higher on all of the dimensions than were junior or senior high
school principals.
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Table 5.9

TEACHERS' EVALUATIONS OF PRINCIPALS

Educational researchers and practitioners have often coMmented on the key
role played by the principal in the' life of .the school. In the following
set ofquestions, please indicate whether you agree.or disagree with each
of the statements about your school's principal.

(Poor)

In general,.our principal

Strongly
Agree Agrep

Neither
Agree Nor,
Disagree Disagree

Strongly
Disag're'e

No. of
Responses

treats me as an ,equal 40% 43%, 8% 7% 2% 985

( al Supporter)
'Our principal is interested
in me and my problems

ilnstructional.Leader)

38 ' 42 .13 1 980

I think pf our principal as
.a source of new Materials,
ideas. .and methois 18 31 32. 13 6 985:

(Admixil:Outt.r)

Our principal spc-nds most of
the day handling administrq-;
tiw. concerns and discipline
rather than dealing with
issues of curriculum and
classroom teaching metilods 9 24 26 30 -11 992

evaluated as "below Ayerage" in effectiveness. But, generally speak-

ing, variation in.this particular-management style did not signifi-
..

cantly affect teacher assessment of principal effeCtiveness, control-

ling fdr other leadership attributes_

2. Although teacher perception of an egalitarian climate-within

the school did not appear to be necessary to effective school.manage-

ment, the extent to which teachers believed the principal was inter-

ested in themeas person§ contributed significantly to their evalua-

tion pf principal effectiveness. The data clearly show that the more.

teachurs felt that the principal was iuterested in them and their,

. problems; the higher they rated.their principal.

3. The other management Style.strongly related to perceived

effectiveness was the principal as an instructional leader. 'Although

somewhat less than half of our sample of teachers saw their principal,

as functioning in this role, the more the principal was perceived as

a source of new ideas, materials, and methods, the higher the
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Table 5.10

TEACHERS' EVALUATION OF PRINCIPALS' EFFECTIVENESS
REGRESSED ON'PRINCIPALS' MANAGEMENT STYLE'

Independent Variable

Dependent. Variable
Pri cipal Effectiveness

. Regression St Aard Bivariate
Coefficient Error Correlation

Principal's management style
(according to teathers) was:

Peer .09** .064 .56

Moral supporter .51 * .072 .69

InstructiOnai leader .49 ..057 .70

Administrator .11 .044 .49

NOTE:. R2,= 59; N 448.

* 7 significant at the .01 'level...

principal wa3 evaluated as an effective school manager.

4. .About. 1/3 of the teachers thoUght their print'ipal functioned

primarily as an administrator, spending most Of the day handling

administrative concerns and disci:ID-line. yrincipals Who were per

ceived to operate in this role tended to be rated a,s average or

below-average in overall effectivenesS.'

In summatythese data provide insights concerning the complex

and difficult role of aneffective principal in today's school setting.

The traditional notion of the principal as simply the building admin

istrator who ,"runs a tight ship" appears inadequate; so. does the con

cept of a nonauthoritarian .but essentially passive manager. These

data suggest that the effective principal combines an active roIe'in

shaping the school's instructional 'program w.ith a personal and sup.

portive relationship to the staff. Taken toge.ther 'with the evidenae

concerning the principal's role .in.innovative projects, these.data

also suggest ways in,which participation of principals in change

agent project activities can enhance their overall effectiveness as

'school managers.. Specifically, their participation in project train7

.ing sessions can enhance their pedagogic skills and build mutually

rewarding interpersonal relations with the staff.
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The Projece Director. Our data leave.little doubt that aa

..offective project director greatly enhances the implementation of,

special projects. But in sharp contrast to the findings about

principals..P roject directors had no significant e'ffect on continu--

ation for our sample of projects.
.

We asked teachers to evaluate the effectiveness of their pro-

ject director.
45

The distribution of their answers ranged widely;,:

.about 1/3 said their project director had been extremely effective-,.

while about 1/4 rated the project director as average or less.

Table 5.1 shows that, controlling for the other factors influencing

the innovation, the mote effective the projeot director, the higher

was the percentage of project goalsachieved (the .coefficient is .25)

nd the greater waS student improvement (.12); the effectivenesS of

project directors made little difference for continuation of methods

(.03) or materials..(.01).

Why does the project director "matter" for project implementa-

tion but. not for continuation? The answer can best be understood in

light .-of the different tasks and activities'in the implementation
.

and. continuation phases. A central aspect of implementation is

teachers' aCquiring new'skills, behavior, and attitudes--task-

specifiC learning that an effective project.director can.greatly

facilitate. The directoris 'special skills and knowledge can clarify

project.goals,and operations, minimize the day7to-day difficulties.

'encountered by classroom teachers, and furnishthe. concrete informa-

tion they need.to leafn. The high,correlation between."specificify

of 'goals" and project director effectiveness was .41. The high

,correlation between useful assistance in the classroom and project

director effectiveness was .44.

,-45
The specific cpiestion and distribution of the 980 responses

were: (Project Director Effectiveness) How effective has the project.
director been .in.helping to implement this project?.

'34% 21% 16% 12% 5% 6% 4%

J I I I 1 1 1 .

7 6 5 4 '3 . 2 I

Extremely Not at all
.effective effective
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Once federal funding ends and continuation begins, however,

tpsk-learning is no longer a.major staff.activity.. (If teachers

have not learned project strategies and methods by then, .it is

unlikely they ever will .The activities central to continuation

comprise integration of project precepts into routine.classroom

activities and, in some cases, the modification of Standard insti-

tutional procedures. Thus, in this phase, the specialized skills

and knowledge of.the project director became less.important to pr6--.

ject teachers than the institutional support of -the'principal and

other district staff. In fact, it is not unusual for project

directors to as:wine an entirely new role after the end of federal

funding. Many.either resume their former position in the district,/

go on to head innovative projects in other distritts, or, in .the--

instance of Title III "validated!' projects, launch upon a'heavy

schedule of.project diSsemination.

Thus, the-project director affects continuation indirectly;

through 'the implemented project. When, the project director has !een

-.effectLve,.the task-learning central to implementation.is compl7tte
.

.

as the project enters its continuation phase. Otherwise, project

activities are likely to faltcr badly or break down once federa/l.

._
/.supporr ends.
/

'Structural Chiracteristies of Schools

Because our sampJe was not,representative of all tf-.1 various

kinds of school settings,-we gathered data on a wide variety of

school characteristics and controlled_for them 1n-the analysis.. For

example, we collected information on the atademic, ethnic, ecoomic,

and social makeup of,the SéhoOl's student.population, the size pf

. the school and stability of the staff, and the schoOl's experience

with other innevatiuns.. .(Similar data igere gathered at the district

leVel.).. None of these "background" or structural Characteristics

strongly affecte:]. any df the project effect or' continuation measures..

Our non-I-representative sample precludes our drawing generalizations

about this lack-of significance: We suspect, however, that ttse

background characteristiCs matter less for project outcomes than do
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other factors-.-the attributes of the staff, the leadership of the

principal, the effectiveness of the project director, and the organi-

zational climate Of the school.

Perhaps the most important structuraLcharactoxistic with respect

to introducing and susLaining change is whethetthe school is at.the

elehlentary or secondary level. Our original Phase I sample contained

pro;ects at 81 jUnior or Senior high.schools; we eliminated 61 of

them from the Phase II sample because they were totally discontin-

ued.
46

The remaining secondary school projects are unusual in that
t

they generally attempted comprehensive...change;Moreover, several

were among the best and most interesting innovations we ha.ve Seen.

Yet change is 'harder to obtain and continue at the secondary school

(Table 5.1 shows that elementary school projects.were mere,

likely to ,achieyetheir goals and to produce teacher change; con,-

tinuation of methods and materials was also Somewhat more.likely,

but.not Significantly so', for elementary schools.)..

. For example, secondary schocil teachers are often.characterized

as "sublect-oriented,",in contrast to the "child-centered" orienta-

tion.attributed to elementary teachers.' Such a particularistic

perspective is incompatible with many of the changes attempted by

comprehensive innovations--changes.that attempt to minimize the

distinctionS between academic disciplines. As one teacher partici-

paat in a secondary level team-teaching project reported, "No one--

administrators, Ceachers, consultants--was ever able to determine

how to meet.the requirement of writing interdisciplinary,-.6nits and'

at the same time maintain'the.integrity of the individual disciplines.

In my opinion, this was an impossibility. Or, as a superintendent

.commented.regarding difficulties that had been experienced on a

secondary career-aWareness project, "[High'school] teachers are

simply unwilling to vacateo[what they see as] their responsibility

to subject matter in adjusting to supplemeuLary materials." Sec-

ondary level projects that require a significant amount of change,.

46
Because the. Phase II'saMple pool was supplemented by projects

not in our original Sample, the total number of seCondary schools in
the Phase_II sample was 29.
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\

\.in Short, appear to:.be particulhrly di'ficult to sustain.
47

Teacher Charactetistics .

Most'research on. "teacher effects" explores the relationship
.

between.Various classroom practices and ..eacher'behavior.and student

performance. PerhapS beCause the persona\l attributes of teachers do

not appear amenabje to manipulation by policy, teacher character-
48\

isiics per se have not received much attention.
. Nonetheless, a

"conventional wisdom" has developed concerning the effects of

variouste.lcher atteibutes: that older teaehersare less willing.

.to change, that the hest ideas come frOm younger teachers, that

teachers with high verbal ability arc more able to achieve cognitive

gains., and .so on. Such beliefs, in addit,ion\to oUr own observations
\

in classrooms, suggest that the personal characteristics of project

teachers could have significant import for the implementation and

Longer-term outcome of federally supported innovations. Are some'
. .

teacher' attributes significantly ilnd consistently associated with

"successful" projects? With continuation of. project strategies?

To 'examine the relationship between teacher characteristics and

project implementation and continuation, we 'collected data on sev-

eral teaCher attributes 'most often cited as significantly affect*

both student performance and the outcome of innovative projects:

age,educational background, verbal ability, yeaes of experience,

and sense of efficacy.

We did not use the first two in our final analysis.. Age was

bighly correlated with experience, and where it was not a proxy for

yea?:.s of experience, showed no identifiable or'consistent pattern

of relationship to other yariables in the analisi.S., Teachers'

47 : . .

VoluMe II, pp. 54-55, disd,usses the problems 'of innovation
for secondary' schools..

48
With some notable exceptions. See, /e.g., Jam s S. Coleman

et al.., Eqe.iality of Educational.Opportuniey, Office o\f Education,
National Center for Educational Statistics, Government P,rinting
Office, Washington, D.C., .19.66. Also see Eric Hanushek,'Educatiort
and Race,. D. C. Heath, Lexington, Mass., 1972, and RiChard MUrnane,
The Impart of :;choot Resources' on the Learning af Inndr city chiZ-.

\drenBallinger, Cambridge, Mass.,. 1975,'

\

\
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educational backgroundthe qOality of thejr undergraduate institu-

tion, as specified..bV the.school.quality index in Barron's Guide to

Collegeg and lniversitieswas.not useful for the analysis, because

of its lack of\variation for our sample; the vast majority'of the

teachers.we w;rveyed,had attended state collegeg or universities in

the areas where they were currently teaching, and ,those institutions

had approximately the.same.quality rating- on the Barron's index.
-

The three remaining ;teacher attributes--years of experien.ce,

sense of'efficacy, and verbal ahilitv.-7significaatly affected project

out.comes. .We found that' years of experience, and teacher sense of

.effiCacy had strong and significant,,hut very:different, effects on

most of the dependent variables. 49 Specifically, the number of years

of teacher ekperience P4:icitioci!.. related to alel of the dependent

variables witn the exception of teacher. continuation of ptoject

materials and change in student achievement, 'where there.was no

significant'relationship'(see Table 5:1). In other words, the more.

.experienced'a project. teacher,,the Less likely, was the, project to

'achieve its goals (-.13), and the less likely was the project'to

improve student performance.(-.09). Furthermore, more experienced

teacherS were less likely to have changed their own practiceS (-.I5)

and less likely to continUe Using proiect methods after the end of

federal' funding (-.07).

The teadher's sense of efficacy-a,belief that the teacher can

help even the Most difficult or unmotivated students-shows a strong

positive relationship Eo all of 'the dependent variableS in our:analy-'
,

sis. Indeed, the regrigsion coefficients of the effects of a sense

49
Variables can have opposite effects in a multiple regression

if 'they are highly 'correlated: Howevev, teacher experience and 'a
sense of efficacy'were correlated only .06 in. Our samOle (seeApp.- A)...
Neither variable is highly correlated with:any of 'the independent
variables used in. Tables 5.1 to 5.3: nor is Chere any significant ..

pattern of multicollinearity. Moreover, App. B shows, by Means of a'
, highly sensitive statistical procedure, that sense of efficacy, years
of experience, and verbal ability were not significanCly related' to
the projector the schoolin Which' the respondents taught.'

50
0ur-measure ofteacherg' sense of efficacy, was based on two

queStions. One -asked'whether'the teacher felt that "when it comes
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of efficacy are among the strongest relationships'identified in our

analysis. As Table 5.1 indicates, teacher sense of efficacy is

positively related to the percent of project .goals-achieved, the

amount of-tacher change, improved student performance, and continu-

ation of both project methods and materials. Teachers' attitudes .

about thei'r own professional.competence., in short, appear to haYe

major effects on what happens to projects and how effective they
51

are.

Teachers' verbal ability, unlike the preced.ing.attributes., was

significantly related.to only one of the dependent variables, total

improvement in student performance (.12).
52

However, when student

right down to it, a teacher.real,ly can't do much [because] most of
n student's motivation and performance depends.on nis or her.home.
envirenment." The other asked whether the teacher thought that "if
I really try hard, I can get.through to even .the most difficult or
unmotivated students." Responses to these two questions were .com-
binedAnto a single measure of efficacy--the extent to which.the
teacher believed he or she had the capacity to affect stUdent per-
formance.. 'TheMtandard discussion of efficacy, on wllith we-based
our instruments, is in. J. B. Rotter, "Generazed Expectancies for
Internal Versus External Control of Reinforilement," Psychological
MonOgraphs, Vol. 80, No. J, 1966.

51
A Rand study of the Sehool Preferred Reading program in Los

Angeles drew heavily on the instrumentation and design of the.present
"Change Agent" study.and reached similar.conclusions. SpeciliCally,
it concluded that', "The more efficActous the teachers felf, the more
their stUdents-advanced in reading achievement... This measure was
strongly and significantly related to increases in reading," This
study .found no relationship between teacher background.Character-
,istics (race 'and ethnicity, College attended, undei-gratluate major,
whether any graduate training was' received, amount, of,college

.

.instruction in reading, and teaching experience) and students'
achievement. See.David Armor et al., Analysis' of the- 'School Pre-
ferred Reading Program in_felected Los Angeles MinOrity Schools,'
The Rand. QorporntiOn, R-20077LAUSD, August 1976, op. 23-24. It is
alsoimpOrtant.t6 note that this Rand sfudy used, as%the dependent
yariable, the.change in individual students' scores on a standardized
reading test..

,52
Teachers' verbal abilitY was measured by a self-administered

Quick Word Test consisting of a fifty-question,, multiple-choice,
vocabulary-type 'test. We wish to thank Harcourt Brace Jevanovich,
Inc., for their permission to use Level II of the.Quick Word Test

.'(QWT). See Edgar F. Borgatta and Raymond,J..Corsini, Quick. Word
Test, Harcourt Brace and Jovanovich, New York, 1957. We.chose (114T
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performance is hroken,down into Ats cognitive and affective compo-

nents, the data indicate that most of the effect of teachers'.verhal

ability was on cognitive achievement; it apparently had no signifi-

cant effect on students' affective development (see Table 5.2).

In summary, the teacher's sense of efficacy had a strong effect

on projeet continuation. Years uf experience,. On the other hand,

Was negatively related to most of the project outcome measures.

Tea.hers' verbal.ability had no relationship to project implementa-

tion, out..ome, or continuatipn with the exception. of its positive

correlation to improved student achievement.

The powerful effect of a teacher's sense of efficacy raises the

question of whether it might he possible to enhance it through'vari-

ous project or school activities. Because we did not meaSure this

teacher attribute before tile project began, ve cannot say whether

project activities.(such as training) may..have changed it. Our

impression is,.however, that it reflects teachers' school experiences

as Well as thei.r personalities. If so,.staff development strategies

aimed at teachers and their environment might increase their sense'

of,efficacy. ln any event, given the important relationShip between

as a measure of verbal abilities.because it has high reliability and
correlates highly with more complex measures of intelligence. See
J. C. Nunnally,,"Review of Quick Word Test," Tlie Seeenth Mental Meas-
.iperiento Yc,-.Tbook, pp. 378-379.

The response rate of 93 percent for the'QWT was'only slightly
lower.than the average response rate across all questions in the
teacher survey. The'distribution'of responses Was.skewed toward the
higher sco.rs, with a mean of 42 (maximum 'score Was 50) and 'a stand-.
ard deviation ol 5.6. Approximately-I. percent of the respondents
were excluded frem analysis hecauSe. they Seemed not te take the test
seriously. Theself-.administered. QWT is open to cheating. ,We used
several'cross-checks within the.data-set Co examine this possibility,.
Fi)r example, principals rated teachers on fiye dimensions, and the
only.one highly correlated with W7 results was, the teacher's ability
to "speak and write clearly and use.the English langua.ge effectively,"
These checks, along with comparisons .with preliminary results of the
QWT used in the Gary Income Maintenance Experience (inforMation sup-
plied by private correspondence with Richard J. Murnane.), leads us
to believe that cheating was not substantial.. See also. Richard J.
Munane; "Correcting MeasUrement Errors on Self-Administered Tests:
The Case.. of'Verbal Ability Tests Taken by TeaChers," paper presented
at the meeting of the Econometric Society; September 1976_
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this teacher attribute and.the success of innovations, further

research on'ways t(') enhance teachers' sense of efficacy would be

appropriate.

SimPlarly, the negative effect of years of experience on imple

mentation and continuation should be a major concerti of policymakers.'

Rather than continually learning and renewing themselves; many

teachers seem to get,into a rut after their first three to five

years of teachAng: For many.teachers in our sample, the passage

of time on the job seemed to diminish their capacity tochange'and

perhaps dampen their enthusiasm for innovntions. We suspect this

unfortunate effect is less an intrinsic characteristic of teachets

or [he teaching "role" than an,organizational,defect in th'e way

schools manage themselves and the profesSional development activi-L.

ties of their staff.

Summary of Effeets of Institutional Setting

In summary, a number of factors in projects'. institut,ional set- ..

ting were found to have major effects on outc..:n!. In general, how-,

ever, school background characteristics per se tici little signifi-

cant relationship to. implementation and outcome.. Project-s conducted

it' wealthy schools, fer example, were no more or less likely to

succeed, all other things being equal. With the exception of,the

problems encountered b., secondary schools, the tqfile of school

mattered less than did the school's climate and leadership and the

characteristics of the project staff.

'I.eadership.was a strong influence at both the school gnd project

.10.rel. An effective project director was critical to successful
14.

, implementation; principal support was important to implementation

and especially to continuation. 'The quality of working relation7

ships-, or the cliqate of the project, was also significantly related

to both the percent of project goals achieved and to continuation.

The teacher's sense of efficacy--the extent to which teachers

felt they could reach even the most difficult or unmotivated student

in their classroom--emerged.as an important yariable in.our anglysis.

it exerted major positive effects onallour outcome measures.

1 6 2



Teauhers' years of' expertero:e had a significant 'negative retatioa

ship to project success. Teachers' verbal ability was related to

improved student performance, but did not.seem to affect other pro-

ject outcomes.

These institutional factors appear to he amenable to the tnflor-

ence of local planners. For example, in'light of the gredt importance

of principals,, planners cOuld,strive to identify candidate.schools,

where projects will be assUred of.principals' support, or devise

straregies for eliciting principa151. support before projects pre

implemented. Furthermore, a number of project implementation strate-

gies--staff training in particular--appear'to.offer a vehicle for

influencing the quality of staff working relationships and possibly

even teachers' sense of efficacy. In short, our analysis suggests

that planners and policymakers do not have to take' institutional

factors as "given," huras features' subject to judicious selection

and shaping.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AT CLASSROOM LEVEL

This chapter has examined the effects of three categoriesof

factors: the federal input,.project characteristics, and the insti-

tutional setting--on the effects and continuation of change 'agent

projects at the classrooM level. At thebeginning of the chapter,

We presented an overview of the fipdings that listed each:major

result in turn. The following summary takes a different-approach.

From the outset, we assumed that the teacher's continuation of:a

project depended on the complex interplay betWeen, on the one hand,

characteristics of the project.and institutional setting (including

personal characteristics) and, on the other hand, the effectiveness

of the .projeCt's,implementation and the change it produced in teach,

ers. To provide a sense of these systemic relationslcips,. the remairi-

der of this chapter reviews the classroom-level findings hy ordering

the various'effects of the factors in terms of their primary influ-

ence on each of the dependent variables.

In particular, Figs. 5.2 And 53 will .he used to summarize

findings about the teachers' Continuation of project methods and
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Community Involvement (-)
*Specificity of 'Coals
Staff Paid for Training (-)
'Training Received
Quality ofaWorkiug Relations
Project Director Effectiveness
Elementary School
School Site

-1 4 1 -

*Classroom Organizatinn Change..

Community Involvement
Overall Change Required

*Extra Effort Required
School Soclnecnnomic Setting (-)

*Teachers' Sense of Efficacy
Teachers' Years of Experiencp (-)

i '1---

Percent
Project Goals
Achi.ved

. .

Continuation
pf Projece
Methods

(Teacher PartiCipatiol_
Principal Stipport

To al
Tea her
Change

Staff Support
Strategies

t OM, haVHIg ot;i
cignif inant offoot:

Individualization Techniques.
Use of Specialists .

Level of Funding
Funding per Student
Number of Project Schoolsa.
Teachers' Verbal Ability

NOTEr Factors marked with an asterisk, (1) had a significant efface7on continuation when Percent,
Project 'Coals Achieved or Teacher Change was not controlled for. Factors marked (-) had a negative.

'

'effect; all other factors had,positive effects,,

allumber of Project Schools.had a poaitive relationship to continuation of project methods that
was barely significant.at the .10 level in Table 5.3 and was not significant in Table 5.1. However.
the strength and significance of this.effect is reduced considerably when the.numbei of project.
schools is normalized for district site.- Because-the significance of the number of'project schools
is therefore questionable; it has not been counted above.as having a significant effect. The effect
Of nuMber of project schools on contlouation of projecil matoriolO is not reduced when the limber of
prOject schools is normalize'cl for district size.

Fig. 5.2--Factors affecting continuation of projeCt metl)o4
,
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Curriculum Revisions
7ommunity Involvement (-)
Stai Paid for Training (-)
Training Received

'1Principal Support

Project Director Effectiveness
Community Involvement

Elementary School
Overall Change Required

School Size
School Socioeconomic Setting (-)

l*Teacberd. Sense of Efficacy.
Teachers Years of Experinc

Percent
Project Coals
Achieved'

Funding Level (-)
No. of Projet SChoolo

Continuation
of Project
Materials.

tcc2(tt7fci=lon
Qualityof Working

R,latiOne.

Staff Support
Strategies

t+H-14
Extra Rff-rt ...edmq

Total
Ttichtr
Changt

Pactore having no
eignificant effect:

Indi'vidualizatiiin Techniqus
'Funding per.Student
Teachrs' Verbal Ability

VOTE: ItaliCiztd variables had somewhat different effects on Continuationof Project MHterials
from their effects on1Continuation of Project Methods. Factors marked with an asterik (*) had a
significant effect on Continuation' of Project Materials when Percent Project (oain Achieved or

, Teacher Change waa'not controjled for. Factors marked (-) had dnegative effect: all other factorshad positive effects.
. a

Classroom Organization Change positively affected Teacher Change but negatively affected
Continuatfon 'of Project Materials.

rn.

;

Fig. 5..34-Factors affecting con.tinuation of projewt
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project materjala,.respectively. These diagrams, derived by cpmpar

'ing the "reduced form" coefficients in Table.5.1 with those'of the

reCurs'ive coefficients in Table 5.3, portray the.system-of relation

ships among both independent and dependent variables used in the

earlier analysis. The diagrams identify, by the use of arrows,

factors that had a "direct" and significant Influence on eachdepend

ent variable:. percent.proAect goals achieved,.teacher change, and

continuation. An asterisk denotes a factor whose effect on project

continuation seems to have resulted from its effect on percent pro

ject.goals achieved or on teacher change.
53

.Continuation of Project Methods

The continuation of project methOds by classroom-teachers

depended primarily on how well the.project.was implemented during

c. the period of federal funding,and especially on how much change was

produced by the project in the style and behaVior of teacers. These'

relationships are not surprising becauge.effective continuation, .or

53
The diagrams offer, in effect, causal models based on our

beginning assumptions and the data analysis;.they are interpretations,
rather than fully tested models. Consistent with the study's explora
tory nature, they 'should be treated as hypqtheses. The diagrams were
constructed in the following way. All factors that had a "strong"
significant effect (i.e., at the .05 level) on continuation (control
ling for percent goals achieved and teacher change) are joined.to
continuation by a.direct arrow. 'The di.gram reflects some subjective
Sudgments. .For example, the introduttiou of percent goals achieved
into the regresSion caUses a drop in the effect of "teachers work
together" on continuation of project methods from a highly signif4
cant .13 in Table 5.1 to a barely significant (at .the .10 level)
effect of-.09 in Table 5.3; moreoVer, when "difficulty of implementa
ti was also taken into account'in preliminary analyses,-'the coeffi
cim of "teachers work tagether" dropped even further to an insira-
'fiA I: .06. Considering the strong .22 effect of'"teachers work
together" on percent project goals, it made sense t.O interpret.th.i,
effect of "teachers work together" as being a direct one on imple-
mentatiOn but an indireet one an'continuation of. methods. actor
having direct'significant effects bn either percent project goals or
teacher ehange are shown by arroWs. Some of the judgments implied
in these.diagrams required a variety of preliminary statistical pro
cedures and'tests,.particularly Ftests. In keeping with the summary
and exploratory nature of this section,.the results of.the statistical
tests are not discussed.
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assiMilation, means that teachers must leari -. prOject approaches and

.integrate them into.their classroom routine, :Nonetheless, it ds

important to note.that the evidence strongly supports the study's-

beginning hyrotheses: effective implementation and teacher change

were essential to continued use of an innovation.
54

a tors that

contributed to implementation and teacher change could also be

thought to haVe indirectly promoted project continuation.

What influenced implementation? Implementation, i.e.the

percent goals ayhieved, was promoted by-projects having specific

goa1s (or, more particularly, by the clarity with which teachers

perceived project goals and operations). by well-executed training,

by an effective project director,, and by gc.r.,d working relationships

among the stafE. In addition, effective implementation w:Is more

likely in elementary schools and in larger schools. All these vari-

ables, shown on the left.side OF Fig.. 5.2, exerted their primary

effects on implementation, but implementation was additionally

influenced by factOrs that also contributed to other project out-

comes. Thus:, Fig. 5.2.indicates that teacher participation in pro-

ject decisions.and principal support promoted both effective imple-

mentation and,continuation of project. methods.

Teacher participation had a critical instrumental value-for

implementation., achievement of project goals, and continuation of

54
This summary does not review the findings fOr improvement in

student performance. However, the effect's of implementation and
teacher change on student performance were net the same as their
effects on continuatiorL For continuation of project methods,
teacher change had a much !tronger effeci. (.313) than did percent
goals achieved (.17), as Table 5.3 indicatcs. This pattern was
reversed for student performance (as well as continuAtiOn_of project
materials), with goals achieved having a .27 effect and teacher
yhange having a .18 effect'. These.data point to the dilemma dis-.
cussed in the text. Namely, improvements in student performance
can be enhanced in the short run by putting resOurces into effective
.project implementation (particularly if the project.includes skill-
speCific staff training and 'has efficacious teachers); yet, the con-
tinuation of such improvement for successive 'generations of students
may require a greater emphasis on promoting teacher change as well
as those activities (e.g., Staff support) that enhance the teacher's
learning of new methods.
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,

project methods. We found that tear:her suggestions can help a pro-

ject turn. out. ,etter, and.their. partiipAtion in.project decisions

can give them a sense of "ownership" that greatly improves the

chat-tees for continuation of project' mettwds

The principal's influence, as.expected, strong:1y affected

.implementation and continuation at the classroom lev?1. The princi-

'pal's unique Contribution to implementation seemed in giving

moral support to,tthe staff and in Creating an organizational Climate

that.gave the project ."legitimacy," .The.principal's support seemed

an almost necessary condition for project continuai:ion. This rela-

tionship is understandable, seeing that the principal typically sets

the educational style'of the school. Teachers are unlikely to con-

tinue a full array of project methods without the sanction of their

principal, even if the methods w!.!re'successful and had been assimi-

lated. To do so would not only be-difficult in light of the some-

times subtle, sometimes blunt means that principals often employ to

establish a uniform "school style," but also would appear contrary

to professional self-iaterest. Principal support, then, flad.a majOr

effect on continuation that was independent of project activities

or 'outcomes. The principal amply merits the title of "gatekeepez

of change."

Teacher characteristics affected both implementation and the

extent. of Ceacher change, as Fig. 5.2 suggests. More accurately,

they defined the parameters within which project outcomes became

possible: Efficacious teachers were associated with more effectively

implemented projects and with more project-related teacher change;

more experienced teachers seemed to be less flexibleuduring imple-

mentation and less susceptible to change. 55

The remaining factor that'promoted implementation was staff

support strategies; Fig.. 5.2 shows they also.made major contributions

55
Though teacher Characteristics did not have strong, dirett

effects on project continuation,.contr011ing for implementation and
teacher change, they had powerful effects on student.outcomes: The
more afficacious teachers were and the higher their verbal ability,
the greater was the improvement'in student performance (see Table 5.3).
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to teacher.change and project continuation.. They.were so central to

all project outcomes, in fact, that a summary of their role.is best

deferred until after we'review variables that promoted .teacher change.

: What factors influenced the extent of-teacher chahge,.in addi7

tion 'controlling for) teacher characteristics? _The mote

effectively the project was implemented, the greater was the ext&nt

of teacher change. Though thiS.relationship was expected, its magni-

tude was lower than anticipated. Whereas.poorly implemented projects

were unlikely to result .in teacher change, the amount of change for

effectively implpmented projects apparently depended on other factors.

In particular, the right-hand side of Fig. 5.2 indicates that the

substance and scope of the innovation had major effects on the extent

to which teachers change:d their styleii or classroom approaches..

Thus; complex innovations, such asclassroom organization change or

projects focusing on parent involV.ement, were more likely to promote

teacher.changethan were .other. types of projects, even when the

effectiveness of the project's implementation had been taken into

account. Similarly, innovations requiring change in theovetall

teaching style of project staff and calling for extra effort resulted

in more teacher change.

. ' Beth teacher change and implementation were influenced by another

implementation.strategy--alactor that by itself appears to he a "key

policy lever" to.the .continuation of project methods: well-executed
. .

staff support. strategies. The project activities that accompany

training--i.e., classroom assistapce, regular meetings, usefulout-

side consilltants, observation in other classrooms--had, as a group,

strong significant effects onthe percent of project goalSA,hieved,

on the amount of teacher change, and on the likelihood that_voject

methods would be continued. (Skill-specific training, in Com_ ..1t,
3

'had an indirect effect on continuation of methods, through its posi-

tive relationship to the percent 'of project goals 3chieved.) 56
If

56
Well-executed training of teachers directly improved student

outcomes; but not continuation of project method and materials (see
Table 5.3)..
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continuation of project methods is seen as assiioilation, the impor-

tance of this facto:: becomes clear. AssimilatiOn required.that pro-

ject approaches-. information conveyed through training sessions,

for exomple--iie Individualized for each teaher and integrated into

classroom practices. Implementation support activities that were

'conducted in a practiCal (or.concXete) and timely manner provided'

the.means whel'eby teachers received feedback and .advice they needed

t.0 make the project work for them in their classroom.' 'In short,

'strategies that suPported.mutual.adaptation thereby promoted imple-

_mentation, teacher change, and continuation of project methods.

Continuation of Project Materials

Figure 5.3 depicts teacher continuation of project materials as

being directly inflbenced by more factors than.was teacher continua-
-.

tinn of project methods. That is, such factors as funding level,

number of project schools, or specificity of project goals directly

affected continuation of" project materials regardless of (i.e., con-
.

trolling for) their effects on implementation and teacher change;.

the.same relationships did not hold for continuation of. project

methods. This suggests that teacher continuatiOn of project.materi-

ols not only was a somewhat different process but also that it was

easier for teachers to -continue to use project materials after the

end of federal, funding..

Specifically, the continuation of project methods.often repre-

sented or required a fairly comprehensive change in classroom

practices, whereas the continuation of project materials did. not.

Project materials--a new reading syllabus, fox example-7ton be inte,

grated inte classroom practices Without any change in fundamental

clossroou procedures'. On this point, then, it is.not surprising

that principal support had a weaker relationahip to continuation of

materials than it had.to oontinuation of project methods.

The extent.of continuation of project materials depended more

on the substance and design of the project than did the continuation

of project Methods. In particular, continuation of project materials

was negatively related to the size of the.federal grant and to change
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in claSsroom organization, but was positively related to the number

of project schools.. However, neither the expensive projects nor the

classroom organization projects placed much emphasis on materials;

the former typically allocated .a.large portion of their funds'for

claSsroom aides while the latter concentrated primarilV on methods

(e.g., open classrooms, differentiated staffing) and regarded mate-

rials as only Ancidentalor instrumental to project objectives. In

contrast, projects that were located in a relatively large number

of district schools usually achieved this broad coverage-through

dispersion of hardware or teaching materials. Indeed., the district

objectiVe in many projects that encompassed a large number of schools

appeared to 'be to bring these schools "up to date in terms of cdu-

cational technology..

Specificity of prOject goals had a strcinger'and more direct

effect on continuation of materials than it did on continuation of

methods. This difference is'understandable because of two aspects

of specificity. On the one hand, teachers needed clarity about pro-
.

ject precepts and procedures if they were to assimilate an innova-

tion and, thus, to continue the project's Method's; because this form

of.specificity, clarity, can be aChieved Only during implementation,

its effect on continuation of methods was indirect, depending on

how-effectively,the project was implemented. On, the other hand, the

Continuation ni project materials required specificity in a program-

matic sf.91se; uness teachers knew specifically how project materials

fit into the design of projects involving curriculum revisions, for

_example, they, were unlikely to use the materials after the end of

federal funding.. Specificiry in the programmatic sefte is' therefore

less something to be acquired during implementation than it As a

characteristic of tile inriovation and its initial design.

Most of the remaining factors shown in Fig. 5.3 had. similar

effects on continuation of both project materials and methods. For

example, teacher participation in project decisions directly promoted

the continuation of pro)ect materials, perhaps because of the "owner-

ship" teachers felt concerning materials they helped to develop as

.part of project implementation. Finally, well-executed staff.support
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strategies exerted a central influence on the continuation of project '

material's, as they did On project methods.

In summary, continuation of project . materials depended more on

project design factors--e.g., .thenumber of project schools and the

project emphasis or focus an new Materials--than did the continuation

Of, project methods.. FUrthermbre,'continuation of project materials

appeared to depend much less on the principal's support: Project

materials, unlike project methods, did 'not necessarily reflect. a

fundamental change in C:liCg.sroom practices or a particular pedagogiCal

point of view, and could besmoothlv integrated into ongding class-

room routines. Nonetheless, well-eXecuted staff support activities

were required to promote the adaptation and integration of. project

materials.

In contrast, continuation of project methods was harder to

achieve. It required hptheffective implementation and an innova-

tion that promoted teacher change: Teacher participation, support

from the principal, and-staff support strategies that proMoted mutual .

adaptation all Played critical roles, directly as well as indirectly,

in helping teachers to assitilate new practices. Consequently,

these three factors should he the prime concern of policymakers

seeking to promote Iong-term educational reform.
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Chapter 6

DISTRICT LEVEL ANALYSIS

ThuS far we have examined factors that affected assimilation and
,

continuation of project methods and materials by clasSroom teachers.

But assimilation is only part of the.picture Of the fate of a .project;

the other part Consists of district-level decisions and activities.

How and why do diStricts decide to continue or discontinue a change

agent project? What happens to "continued" innovations? Are they

still treated as "special projects" or are they.incorporated into the

district's standard operating procedure? What strategies.promote in-

corporation? This chapter first treats these.district-level questions

and then. draws together classroom and district considerations to offer

an overall assessment of the fate of change agent projects after ihe

end of federal funding.

MEASURING CONTINUATION STATUS

When federal funding ends,.the district must decide whether to;

ontinue the project, and what level of support to give it if.it is

continued. It is difficult to measure levels olsupport in com-

parable terms because of the yariation in types of projects, their
4111r

settings, and the kinds of support ..;.hey require. For example, a proj-

ecttelying on paraprofessional staff and one involving computer-
,

assisted ins' tion will probably require.different kinds.of support.

For the sal c:t st,..cistical analysis, we had.to code.these diverse

decisionsfirto comparable; albeit crude, categories--namely, the proj-

ect was discontinued, reduced, maintained at about the same level as

the last year of Tederal funding, or expanded beyond the federal funding

In Phase I we asked superintendents to predict tile fate of their

projects. For Title III projects, 21 percent, predicted expansion;

22.percent expected.continuation at about the same level; 44 percent

indicated the project would be cut back; and',13 percent believed it



would not be continued at all.
1

We obtained comparable measurements

of.the status of these projeCts two years after the end of federal

:funding by piecing together a variety of district continuation deci-

siOns (e.g., the change in number of projec:c sthools,- in the number

of teaching and paraprofessional staff,.and in financial support).

Table.6.1 compares the superintendent's estimate of expected continua-.

tion with our estimate of continuation.

Superintendents appear to have been-optimistic. We found less

continuation than they had,expected. But they were accurate in their

"rank ordering" of projects. That Ls, all the projects discontinUed

at the end of two years had een expected to be either discontinued

or cut back; all ths projects actually cut back.had. been expected to

be cut back or.remain at their federal grant level; etc. Assuming

superintendents were generally sincere in their Original estimates,

the deday in the continuation status of projects after two years at-

tests to the vulnerability of "continued" projects.

Projects had theit scope of activities reduced in a variety of

ways. Some reductions amounted to an adjustment of the project after

the end Of federal funding;other reductions were true "cut backa"

and were coded accordingly. . For example, the number of project schools

decreaSed in some districts--usually, accorAing to the superintendents,

because of lack of interest of the staff at particular schools, although

they also mentioned budget difficulties. When the original teaching

staff for a project was cut back sharply, we coded the loss as a reduc-

tion in the. project. Personnel other than classroom teachers were

likely to be reduced, even on projects that were otherwise secure; 2

1
Since the original

ages should not be taken
Title III projects.

2
The distribution

Phase II projects was:

Training personnel or
specialists other than
classroom teachers

Sample was not representative, these percent-
as estimates of the population of all former

of changes in support personnel for 98 of 100

Aides oe paraprofessional
staff

Stayed
Increased Same Decreased Eliminated

13% 32% 33% 22%,

12% 26% 43% 19%
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Table 6.1.

CONTINUATION STATUS OF PROJECTS

Continuation Status

Original Sample
Original Sample Measured About
Measured in Two Years After
Last:Year of End of

Federal..Gran Federal. Grant

Phase II
Sample

Excluding
Discontinued

Projects

Expanded 21% 11% 13%
Maintained at federal

grant. level 22% .21% 35%
Reduced 44% 23% 52%
Discontinued, 13% 45%

Number of responses 173 158 96
Not codable 21 46 4

NOTE: The firSt.column represents.the responses of superintendents
to the following question: .Do you expect. this project. 'Jill be expanded,
continugd at the present level, cut hack, or not.continued at aZZ after
termination of federal funds?

'The.second and. third columns represent a coding.from a variety,of .

'different questions in the Phase II telephone survey and superintendent's
and principal's questionnaires. The sample for the third-column excludes
71 diseontinued projects and 35 nonclassroom projects from the original
sample but includes 12 former Title III projects not'in the original
sample.

we did not consider these projects to have:been cut back Unless the loss

of support personnel appeared.td haVe,seriously hampered the project

(for example, the parent-involvement component of one project relied on

home visits by paid aides. who were not supported by the district after

the end of

trimmed or

.plementary

fHeral funding).. MoSt Of the prOjects had their'budgets

eliminated; 35 percent received-continued support from sup-

funds, primarily from the local school districtbudget: over

oneTthird of the projects in our unusual sample received state or federal

funds for the.dissemination;of the project.odtside the district. We con-

sidered projects to be cpt back in their funding only if other evidence

in the interviews indicaeed that they had financial difficulties.

In summary, at the end of.federal Tunding district officials de-

cide how much and what kind of support to give a projett., For the sake

Of statistical'analysis, we coded this continuation decision intO the
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four categories shown in Table 6.1, and thus constructed a dependent

variable,
3

In addition to questions about the reliability of our

coding, the interpretatioaof-this variable is not straightfOrward.

Tor example, is a prOject that has been cat back less likely to be

sustained than a project maintained at the same level? Or, do teachers

use a project that has been expanded extensively or less? Questions

of this type.will be considered sub5equ'ently. Nonetheless, the reader

should view the following analysis with the same Caution as the authors:

Its purpose is exploratory and the findings are no more than hypotheses.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE CONTINUATION DECISION

In contrast to the classroom-level analysis, one could list a

multitude of possible factorS that impinge on districts' continuation

decisions. At the classroom level,' we were ekamining forces impinging

on individual teachers; despite the lack of a weil-developed theory, we

could identify major factors derived from our empirically grounded con"

ception.of the local process of change. At the district level, many

Reople with diirerse agenda are engaged in a complex interplay that

subjects the decit;ion to a host'of idiosyncratic situations and influ-

ences. Instead of attempting to.account for all theSe particularities,

we used a simple conceptualization of the decision based.on the Phase I

research.

We conceive of the district's decision da continuation to be a

function of our general factorS: the likelihood of the project's

' future' educational effectiveness, the importance of the educational

need it serves,'the resources it requires, and the organizational and

Tolitical forces that.inhibit or promote it.

Table 6.2.presents the results of a multivariate statistical

t
3
We assumed these categories were ordered and assigned an interval

scale to them.: A statistically superior bqt very costly procedure -

would have been to consider the categories as being nominally defined'
and to have used a series of dichotomous or polychotomous probit analyses.
The crudity of-our measurements, as well as the exploratory nature of the
analysis, did not justify such expenditures. We also divided the data
into four subsamples corresponding to the four categories of continUation

'status and compared them in terms of characteris'tics of varioUs indepen-
dent variables.. These comparisons provided evidence for some conclusions
discussed in the next section.
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Table 6.2

FACTORS AFFECTING CONTINUATION STATUS

ts

Standardized Regression
Coefficient,for '

Continuation Status

Explanatory Factor

Perceived educational efFectiveness

Model. I:

Includes
Perceived

Educational
Effectivenessa

.38*

Model II:
Excludes
Perceived
Educational

Effectiveness

* **.
Centrality of the innovation .22 .34

Project resource allocation
Funding level during grant period (log) -.16 -:17

*

Funding per student -.28** -.29**
Number of proiect schools .12 -,13
Project covers elem. and sec. schools -.26** -.28*"
Adequacy of district finances .02 .03

Organizational forces ,
.

:

*
Initiate project for outside .funds -.18 -.19
Initiate..project if can be .24*.continued
Project supported by principals .18' .22

Superintendent's tenure .18 .15

Local political cdnsiderations
Extent of political-social difficulties -.04 -.06
Difficulty froni student test scores .24

*
.20

*

Percentage of population white -.06, -.10
- School district. enrollment (log) .22* .24*

R- .44 :49

Number of observations 88 88

a
The estimating procedure for Model. I is two-stage least squares with

"perceived educational effectiveness" as an endogenous variable. The
estimating-procedure for Model II is ordi!Ilary least squares.

*
Significant at.the .10 level;

** *
Significant at the .05 level.
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analysis relating the continuation statusgf the. project (two years

after the end of.Jederal fundir(g).to bperatidnal measurements of these

' fattors.
4

The remainder of this'section interprets the effects of:each''

factor in turn-

A

Perceived Educational Effectiveness bvPkoject "Success"

Nirtually.all federally funded innOvationS proaute evaluation docu-
.

ments that report on the project's'success." But these evaluations

hear little resemblance- to what really happened.on the project.

Moreover, regardless of their accuracy, school district officials sel-

dom take these reports seriously. ;Instead': Through formal and informal:

discussions with project participants, they develop a "feeling" for hOw

effectively-the project was:implemented and thereby evaluate the proj-_

ect's potential.

We used a statistical procedure-tb MeaSure this evaluation. Using

data collected in Phase.I, e considered the superintendent's report on

the,percentage of the project's goals achieVed td bea function of

principals' and teachers' perceptions uf implementation outcomes. Be-

cause more'than one.principal, as well as several teachers, could have

been involved in.an innovatrve project , we assumed that the superinten

dent integrated their responses--which sometimes disagreed-Hby averaging

the principals' responses, averaging the teachers' responses', and

weighing the disagreement between people"at the same level. Wg Call

4
The dependent variable.used in Table 6.2 is the continuation

, status of the project two years after the end of federal funding. .

Table 6.1 shows the distribution of this variable, The independent
.variables.were measured in the last year of federal, funding; Chap. ,

Vol. II, describes their measurements in more detail.
_The statistical procedure whose results are shown by the first

column of table 6.2 is two-stage least squares. The first stage was
used to estimate the perceived educational effectiveness of the proiect,
as described in the next section. RTI'and the t:-statistic for this,pi-o-
Cedure have somewhat different meanings from:those in ordinary.least-.
squares regression. See P. Dhrymes, Econometrics, Harper and /tow, New
York, 1970. Because the estimates from the two-sta'ge procedure are-
sensitive.to our assumption about how to calculate the project's per-.
ceived educational effectiveness, the second column'Uf. Table 6.2
presents regression results,,using ordinary least squares, without
perceived:educational effectiveness.

O.
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the resulting measure the estimated educational effective:Tess of the

project -as perceived.by the superintendent, or, more simply,,its per-

ceived success.
5

The reader may infer from Table 6.2 that perceived success had a

positive effect on continuation status. Much of this effect, however,

can be.attributed to discontinuation. (A comparison of the four sub-

samples, using analysis of variance techniques, shows that the average

perceived success of discontinued-pfojects was significantly less than

the average perceived success of the other three,groups take sepa-

rately or combined.) That is, projects poorly implemented or hardly

implemented at all were usually dropped.'- This finding aot sur-

.14ising, but it is important to realize that.perceived success did nOt

determine continuation status to a greater.exte6t. Indeed, 'the data .

5
Statistically, we creat4d the estimated educational effectiveness

measure by estImating the' followin'g equation: Percent project goals
achieved according to superintendent.= a .

+ b
1 (avg. princ. % goals achieved) + b2 (avg. pride. difficulty of im(pl.)

,

+ b3 (avg. f princ. impl. as laid out) + b4 (var. princ. % goals achieved)

+ b5 (var. princ. difficulty of impl.) + be (var.,princ. impl. as laid out)

+ b7 (avg. teacher and goals achieved):+ b8 (avg. teacher change)

+ b
9

(atvg. teacher difficulty of impl.) + 1010 (avg. 'teacher impl. as laid ota)

+ b
11

(teacher variance % goals achieved)

+ b
12 (teacher variancerteacher change)

+ b
13 (teacher variance difficulty of impl.)

+ b14 (teacher variance impl. as laid out)

This equation forms the first stage of a twostage least-squares estima-
tion in which the above independent variables are instruments and educa-
tional effectiveness is endogenous. See Chap. 5, Vol. II.

Insead of this complex procedure for estimating perceived success,
we could have simply used the superintendent's answer, but that answer
may be inextricably related to the superintendent's view.of the project's
centrality. (as well as to his'or her own chanacteristics). The7efore,
we wOu1d introduce statistical'errors (a simultaneity bias) into the

'analysis if we used both variables as explanatory vardables for a proj-
ect's continuation. Instead, our "measuremenC! is an estimate of the
superintendent's answer, about success, based on variables that ca,:i

/

be
. assumed-to be unrelated (or exogenous) to the supeiintendent's per ep-

, /don of centrality or his or her personal.characteristics.
- .

1 7 9
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show that, on the one hand; a number of less "successful" projects

were expanded and, on the other hand, numerous "successful" projects

were reduced at the.end of lederal fundinp.. In o ier wordS, if a

project was not drcpped, then its cOnt ,n status--and perhaps the

.level of support frc,m the district--de on factors other than its

perceived su2,-ces5.

Centrality ilr.,1r7:anci2 of the Educational Need the Project Served

.Our origAl sample contained a number of Title III,projects that

did not appear tO be central to.the primary educational needs of the

district. For example, one project consisted of field trips to the,

1oc..).1 zoo. Such projects may achielie a high percentage,of their goals

(ihe zoo Rroject did),'burthe evidence in Table 6.2 suggests that they

were.unlikely to be continued.

particular, the Phase I.survey asked superintendents to rate

the project in terms of hoW,close its goals were to the district's,major

- educational objectives;
6

We used the responses as a crude operational

measure of- centrality. Tabic 6.2 indicates that the more central the

project, the more likely its continuation. This effeCt of centrality

results in Part from the positive correlation hetween centrality and

6
The specific question asked J3f superintendents in the Phase I

survey and the frequency of their responses for Title III projects were:

(Centrality) How would you rate this project in terms- of how close
its goals are to the.major educationalobjectives of this-district?
Would you say very close, moderateLy close, or not veil' close?

Very close- 69%
Moderately close 29%
Not very close 2%

Number of answers was 112.

The Phase.II.survey asked the question somewhat differently with
the following distribution of 96 responses:

(Centrality) To what extent would you say this projer,t was intended
'to deal with the major educational problems of this district?

35% 32% 17%
1

1

7
. 6 5

To a very
great extent.

51% 51%

07 ,

1

4 3 2 1

Not at ail
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a
perceived success--i.e., ancillary projects were likely tn be poorly °

implemented and not conaidered successfu1.
7

But centrality still hnd

a signiftcant, positive effect even when success is tontrolled for,

as it is in column 1 of Table 6.2. The reason is that insofar as an-

cillary projects were contThued, they were particularly prone to being

reduced. For example, np cases in our sample that superintendents con-

sidered ancillary (i.e., they were not rated as being "very close" to

the diatrict's educational objectives) were given any supplementary

district funds or assigned any central Office staff after the termina-

tion of their federal grant.

Project Resource Allocation

The neXt group of factors listed in Table 6.2 involve the project

resourccs during the peril of federal'funding. Chapter 5 discussed

the effect-of these variables on project outcomes and continuation at

the classroom level.

funding level., funding

not have major effects

We found that, for our sample, the three variables--

per student, and number of project schoolsdid

on classroom outcomes or continuation. (The ex-

ceptions.to this general finding were: (1) More concentrated funding

was positively associated with student.impiovement, and (2).the instal-.

lation of vojects in more schools was positively associated with the

'teacher's continuation of proje,ct materials.) .Table 6.2 suggests that

these :i--r)urce.allocation variables had a greater effect on the Continua-

tion decision at the district level.

The project's funding level during the period ofWits Title III

grant had a negative but not quite significant effect on its continua-

tion. Specifically, the more expensive the project was, the more

likely it was to be cut back when "soft" money had run out. Title III

projects with a high funding per student were likely to be reduced,

particularly in terms of a decrease or elimination of aides to the

teaching staff.', Projects that spanned both elementary and secondary

schools were likely to be discontinued or reduced to a less inclusive

7
Notice that the effect of centrality of continuation is diminished

when perceived success is included as an explanatory variable in Table 6.2
(compare Model I with Model II).

1
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ptoject--e.g., to only one junior high school. These comprehensive

innovations not only spread their financial resources thin, but they.

also seemed to,be trying to accomplish too much too soon.
8

,In con-

trast to the innovations that spanned grade levels, projects located

in more than one or two district sChools generally had a firm early

commitment from district officials: They were rarely discontinued,

though some were reduced in their project support activities .9

The.next factor in Table 6,2 is not a project resource variable

but a measure of .the district's financial situation. We asked super-

intendents in both the ;973-1974 Phase I survey and the 1975-1976

Phase II surVey to give us their assessment of the district's current

financial situation. Though district finances generally-seemed to

worsen.between the two surveys, neither significantly affected the

continuation status of the former Title III projects. 10
in other words,

8
See Vol. II, Chap. 4 for a discussion of these comproens/me

innovations.
9
table 6:2 shows that the regression coefficient for number of

project schools is positive but not significant. The data seem to re-
flect two counteracting tendencies. On the one hand, the proje41ts
covering a number of schoOls--mostly curriculuM development Junova-Lons--
seemed.to have resulted from official school district policy and thus
were incorporated into the standard operations of the district. For
this reason, they were not likely to be discontinued. On the other
hand, these'projects tended to reduce vital staff support,fur tions.
In short, they experienced difficulties in being sustained, as the next
section discusses.

10
The following frequency of responses was given in the Phase T

and Phase II surveys:

Hov do you oiew the present financial situation in your diitricl?

Phase I Sample Phase.II. Sample

Finances
All,

Projects.

Only Projects
in Phase II
Sample

All
Projects

Only Projects
in phase I
8ampIe

More than adequate 25% -22% 2% 27,

Adequate 27% 24% 30% 27%.
Barely adequate 41% 45% 35% 39%
Inadequate 7% - 9% 33% 31%

No. of responses 182 83 97 83

Table 6.2 uses the data of column 1, but regressions
column 3 also show an insignificant effect.

1.32

using the data of
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relatively poor distticts were no more likely to discontinue projects

than were adequately financed districts.

fhe foregoing should not be taken to mean that money does not

matter.. It does, as the next section discusses.;:aner, this finding

is consistent with our field observation that districts I:an juggle the

budgeting of their educational program in many ways according to theit

organizational and political priorities.

In summary, the end of fedeial funding resulted in a downward

adjustment in the allocation of resources for many projects, particu-

larly the more expensive ones. Innovations that had used SOft money

to. reduce the student-to-adult ratio (e.g., by'hiring aides) had to be

cut back.to live within Lhe district budget; projects that had spread

their resources thinly across grade levels had to be eliminated or

sevefely reduced in scope. These,findings, which seem predictable,

raise the, disturbing question of whether.school people were'unaware of

the potential financial difficulties before they sought'a Title III

grant. Chapter 5 suggested that the Title III program had in fact

stimulated local innovations by providing an,opportunity for LEAs to

use "uncommitted" money; ;:hese results. about district7level continuation

decisions raise doubts about how wisely LEAs alla d this.temporary

money, even when viewed from the standpoint of.th nchool system's own

seIf-interest. DoeS the acceptance of temporary federal "seed money"

imply a built-in continuation problem? The analysis in this section

scratches the surface of this issue; the'next section will explore it

more deeply.

Oraanizational Forces

The llext cluster of- variables in Table 6.2 pertain to local orga.

zat_onal considerations. Our field 4nvestigations convinced us thiat the

bureaucratic patterns of school systems have pervasive effects on the

fate of innovations. But those patterns ere hard to measure in compa-

rable ways aCross many different types of school systems. For the sake

of the present exploratory analysis we selected several variables to

represent critical organizational ,lharacteristics.

The first two variables concern the district's attitude toward

133



specially funded projects, or the motivatiOn underlying project adop-

tion. In both the Phase I and Phase:II surveys,.Weasked superinten-
i

dents to tell us the extent to which various considerations were

involved in their decision to adopt a project. ,(Table 6.3 lists the

specific questions asked in he Phase II survey.) From our fieldwork

in Phase I, we hypothesized that LEA officials typically had Ofie of two

general attitudes in seeking a federal grant: at one extreme, an

opportunistic attitude in which special projects were treated as add-

ons, to be initiated only if resourceS from outside the district were

available; or at the otlir extreme, a problem-solving attitude in which

funding was sought'for projects that Were intended to attack a priority

need and were slated for continuation at the time of the initial grant.

We were imptessed in our field visits not only by the apparent importance

of these attitudes but also by the way they seemed to persist, regardless

of what happened in.the classroom. Despite eur inability to measure

these attitudes with precision, the findings of Table 6.2 tend to,rein-

force these fieldwotk impressions.

In particular, the-variable.called "Initiate Project for Outside

Funds"--eur surrogate for an opportunistic attitude--affected continua-

tion negativyly, though not quite significantly. .The variable called

"Initiate 2roject if Can be ,Continued"--our operational measure of the

problem-soll, ng attitude--affected continuation positively. .(Table 6.3

gives the wording of these questions.) Even if our interpretation of

these variables as epportunism'versus problem-solving is faulty, the

statistical evidence adds credence to two hypotheses: First, initial

attitudes toward the project mattered for its continUation; Second,-a

project 1,as more 111rty to be continued if LEA officials intended from

the outset to iftcorporate

In addition to the initial orientation of the central office staff,

the'principals" attitudes toward a project affected its continuation,

as Table 6.2 indicrs.
11

Considering the bureaucratic role of principals--

11
It is important to note thAt the measure of principal support

described in Chap. 5 is based on an aggregation of teacher ratings, viz.,
the mean across schools of the mean of teachers within a school.. Be-
cause this variable was not created from answers given by superintendents,

184
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"the gatekeepers of change"--this finding was expected, but two dif-

ferent organizationaL dynamics may have contributed to this effect.

Some reductions in projects cnnsisted of a drop in thenumber of

schools continiling them. Most-of these projects (54 percent in our

sample). Were originally started by district officials Who had "asked"

schools to participate. At the end of federal funding, however, some

districts no longef recruited schools. Instead, they often seemed to

take the laissez-faire attitude of letting the principals decide the

fate of the project within their schools. Some principals, especially

.thoSe who had not been at the school at the beginning of the innovation,

chose to let even "suctessEul" projects wither away.

Principals' support also could enhance' the project's 'continuation.

In some instances there-was a nighthouse" effect. The project.spread

to other schools because of its prior "success" in the district. The

possibility of such "sOontaneous" diusion is often talked about by

policymakers and practitioners. ,For our sample, however, diffusion was

infrequentit was mentioned by superfntendents as a reason for the

project's expansion in.only four casesand it was not spontaneous:

Committed project principals actively proselytized their colleagues.

Whereas it was relatively easy to trace the principal's influence

co7rindation, we found it difficult to aiialyze the superintendent's

influence. The variation among superintendents in critical character-

istics whether they were "insiders" or "outsiders," whether they

focused on politics or on,internal operations, and the kind of "cabinet

members" they chose) was too great to capture with a small sample of

districts. Moreover, it was hard to separate the effects of personal

traits from those inducedby such district characteristics as its size

and urbanization. Nonetheless, both this analysis and the,classroom-level

it reduces chances of spurious correlations with other quastionsanswered
by the sunerintendent-e.g., centrality.. However, this procedure may
have artificially increased the correlation between principal support
and the project's perceived success, which was aggregated rom teacher
and principal answers. Thus,_the regression coefficient for "Project
Supported by Principal" is .18, which just fails to be significant at
the .10 level in Model I. However, it is significant in:Model II, where
the effects of "Perceived Educational Effectiveness" are not included.
The positive correlation of ,28 between the two variables accounts for
this discrepancY.
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Table 6.3

QUESTIONS ON THE pROJECT'S ORIGINS

I'm going to read a list of considerations. Using the scaZe on the card, how
important was each of these considerations in the district's decision to sub-
mit (1.1,414E OF PROJECT) for TitZe III funding? First, schooZ board interests:
Was tha.t extremely important, not at aZZ important, or somewhere in between?
Just give t71 the number that comes closest to how you Pel.

School board interests
Community demands
State or feeeral

Extremely
Important

21% 16%
12 .13

21%
17

26%
22

10%
18

Not at
All

Important

..3% 3%
13 5

Number
of

Responses'

93.

94

ageney suggestions. 3 11 18 23 11 15 19 92.

Staff interests 40 42 10 4 4 94

Need to remedy a deficiency
in educational pr-.tices 53 28 8 5 1 3 1 94

Staff development concerns 33. 36 19 5 3 1 9 93

Desire to experimont 16 20, 21 16 9 6 12 94

*Opportunity to obtain
. Outside funds -'28 20. 16 18 8 3 6 92

*Likelihood that the prOject
could be continued within
regular district budget 17 36. 2J 10 5 4 4 92

Prior experience with
the project's methods. 10 10 19. 23 10 14 15 94

Heard that the.project
worked elsewhere 5% 7% 9% 13% 9% 17% AO% 94

1 i 'l _I I I 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 .1

. ,--'-

NOTE: :The-twovardablesmarked with an asterisk -(*) were used in the
regression analysis shown in Table 6.2, where they are called "Initiate
project for outside funds" and "Initiate project if can.be continued."
The remaining variables were also used in a wide variety of preliminary .

analyses: theso variables were not significantly related to continuation,
.except for one variable--viz., the more important."state or federal agency
suggestion" was to the initiation of the project, the less likely it was
to be continued.
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analysis make it clear that superintendents committed to a change

effort can,strongly affect an innovation.

In terms ,of data analysis, we could exami-e only one characteristic

of the superintendent that seemed to matter consistently: the superin-

tendent's tenure. Table 6.2 indicates that Title III projects were

somewhats(though not significantly) more likely to be continued if they

were in districts where the superintendent had been in charge for a

number of years. We attribute this weak eFfect to two tendencies in

.the data. First, 13 percent of the sample projects received new super-

intendents during the life of the projects, and the new superintendents

seemed somewhat more concerned with starting their own projects than

continuing those of their predecessors. Secondly, projects that were

expanded had a disproportionate number of longer-tenure superintendents.

'Perhaps it is easier to expand projects in stable situations.

In summary, organizational or bureaucratic dynamics of a school

system have pervasive effects on both project adoption and continuation.

Whereas this hypoth'esis should come as no surprise., it does challenge

an implicit assumption in the "seed mOney" approach to educational

.change--namely, that the educational merit of a project,.demonstrated

during a trial period, is the principal condition:of its continuation.

This assumption is naive, because Of internal LEA bureaucratic considera-

tions and because. of local political forces, which we turn to next.

Loo.al Political Consiaerations

The idiosyncrasies of local political pressures on school districts

make analysis of what happens to federally funded projects a very chancy

affair. We dsked a large number of.questions in both the Phase I and

Phase II surveys about these political forces but, aside from one or two

variables, we could not identify compapable political factors that sig- .

nificantly affected the continuation of Title III projects in bur

sample.
12

However, school districts as public sector organizations are

particularly vulnerable to issues of Substance and politics pressed by

their constituencies, and to fluctuation in the good will of their main

12
The politiCal effects, on bilingual projects funded,by Title VII,

ESEA, were more noticeable and more identifiable. See Vol. VI.

7
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sOurce of support, the taxpayers, and of their.vested supervisors, the

school board.

The quantitative data ptovide at least some indication of the sensi-,

tivity of school district decisions to political concerns abuut continua-

tion. During the period of our data collection, school districts all

around the country were concerned with the decline in student test

scores. Table 6.2 shows that the more strongly superintendents belielre.7

t4ir districts had difficulties with community reaction to test gor

the more likely was project continuation.
13

These instances of conti

tion primar-ily 'involved "remedial" individualization projects. The most

interesting aspect of this finding, however, ig that many of these con-

tinued projects were --)t perceived as particularly successful. We wonder

if diStrict officials felt under pressure to demonstrate they were "doing

something" about problems.

13
The superintendent's survey,asked about student test scores as

one part of the following question:

Here is a list of some sources 4- orwfliet or difficulty that have
faeed school adMinistrators in the last few years. For eachone, wouid
you tell me whether it has been a. major concern in this district, not a
concern at all, or Somewhere in between.

A Major
Concern,

Not a
Concern
at All

No. of
"' Resnonses

Teacher demands 29% 22% 18% 12% 7% 6%. 6% 100

Desegregation and/or
racial conflict 13 8 6 13 17 37 96

Reactions to student
test scores 15 16 20 18 6 8 17 9.7

Community groups.' demands 7 12 29 21 11 15 5 100

Reactions to the-cost of
the schools 19 23 .2,6 13 9 4 96

Divisive reactions to edu-
cational issues such as fun-
damental schooling, sex edu-
cation, discipline policy,
etc. 7% 117 20% 20% 14% 23% '5% 92

1 1 . 1 1 1 1_1
7 6 5 4 3 2 1

188
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The positive effect of ,school district size on continuation

(Table 6.2) is another interesting Einding that can be.interpreted in

several ways-. Our earlier reports (see Vol. II, App. C) offered the,

hypothesiS that larger school districts have more organizational and

political "slack." They can juggle their discrettonary funds, and they

can continue a project at "one end of the districe In relative isola-

tion-from other schools and communities.'. In any event, school district

size was positively related to (a) whether the project received district

funds after the end of the Title III grant (.14), and (b) the extent to

which community groups favored continuation of the project (.13).

In summary, the district continuation decision did not follow an

R&D model in'which alternatives were assessed accordingto their edu-

cational value. Clearly "unsuccessful" projects were likely to be dis-

continued, but the status of continued projects depended on tl-;e central-
,

ity of the innovation, on its relative cost (though not on the district's

financial situation), and on organizational-political considerations,

rather than simply on educational merit.

SUSTAINING INNOVATIONS

A district decision to continue part or all of a project is not,

as we have suggested, the "end,of the story," or even, an accurate fore--
0

cast of the project's fate after federal funding ends. All the projects

in our Phase II sa0 mple were continued and most were judged as.highly

"successful"; yet, after the close of their Title III grants, many still

experienced difficulty in being sustained.

For example, the Phase II superintendent's interview inquired about

14
Becausethe 'former Title In projects' chances of being sustained

14
The specific questIon and distribution of the 98 responses were:

(Likelihood of Being Sustained For those schools currently using
project activities or methods, how tikely are they.to sustain them?

42% p2r 18% '14% 1%
.1

. 1 I I 1 L
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 s

Very Not at
likely all

li%ely

S 9
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these projects had been through their three-year trial period, had

been relatively successful, and had been continued, one might expect

that virtually all-of them would be .considered to be safe and stable.

Yet less than half of these continued projects were so rated by the

superintendents. Morriover, the correiatign between the project's con-

itinuation stltus and its likelihood of beingsustained (according to

the superintendent.'s assessment) was only .28. The district's decision

to continue a project--whether expanded, reduced, or at the same level--

did not in short, appear to guarantee its long-run sUrvival.

Why not? To eXplore that question, the Phase II survey asked

superintendents to tell us: "In general, what difficulties do you

think schools might encounter in sustaining project activities or
. .

methods?" As wes.to be expected, given the nature of our sample, none

of the respondents cited disappointing project outcomes or perceived

failure.
15

Instead, most of their answers fell into.three broad cate-

gories representing different aspects of the internal operation of the

school organization: finances, personnel, and politics. Table 6.4

indicates the frequency with which thene factors 'were mentioned..

Financial Difficulties

The most frequently mentioned district problem in sustaining a

special project was financialinsufficient resources to carry on the

project at the desired level of operation. 16
However, the financial

15
The correlation between the superintendents' perception of the' 4--

projects' likelihood of being sustainee and the superintendents' per.- .

.ception of the percent goals Achieved by the projecLs was tnly .12. Thus,
whereas the "failure" of a project predicted discontinuation, the dif-
ferences among relatively "successful" projects may be unrelated to the
problems they encounter After continuation.

16
Though more than half of the superintendents indicated financial

problems with sustaining the innovation, these problems occurred for
both more and-less eXpensive projects. Thus, the superintendents'

4
p r-

ception ofWie project's likelihood of being sustained.was only weakly
and negatiVely related to its funding level during the period of the
Title III grant (-.12) or to its funditg per student (-.99). Nor was
the superintendents' perception of-the projers'.likelihood of being
sustained strongly related to adequacy of the districts' overall fitan-'
cial situation (the correlation was .16). These data are consistent
with the interpretation explored in.the text: Aside,from the needIfor

190 ca



Table 6.4

DIFFIGIATIO IN SUSTAINING PROJECTS
PROM SUP4INTENDENTS' VIEW

Type of_IILLI,V-1-1.1./1,

Number of
Times cit ,da

Financial 58

Personnel')

Staffturnover 18

Stoff.resiO:ance ......

Adm listrativeiladership 9

Staff "hurnoUII ......... _3
pc rN00°Q1 13

Political 12

Difficulties wer, 114Injg able - 10

Other ..... 3

a96 of 100 reg'P"adenIs answered the question:.
"Iu wbat, dri.j-fic.!ult:i-0-3 do flou alink L'ohools

orl,!ooni,cr' 'Irtrtalninf" PPojeot iP

Mel:hod:I?"

re,b
Because :40me ,pondents gave jilore than one

reason for pers01°1 dirficulties, the subtotal
or the items cite( exceeds the figure of 33 given
.in the right-hand vNumn.

difficulties perceived byttiCsQ central office respondents took a number

of different forms. A few 01 the financial problems cited by superin-

tendents resultedfrom tr,l'e fact that the districts underiqok Title III

projects_diat_they Polsselb41, afford to continue on their own

.funds; examples are projects that relied heavily on aides, fleld:trips,-

'sspecial alternative facilitl.e or access to outside .computer facilities.

More common were foanoial difficulties arising from unanticipated

or "hidden" operating costs. A number of superintendents 'indicated that

project operaCions were in jotlardy because the district had not planned
,

for such technological maintennce costs as those for repairing cassettes'

that were central'to a rediOg program or for .updatin g the materials in.

school diseric/t to have a generally higher level of monetary support;
the firc,incial/difficulties enet?tInVered by change agent projects are
primarily management and budget allocation questions.

1 9 1
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science kits that formed the core of a Title III science instruction

project.

The most frequent source of financial problems, however, was the

.districts' failure to set aSide funds for the support seryices neces-
,

sary to sustain the project. Many districts seemed to assume that.staff

development activifies purchased by federal funds were a. "capital

investMent" which, like textbooks, had to be paid for only once ((n

-,soft money) . This assumption failed to take into account either staff

turnover or sprading of the project beyond its origina ). cadre pf vol-

unteer teachers. Moreover, in several instances, materials were de-

veloped -ne school and then disseminated to others without the.

trainin -Apport activities that had made the original project work.

In short years after Ehe end of federal funding, many superinten-

dents and central office staff realized that they needed to Maintain -or

increase statt development in order to sustain the innovation. .13nt

bec.dsr- istricts had not taken steps to in,corporate project staff

'tra: ;Ag requirements into the district's, regular in-service activities,

or to provide for it in thedistrict budget in oEher ways (through

training of district:resource personnel, for example),, they felt unahle

to afford the Central vehicle for sustaining the project.

A fourth cause of financial difficulties is not so milch a factor

identified by the superintendents, but rather a theme that Tan-through

their responses to this open-ended question,. That is, districts had::

trouble sustaining projects beCause they continued to view them'as

"special projects" after federal funding ended. Contrary to the experi-'

mental or developmental assumptiOS that underlie a federal "SeedniloneY"'

strategy, districts generally-"do not make provisions to incorporate the'

projet once it has proven its merit. Even in our sample of relatively.

"successful" projects,.few districts appear to have replaced preyious

practices with the hew practices. Instead of rootinizing the chan

agent strategies, districts instead tended to perpetuate ,the "SpeCial

project" status. Doing so sometimes helped- solve organizatAbhal '4pd

political.problems in the district--problems'relating,to equity between

schools or parental opposition, for,example--but- nonetheleSs:mndetheY

Project extremely vanerable as budget deliberations-proci,ede& JC?Is

4
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much easier to trim funds from special'projects than from what Elle

distriCi.represents,as its "education program operating budget"--

an area still held somewhat sacrosanct by school board members, parents,

and sChooll administrAtOrS alike.

In summary, though a few.of the financial difficulties associated

with sustaining project operations were the result of events that could

not have been anticipated by district aaministrators (such as the unex-

pected withdrawal of the Catholic school partner from theproject), the

vast majority of the problemS,were questions of budgetary 'allocations

that could have bePn predicted and could have been planned for. One im-

plicat.ion that clearly emerged'from the preponderance of essentialbi

Foreseeable financial difficulties is that, even within this relatively

select and speCialamPle-,-district administrators-Often eXhibited'a

budgetary management s.fyle at cross-purposes with the assumptions funda-

mental to a "seed'money" approach to educational.change or reform A

"seed money" approath presumes that when projects are successful, the

district will then replace existing practices.with project strategies

or make theffi a permanent addition to the'district's repertoire. Our

data indicate, howeVer, that such postfunding strategies were seldom

followed; instead, projects tended to retain their special.status and

their vulnerability to the financial fortunes of the district.

Personnel.Difficulties

The second major difficulty involved, district personnel. Like the

financial problems, the persiinne4, fifnblems were varied but moe or.lesS

predictable. .The ones most frequently cited related tor.staff turnover.

Either through transfer .or retirement, project staff'dispersed over time

and diluted the enthusiasm and expertise that projects need. Some dis.7,.

tricts tried to deal with this problem by intervening in teacher-transfer

practices, but quickly found that inflexible union guidelines made trans-

fers for the sake nf maintaining projeet activities difficult if nat im-

possible.. Furthermore, very few distri61/7;ad planned ahead.to continue

'training:1n prpject methods or materials.

Staff ri?sistanree was mentioned with almoSt the sate frequency.

Partinularly where the district attempted tn spread or expand project

1 9
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operations beyond the original core of teachers, officials met resis-
.

tance from teachers neW to the project. 5taff resistance was also a

frequently mentioned--thclugh apparently short-termproblem for project
_

implementation during the period of' federal funding. .For the original

project staff, however, training and other support servicds in addition

to active-participation.in project development helped overcome or temper

teachers' resistance. Yet district officials typically'did not provide

these same devi?!es to teachers new to projectooperations after federal

funding had ended.
17

, Another major prolgem was Zeadership. A number of superintendents

noted that the laCk of principals' support made it eifficult to sustain

or spread project operations.
18

T!-F2 ahsenrP_of leadership _of support
, -

at the 'central office level was also seen as a problem. At the end of

federal funding, project directors, whose salaries had typically been

paid out of soft money, often were promoted or reassigned, or left the

district for'a "better" position. Because districts generally either

did not replace them or assigned 'their function to a middle-management

administrator already burdened with other,resp4 onsibilities, the usual

result was a vacUum of technical expertise, bureaucratic know-how, and

concern for thelproject.

The personnel'problems associated with sustaining project opera-

tions, in short, generally appear to be the result of the district's

. failure to,provide the necessary support, particularly in the area of
. .

training and central office leadership, that projectS,continUe to re.r

quire after the end of federal funding.

7 Polittcal Difficulties

With few exceptions, the district's politi(!al problems had to do

17_
bomewhat related to the issue of teacher resistance is the fact

that, as at least three superintendents noted, ,the original project,
staff were bored or "burnt'out." The same suPport activities that
could ameliorate resistance On the part of staff new to the project
could also help to "recharge" the original staff.

J,18
The 'correlation betWeenpribcipals' support,for the project and

the superintendent's perception of the projectls likelihood of being
sustained was a significant .28.
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with school hoard or community acceptrince of the project. Projects

occasionally conflicted.with new board initiatiyes--e.g., an open

classroom project was seen as incompati'ble.witth school,board interest

'in going "back to ba&ics." Most political problems, however, stemmed

from insufficient "public relations"-on the part ot the central Office

or project staff. Some projects did not have enough .Visibility in the

disti.ict; the sChool board and the broader community felt they ujere not

apprised of project activities and accomplishments orof their impor-

tance compared with other pressing priorities. 19
As a result:, super7-,

intendents feared that tbeSe projects would have "rough sledding" at

-budget review time when school boards might severely reduce or even

eliminate special projects- to'accomModate pressures from vocal community
-

groups. Without active-comMunity support or a general consensus on the

centrality of the project, iotal political vicissitudes and uncertainties

cast doubt on the long-run stability of these continued projects.

Strategic Problems-and,,Proposed Solutions

Thus, the problems encountered by district officials in sustaining

project practices-fIl-with-few-eRceptions.:into Ehree broad categories,

'finances, personnel, and politics.
20

Of 96 respondents, only.10 regarded

19
The variables most strongly related o the'superintendent's. per-

'ception of the likelihood of the project being ustained were the pro-.
ject.'s centrality and its visibility; the cc:it-relations were .32 and 7.39,
respectively. The'specific question about visibility and,the distribu-.
tion of 96 responses were:

(VfSibility)
the district?

29% 39%

How much Visibility:did the project achieve within.

21% 8% 1% 2% 0%
,I. 1 1 1

1-
1 1 1

7 6 '''. 5 4 . 3 2 1

A great.

deal
None

20' ,.

The difficulties that did not fall into these categories were'
idiosyncratic. 'For example, one district had difficuIty.continuing the
project becaUse of new state regulations concerning pupil/teacher ratios.
Anothet.diStrict found the project no-longer appropridte because f
priO7-71-iiscalculation'of teacherr demand. It initiated its-project
to train a Cadre of paraprofessional with'the expectation that the
teacher shortage would continue; but as federal funding ended, the dis-
trict found itself facing 'a teaCher surplug, and_bare'ly' able to pay the.
teacherS they-already 'had., let alone fund paraprofessional assistant's.%
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continuation problems as ,manageable. This low figure is striking,

seeing that most of the problems' raised by central office officials

appear predictable enough and amenable to solution through planning

'and management:. For that reason we thought Phase II would uncover an

abundance of strategies designed.by local.districts to deal with conr-

tinuation. Accordingly, we aked superintendfmts.rto tell us: "Do you°

have any suggestions that would make iC easier for other districts to

sustain the.activities of innovative prbjects similar to this one?"

'A total. of 80 of the 100 respondents replfed.. We expected them to

draw on successful strategies, theY had emplOyed as well as on,the wis-

dom of hindsight. As we wilt' discuss, however, their sUggestions were

not usefuLon the:whtle, and indeed implied thpt few districts had

'developedstrategies for-change.

We believe thisJailure.on the part of school distCittS l'be plan
N .

adequately for sustaining change reflects more general district_ati-

tudes., .cwo of Which'emerge from the superintendents''replies. The

first and most prevalent attitude was,that the ultimate responsibility

for sustaining changes does not rest.with.the local sChool.distritt.

From this perspective, school Managers eieher argued-that the federal

government should provide the,funds necessary for project maintenance.

and follow-on,'Or.expressed regret-that such funds were not available.

They made suth-comments as, to select a few, "What's needed is follow7
A

on funding.from any source7-federal government, state govelament, local

taxes, foundations. .The biggest problem with innovative projects iS

that the federal funding goes away and so the projects.go away . . .

'All this money'comes in from Title III and then ceases,. What we need

is continued follow-through . A tapering off: Of federal funds

after the third year ._or a'longer period of funding . . . federal

maintenance of successful projects . . . . The availability of seed

funds.and then continued.support of services from the state or USOE . .
-

provide a procedufe where the federal government could phase out some

funding and,then phase in some otherflfunding so the first wouldn't be

cut off suddenly." SUch comments are directly,contrary to the aSsump-

tions underlying federal "seed money"; theY can be seen as an unwilling-

ness on the part of schooladministrators to take.responsibility for the

1 9 6
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fiscal fate of projects they initiated. In this context, the lack, of

strategies for sustaining change is not surprising.

The second district attitude'was more realistic and more rare.

This attitude was that tfie responsibility for sustaining project changes

rests squarely on the district. As one superintendent commented:6

The first thing,[is that] a district should never
apply [for Title III funds] unless /it can sustain.[the
proiecti-itself:at7,1east7for three/years after.the.ending
.uffunding. Inability to implement the project after the,
grant is over is just throwIng mOney, away: Title,III pro-
grams fail, because district§ latch Onto tbe money for the
sole purpose of getting funds and have no plan to sustain,
the project.

Rather tha'h faulting federal policies for their lack uf follOw-on

funding or."abrupt" termination, school managers who took this atti-

tude applied for and spent federal funds with special attentien to

:their short-term nature and acted to maximize longer-term local bene-
,

fits from special funding.mechanisms such as Title III.

In our Phase II sample, as well as in our experience', districts

subscribing to this,second Point of view were rare. However, there

was a subsample of about ten respondents, who did see the Title III

funds as seed money and managed the funds accordingly. When the'se

superintendents offiered Suggestions concerning what distriCts could
.

'do to sustain the changesassociated with a Title III project, they

generally agreed not only about

about when it muat be done.

of generating Supporttance

what it was important to do, but also

In particular, they emphasized the imPor-

for the prolect in the school community

and of the early incorporation of the supports necessary for making

the project a standard part of district operations. In both Of those

areas, they/stressed that.activities aimed.at project continuation

must be p4inned- and begun at the same time the project proposal is

being'dev,eloped and project implementation begins. The problem of
g "

sustaintng a project, in other words, is mot ah issUe to be

only when thaIast-federal check arrives.
21/

considered

-

.

2
.1The quantitative analysis also offers some suppd'rt for the,im-

portaRce Of planning for a project's continuation at its inception: The
/
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The superintendents-advised that the'support of the community and

the school staff should be'cultivated from start to finish during the

period of federal .support, not merely when continuation decisions are

to be made and implemented. One superintendent commented: "The mos't

basic thing to insure the continuation of the project'is to involve

the teachers, students, and members of the community in the very be-
%

ginning," Similarly, another said: "You've gpt to convince your Board

and your community at the outset that it is worthwhile; hfter you get

into it, you have to work to keep the support-level high." A third

superintendeniexplicitly'acknowledged the necessity to conduct a

"public relations" effort if support for continuation is to be had'
_

when federal fluids terMinate: "Durin: the grant period, generate a

high pisitr'li-ty for successes;'--particularly in the areas of student--

growth and teacher acceptance. A project needs high visibility-from

'.the outset."

Mobilization strategies that involve and inform...the community in

,.,the project's early stages caagive the district the political backing

will need later on.in dealing-with the personnel and polit"ical pub-

lems that typically face a special prolject continued on district funds..

As one sUperintendent-suggested: "You have to have meetings to sell

the program to the-comMUnity-by presentations to ethnic groups, sports

groups, all kinds of groups. Inform-them.. You don't,sustain anything

that is not supported by the community because that iS mhere the taxes

come from." To build Support within the school board, another'supeFin-

tendent stressed: ."You have to relate the project to accepted goals

and objectives of.the school board."
. .

.
After federal ludingends, effortg to mobilize support,for the

project should be stepped up. Specifically, the teacher resiitance o.

principal indifference encountered by many districts as they attempted

to spread project operations could be ameliorated by providing the saie

orientation (or "sales") sessiOns plus iniiolveMent in planning for

problem-solving variable,."Initiate projects if.the district.can con-
,tinue," hada strong and positive correketion (.31.) with the'superia-:
'tendent's perceptiOn of the likelihood of the projedt beil,tg sustained.
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a

4# implementation that were provided for the original project staff. A

number of district managers mentioned the wisdom of assigning original

project teachers to many of these adVocacy or training roles; doing so

not only excites the'interest of other teachers, but also "recharges"

the original project teachers. One superintendent advised:. "hst get

it in.the budget-and go out and do a.lot of selling to the teachers.

We had.a lot of visitation--we founci they wbuld'learn from one another."

In Shore,-these superintendenta foresee lukewaiM support.from the

school board and resistance'from rionproject teachers unless.active

measures are taken from the outset to combat these continuation problems;
.

The second strategic area-7early planning for the incorporation of

the project-is related to.the need to.generate ongoing support: 'The'

first general piece of advice-offered by these school managers is that.

adtinistrators shouldassume from the beginning that thq project will

become a regular part of school operattionsnot simply.a special project.
,

As one superintendentsaid,-it is-necessary to "plan the project from

the start to,he self-sustaining."

What perspective .ahd activit;es does .this type of planning require?

It implies' an'integrated effort to'incorporate the project in all key,

schocil .clistrict operations: the educational program; the budget process,.

personnel proceduresand staff support activitie. It assumes an in-r
,

tentiOn to replace existing'practices with special.project practices If
A

they prove, successful. A number of officials commented that an

"incremental" view of federal projects Such as Title III is boun4-to

cripple them from the-start. One superintendent observed, "There is a

need for new programs--but.they [oeficials in adopting 'districts] have

to be willing to, substitute 'new programs for old." Or, as Another. !

superintendent said; "You have-to realize that once money comes4in to

develop'a'program, it can be carried on with local fundS--because once

it is started it is no more Costly than a regular program. -

Our respondents also suggested a number of strategies for incor-

poration that explicitly address-the continuation difficultiea discussed

'earlier. For example, like other respondent's in.our sample, this sub-

sample of school managers acknowledge the critical importance of training

for district staff after federal funding ends. However, they also see
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a number of ways that the district can continue to provide this project
.

support on.their own. One straetegy° relies on project, staff to unction

as trainers once the project is on.its own. "My main suggestion is that'
0

there has to be a saturation relative to staff development. The project

should be able to sustain itself after the funding has ended and if you

concentrate on staff training during the period,of funding, these

teachers should be able to help you do this." Another superintendent

suggested allocating special project funds to train tentral office per-

sofinel so.thar, as federal funds and the project director go away, .

someone is available to run training sessions and coordinate the imple-

mentation efforts in.new school sites as well as keep the enthusiasm

high in the original project sites. On this oint, as one superintendent

emphasized, "You have to train your regular staff to be able to handle

what needs to bedlone and it has to be done in the regular'work schedule

of the school system." This latter comment emphasizes the point of view

that is requisite to dealing with the problems of continuation--that is,

that the project shOuld not continue as "special" but theta the necessary

supports should be institutionalized into the regular school operation..

Or as one superinEendent commented, ". . .-you have to. fuse the.project

into the ongoing structures [and then] avoid words like 'change' or

'innovation' To accomplish this, "[District officials] should care-

fully analyze the numbers of people and kinds of activities.required to

sustain operations during the fimt.year of research and development."

Based on thig analysis, then, provisions should be made within regular

district budget And staff to accommodate these requirements':- A central

element,in this accommodation is to vieW projectfunds as suppOrting

installati'on costs, or to use the "soft" money to institutionalize the

project. One, manager cautioned: "Ilake certain that during .development,

the project funding is spent on materials, methods and in-service

training. This is necessary to do before funding is exhausted or frit7

tered. Away On.additional personnel--which are alwayslost a7ter the

project ia completed'.."
.

In summary, the effective strategies our respondents identified

represent a particular view concerning the roleof special funding and

an early, active involvement in planning for project support on. distritt
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resources. Thus'ae financial difficulties assocAted with continuation

would be seen as.budgetary allocation problems that would- be made more

'manageable by replacing existing practices with 'special project prattfCes,

and.incorporating many of the'support activitieS neces-sary to sustain

whlq/ would be now seen as a "reghlde school program. Personnel diffi-
..

t

cultiesresiStance, turnover; "burn-out"--would be addressed through .

active promotional and training activities. The Tolitical problems that.'

often hamper continuation would be.meliorated through explicit attention

to the building of a constituency for the project.
7.'

.PATTERNS OF INSTITUTrONALIZATION .

Thus far we have examined the continuation .decisibn and the diffi-

culties uf Sustaining continued projects from the viewpoint of the dis-

trict. It would be misleading, however, to assess continuation from

that viewpoint alone, because in practice continuation consiAs of what.

is done at the school level and,,above all,,at the claSsroom level. What

the district preaches and,what the school-practices may be two different'

matters. Sometimes it is even pogsible tooview a project, simultaneously,

as continued because the district has'mandated cOntinuation, and as dis-

continued because schools and classrooms have ignored or paid little more

than liP service to the district-'s continuation strategies and policies.

Obviously, any meaningful analysis must consider both the harmony and the

discord prevailing between the two levels.--.The analysis in the remainder

Of this section begins by reviewing the role the continuation decision

in the local process of change.

The typical continuation aecision was strikingly similar to the

eatlier decision to'adopt a project. For one thing, the dominant actors

were school district officials and school board members, rather than the

district staff who were instrumental.in'project implementation. Further-

tore, political and.organizational.concerns again were likely to.be dom-

inant Over the educational merits of the project and the educational needs

of the district. Tor_the purposes of,oui\analysis, however, the most

important parallel was that neither decision was self-.eXecuting h
-

respect-to its content. Just as "adoption\did,-not.furnish an a curate

forecast of implemented practice,-neither-woUld a tally of "continuation
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ve.an accurate estimate of.the return on the federal in-.

vestment,

Once adopted, change agent projects went through the difficult and .

undertain process of implementation. Volume III describes,this_process

and delineates four patterns of implementation: technological learning,.

nonimplementation, .cooptation, and mUtual adaptation. Our Phase I

research suggested that Only those projects that followed a pattern bf

mutual adaptation were effectively implemented and resulted idsignifi-
,

cant Change in teacher behavior.

Similetly,.continued ptojects went through a process of institution-
,

alization, Which was as diffiCult and uncertain as iMplementation, and

which likewise assumed a variety of patterns: Specifically, it. consisted

,ot the interpliai:between deCisions'and behavior at the district level and

at.the classroom and school level; it involved both assimilation,of.proj-

ect precepts by school staff and incorporation of,project procedUres and
. .

actiVities by ,the,school system.

OUr fieldwork.experience suggests, howeyer, that individual atsimi-

lation soMetimes occurred even without formal district incorporation,

'and vice versa. This "loose-ooupling" pioduced four'Oactens of insti-

tutionalization: discontinuation, isolated continba.tion, pro'forma con-
-

tinuation, and institutionalization.

Discontinuation occurred when ri&ither district-officials nor school

staffs chose to continue project-cperattons in any form. At the district

level, this resulted eitter from an.explicit. decision to drop the p-roj-
.!

ect or from "benign neglect." In either situation, a year after the

close v.-f the Title III grant, the teaching staff Were not 'using profect .

ods or materials in about 70 of our orig1nal.sample,of,194.projects4
0.

TheSe total discontinuations Occurred because the projects,were not weil

implemented and therefore "failed." Most of them, too, seemed ancillary,

to the district's and staff's concerns in the first place; they were lie-

'gun for opportunistic reasons and disappeared with the last federal check.
, .

Because neither distrfct officials nor'project staff seemed to learn

much from discontinuation of this type,. the federal'investment was essen-
,

ttally wasted. Perhaps'worse, project hfailure'sometimes bred cynicism

among the project staff, not only'toward federal policy arid district
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officials but also toward educational reform. Opportunism can leave a

bitter a'ftertaste.

At least three discontinued projecti, however, provided a signifI-.

cant learning experience in the view of project participants and dis-

trict officials. All thAe'began as serious efforts to Meet educational
4

needs--e.g., remedial math for underachievers--but.their

activities,did not involve the staff nor engage their interest and

commitment;.thej, were, in short, top-doWn innovations. One, a'packaged

curriculum innovation3 essentially broke down.during Implementation;

the, other two were altered to fit into the standard routines of,the staff

and simply produced no'real change. DistriCtofficials were aware of

these problems, and told us that they bad learned the importance of

teacher participation arid.of mutual adaptation during implementation.

Currently, these Offitials have begun to incorporate such strategies into

reincarnations of the origInal Title III projects.

7. Learning from "failure" seemed to be the exception rather than the

rUle, bowever:. It,a0pears to us that federal grant money generally did

not serve an experimental, Or trial-and-error, function in cases'of dis-

continuation. Organizational learning seemed more likely to occur on'

continued"prOjects.

.In the second pattern, isolated continuation, district officials

'did not.actively or explicitly rurn tbe project off, but gaveAt inade-

quate or no support: The project methods or materials were continued

\nonethelessessentially in isolation from other school4-by project

teachers who integrated them into their classroom practices. We obserVed

a number of variations of this Tattern. .For example, an elementary.

school in an upper middle class community had'a project involVIng dif-

ferentiated staffing and released time for teachers to do 'planning and

training.. Because district officials felt the Project could not work,

in the more difficult conditions of other district schoola,' they gave it
,

as'little formal recognition and visibility as possible. The project

was "tolerated" because of its popularity with:teachers an& the community.

When federal funding ended, the principal tried to keep the project going

on a greatly reduced.budget and was denied a request to have a district
,

sPecialist assigned to the school to promote project strategies.__Li_
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another cuse, a nationally validated project .involving multiage.grouping

was originated in I "showcase" school. Although the school continued to

receive a 4Unplementary budget for'the'special project," district offi-
\

cials otherwise ignored the project and gave Only incidental support to

other schools or teachers wanting to try project methods. These in-

stances of isolated continuationwer.. frmsible largely because of the

"loosjly coupled" nature of the school system. But without assured

support from the district, such "pockets" of change'were likely to ex-

perience the above-mentioned financial, personnel, and political ditti-
es

culties of sustaining themselves. For,example; they were vulnerable to

staff turnoyer and 'principaltransfers. Moreover, insofar as their

operations depended'on speCial budget allocations or support actiVities,

they remained sUbject to being Severely hampered at the-first "financial
"22

squeeze.

In contrast to-the""grass reots".nature bf'isolated continuation is

the third pattern, which We call.pro forma oontinuation. It represents

a-situation in Which the district established the innovation or some

pect of it as official policy,but teach'ers did notUse the project very

'extensively in their classrooms. In some cases, school-leyel staff

simply did not employ 'project precepts; in ottiers, project methods or,

materials were "continued" only in a rttualistic sense.. For example,
. .

one reading project developed.specialized materials and a curriculum

keyed to diagnostic-presgriptive procedures.. Because of political

pressures (the school board wanted to combat declining test scores) and

organizational considerations (digtrict-Officia1s had uSed Part,cif their

federal grant to 'develop procedures for marketing the materials and

training manuals to. other school systems); district officfals and the

school board decided to adopt this approach to individualization On a

districtwide baSis. Site visits by the Rand staff confirmed the survey

responses of teaChers--that 4s, teacher.utilization of the'redding

22
In several instances, superinnndents or4asaistant.superintendents

chose a deliberate strategy of cutting back on a project and keeping it
in a special status to "buy time" Until outsisile funding Could befound.'
This strategy developed during the, period cif schoor.district growth and
the influx.bf federal money. It geems particularly risky, in the'current
period of enrollment decline and financial retrenament.

°

2 4 .
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program:wag minimal and apPeafed to be only symboliC: Teachers con-.

formed-with project forms.and.nomenclature but essentially ignored the

-Substance °if project strategies. Furthermore, district officials seemed

. . aware of thepro forma ritual Ileing enacted,at the.classroom level, but

apparently belieyed.that the mere existence of the formal district man-

date would help to mollify the cohcerns of.school board members. .

The final pattern of continuation, institutionalization occurs

when projeCt-related change becomes part of the standard educational

repertoire at both the district an& the classroom levei:.,ye'estimate.

that beiween 5 and 15 perCent of our sample of_change agent projects

had been fully institutionalized-at,theAime of the Phase II research;

'or approxitately.two years after the end of federal funding.
23,

This

figure is based on responses from the distriCt-level questionnaires and

.on fieldwork evidence for'the 40 cirso projects that had, according to...

teacher and principal survey responsesa high_degree

i.e., Of,continuation-of project.bethOda atthe4lassroom level Most

oftheSe relatiVely "successfur' projeCtg were siill:regarded aS special

.projects_and were still.experieneing difficulties in sustaining themr

selves. .-A3nly about ten had becOme regularized by the districtso that

they were no longer plagued by the finanCial, personnel, and. political
,

problems discussed earlier and-Were no longer uncertain-abou their

future:.

The low proportiOnof "continued" projects in our sample that ap-

pear to have been.institutionalized attests to both the difficulty and

'the complexitY of this process. In particular, because school districts

are not generally well-integrated organizations,.in order for the con-

tinued project to be institUtionalized,'prOject support requirements

must be,accommodated inmost keyareas of district operations: the

budget, personnel, curriculuM support activities, the inatrucaonal '-

program, and facilities maintenance. Such accommodation of project .

23T
he silvey did not contain any reliahle measurements of these,

patterns and hence no quantitative'analysiS was'conducted.of them. °Our
impression is that most of :the projects in the Phase II sample were of
the isolated continUation. variety' and perhapSone-third,were Oro forma.

" Even if Olese figures were reliable, they should not be aken as repre-,
sentative of all former Title III projects.

2
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support requirements (e.g., the regular training necessary to project

operations, the technological maintenance costs, centralized coordina-

tion) does not simply "happee as a result of a' decision to continue.

'Rather, strategies of the type discussed earlier need to'be developed

for inCorporating theproject into district procedures; and this re-
, t--

.quires the early and active attention of distritt officials to all

relevant areas of system operations.

To repeat, institutionalization IS no more tertlin or sCraight-

fdrward than implementation. s-And ouf data suggest that, contrary to

the hopes of federal planners in using"seed nioney" strategies, full

institutionalization occurred in relatively few cases.
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Chapter: 7

CONCLUSION

This report has presented findings of Phase II of.Rand's study of

local innovative projects funded by federal'change agent programs.

Phase .1 identified factors affecting praject'initiation and implementa-

tion. ,Phase II explored the longer-run effects of federal policies

aimed at stimulating local educational reform.through the prbvision. of,

"seed.money.", To that end, we examined a.sample, of ESEA Title III

Projects One.to two years after.the end of federal,funding, Thig.chap-

ter summarizes the firldings of, the study', which addresses three questions:

o Whatdoes the contiduation of specially funded projects mean and

'how should this prbeess be assessed?

o What-influences the nature and extent of continuation,at the

classroom level?

o How do districts deal with chrige agent projects at the end of-

federal funding and how do their actions affect the long-term

fate.of the prOjects?

-One note of'caution:, This was an exploratory atudy. The quantita-

tive analysis is subject to methodological reservations, and bur quali-

tative conclUsions are oPen:to,rival interpretations. These caveats

notwithstanding, we believe the findings.,summarized below provide a

number of valid-working hypotheses about the long-term prospects for

federally sponsored educational change.

THE MEANING OF CONTINUATION

A central theme of our research is that "continuation" is a com-
,

plex PhenOmenon that cannot be accurately essessed merely by tallying

district decisions to continue or drop projects. Such an approach would

be misleading for a number of reasons. For one, few projects in our

sample were continued precisely as they Were implemented during their

period of special funding. District officials chose among a variety of
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options: Some decided toe-Apand project operations, others to reduce

or eliminate some project components, still others to reallocate person-

nei and streamline procedures, and so on. SiMilarly, dependingbn what

they learned from the project, teachers often modified their Clasaroom

activities in idiosyncratic Ways as they continued usffig vaiious aspects

of project methods or materials. Consequently, eveny_Ohen the level or
,

scope of,a. project remained approximately the same, the sUbstance of
,

project-related activities was typically modified after funding ended,'

to reflect the preferences and-priorities of individual staff as well'

as the, fiscal realities'of the district.
.

Because the "continued" components of a project may Iliffer,siinifi-
r

cantly from the shape they took when the'innovation was.originally

adopted, it is best to think of oontinuation not'in terms Of a formal

project,struLture but interms of the persistence of project-related-
-,
.Changes after feder-' funding ends: Continuation shouldbe defined in

terma of the continuing effect'of Speciallyfunded activities on class-,

room practices'.
.

jt is no easy task, however, to.assess the continuing effect of an

innovation. One difficulty'that confounds attempts to ApPly aggregate.

measures to project outcoMes,is the."loose cciupling" of school district
,

activities: A decision at one level in the system may dr May,not have.

., a significant influence, on behavior at another level. 'For exaMple,

district may announce its official decision to continue a project., but.

.the extent to which teachers continue to .use project methods and materi-

als may be only incidentaly related to-Chat decision. Conversely; the

district may drop a prOjeC:t., but.Classroom teachers may' elect.t6 con7:

.tinue sothe of its features on their own without forMal district sanction,
1or even knowledge. Similarly, a.centraLoffite decision to continue

project operations at seleicted schools maybe effectivelymeaningless

ifteachers respond with mere pro forma'compliance. An-Assessment of
,

the .extent of continuation therefore-must encompass the decisions and

actions of both the-district and the classroom teachers.

At the classroom level, the crux of the matter is.the extent to which

teachers have assimilated project methods or materials into their.regular

classroom,practice. At the distrizt level, the issue_is the district's
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commitment to the-long-term stabflity'ofjhe project. ThiS commitment

requires the.incorporation of project requirements into sudh district

operations as budget, personnel, curricuillm, and facilities planning.

In the end, hotJever, effective continuation depends.on the r.hoices

and behavior of.classroom teachers. Unless theThalle assimilated proj7

.'ect methods or materials.into their glassroom activities, Continuation
,o

WiLL'amount to no more than'ritual. -But-.-if they are to reCeive the

support they need to sustain prOject-rolatedehanges in the, long run,.
,

the district at its,level'Must incorporate the necessary arrangements.

FACTORS INFLUENCING PROJEOT CONTINUATIOWIN THE,CLASSROQM

-The complex interplay. between 'project-characteristics and:local

institutional settingdetsrmined ho well,projects were; implemented

during the period of federal,funding, and how much change they produced

in teachers' behavior. We found that effective implementation was

essentialto the teachers' assimilation of project methOds and materials,
, .

and to the cdntinued_use.of the-projects in the classroom. Therefore;

'we sought to identify project andl institutional-factorS thateaffected

continuation botddirectly and indirectly.

In general, neither funding levels dor educational methods eMployed

had a significant effect either on initial project outcomes or'on con-
,

r'tinuation'in the Classrooth: Project "success"--both short-termand -

long-term--had little'to do either with the size of the federal srant
. ,

or with the particular educaiional techndlogy pursued. Rather, the
-

likelihood that the'federal.inveSiMent,would "make a difference," and

the usertaness of a particular educational-technolngy, were largely

determined by local choices and local institutional charaCteristics.

In other words, .the projec.t:'s resources and edUcational methods mattered

less.than how'it was carried out.

Local Choices

Two kinds of local choices had major effects on continuation in

the classroom:. -the scope of change attempted by the tproject and the.'
implementation strategies.selected to put project plans into practice.

. .

The sCope of change attempted--its amOunt, its complexity, and he
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.effort it required of project staff--is a project design factor,that

can vary even_for similar educational technOlogies:. It StrOngly

affected.project continuation for at,least .two reasons. First, teachers

.responded tO challenge: ..The more change that was asked of them In their

classroom activities,othe more change they were liKely to make. Second,

teachers.were likely to take ambitious projects seriously and to see

them as an oppOrtunity to improve their skills and grow professionally;

but they needed. to have the goals made clear to-tfiem during implementa-

tion. When this was done, they, responded with'the commitment, enthusi-

asm, and ektra effort_required for effective-iMplementation and change.,

Not surprisingly, when teachers worked hard to Carry Put en ambitious'

Phaage effort% they were likely,to.continue using project methods Or ,
,

materials after the end of federal funding.\.-

1:he implemeritation:strategies chosercfor a project constituted a

second critical factor. Two strategies were particularly important for

promoting the learning and motivation of classroom teachers: their

participation.in project deCidlons,'and staff auPport activities

Teachers sharing in decisionmaking about the project's adaptation

.gave them'a sense of 7ownership," aideckimplementation, and,thus en-

hanced the likelihood that they would continue using what they assimi-
.,

lated from the 'project.. Their participation was facilitated by staff

meetinga and espeCially by-local materials develOpMent.

. A well-executed staff support strategy proved crucial to effecitive

implementation and- Continuation. A number of valuable:project actiVities

'can ac'cottipany tralning: assistance from project or diStrict staff-',

lar meetings.,, the use of outside conaultants, observation of other class-
,

4 rooms, and the'like. When those activities:were Practical and timely -

inthe tojects we studied, they -were a major determinant of whether ,

skill-specific training given to prpject teachers actually led.toA..ong-

term change in classroom Practice. .Taken together, staff support ac-
.

tivities and teacher participation in project decisions promoted mutuaZ

adaptqtiori--1.6-:,_teachers could adapt the change 'agent project-to the

reality of their own Classrooms,'and.in turn be changed by it, These
. .

strategies thus.helppd teachers to' assimilate and centinue new practices..
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Institutional Factors

Two institutional factors influenced project continuation in the

classroom: the quality of management leadership and support, nd the

characteristics of project teachers.

The Zeadership of the project director and the school principal

had a major influence on project implementation and eventual coiltiima-

tion. Jhe project-director, not surprisingly, was important to ef- N.

fective implementation. .A skillful director waa.able to facilitate

the task-learning necessary td_iMplementation,_and to specify clearly

the goals and-tethods of the project. Weil-conducted staff.training

and timely and practicarstaff support activities u'sually reflected

the subatentive expertise and skilled interpersonal relations of A

good project director.
-

Project directors...influeOce on continuation, however, 'was likely:

to be indirect, because they often were reassighed, were promoted, or :

left the district at.the end of federal funding.

.The principaLwas the key to both'implementation.and continuation.

During project. implementation, principals lent moral and.organizational

supPott.to the project director and:the projectostaff, rah interferenCe.

with nonproject staff and anxious_parents, andcreated the organize-

tional climate ofacceptance.for the projedt in the school. Without.
.

_that enconragethent, staff typicallY did.not expend theextra time and

.effort:necesary to effective ithplementation. After the-end of.federal

fUnding, the:principal influenced-continuation in equally direct ways.
,

Often, because of.turndVer in the.Original cadre of.project. teachers,

4:Tojects would 'have decayed without active efforts by ptinciPals to

bring .on.new staff..

's yrindipals often sent subtle but, nonetheless influential. measages

cOnorning -the legitiMacy of-project operationsin the schoOlHmessages

that teachers could not help but receive and,intetpret in terms of

-01eir own .profeseional. self7interest. It vas extremely difficnit for

teachers to go On using project methods'or materials without.the. .

Principal's explicit sUpport,'Tinally, becapse the districts in our.

sample often took a laissez-faire.attitude toward the project after the

conclusion of thefederal.grant, it was often up to the:principal to -
4

szt- 2 11
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"fight", for the project and protect it from the financial., personnel,

and political problems that could erode its continuation. In short;

the principal.was the "gatekeeperof change."

The other major element Of the institutional setting that influ-

enced project continuation in,the classroom was the characeristics of'
project teachers. More experienced teachers seemed to be less flexible'

during imPlementation'and less susceptible to change. Teachers who had ,

a 'sense of efficaty--who felt they could'"get through'to even the. Most

difficult or unmotivated stUdents"--were.associated with more effectively .

.

implemented projects and with more project-related teacher change. The

verbal ability Of ieachere had no significant effett on implementation,
.

teacher change, or continuatiOn, but was positively related to Improved

etndent performance:

TheseresultSraise question about the design of change agent

prolects: Is it possible to inetill-a new willingness:to.change in
-

vete;ran teachers? If not, our findingsimply that innovative projects

should be etaffed wiAh efficacious, less "resigned" teachers., .That

raises a further' question: Is it possibleto enhanceteachers''sense

of efficacy? DistActs-can always' handpick staff'for pilot projecte,

of coUrse, but that amounts to a delaylng strategy if the:eventual in,-

tent is to spread innovatlone or to maintain them among Che_general run..of teachers after the original tadre of teachers move on to other tasks,

If teacher characteristics can be modified,-,then projects coUld be

staffed with -the.'Osual mix Of Personnel,and appropriate staff develop-

ment strategies could be employed to compensate RA- staff shortcomings.

This strategy would enhance long-run continuation.if its staff develop-

ment Component were also equipped.to handle personnel.turnover: Though

our quantitative datado:not address..theselssuee,, our field..experiende

eUggestS that staff development aCtivities could beUsed.to raise the.

senee of efficady and.to rekindle the enthueiaem of most teachers.
.

Continuation of project methods and materials, in suMmary, does-
,

not depend to any significant extent_on the level of_project funding

ot%on,the particular teqhnology undertaken hy the local project. It'

ultimately depends on the motivation of'teachers;.principals, and dis7

erict Personnel, and :on the 'choices they make to implement the project.
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and change their behaVior. Continuation at the classroom.leir,el depends

on how ambitious the'project was to begin.with, the implementation

strategies_selected to carry out project plans- (particularly teacher

participation and staff support activities), on the institutional

support for the project, and on characteristiciHOf the staff..

HOW DISTRICTS DEALT WITH PROJECTS AT THE END OF'FFDERAL FUNDING

The end of the federal Title Ill grant confronted school distrigts.'."

with a decision that many did not seriously plan for when'they originally

adopted a project: They had to decide,to suppOrt the project in whole

or in part with district resources, or not to support it at all. THe

latter choice-to discontinue the prOject--waS often easy because the

project had not.been effectively implemented. This implementation .

failure, as well'as Subsequenudis-Continuation, typically reflected a

district attitude of opportunisth toward the project.' 04-Narily, dis-
.,,

continued projects,had been started.t o. take advantage of available
-

federal funds rather than to deal with real needs, were not central tO

_ the districes'major educational objectives, and receied li.ttle insti-'

tutional support-duing implementation. .

...- -
,

u ,9 The decisiomto contipue a project was, in contrast, more diffi-

cult and catipleX, for it required aome degree of.district financial,<,
r-organizational, and. political commitmept. 'Financially, the end of k

o.s .

federal funding usually resulted in shatply reduced project budgeta,
,

particularly'for expensive projects. Innovatiops that,.had used federal

mOney to lower the studenI-to-adult =tatio (e..g., by hiringaides) were
-

cUt--back to live.Within the district budget;''prbjects that had spread
. ..-: .

'
their reSourc'es thfnly across both elementary and secondary grades 'were

.

,

severely reduced.in their scope. In most cases, districts'did not pro-
.

. d

vide supplementary funding fon "continued" projects.
....

This' downward adjustment ,for continued-projeCts:did not depend.on
,.,

the district's 4Arerall financial sitdation as .Much.as it did on organi-
L

,

zaeional,considerations:,, For examplel the'central office and staff
,,N-

.

,,,
-

ttitude underlying project adoption tended to persist to the time ofN e

continuation. Opportunistit proiects'were treated with benign.neglect,

if they '4ere not discontinued; projects begun with an explicit commitment
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from central staff were often continued, and sometimes expanded, even

though they had been no more "successful" during the period of federal

funding than other projects. The original organizational commitment

to the project usually declined when key personnel left the district
),/

or Were reassigned. Loss of leadership hurt the status of the project

.most severely when'aSuperintendent who had championed the projeCt left

the district. But.;transfers of principals, loss of project directors,

and reassignments of central ofqce staff also eroded institutional
_

support for contirhied projects. This erosion often occurred at a time

when support was most needed to, dealwith project staff turnover,..and

,especially with local political-problems.

The basic political difficulty facing ContinUed projects arose

from the need forschool board approval.of a new Project status.. School

boards often passed.on the original propoSal for a federally funded..

"trial".project without serious debate, becausit did not seem.to

compete for district .resblifFeS-..--Wid-of the. federal grant, how-
. .

ever, the project'lodt. its "speci:al protection:" It ecame subject to

close scrutiny, and requests for financial, personnel, and.facilitieS

sUpport had. to be weighed against other claims on district resources

to survive, in short, it required a new legitimacy in the system's

political areha. Perhaps because these innovations were usually small.-
.

scale, central office staff rarely prepated the school board or.the

community for the projectLS full acCeptance.. In any event, most con-.

tinued projects retained their "Special" status rather than being in-

corporated intO the...district's revlar educational repertoire. Two :

years after the end of the federal grant, they still were vulnerable,

to financial, Organizational, and politieal instabilities.

.These continued projects appeared to fallinto'two general pattern's.

The first and most prevalent pattern in our sample can beicalled isolated
4

continuation. In this instance, diStrict Administrators adoPted a

laissez-faire attitude that left project continuation to the discretion

of'school level staff.'. The continuation of.project-related 'changes

then depended on the.extent to which projectataff had assimilated

project preCepts during implementation and choSe to integrate them into

their classroom practices. ,But Without the active support of district
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:officials, such continuation was bound to be sporadic--tyPicallY con-

fined to the original cadre of project staff--and thus their persistenCe-

was threatened by staff turnover, principal transfers; financial pres-
\

sures, and-ehe like.

\\A second.pattetn can be called pro for* continuafion.

situation, district officials explicitly decided tp continue the proi-
\

ect, but despAte.this decision, teacherS.did nPt use project-related

activities,extensiyely in their classrooms. This essentially ritualistic

pattern of continuation came about for several reasons. Some continua-

tion decisions were themselves symbolic-=for example, a central'staff

decision made,primarily to mollify school board concerns.

Beiond a.,formal announcement of the intent to continue:a project,

district officials did little or nothing to SupPort the Continued opera-
,

tion of.project activities in the schoels. Proforma colltinUation also

resulted from inappropriate or ineffective district-level continuation

strategies. If,district officials simply "mandated" the installation

pf project.adtivities in new sites, without first eliciting the support

and commitment Aaf 'staff new to the project, both teacher resistance and

inadequate teacher preparation often made, project operations only super-
,

ficial; Or, when district administrators failed tnprovide-the support -

necessary to maintain project-related change-gaining the commitment of

.principals or maintainingrequired. levels of material aid, for example--

teachers were not able,to continue the project fully.

The majority of continued projects, An summary,,represented either-

isolated or pro fbrma continuation. One' other pattern occurreeln our

.sample, however:, in.which prbject-related:change became:\integrated into

regular operatIbna at both the'district and classrobm levels--that is,

the projects were institutiOnalized in whole or in part. They shed

their "speCial status and replaced,practi.ces that existed before the

project began. Although this pattern occurred infrequen ,Ats char-

acteristics suggest strategies that local policymakers might follow to

secure the longterm benefita of a change °agent project.

Institutionalized projects planned for eventual continuation from

the outset--when'the project ptoposal was.developed. .The-central office

staff always.aimed to replace some existing practices with the.project,
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but were wise enough not to "oversell" theproject's merits in its.

early phases. Though the scope of the change effort typically was'

liMited to receptive schools, district officials paid early attention

to mobilizing broad-based support fbr the innovatioa. And after-fede-

ral funding ended, mobilization efforta, were increased in order to

pave the way for the project's transition from its "special" status

to its incoiporation intp key areas of district operations: the

budget, personnel assignment; curriculum support activities, and the

instructional program.-

In the-budget area, the project changed its status'from a sp4ial

line item to an'activity absorbed"in the tpetating budget. .This change

was possible because school board membets, who had to vOte tor inclUsion

of the project into the regular operating budget, wete kept informed

about the project and its acdbmplig'hments... In the.personnel,area, re-

-placements for key project members,were allowed a period af "learning

on the job" and project participants were used as "training cadre."

In the area of curriculum support services, some districts had incor-

porated project Staff training requirements into the district's reguiar

in-service activities, and others.had trained district resource person-

nel in project-related skills using the federal grant money. Finally,

the replacement of existing practices in the instrUctional area meant

that the support of principals.and teachers had to bp'enlisted so that

the ptoject would work at the clastooml,eyel.

The basit problem in'achieving effeCtive continuation, then, is-
.

for Zistrict officials to avoid the trap-of'viewing institutionalization'

.as automatic; on the Contrary, it Calls ibr'",temobilization" ind

"reimplementation." They muat tome:to tealiZe that the groundwotk and'

planning for austaining a change agent:prbject requiresethe!
active, and continued attention.of school distritt manageit.

CONCLUSIbN
\

.Having reviewed the federal "seed money" approach to promoting

education reform, our, overall assessment of tts contribution to date
,

is mostly negative. Federal funds have stimblated the local adpption
1

of a wide,variety of innovations, but adoption does not assure effective
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impleTentation. Nor does effeCtiverimplementation.guarantee the lorig-

run survival of.-project7related improvements.

This xeport has argued.that the efAcive continuation of a change
.c

agent project--its institutionalizatifin--largeliy depends on Whether

teachers assimilate projett strategies and.integrate them into their
-

classroom practices during implementation. Hpwever important federal

money is in gettirig the project started, neither its aVailability nor

its amountheavily influencessclassroom practice. Nor doeS federal

funding strongly affect those factors that really matter in promoting

effective implementation, teather change; and classroom continuation:

focal deSign cfifiites, local implementation strategies, staff Illotivation

and school clithate and leadership'. ,

Institutionalization of a project also depends on the nature of

thg contindation decisifin'reached by distritt officials, and the strat-

egieS selected'to implement dt. Districtofficials typically do not

. make thiS" decision-solely fin the basis of the project's'educational or
,

,

technologital'merit, as..:'a. "seed money" model assumes they Will. jnstead,

,other,organizational.and political latter§ moderate and determine the.
_ .

tontinuation statds'of a change agent project, even if the project has

,demonstrated its.value. mfist discouraging, few districts in-
,

our sample approached the end of: federal funding with institutionaliza-.

mind: Instead, theii'budget'and peisOnnel decisions perpetfiated

the "special project" statuS of innovations and left them vdlnerable to

theafinancial,fortunes of the district. When a district decides td.con-
-,.,

tinue a project permanently, that decision' iS not self-executing:

for centinuation haye t.6 be developecL If staff pie net #o

resist "mandated" new practicelkifor exaMple, diStrict officials Ace

again'haYe to win their commitment and support. Unfortunateljr, very

few districts appear to have the manageMentcapacity to develop and im

plemefit-continuation ptrategies that effectively sustain tlie changes.

resulting from successful innovations.

Nonetheless, total pessitism is not warranted. Ournegative'as7.

sessmentis lpasedon the lowfrequenoy of significant and institution-

alized change--but such change did.occur, though rarely.' A primary

purpose of Rand's study has been to learn from both kinds Of extldriehce,-
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so that we can identify factors that promote or impede the instituT

tionalization gf sucCessful innovations. We-helieVe that understanding

these factors can provide a realistic basis fot the forthation of.more

effective local, state, and fedeval 'policy aimed at educational reform.

Or . .
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Appendfx A'

STATISTICAL TA.J3LES FOR CLASSROOM-LEVEL ANALYSIS

3

This appenix displays- statistics for the classroom-levei analysis

as presen.ted in Tables 5 1, 5.2, and 5.3:. Table.A:1 belOWlistAthe

mcanS ana'standard-deviations of the independeni,and dependent variables

used in JAbles 5.1 and 5,3 (n = 499)%. Table:A..2 shows thezeroLOrder

,cortelations between the variables (plus the additional varial.f.?

DifficultY of-Implementation).', Table-A.3 presents the partial corl-e-_

latiens-af tegressing-each' of the.(exbgenous And endogenous)..vaTiables .

of iah1e:5.3 on all the othet variables;these partial correlation's

provide an insight into the extent of,multicollinearity. in.the data. -

GenerallY speaking, for these data, a correlation of-.07 is signifi-
,

cantly differerit from zeto at ,the .01 level: Table.-A'.4 displays the'.

(unstandardized) regression coefficients and standard errors for the

regressipns,of Table 5.1.
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'KEY TO VARIABLES: TABLE'A.1

(1).. Percent goals achieved
(2) Total teacher change_
(3) Funding level of project Clog)
(4) YUnding_per student
(5) 'Numher bf project schools
(6).- -Commuhlty inVolvement
(7) lndividualization techniques

. (8) Use of, specialists
(9) Classroom organization change

(10) Curricultim revisions
(11) Specificity-of goals
(12)-: Extra effortrequired.ofsaff
(13) OVerill change required in teaching
(14) Staff paid for training ,

(15) .7raining received (usefulness)
(16) Classroom-assistance (usefulness)
.(17) Consultants (usefulness)
(14) Project Mceetihgs (uiefulness) -

(19) Ohservation of other classrooms (usefulness)
(20)',Partigleation in project decisionS
(21) Quality of. working'relations
(22-) Principal-support
(23)-- Project.director'effectiveness
(24) Elementary'school -

..(25) 'School size
.

(26) School s'ocioeconomic setting-,
(27) 'Teachers' sense of effiCacy
.(213)- Teachers', experience (years)-..-
'(2-9) Teachers',verhal ability
(30) Difficulty of'implementation
(31) Total.student .chan,ge
(32) Continuation, ofproject methods
33) Continuation nf projec.t materials
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Table A.1

mgANs AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF CLASSROOM.VARIABLES

Variable
Number Mean

),(1) 68.058
(2) 19.118

(3) 11%395
(4) 167.73
(5) 5.5760
(6) 0.41020D-02
(7) 0:98032D-01
(8) 0.11012 1. 032

(9) 0.17182D-01 1.0 36
(10) 0.12023 g .1.0 96
(11) 5.3520 1.3 71,

(12) 5.8040 4., 1.433
(13) 0.29200 0.45468
(14) 0.60400 0.48906
(15) 4.6286 1.7553
(16) , 4.0520;'-al,, ,2.2193
(17) 3.3680 2.4472
(18) 4.3760 2.133,2

(19) 1.8020 2.5610
,-

(20) 4.0380 1.9911
,o' (2i) 3.9380 1.0743

(22) 7:4060 1,8333
(23) 5.4900 1.6155
(24) 0.72400 0.44702
(25) 610.01 359.97
(26) 2.2820 0.90470
(27) -- 9.7380 1.4756
(28) 12.102 7.9631
(29) 42.460 5.6061
(30) 4.4780 1.7520 .

t., (31) 13.092 e.7913
(32),'. 5.1820 1.5326
(33) .5.8060 1 0.91453'

Standard
Deviation

24..736

5.8583
0.70365

257.68
5.5566
1.0341
0.97934

Minimum

0.0
4,0000
9.2252

,Maximum.

100.0000
28.0000

\s$ 12.7220,
11.1230 2695.6000
1.0000 44.0000

-1.9340 2.4400
-2.6140 2.1210
-2.0410 3.1470
-2.0400 3.l570
-2.3120 3.0950
1.p000 7.0000-
1.0000 7.0000
0.0 1.0000
0.0 1.0000
1.0000 7.0000
1.0000 7.0000
1.0000 7.0000
1.0000 7.0000
1.0000 7.0000
1.0000 7.0000
1.0000 5.0000
1.0000 9.0000
1.0000 7.0000
0.0 1.0000

350.0005 2500.0000
1.0000 5.0000
5.0000 12.0000
1.0000 40.0000

11.0000 -50.0000
1.0000 7.0000
2.00_00- 18.0000
1.0000 7.0000
4.0000 7.0000

NOTE: For key to'variable nuMbers, see preceding page.
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Table A:2

ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CLASSROOM VAR

Variable
Nymber (1) (2/ (3) (4) (5) .(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)' 4(13)' (14) (15) (16)'' (17) (18) (19) (20)

(I) 1.00
i.00

.01 1.00

(4) -e19 .04 .18 1.00

(5) .00 -.12 .17

(6) -.00 .0 .08 .04 .-.20 1100

(7) .13 .16 .25 .21 -.18 -.06 1.00

(H) .05 -.00 .10. .00 -.00 -.09 -.05 1.00

(9) .07 .18 .06 .02 -.II .04 -.01 .01 1.00

(1(3) . .17 -.00 -.04 .04 -.04 -.04 .03 -.01. 1.00

(11) .47 .26 .12 .11 .02 205 .28 .06 -.01 .15 1.00

(121 .32 .08 .02 -.15 .20 .23 -.00 .10 .12 .25 1.00

(131 .00 .22' .00 -.10 .15 .01 -.09 .12 :II .04. .15 1.00
((4) -.01 .08 .02 -.02 -.14 .04 .10' .05 --,04 .10 .10 A14 .09 1200

(1)) .42 .31 .00. .03 -.10 .14 %20 .01( .05 .24 .10 .15. 1.00
(1o) .38 .27 -.03 -.04 .15 .02. .14 .07 .12 .30 .23 .02 . .44 1.00

(17.1 .24 .28 .09 .03, -.01 .29 ,13 .03 .09 ,02 .19' .12 .1,4 .16 .41 .29 1.00
.08) :24 .06 .04 -.13 .19 .04 .05 .15 .1; .25' .28 .10 .16 .45 .35 .37 1.00
(19) .09 .14 ..12 .04 -.07 .20 .10 -.09 .24 -.00 .11 .12, .10 .24° .22 .23 .25 1.00
(20) '' .2' .00 .02 -.11 .21 .06 .08 .17 .11 .22 .26 %14 .16 .28 .24 .26 .45 .19 1.00
(21) .47 .21 -.03 .00 7:05 ,02 .02 .07 .11( -39 .27. -.02 .17 .34 .27 .18 .35 ,I3 .32

.(22) .30 . .16 .00 ..00 -.00 . .01 .05 .05 .04 .27 .12 .00 -.05 .28 ,16 .15 .17 7.12

(23) .51 .20 -.02 .13 -.05 .12 r .02 .09, .04 .15 .40 .11 -.010 .38
o
.44 .21 .35 .14 .24

(24) .14 .03 -.07 .04 .08 -.24. .12 :11 .00 .01 .11 -.01 -.19 -.17 .01 .11 -.02 -.02 -.00 -.16
(25) .04 .01 .09 -.07 203 .05 . -.02 -.13 .00 .03 .10 .10 .15 -.03 -;11 -.02 .07 -.09 .13

(26) .03 -.65 -.10 -.20 .09 .04 -.b1 L.07 .00 -.08 .02 .06 -.00 .01 .01 . -.07 -.00 -.07 .00 .06

(27) .22 .15 -.15 .02 -.05 -.03 .01 -.02 .00 .02 .14 .08 -.01 -.05 .16, .12 .09 .13 .01 .15

(28) -.07 -.0.8 .09 -.01 .01 .04, .01 -.01 -.09 . -.10 .05 .05 -.00 .02 .06 -.04 .10 -.01 .08 .03

(29) -.00 .02 -.04 -.04 -.02 .08 .02 .00 '.09 ,.07 .08 .00 .05 ,.00 -.00 .00 .05 -.00 .05
(22) -:26 .04 .07 ..04 -.06 .11 .06 '2".12 .07 .21 .11 .04 -.10 -.12 -.02 .00 -.01

Key to variable numbeis:

r
(),) Percent.guals achieved (11) Specificity of goals' (21) QuaIltftof working relatior
(2) Top( teacher c)ange (12) Extr4 effort required of utaff (22) Principal support
(3) Funding level of project (log) (13) OvtAall change,required n teaching (23), Project director effectii.,er

. (4) Funding'per student (14) Staff paid.for training (24) Elementary school'
(5) Number of projertsschools 4 (15) Training received (usefulness). (25) School size .

(6) Community involvement ,,(16) Classroom assistance.(usefulnesS) (26) School socloccdnomic settir
(7) 4ndlvidualization techniques ((7) Consultants (usefulness) (27.) Teachers' sense of efficacy
(8) Use of specialists (18) Project meetings (usefulness) (28) Teachers' experience (years
(9) Classroom .organizatiou change (19) Observation of other classrooms '(usefulness) (29) Teachers' verbal ability
(10) Curritelum revisions (20) Participation in project decisions Difficulty of impleMentatic



Table A.3

PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CLASSROOM VARIABLES

agiahle 1.

Number (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8) (7) (8) (9) (10). WO. (12) (11) ((4)

(1) .51

(2) .14 Al

(3) .02 ,05 .26

(4) .01 .01 .1.19 .18

.04 .-,03 .28 -.21 ,24

(10 -.10 '10 .04 .04 -.05 .27

(7)
.02 .24 .12 -.21 7.14 .30 .

;,18) i.-.01 -.00 -.04 -.07 -.05 -.10 -.08 .11

(9)' .01 .08 .09 -.00 -,10 -.07 -,09 .01 .14

(11)) .03 -;01 .04 -.02 .03 .0t1 ".00. .14

(II) .16 .02 .10 .01 .10' .02 :18 .0) -.06 .01 .4D

(12) -.02 .17 .02 7.04 -.01 .16 .16 ,02 .04 .09 .06 .21

(11) -.02 .16 -.00 -.OD .-,05 .02 -.02 -.09 . .08 .12 :04 .6 .15
(14) -.11 ' .01 .01 i;,04 411 -.04 .04 .06 -.08 .07. .05 ::02 .01 .17

.11 ,04 -.06 .06 -,02 -.01 211 .03 -.02 -.01 .11 .04 .02 .06
(16) .09 .06 -.05 .05 , .04 .08 -.08 .op Aol .03 .01 ,00 -,02
(11) ' ,08 ,08 .04 -.03 .00 .20 Al .02 .02 -.06 -.11 .66. .10
(18) ,07 .03 .01 -.01 '4.03 .02 -.03 -.00 203 .05 -.05 .09 -.00 .04

1191) -.05 .04 .01 -.02 -.00' .07 .05 -.12 .19 -.01 -.02 -.01 .02 -.05

1(0) .00. -.02 -.01 -.01 -.10 008 .00 .10 .10 .00 .03 .05 .05 .04

(21) .21 -Al .05 ,02 -,06 AO -.06,, .02 .07 .14 Al -.11 .15

(22) .10

..01

-Al .01 -.06 -.02 :.08 -.07. .01 .00 -203 .03 .01 .02 -.11
(2)) ,23 -.01 -.06 .11 -.02 .05 ,.03 7.00 .04 .16 -.06 -.05 -.01
(24) .10 .01 .08 -.20 .13 04 .03 .01 .02 .05 -.12 -.08
(25) .10 .01 .05

,..:

-.06 ,07 -,07 .03 -.09' .01' -.00 -105 .09 .00 .07

(26), ',OS -.08 -1.16 .09 JO .02 '6.07 .03 .06 .01 .06 7.00 .01
(27)' .12 .,.09 715 .05 :-.02 -,07 -.04 -.07 -.07 -JR .06 .00 -.11, -.08%
(28) -.10 -.13 ..12 4.00 .00 -.01. -.00 =.1f -.12 .02 .01 .01 .02
(29) -.03 .04 -.07 -.04 -.00 -.00 .08 .03 .02 .09 ,04 .02 .7,00 .D0

Key to varidble numbers:

.

(15). (16) (17). (18) (19) ,(20) (21) (22):(231 (24), (25) (2;()) ,(27) (28) (29)

,46

.20 .31

-11 .06 .31

.20 . .06 .15 .42

.11 .04 .01 .21

.05 .03 .25 .04 .34

.00 -.02 -.01 .12 .03 .11 .41

,10 -,09 .01 -,04 .03 -.02 ',25 .29

.03 .21 -.02 .15 ..01 -.00 .01 ,17.

-.11 .08 -.00 .07 -.01 -.14 .00 .11 -.04' .4/

- .06 -11 .01 .04 .03 .04 -.49 .35

.05 Al -.11 .02 JO -,04 -.07 .02 .10 -01 .14

.04 .71 .01 .06 7.01 .09 -.01 -.03 -.08 ...05 -.00 .08 .15

.07 .10 -.08 ,09 .05 .01 .08 .02 .09 .00 -.02 .09 . .15

-.06 -.00 -.020 104 -.02 .00 .06 -.08 .01' -.01 .02 .08 -.01 .20 .09

(1) jercent goals achieveS' (11) Specificity of goals (21) Quality of working relations
(2) Total reacher change (12) Extra'ef(ort required do staff (22) Principal support
(3) funding level af.projett (ieg) 11) Overall change required in teaching

('23) Project director effectiveness
(4)" Funding per student

(14) Staff paid for tratoing (24) Elementary school
(5)' Number of project ;Awls (15) Training received (usefulness).

(25) School, sire
(6) Community involvement (16) Classroom assistance.(usefulness) (26) School socioeconomic setting
(7) Individunliration techniques (17) Consultants (usefulness) (27) Teachers' sense of efficacY
(6) Use of spec:1111;4s ((8) Project meetings (uiefulness)

(28) Teachers' experience (years)
(9)L Classroom organlzarion 'Any (19) Observation of other classrooms (viefu)ness) (29) Teachers''Verbal ability,

(10) Curriculum revisions (20), ParticipatiOn in proiert decisions



Table A,4

RE'GRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND STANDARD ERRORS FOR CLASSROOM VARIABLES

Ilepondent Variable

Independent'Varlahle

Perkent Prolect

Co:ils Achieved

Regression Standard

coefficient Error

Total

Teacher Change

Regression Standard

Coefficient Error

Total

Student Improvement,

Regression .Standard

Coefficient Error

Continuation.of

Prokl Methods

Regresslon Standard

Cofficlent Error

Continuation of

Project Materials

Regression Standard

011efficieht Error

il1 Funding level of prOlect 1.0072, 1.332 0.49629 0.3750 -0.11230 0.1660 , 0.26500E-01 0.9384E41 -0.72980E41 0'5762,01'

0) fading per student 0.29752E42 0.3463E-02 0.33641E-03 0.9752E43 0.62746E43 0.4317E-03 0.12350E-03 0.2440E,03 0.97847/404 0.1498!,03

CO

(n1

Number of project schook ,

Community involvement

Q.13803

.1.6148

0.1665

0.9038

-0.28000E-01 0.4686E-01

0.51542 0.2545

0.19995E41

0.6104E41

,0.2075E-01

0.1127

0.16445E-01

0.69286E,01

0.1173E-01

0.6369E-01

0.16441E-01 0.7203E-02

-0.34137E-01 0.3910E-01

'(7) toAni.ques 0.54489 . 0.9642 0.17509 0.2772 0.41868E-01 0.1227 . 0.30196E.01 0.6936E-01 0.40908E012 q.4256E41

(P. se of specialists .0.27969 0.6521 4.56946E41 0.2400 -0.16963 0.1062' 0.86327E-02 0,6005E41 -,0.86706E-02 0.3687E,01

(9) Classroom organiation change 0.53429 0.6316 0.47356 0.2342 , 4.68717E41 0.1037 0.10614 0.5862E-01, .0.65168E41 0.3599E41

(10) Currienlum ievisiony 1.5336 0.6565 4.12786 0.2422 0,19400 0.1068 -0.21533541 4.6036E41 0.54734E41, 0.37065,01

Specificity of goals. , 2.7416 0.7421 0.24486 0.2090 0.18563 0.9251E-01 0.13141 0.5230E41 0.10384 0.3211E01

(121 Extra offort riquirod of syff -0.36162,.01 0.6491 0468966 0.1628 4.52461E41 0.8092E,01 0.13493 0.4574E41 0.11417 04809E41

(11) Overall ebony required In teaching -0.65537141 1.699 1.9259 0.5347 .15412E41 0.2367 0.19260 0.1338 0.14359 0.8215E-01

(14) 'Staff paid for' training -4.11299 1.800 0.20457 0.5068 4.47137 0.2243 0.14034 , 0.1268 0.374205.01 0.7786E-01

(15) Training recidved 1.6186 0.6189 0.23692 0.1743 0.22032 0.7716E-01 0.970565.01 0.4362E41 0.30937E01 0.26785-01

(16) Classroom assistance 14623 0.4562 0;22976 0.1285 0.18134 0.5687E-01 0.62425E-01 0.32155.01 0.82187E-02 0.19745-01

(17) Consultants 0.85775 0.3943 0.23856 '4..1.1.10 193169E41 '0.4915E-01 0.544815-02 0.2779E-01 0.15917E-01 0.1706E-01

(18). .Proiect meetings 4.80328 0.4952 0.69475E01.1395 0.21556E-01 0.6174E-01 -0.25437E41 0.3490E-01 -0,2564E41 ,0.2143$41

itseryation of other classrooms -0.36591 ,0.3536 0.e9524E41' 0.9957E-01 0.40912E41 0.4408E=01 0.15880E,01 0.2492E41 0.31689Ep01 0.1530E-01

(20) Participation in project decisions 1.0103, 0.4978 -0.209271,01 '0.1402 0.13932E41 0.6205E-01 0.90595E-4 0.35085,01 0:46623E-01 0.2154E,01

(21) chiallry of working relations 4.7173 04574 0.28513 , 0.2696 0.18239 0.1193 0.19803 0.67475.41 0.13326 0.4142E41

(22) Principal'support 1.2032 0.5177 0.10436 :1 0.1458 0.18619 0.6454E,01 0.99305E-01 0.36495.01 004558E-01 0.2240E41

J23)
Project director effectiveness 3.6062 0.6374 0.81165E42 01:1795 0.2277 0.7946E-02 0.32409E41 0.4492E-01 0;43365E4e 0.2758E-01,

(24)-, Elementary school 51347 2.357 . 1.2213 0.6638 .4,16454 0.2939 0.63461E1.01 0.1661 0.14980 0.1020

.(251 School size 0.67001E42 0.2768E42 0.51679E43 0.7796E-03 .32843E43 0.3451E-03 -0.112105,03 0.1951E,03 0.26790E-04 0.1198E-03

(2h) School socioeConomIc setting
1;

0.80285 0.9567 , 4.44336 ,1 0.2694 4.45467E41 0.1193 -0.24279E-01 0.6742E41 -0.35037541 0.41395-01

(27) Tea'chers' sense of efficacy 1.7545 0.5831 0.41239 ; 0.1642 0.44285 0.72695-01 0.12221 0.4109E,01 0.45866E41 0.2523E-01

(28) Teachers experience (years) 4.31208 0.1081 4.10068 ; 0.3043E41 -0.26065E-01 0.1347E-01 70.12014E-01 0.7615E-02. 4.143435-02 0.46755-02

(29) Teachers' verbal ah'ility 4.89656E41 04506 4.33042E41 0.4241E41 0.50092E41 0.1877E-01 0,13680E-01 0.1061E-01' 0.87537E-02 ,0.6516tp02

R. . 5 0 .30 .39 .36 .32

Barten's R' .47 . .26 ..36 .32 .28'
Sf;

499 499 499
499 499

2.1

a
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.AppendiX B

THESOURCES OF VARIAT'TON'IN TEACHER RESPONSES

A continuing theme oe this research has been the extent to which

the oUtcomes of-Projects depend on the yay they are carried out--that

is, on their.implementation. We have argued that the strategies whereby'

a proj.ect is instalged and modified to meet loCal needs may be much

mere critical for results than is the educational theery underlying a;

innovation, er the.initial Project design. As a consequence, we wOuld

expectthat teachers 1W the same 'innovative projectand e'ven in the

. same schoolwould have different experiences withthe innovation,
. .

cit2(4:mlin;; on their imolementation expentences. In other Yords, we

would'S(1y that awinnovative.project is not a uniform educational

treatment; rather, it is a loosety structured intervention in the on-

going lifb of a School, and its,effects depend on the often unique ways

that it is actifally carried out-in each classroom.

Because we expect the results.of a project)to beaffected by its

'mplementation in individual classrooMs, we have based our 'analysis

not only Owdata collected for whole prbjects or schools, but also on

data gathered froth more than one thousand teachers. Each teacher was

asked to report on the innovative project in his or,her classroom. In-

'the two.surveys we conducted:(in 1973 and 1976), we found that the',

teachers varied considerably in such areaS' as

o Their.understanding of the project;

o The extent to which.they took part in designing, preparing

for, mWdifying, and adapting the innovation; and '

o The,extene to which the innovation influenced their teach-

ing practices.

.Moreover, our 1973 survey revealed that-project teachers, principals:,

and Ostrict officials often' 'sharply disagreed about the oUtcomes of

a,project. (We argued that thiS.,disagreement between teacheps -and

their superiors may have been due,to systematic differences in the

.way implementation affected them.)

2 2 8\
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Both our data and our theoretical understanding of the change
9

process lead.us to.believe that teacher-to-teadher variation is an

important part of the.story of everyfinnovation. But how iMpOrtant

are these differences empirically, compared with the differences

among projects ana among schools? It was possible that the variatiyn

among teachers in bur sample was' an artifact.bf the may in whi,ch we

collected the data perhaps, that is, it Merely reflected dieferences

among schools and projects. If this were true, Some of our analysis

might be invalid, particular,ly our cOnclusions about relationships

involving nonschool And nonproject variableS This appendfx explores

this isSue by assessing how much of the variance in teachers',answers

is due to teachers being in the same school or on the.same project.

'T be analysis supports the basic Assumption made by Chaps. 4 and 5.

AtiALYZtNG DIFFERENCES-IU TEACHER BEHAVIOR .

We need to,estimate the relative.Magnitudes,of several'sets of
-

behavior: behaVior that Varies between individual teachers (thC.r

, idiosyncratic behavior), behavior that varies' between,innovative proj-

ects-.(representing:-the-funified-responses'of-teachers-to-their-projectS),

and behaVior that varies between-prole& teachers in particular schools

(representing the effect of policies in different project settings).

By, use of the statistical technique known aa-analySis of covari-

'anCe, we may break down the parts of teachers! responses,in the folloW-

ing partitton:'

leachers' responses = (part due'to the..project) plug
leftover nonproject component.

(1)

-From such a:* breakdown, we can measure the proportion of variation in!

teachers' responses that.may be attributedto .the project.. For example,

if the.classroom-to-classroom variance in a project's success were very

Small, thenlactorS .common to all class'rooms and teachers in ,the project.

were more important than differences among teachers.. Once we have esti-__ .

.mated the amount of variance among'all the sampled teachers taken to-

geeller that is due'to each. teacher's particular project, we can compare

229
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,

it with the amount of variance that would be statistically attributable

to random groupings of teachers not necessarilyin the same project.

If the difference is large, we know that the project Per se "deter_
.

mined" teacher responses; if the differenceis small, then merely

knowing what project a. teacher belonged to,tells us lietle about 0--

teacher's answers.
,

0 .
. .

.

...

A second comparisdn can be made between the effect of the proiect
,

on teachers, and.the effect of a particular-school within a project
_

1

n teachers. This is done by comparing two statistical formulations:

Teachers' responses = (part due to project) plus.
leftover nonproject component., .

Teacheet' responses =' (Part due to school within the
,the project)..plus leftover nonachool component.

(1)

( )

Because,ail schoola in our survey took part in some project, Eq. (2).

cannot account for less of the variance in teachers' behavior than

Eq. (l):- lf.the school formulation (2) accounts:for substantially

more of the variance in teachers' responses than does the project
-

formulation (1), then knowing at which schOol a teacher taught within

.a project adds significantly to the preciaion ofan estimate of that
'

teacher's response, even beyond knowing which project the teacher took

part in..

'Make

In pummary, by use.of a statistical analysis of'-covariance,.we
1

two'comparisons:

o First, we compare the variande explaified,by the project.in

which each teacher worked with the variance explained.b

purely random groupings of teachers;'

o Second, we compare the variance explained by the project in

'which each teacher worked with the variance explained.bY

1
The compariSons are based on the statistic, .the.amount of.vari-

.

ance "ekplained by" the independent variablea. The independent variables
consist of a.,set Of dichotomous variatles standing foreach'of the proj
eets and each of the schools..*There teaChers in our sample were interviewed:-

230
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,

the particularschoole within a project to wrilch a teacher

wAs assigned.,

.

From these iwo comparisons we derive estimates of the magnitude of

projec cflrecta and school ca./Toots on the behavior of individual class-

room teachers.

THE VARIANCE IN INDEPENDENT-VARIABLES

Tables B.1 and B.2 show theresults of the sttistical tests of

whether teachers' behavior is individually idiosyncratic, is shared by.
. -

teachers in the same school, or is shared among the teachers in a prOj-

ect. ..Separate statistical analyses were.performed for twenty variables,

which are defined and :analYzed in Chaps. 4 and 5. -Table B.I shows the

extent to which teachers' responses covaried .ceording to their prOject.-

The,strongest effect of teachers' innovative projects on their responses

was found for the group labelled "Very high." When there was do dis-

cernible correspondence of teacherresponses to their :innovative

projeets, variables were labelled "Insignificant" (because the pattoyn

of responses was not significantly different from those we might expect

without knowidg each teacher's innovative project). Levels of. project

effect on:teachers between these tWo extremes have been categorieZed

."Moderate;" Or "High," aeCording to the:value f the "increMentdue to

project." Table B.2 shows the extent to which teachersl, responses 'co-

varied according.to their:school, beyond the coVariance that .wag,attrib-

utable to their project. When the effect of being in a particular school

was most strongly reflected in teachers' responses, the indicator is

categorized "Veri high" in school effect;.Whena teacher's school had

no apparent effect on the Pattern of responses, beyond the' effect, al-

:ready measured for the innovative project, the indicator is'categor-

ized as "Ingignificant." Table B 3 summarizes all of these,findings
-

regarding the strength.af project and school effects on teachers'

reports.

Insignificance of Background Related to School on .Project
,

Teachers' reports'of.their background.characteristie's showed no
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Tabie B.i

TEACHER VARIANCE EXPLAINED BY TEACHER'S PROJECT:
WEPENDENT VARIABLES

Variable (Teacher's ,Besponses)

Experience,(years)
Sense of efficacy in teaching
:Verbal ability
Usefulness of first-year training
Specificity bf goals
Overall change required
.Project director effectiveness

Variance
,Explained
in Test

ANOVA (R2)

.241

.238

.235

.258

..353

.270
P .319

4 Increment
Due to
Project :

(Test R2)4

None.

None,
None
None
:095

! ,.012
, .061

,

Significance
of Increment

Insignificant
.Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Moderate.
.Moderate
.Moderate

Usefulness of classrooM asgistance .267 .009. Moderate.
Frequency of staff:interactions- .346' .088 Moderate
Usefulness of pretraining ..283 . .025 Moderate
Quality of working relacions .283 .025 Moderate
Principal support .351 .093 Moderate
Usefulness of later trairang -:299 '.041 Moderaee'

Use of specialists :358 ,100 Moderate
Usefulness of consultants , ;393 .137 High
Extra effort required :365 :107 'High

Curriculum revisions .386 .128 High

Individualization techniques ..515 .257 Very nigh

Community involvement .590. .332 .Very high

Classroom organizationchange .472 .214 Very high

NOTE: Entries are based on a regression'of each variable on a vector
of dichotomous Nariables, each corresponding to an identifier of a proj-
ect-in the survey. R2 from this basic-regression is shown in the second

, k
column.

. _
a "Increment Due to Project" is the-difference between the variance

explained in the test regression (R2Y.and the R2 that could occur by
chance if the independent variables -(here, ttie identifiers of particular
projects) were not related to the dependent v.ariable. The statistical
test ,for the significance of this relationship is F(67, 353) 1.36 for

p <:0.05. This corresponds to a Critical-value of the R2 statistic fon
a "significant" xegression of R2 0.259..
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Table B.2

TEACHER VARIANCE EXPLAINED BY TEACHER'S SCHOOL:
INDEPENDENT VAILABLES '

. .

Variable (Teacher's Responses) .

Sense of.effieacy in tearing
Verbal ability
Experience treat's)
Usefulness of classroom assistance
Overall change require-d
Usefulness of first-yesr training

".! Project director eVectiveness
Frequency of ataff,interections
Specificity of goal's
Individualization thniques.

Variance.
Explained
-in Test
ANOVA (R2)

.353

.364

..383

.4(4

.404

.408

.450

.477

:483

,A,07

'.:ritical

,
Value
for

Test R2.

.395

.393

.398

.418 .

.421
fell

.1'460.

.481

.487

.615

,

Idcrement.
,Me to .

School
(Test R2)a

b
None

None.
None
None .

None
None
None
None
None
None

Significance
of Increment

,Insignificant
.. Insignificant

Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insigni,ficant
Insignificant
Insignificant

Usefulness of pretraining :438 .431 .007 Moderate
Extra.effort required .499 ,496 .003 Moderate.

a Usefulness of consultants .519 .518 -.001 Moderate°.
Quality of worfang relations ..446 .431

:
.015 High

Curriculum revisions .524 ,513 .011 High
Community involveMent .684 .675 .009 High

.

Usefulness of later training .471 .443 .028 Very high
Use of specia14ts .519 .490 .029 Very high
Principll support .554 .485 .069 Very.high
Classroom orgAnization change .601 .581 ..020 .Very high

NOTE: Entries are.based on. a regression of each variable-on a vector of..dichot-
omous.iiariables, each,eorresponding to An'identifier of a school in the survey. R2
from this basic regiession is shown in the vecond columnb

a"IncreMent Due to School" is ihe differeLce between the variance explained in
the test regressien (R2) and the g2. that could:occur-by chance if the independent
variables had no'explanatory. power beyond that of the ifrojeot regressions (reported
in Table B.1).. Since the increment required to establish statistical significance

'

will'vary depending on the variance explained by the project regreSsions, the'appro-
priate, criticalvalue'is reported in the third column-. - This value .of R2 correspondS-
to the atatistical est of whether'F(56; 298) 1.38 for p < 0.05.

. evidence that similar teachers tended to teach ih part.lcular schools

or piojects. Their years of experience, sense of efficacy in teach--

ing (their-avowed ability to "get through" to even the most difficult
:-

or unmotivated students), and their performance on a brief test of

verbal ability were not significantr) related to the project or the

school ill which they taught. In other words, there was no tendency

in our sample Tor certain 'teachers to be nelecteero participate in

specffic programs (or schools within programs) ,,or voluntarily to

"Select themselves" into programs. Therefore, differences among

schools or programs are probably not'clue to systematic differences
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Table B.3

SUMMARY OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED IN INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Project Effect
School Effect 'Insignificant Moderate High Very High

,

Insignificant
-

,

,

,
Experience
Sense of efficacy
Verbal ability
Usefulness of first-

year training

Specificity of goals'
Overall change equired
Project director

'effectivenetii

Usefulness of,clasproom
.assistance

.

Frequency orstaff
interactions -,

Individualization
techniques

.

.

.

Moderate t

,

'Usefulness of
pretraining
-I

.

Usefulness of consultants
Extra effort required

..

High Quality of working
relations

.

Curriculum revisions. ''

.

Oommunity involvement

Very high

I

,

Principal support
Usefulness of-later

training
Use of consultants

.

Classroom organization
.change

in the backgrounds of participating teachers. Surprisingly,'teachers

assessments of the usefulness of training iirovided during the projectls

first'year also showed no effect from projects or schools. Although

teachers' experiences With training for an innovative project may well

be very idportant to project implementation and outcomes, such experi-

ences evidently vary widely, within schools and programs. Perhaps

teachers' evaluations of first-year training depended on.particular

conditions they encountered in their own classrooms.

,
Weak Association of Specificity of...Goals and Overall Change
Required with Project

Moderate effects due to their projects (but no significant,pattern

of school effects) occurred for reports of two major factors: the spe-

cificity of the projects' goals and the overall change required in

teachihg. While we would.certainly expect a pattern of similar reports

lor particular project's-and not for participating schools hn these vari-

ables, the smallness-of the project effect iS noteworthy. It suggests

that teachers in the same projec, often differ'substantially in their

perceptions of project scope and goals.

In addition; teachers' responses moderately reflected their proj-

ects.(and not their schools).for three variables: project director
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"

effectiveness, the,usefulness,of classroom assistance, and the frequency
of staff interactions. Teachers eviOently were fairly diverse in* their

reactions to both Project directors and classroom assIstance, perhaps

because of the importance of individual.personality interactions in
these relationships.

.Moderate Effect of Prplect and School on Pregroject Training

Teachers on the same project 'tended to evaluate their pre-imple-

mentation training.similarli,, within projects, but ehere,were measurable

differences in how teachers, responded to the training depending on tche

school they were in. -District policies regarding such training were.

.not washed out by individualistic responses;..in addition, it appears'
...-

that differences between teachers' (and the problems they face) in dif-

ferent schools may have caused the training to be evaluated differently

in different schools. Perhaps because teacher§ had no direct personal

experience,with the project when they received this training, their

responses were not completely fragmented cr idiosyncratic. Still,.the

amount of teacher-to-teacher variation in their assessments is _quite

high.
a

Prolect Effects Due to Extra Effort Required and Use of Consultants

.The variation in the usefulnesS of outside consultants..and in

extra effort required reflected first the projects, and then, 'to a more

moderate byt significint extent, the.schools'within projects. Because -

outside"tonsultants are generally hired by district officials, and such

consultants Often'giVe the same prepared advice and-remarks to different'

audiences, it is not surprising that a high level of similiarity in

project teachers' reports was found. The school effect shows that,, how-

ever predietable.a.cons'ultant might be, he or she is received differently

in,different school settings. The importance of the school setting

certainly extends to.problems it faces--and therefore, to the way its

stiff responds to a consultant's comments. The finding that teachers

in a project- were in considerable agreement on the extra effort it

"required of them may reflect the project's implewentation more than its

technology, or.design, or'students. Effort depends on implementation

3 5
4
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decisions regarding training, district support, and teachers'-freedOm

to adapt the project ro their needs. In addition, the school dIffer-
.

ences in effort suggest that the original design of the. project does

not by itself account for the predictability of teachers', effort;

Greater Effect,of School. Than of Project on Working Relationships. ''

Whie teaehers' extra effort was strOngly.relatedto the project

served by each teacher and only moderately to the particular school

within a projeCt, the quality of working relationships depended only

moderately on the project and.quite highly on the individual school.
0

Because teachers exposed tothe same projectand'district policies

nonetheless display major differences in their views of working rela-

tionshipa-at tfie achool level, We may infer that the organizational

climate of'eaCh school influences the receptivity of teachers to new

policies and projects. The statistical finding provides evidende for

the assumption made in Chap. 5 that the Unique identity of the achool

environment'extenda to the climate that teachers create for their Work,

quite independently.of the, effects Of the.district Or project in.which

they.work.

Variation'of Principals' Silk:sort by School

-Teachers at the same school tend to view their:Principal's support

for the projeCtsimilarly, as Chap. 5 assumed. Teachers' reports of

their principal's support toward'the innovatiOn also reflected the'

.- teachers' district and project. The pattern of Principals'atd.tudes

is not unaffected by some of the overarching policies or character7

istics of the project, across the individual schools n the project.

Dominance of School Effects Over Later Training

Unlike teachers' reports regarding training they received before

or during the initial ear mf an innovative project, their dasessments
-77

--of training in ater periods were:very highly related to the school in,

which.they taught.. (There was also.a Moderate relationship to the in-

novative project as a whole.) This suggests that some of the classroom-

to-claasroom variability that is associated with the diversity of
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teachers' initial reactions to the implementation of an innovation

may ,be Somewhat resolved by the passage of time. in addition, it may

be that school policymakers learn how to sharpen their.training programs

and make them,more coherent as they gain experience with,the project.

Variability in .Educational Method

The use of individualization techniques was very highly related

to the'innovative project in which a teacher participated, snd not at

-all to. a teacher's school within the project. Teachers understOod and

.reported,.with remarkable cOnsistency,.the extent to which a project

used individualized. methods. Evidently, project officials:can success-,

fully cottunicate this dimension of an innovation to teachers. ,More-

over, there is essentially no systetatic deviation from project-wide,

individualization reports by teachers in particular schools.

Each'of the other techniques reflected substantial school effects,

indicating.that an innovative project "mutates'!,depending on the school

in which it is tried. Community involvement showed a very high rela-

tionship to the project as a whole, but also a high dependence onthe

school within a project in which it was employed. The partidular in-
.

gredients of cOmmunity involvement were evidently.affected by local

conditions, and a common project policy apparently left room for schools

to elfer in their use of community-oriented techniques.

The use of new classroom organization 14tterns depended verY highly_

on each project but the schooralso defined the innoliation. These

school-to-school differences show the difficulty of.imposing such tech-

niques as open education, or differentiated staffing on, diverse groups.

of teachers. They also show how much thebe innovations tended to

develop organically, in concert with the conditions of support.and

learning that are present in each school.

Both project and.school determined the teachers' descriptions of

curriculum revisions. .The variance*in teachers! descriptions of-the.

'use of specialists.depended mostly on the school and-moderately on the

project r

237
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VARIAkE'IN.PROJECT OUTCOMES

'Kables B.4.and B.5. give the results 'of the statistical tests of

whether the variance in the dependent vai-iables_used in Chap. 5 rer

flected the project, the'school, or_Individual.variation.among the .

'teachers'. Table.B.6 summarizes all'Of these findings regarding'the

strength of.projett and'school effects.

Changes-in Teaching'.

Most'of the behavioral outcomes, especially those focusing.on

teaching changes that resulted frOm.the Innovatibm, bear only a

moderate relationship to the overall projett (and'none to the teachers'

. school within the project). The-pattern of teacher responses regard-

ing their basic skills,teaching, affective development teaching, and

Table B.4

TEACHER VARIANCE EXPtAINED BY TEACHER'S PkOJECT:
DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Variable (Teacher's Responses)

Variance
Explained
in Test

ANOVA (R2)

Increment
Due to
Project
(Test R2)a

Significance
'of Increment

Change in besic skills teaching. .306 .048 Moderate

Change in affective development .300 .042 . Moderate

Change in dealing with special
learning probleMs .315 .057 Moderate

Improvement in student.behavior .294 .036 .Moderate

Continuation .01-project methods .279 -.021 Moderate

Change in classroom organization .414 .156 'High

Improvement in student achievement- .379 .-121 High

Percent project goals achieved ,398 .140 High

NOTE: Entries Are based on a regression of each variable orra vector
of diChotomoug Variable's, each corresponding to am.identifier of a proj-.

ect in the suz-vey. R2 from this basicregression isshown in the second
column.

a"increment Due to Project" is"the differenOe lietween the variance
explained in the test regression (R2), and ifie R2 that could occur by:
chance'if, the independent varitbles (here, the identifiers.of particular
projects) were not related to the deliendent variable. The statistical

test for the significance of this relationship is F(67, 353) 1.36 for

p < 0.05. .This.Lcorresponds to a.critical value of the'R2 statistic for

a "significant" regression'of R2 0.259,
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Table B.5

.TEACHER VARIANCE.EXPLAINED BY TEACHER'S:SCHOOL:
DEPENDENT VARIABLES .

Variable (Teacheep:Responses)

Variance
Explained
in Test

ANQVA (R2)

Critical
Value
for

Test i2

Increment
Due to
School
(rest R2)a.

Significance
of;. Increment

Changeln basic skills teaching. .427, .449 None Insignificant
Change'in affective development .373 .444 None insignificant
Change. in dealing with special'
learning problems .416 456 None Insignificant

Improvement in student behavior,. .406( .440 None Insignificant
Change in'classroom,organization .497 .535 None . Insignificant
Improvement in student achievement .487 .507 None Insignificant
Continuation of project methods .443 :428. .015 High
Percent project.goals achieVed .542 ..522 .020 High

, NOTE: Entries are based on a regression of each.variable on a vector of dichoto-
mous variables, each corresponding to an identifier of a school in the survey. R2.

from this basic regression is shown.in the second column.
0

Due to Sch oOl" is the difference between the variance exPlained.in.
the test regression (R2) and the R2 that could occur by chance if the independent
variables had no explanatory power beyond that of the prbject revessions (reported
in Table B.O. Since the increment required to establish statistical signifidance

°will vary depending on the variance explained by thekoject regressions, the appro7
priate critical value is reported in-fhe third column. This value of R2 corresponds
to the statistical test of whether F(56, 298) 1.38for p < 0.05.

Table B.6

SUMMARTOF VARIANCE EXPLAINED IN DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Project Effect

Insignificant Moderate High. Very High

Insignifitant

..'

Change in basic Skills teaching
Change in dealing with

affectiVe development
Change in dealing with special

learning problems
Improvement in student behavior

Classroom organiza0on change
Improvement in student
achievement

-..,

MOderace
.

.

.

High Continuation of project methods Percent project goals achieved

Very high ,
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their dealing.with students' indiyidual le-arning problems showed.some

similarity among teachers in the Same project, buit the similarity did

not come close. to.,dominating these classroom outcomes. The same find-

ing holds for improvements.in atudent. behavior. Being in a-partiCular

project simply did nOt determine the bulk of.these project outdomes
4

for teachers. Ibis suggests tbat research investigating innovations

and their.results should analyze incO.vidual variations aMong teachers.

Summarizing,the results of an innoyation for all of the teachers in

a project ignores and thrOws away a wealth of.information pertaining

toJthe farge individual component.of innovative outcomes.

Project Effects on Achievement and Classroom Organization

Teachers' judgmerits about the change in their classroom orga-

nization practices and their assessment of improvements in Student

achievement shOweda. high.level of systematic response by teachers

in the same project (though there was no additional similarity of re-

sponses for teacbers in the same school). The extreme difficulty.of

classroom'organization projects probably explains the coherence of

teachers' responses to this measure.; a project that did not intend to

change classroom organization would probably produce uniformly low

reports of classroom change, while projects attempting major classroom

organization changes evidently had sufficient impact and novelty to

pKoduce a common perception of change for their teachers.' SimilSrly,

it is possible that Ihe emphasis (or laCk of it) on student achieVe-

ment gains by district policymakers may contribute to a Consistency

in teachers' efforts to improve achievement.

Continuation--A Schbol Phenomenon

Teachers' continuation of project methods showed a high level of

similarity among teachers in the same school and moderate similarity

for teachers within a project. This result lends credence to our

data-analysis approach.of examining the classroom level separately

,from the district level.
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Project and School Effects on Implementation Effectiveness

Teachers' reports of percent project:goals achieved showed a

high tendency:to conform within particular projects .and within schools;

even after taking account of projecteffeLts. When teaChers evaluated

the project as a whole (rather.,ehan their own experiences as 'partici

pants.in the projecO, they tended to gravitate'toward the opinions

of their colleagues.
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Appendix C

PARENT.INVOLVEMENT

Unlike the other Titles of ESEA--specifically, Title I and

Title VII--Title III grants carry no requirement to involve parents,

in project operation or governance. Whenparents were involved in

Title III projects, their involyement-was vert of the local district

stafrs Strategy to assist imPlementation. In our'samOle, approxi-

mately 25 percent of the teachers stated that parent involvement was

a major goal.for their projects.
1

It.can be inferred from the distri-

bution of .teacher responses to the survey question,that parent involve-

ment was by no means a "popular" or a roUtinely elected iMplemehtation

strategy; but when it was made a major project goal, it was regarded

asan important part,of project operations7-not as an incidental

activity, 'as is so often the case in Title I projects.

. Furthermore,'.our analysis suggests that Af project staff chos'e

parent involvement as-a. goal, (or, as we inferred aboVe, if projecfs

really-wanted to involve parents)-, they usually.succeeded in doing so.

We asked teacher's to what extent the strategies used by their projects

were effective in promoting parent participation.
2

The corxelation'

1
The_specific question.asked of teachers and the distribution of

the'1010 responses were: (Parent Involvement as a Goal) "To.what
...extent was parent involvement a major goal:Of this. projebt?"

7.1% 8.0% 9.4% 13.2% :11.770 17.7% 33.0%

I 1 1 I 1 1 (

7 6 5 4
.3

2 1

, To 'a very , Not at all e

large extent

2
The specific question. and, the distribution of the' 533 responses

. were: (Success in Involving, Parents) "HowHeffective were these strat
...

egi.es in involping parents?"

9.0% 14.1% 20.5% 23.4% 15,0% 13,2% 4.0%

I
I I I I j

7 6 5 4 2 1

Very Not at all
effeCtiVe effective
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between this qteStion and the queStion concerning parent involvement

as a major project goal is approximately .76, indicating apt those

projects genuinely-wanting parent involvement were usully able to

devise strategies bp obtain it. In the past, the apparent failure

of many Title I and other projects to prOmote parent ,involvement has

been blamed on "parent.apathy".; 'one inference of our analysis, however,

iS that."project apap'y" is more to, hlame, becausemany'projects"did

-not really want to involve, parents in the first place.. Our analysis

suggests that the effectiveness,of parent:involvement strategies, like
a

that oE many other educational strategies, depends on a. point of view

about parents' role in the governance and operation of sehool affairs--

a point of view that is' independent of-mandates or guidelines.

It is not enough merely to want parent involvement. Strategies

to gain it must be devised, and some are much mere effective than.
.

'others. Teachers were asked what strategies their projects' had used. 3

We examined the overall-relationship between their resp - this

question and' their'ratings OfIlOW effective the strategies had been..

The resulting partial R of ,26 is high enough to suggest that strategies

per se do matter, but is low. enough to indicate that a great deal de-

pends on the strategy chosen.
/

Of. the seven strategies'identified, parent training was found tip

- be the most effective. Parent involvement/in classroom activities-- .

\ . /

\
3
The specific survey, question andthe distribution of responses,

were: (Parent-Involvement Strategies) "Whieh.of the foltowing strat-

\ 'egies, if any, was used to involve parents in the project?":
,

No. of

. _
% Responses

No parent involvetent strategy :58.1 385
Parent training 26.9 177

-\ Parents hired as pa.
,

id aides 26.6 l75
\Other parentinvolvement in the classroom ', 38.9: 257
Nome. visits by teacher 16.4 107' °
Parent participation in project planning

Or decisionmaking 26.3 -173'

Parent participation in school planning
or decisionmaking 20.4 134

Other (please specify) 21.8 . 143
.

, .

,,..,

,



other than as Paid aides.--was also very effective. Together,.these

two strategies corroborate the importance of active parent participa-

tion, a. theme'that has recurred repeatedly during the past decade's

experience_with theSe strategies. Most failures to engage parentS

haveheen failures y design, with parents relegated to the.rola of

passive ."recipients," in which they have little power over prograth

operation or the educational process: Such strategieS are typically

variations on the' PTA or newsletter model: Inforffaeion bout project

operations is dtspensed, and decisions are perfunctorily.reviewed with

Parents... Parents have largely ignored pro forma efforts of this kind,

-especially low-income parents forwhoM time is at a premium...

The success of paxent training in our sample of Title III projects

suggests that most parentS, net merely parents of the "disadvantaged,".

are eager to learn what they can'do to further their children's educa-

tion. Parent training enables them to acquire.and apply educational

skills in the.home.or classroom.

In short, effective parent involvement strategies are those that

parents perceive as supporting their active role in their children's

education and providing information about more effective parenting.

Organizing and'carryihg out'these strategies require considerable

staff time and effort--effort that is unlikely to be expended unless

project staff members genuinely value parent involvement. Consequently,

the relationship between parent involvement s a goal and effectiveness ,

in achieving parent participation is not surprising.

How oes parent involvement relate to project outcomeS? Tradi-

tionally, parents have been "silent partners" in education, and PTA

meetings:have often beed more soCial affairs than working sessions.

Against this background, a serious hd SOC.C-eS'Sfilf-effort to involve

parents in project operations signifies a decided change in point of

view Concerning.the g6vernance'and conduct of school affairs; in such-
-,

cases, one would expect to encounter attemptSto alter 'still other

"traditional" aspects of Classroom ManageMent and,practice, such as

student/teacher relations or teacher.roles. OUr analysis suppoills this

roposition. Projetts that had parent, involvement as a Major goal also

. esulted in significant,ly more teacher change in a. n4mberof areas::
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teachers' ability, to recognize and solve individual students'.special

learning problems; teachers' classroom organization techniques; and

teacherS' ability to work with students in affective development.

Parent involvement did not alter the way in which Leachers taught

basic skil1s. It seems likely that projects pursuing parent tnvolve-

ment were les-S concerned with innovation in particular subject areas

than with a more general change in school or classroomCliMate and

management. Thus; it is not unexpected that patent involvement was.-

also positively related to change-in student attitudes or-behavior,

but hot to student achievement.

Parent involveMent as a project goal was positively related to

continuation of, project methods, but not to the continuation of project

materials,,after the end of federal funding. This finding.supOorts

the.notion th'at activeparent invOlveMent:is part of a point of view

about the delivery of educational services--an:approach.to.education

that assumes considerable change in traditional attitudes and therefore

requires considerable initial, comMitment on the part of.staff:,

^
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